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Introduction | Human-wolf relations

Tracing Wolves explores some of the human-wolf practices via which Scan-
dinavian wolves are experienced and become known. Wolves in Scandinavia 
are on the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) red 
list of threatened species,1 they are also protected in accordance with the 
European Union (EU) Habitats Directive (92/43/EEC) Annex IV (Darpö and 
Epstein 2015: 7) and in line with the Berne Convention of 1979 (Salvatori 
and Linnell 2005: 17). Controversially, however, contrary to European law 
and international agreements, the Swedish authorities re-initiated ‘controlled 
hunting’ in some counties, primarily during the winter of 2009-2010 and 
more recently during the winter of 2014-15 and every winter since. These 
decisions have been well documented and debated in the Swedish media, 
which tends to illustrate polarized perspectives, highlighting differences of 
opinion and interests between ‘pro-wolf’ and ‘anti-wolf’ positions. In gen-
eral these tend to be played out between ‘conservationists’ on the one hand, 
and ‘hunters’, ‘farmers’ and ‘reindeer herders’ on the other.

Though there are indeed such ‘conflicts’ between various factions of 
Swedish society, provoking a debate that it is so intense that it is often collo-
quially described as ‘infected’ and too toxic to discuss openly, even dividing 
families and friends, the field that I explored was far more nuanced. It did 
not take long, for example, for me to comprehend that categories such as 
‘conservationist’, ‘hunter’, ‘herder’ or ‘farmer’ are rather blurry in the field. 
Consequently, I attempted to push such categories to one side and focus 
upon a rather more grounded practice-based ethnography in order to under-
stand how Scandinavian wolves are experienced and become known. More-
over, there are already a number of excellent papers and books written on

                                                     
1See website reference list for IUCN red list of threatened species.
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wolf conflicts in Scandinavia2 and elsewhere around the world.3 Often, such 
debates4 take place both within a local and an increasingly broader global 
environmentalist discourse, a point also noted by one of my interlocutors, an 
ecological researcher who described the wolf as a ‘mini global environmen-
tal crisis’, and for that reason offers insight on environmental issues at both a 
macro and micro level. Furthermore, as Martin Nie has observed, ‘carnivore 
conservation is often a surrogate for broader cultural conflicts’ (2001: 1), 
which often sheds light on fascinating dynamics that occur in various con-
texts between a number of stakeholders, and in fact it is often such ‘cultural 
conflicts’ that are the focus of academic attention.5 However, rather than 
simply reproduce the well-worn polarized reports of the Swedish media, or 
mimic other academic investigations, I alternatively explore ethnographical-
ly the fuzzier field where ‘hunters’, ‘scientists’, local county board field-
workers and even ‘conservationists’ share information, apparatus and prac-
tices.

Methodology and research questions 

Shifting from understanding various objects as the focus point 
of various perspectives to following them as they are enacted in 
a variety of practices implies a shift from asking how sciences 
represent to asking how they intervene…knowledge is no long-
er treated primarily as referential, as a set of statements about 
reality, but as a practice that interferes with other practices. It 
therefore participates in reality.

(Mol 2002: 152-3).

Methodologically, Annemarie Mol’s (2002) praxiographic approach very 
much forms the spine of this thesis. Crucially, the significant aspect of this 
form of attentiveness is that one must acknowledge one’s own ‘participa-
tion’, as an inevitable consequence of scientific practice. Consequently, it is 
vital for researchers to reflect upon their own methods as part of that which 
is being ‘observed’, to consider the ethnographer and the anthropologist as 

                                                     
2 For example, see Sjölander-Lindqvist (2008, 2009, 2011), Skogen, Krange and Figari 
(2017), von Essen (2016), Lindquist (2000), Beach (2004), Ericsson and Heberlein (2003).
3 For example see Bisi et al. (2007), Brownlow (2000), Sharpe, Norton and Donnelley (2001),
Rajpurohit (1999), Milheiras and Hodge (2011), Nie (2001) and Knight (2003).
4 The controversy that surrounds the presence of wolves in Sweden is often referred to as the 
‘debate’ or ‘conflict’ between different groups, hunters, herders, farmers, forestry, conserva-
tion organisations and their different interests. 
5 See von Essen (2016) for such an approach to the Scandinavian wolf and illegal hunting and 
Skogen, Krange and Figari (2017) for a broader overview of the debate in Scandinavia.
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part of the entire ‘phenomenon’ that is being explored in Karen Barad’s 
(2003, 2007) terminology. Barad asserts that apparatuses are not separate 
from the things that they measure, but should rather be considered as ‘phe-
nomena’, a term which she defines as ‘the inseparability of the object and 
the measuring agencies’ (Barad 2007: 139). Her agential realism inspired by 
Niels Bohr’s ‘philosophy-physics’ (ibid.: 97), asserts that there are no sepa-
rate things, or rather, ‘agencies’,6 and consequently, she moves toward a 
performative, practice based ‘ontoepistemology’ (ibid.: 44), as for her ontol-
ogy and epistemology cannot be separated. The task then, as Marianne Lien 
and John Law quite rightly highlight, is as follows: ‘if we want to understand 
the character of objects (or animals) in practice, in this way of thinking…is 
to find ways of tracing and talking about that variable geometry’ (Lien and 
Law 2013: 333, my emphasis).

This thesis is an attempt to address such a pursuit, to consider how one 
can ‘trace’ Scandinavian wolves as ‘a variable geometry’, as they emerge in 
a number of forms. It is an attempt to present and illustrate the phenomenon 
called wolf via the processual flux, flows, and multiplicities that are evoked 
within or via human-wolf relations, those imploding and exploding nodes of 
potentiality, both human and wolf, that arise during various moments and at 
a number of different locations. In this regard, my approach is not a monist 
or dualist endeavour, but rather seeks to dissipate these ontological catego-
ries, as both are too static to facilitate an accurate description of the Scandi-
navian wolf that I experienced in the field. In this sense, the thesis is not an
attempt to reveal the ‘native’s point of view’ (Malinowski 2005 �1922�: 25, 
my emphasis), though this often surfaces, but it rather describes what the 
natives do, by exploring how wolves emerge through a number of different 
practices. It is for this reason that when I reflect upon my experiences and 
encounters with people, animals or technologies during fieldwork, that I 
acknowledge (at times) there may be no discernable difference between 
these points of reference, as a holistic centre-less nexus, when on other occa-
sions they clearly stand alone, quite detached. 

Therefore, in light of such thoughts, how does one trace wolves? Inspired 
by anthropological approaches to science and technology studies (STS) 
(Traweek 1988, Mol 2002, Pálsson 2007, Lien and Law 2013, Lien 2015) 
the majority of the thesis examines ‘monitoring’ and ‘management’7 practic-
es conducted by ecological researchers, local county board fieldworkers, 
veterinarians, technicians, dog trainers, hunters as well as members of the

                                                     
6 Here, I shall define agency as the ability of ‘things’, whether human or nonhuman, to act.
7 ‘Monitoring’ and ‘management’ are emic terms referring to human-wolf practices conducted 
by local county boards and ecological researchers. Local hunters may also take part in ‘man-
agement’ practices during legal hunts, to control wolf numbers. Hunters and other members of 
the public also contribute to ‘monitoring’ by providing information to the authorities, such as 
the presence of wolf tracks or wolf sightings in their area. ‘Conservation’ is a term seldom 
used. 
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public8 in a number of different places and organisations. In essence, my 
project attempts to address two basic research questions – what is a Scandi-
navian wolf and how do wolves manifest? By grounding my research within 
what Barad (2003, 2007) calls ‘material-discursive practices’, I aim to illus-
trate how my interlocutors come to experience wolves and how they conse-
quently position themselves in relation to them. The key to answering such 
questions relies upon the analysis of a large body of empirical material ob-
tained during extensive fieldwork in Scandinavian wolf areas in Sweden9

(see Map 1), between the summer of 2013 and the winter of 2014/15. This 
material incorporates video footage,10 still photography, recorded audio in-
terviews, and perhaps most significantly, field notes written during and after 
participant observation when accompanying interlocutors out tracking, hunt-
ing, utilising global positioning systems (GPS), conducting genetic analysis, 
working with tracking dogs, as well as observing the remains of wolf kills.

Essentially, these practices facilitate the comprehension of wolf effects, 
traces and indices, and it is largely via such practices, rather than direct visu-
al observation, that Scandinavian wolves, as humans come to know them, 
manifest. When exploring this field, I continually reminded myself of my 
two key research questions in order to re-ground myself and focus upon the 
traces that emerged in praxis. In addition, in answering these questions, 
some of the other research questions I have contemplated include: where and 
how are boundaries drawn between the wild and domestic – between dogs 
and wolves; where and how are the lines drawn between conservation, man-
agement and hunting practices; how does power and gender affect human-
wolf relations; how do narratives of race and breeding emerge in practice; 
how are moral limits drawn between species; and how does empathy and 
emotion traverse species boundaries?

Hence, with such questions in mind, it is not a thesis about the ‘conflict’ 
nor is it a thesis about hunting, as is often presumed, as wolves and hunting 
in Sweden are more often than not problematically entangled. Hunting is 
part of the story, but so are a number of other practices. Moreover, I have no 
interest in taking sides, or for that matter voicing a personal opinion with 
regard to how to ‘solve’ the wolf issue, as some interlocutors have expected. 
In fact, when it comes to the ‘debate’, I attempt to pay little heed to such 
discussions, though to ignore the ‘conflict’ entirely would not provide an 
accurate contextual description of my field. Therefore, as inspired by Mol’s 
‘praxiography’ (2002: 31), methodologically such opinions are part of the 
background and practices are alternatively foregrounded (ibid.: 12-13). It is 

                                                     
8 The names of all my interlocutors have been changed and specific locations in some cases 
are also not cited in order to preserve privacy. 
9 Though the Scandinavian wolf population also occupies territory in Norway, my field did 
not cross the border. This enabled me to focus upon the Scandinavian wolf in the Swedish 
context; otherwise I would essentially have doubled my workload.
10 I am presently in the process of editing this footage in the form of an ethnographic film. 
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Map 1: Above we can observe the phenomenon I have referred to as ‘Wolf Island’, the Scan-
dinavian wolf population in the winter of 2016-2017. Note that the distribution of the popula-
tion and its limits are by no means rigid, wolves are always on the move, consequently distri-
bution maps are often out of date before they are actually published. Packs or ‘family groups’ 
are represented as circles and mating pairs as triangles. 
Source: http://www.rovdata.no/Ulv/Kartogfigurer.aspx
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also in this regard that politics, in a traditional sense, is not high on the agen-
da either, with respect of both party politics or rule of law, though a politics 
of difference is ‘a politics of positioning’ (Haraway 1991: 193), which the 
praxiographic method is particularly adept at revealing. In her own work 
Mol refers to this as, ‘[a] politics-of-what explores the differences, not be-
tween doctors and patients, but between various enactments of a particular 
disease’ (Mol 2002: 176). This politics – ‘that different enactments…entail 
different ontologies’ (ibid.) – partly fuels the ontological tempest that has 
been occurring recently in the social sciences. However, it is important to 
emphasise that attention to such a politics of difference is not new to anthro-
pology. Traditionally and historically the discipline has considered many of 
the themes that are now taking centre stage in what are often referred to as 
‘post-human’ endeavours, particularly in the subfields of material culture 
studies and human-animal relations – the ‘animal turn’ (Cederholm et al. 
2014) and multispecies ethnography (Kirskey and Helmreich 2010) – and 
consequently I shall draw upon scholars from both the past and present as 
the chapters progress.

‘Thick description’ (Geertz 1973) has become a valued anthropological 
method. The anthropologist’s desire and ability to delve into the detail is one 
of the cornerstones of the discipline and considered a key factor that differ-
entiates social/cultural anthropology from other social sciences. Crucially, it 
is such descriptions that highlight significant aspects of social life that may 
have been pushed to the sidelines and perhaps missed or glossed over when 
some scholars allow pervading theories of the day to dominate research, 
rather than allowing the material to speak for itself. Methodologically, I have 
worked from the ground up when following my interlocutors and the prac-
tices they conduct, and as a result the ethnography that has emerged from 
fieldwork is relatively ‘thick’. In fact I, together with my interlocutors, have 
monitored the density of description closely. Due to the controversial nature 
of the wolf ‘issue’ in Scandinavia, some interlocutors have been particularly 
concerned with preserving their anonymity (some more so than others), even 
when what is said is not necessarily controversial. Often the fear is that ma-
terial can be misinterpreted or misrepresent what interlocutors are attempting 
to convey, a concern that in many cases has arisen as the result of unpleasant 
personal experiences. Though the names of individuals have been changed, 
some descriptions were too revealing for some of my interlocutors and have 
accordingly been removed from the text entirely or redrafted. Consequently, 
organising the text has been a challenge. Balancing anonymity whilst simul-
taneously attempting to discuss crucial contextual aspects of the field
(amongst a relatively small specialist group of people, where most people 
know one another) has often proved to be difficult. However, having worked 
closely with some interlocutors that feature frequently in the thesis, I have 
also been rewarded with informative feedback on certain topics.

Though the majority of fieldwork incorporated participant observation, 
where I was for the most part shadowing my interlocutors, I also conducted a 
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number of interviews in a number of forms. Throughout various times dur-
ing fieldwork I met with around seventy interlocutors, of which around thirty
formed a core base to whom I continually returned at various times during 
this period. On some of these occasions I would use the video camera, incor-
porating thirty-two semi-structured interviews, on others I would record 
audio only, either on my phone or dictaphone (as well as taking notes simul-
taneously), which incorporated 14 semi-structured interviews and in other 
cases I took solely handwritten notes, which incorporated a total of nine 
semi-structured interviews. On many occasions, when out in the field with 
some individuals, I would use all the interview methods discussed, or I 
would conduct an interview with no recording equipment at all, not even a 
pad and pen, and alternatively made ‘headnotes’ (Ottenberg 1990: 144) later 
written up in my field notes at the end of each day. On occasion, however, I
would take ‘scratchnotes’ (ibid.: 148) on a very small pad and pen that I kept 
in my pocket. Though the majority of interviews were a crucial part of the 
data gathering process, without field notes written after participant observa-
tion, the majority of the contextual data would not have been recorded.

Originally, when conducting my research design I set out to conduct an 
even broader approach to the Scandinavian wolf that included working with 
farmers and reindeer herders, and even though I have managed to gather a 
lot of data on these topics I soon realised that this was far too broad an ap-
proach, and participant observation would not be possible due to time con-
straints. Consequently, I focused upon wolf scientific research and ‘monitor-
ing’ and ‘managing’ practices from a science and technology perspective. I 
was initially planning to write about dogs in even more detail, as I conducted 
a lot of participant observation with dog trainers tracking bears and a number 
of animals for both hunting and ‘management’ purposes. However, this ma-
terial distracted from the main focus of the study – wolves – and I intend to 
use it when drafting future papers. 

Initially, when attempting to enter the field, many people did not respond 
warmly when I explained my project was about wolves in Sweden. In fact, 
close friends of my mother-in-law who live in wolf country insisted, quite 
aggressively, that they were not interested in such matters, and would not 
help me in anyway. Reframing my approach, clearly stating my interest in 
practices and technologies, I was more successful when contacting both 
hunting and conservation organisations. Subsequently, it was through these 
contacts that I managed gradually to build a network that extended to local 
county board fieldworkers, ecologists, geneticists and veterinarians. By fo-
cusing on practices, people were able to take a step back when explaining 
what they were doing, and were not as self-conscious as they might other-
wise have been had I been enquiring about the Scandinavian wolf from the 
perspective of the ‘conflict’. Of course aspects of the ‘conflict’ occasionally 
arose during fieldwork. Though, as already noted, this formed the contextual 
background of the study rather than the main focus (as practices were alter-
natively foregrounded), on occasion the ‘conflict’ emerged in full view. I 
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illustrate this in Chapter 7, where during one wolf hunt that I describe, the 
local county board (Länsstyrelsen) fieldworkers that were inspecting the kill 
site were confronted with anti-hunt activists that were attempting to disrupt 
the hunters at the scene. During fieldwork I tended to work most with indi-
viduals or groups of individuals that worked with wolves within their own 
circle, rarely did I find myself in the middle of the ‘conflict’ as I did that 
day. It was an experience that brought home the complexity of the wolf ‘is-
sue’ and the difficulties of positioning oneself as a researcher in such a situa-
tion, as participant observation rapidly turned into awkward observation.

With regard to language, though I like to think of my Swedish as continu-
ally improving, I find listening far easier than speaking, hence English 
seemed the ‘safest’ option in the field, though at times ‘Swenglish’ became 
the lingua franca, to the amusement of my interlocutors, whose English was 
invariably excellent.11 Fieldwork was multi-sited, in that I was based and 
visited a number of different institutions and locales. These included being at 
or working with employees predominantly from Dalarna, Värmland, and 
Västmanland local county boards, Grimsö Research Station, which is affili-
ated to the Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU), the National 
Veterinary Institute (SVA), the Swedish Museum of Natural History, as well 
as the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA, also referred to as 
EPA). I also met with people from conservation groups and hunting unions, 
as well as academics from a number of different universities from all over 
the world. 

The structure of the thesis is predominantly chronological with regard to 
my empirical material, and is also illustrative of the way that I approached 
the field. The chapters are mostly representative of the different organisa-
tions where I was based, though there are occasional crossovers with some 
areas of research. The multi-sited nature of the study was not only challeng-
ing in terms of getting from ‘A’ to ‘B’, but it was also hugely challenging 
with regard to the amount of material that it produced. In fact, some chapters 
could quite easily have been separate projects in their own right. Conse-
quently, selecting relevant material from a number of different overlapping 
contexts was a challenge in itself as well as having to draw it all together in a 
comprehensible form. 

Summary of chapters

The chapters are structured as follows: this Introduction provides a contextu-
al overview of my field and subject, before moving on to Chapter 1, which 
discusses wolves in Euro-American thought, the symbolic and discursive 
                                                     
11 The majority of my interlocutors spoke excellent English, however, in some more isolated 
rural areas this was not the case and my basic Swedish sufficed. 
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human-wolf traces that weave through history, literature and science. Chap-
ter 2 discusses the theoretical basis of the thesis, and introduces the ‘trace’ as 
a tool that also aids research design and methodology, enabling the analyst to
approach their subjects in a rather more holistic manner by considering the 
‘traces’ they leave as part of the ‘subject’ under investigation. In Chapter 3 I 
discuss wolf-tracking technologies together with more traditional tracking 
methods, and address how animal behaviour is interpreted and understood 
via animal traces that materialise in a number of forms. In Chapter 4 I de-
scribe how wolf management and research have in essence grown out of a 
patriarchal hunting tradition, and consequently controlling animal numbers 
and local ecology is merely an extension of land management. In Chapter 5 I 
discuss how genetics and breeding have come to dominate wolf research, 
monitoring and management, and how genetic technologies and practices 
contribute towards how Scandinavian wolves are ‘purified’ and recognised 
as distinct. In Chapter 6 I look at the ‘material’ wolf, the wolf in the flesh –
and fur. Here I consider how processes of attachment and detachment (Can-
dea et al. 2015) facilitate both empathetic and emotional responses with re-
gard to wolf subjectivity. Chapter 7 describes the wolf hunt inspections that I 
attended and how through death the wolf body as spectacle facilitates a ma-
terial meeting between humans and wolves that seldom occurs. Finally the 
Conclusion discusses how transspecific sociality can function via traces, 
aided by empathy, emotion and embodiment, and suggests that by paying 
heed to both processes of attachment and detachment, continuities and dis-
continuities (Barad 2010), we can attend to the nuances of such inter-
subjective relations. Though I reflect upon methodology throughout the the-
sis, particularly in the largely empirical Chapters 3-7, in Chapter 7 I also 
address some of the challenges encountered when utilising a video camera in 
the field.

Wolf Island

Historically, anthropologists have visited remote places, where ‘cultures’ 
have been analysed as relative isolates. Though this is no longer the basis for 
many anthropological projects, most enquiries still require a ‘field’, a physi-
cal locus of study and as the subject of my thesis is the Scandinavian wolf –
or rather the human practices that are entangled with this creature – identify-
ing the boundaries of such a field can prove to be difficult. However, there 
are indeed boundaries, which would probably be applicable to most ‘fields’, 
‘geographical’, ‘biological’, as well as ‘political’, though, as we will see, 
they are extremely fluid and permeable, so much so that on occasions they 
may seem not to be present at all, and the very existence of the Scandinavian 
wolf population in its current form attests to this. At present, the Scandinavi-
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an wolf exists as an isolated population – around 430 in Scandinavia and 355 
in Sweden alone (Svensson et al. 2017: 4) – occupying a metaphorical is-
land, if you will, in the southern centre of Sweden that spills over the border 
into Norway (Salvatori and Linnell 2005: 17). It is only the most daring of 
wolves that make it to this isolated realm. The few that arrive are referred to 
as ‘immigrants’12 by conservation organisations, ecological researchers, local 
county board fieldworkers and hunting unions alike. They are said to origi-
nate from the east, from Finno-Russia, also thought to be the home of the 
‘founder’13 wolves, the ancestors, which are believed to have re-established 
the present wolf population after decades of absence.14 To the north it is not 
oceans of salt water or roads that isolate this population as is the case further 
south, but seas of reindeer, hundreds of thousands of them, and it is the pres-
ence of these animals that ensures that the phenomenon I have termed ‘Wolf 
Island’15 remains just that, an island. One conservationist I spoke to de-
scribed the reindeer herding region as a ‘wolf-free zone’; here wolves are 
essentially ‘banned’ – though not officially of course – but wolf mortality 
rates are very high in reindeer herding areas (Kojola et al. 2009: 311), large-
ly a result of ‘protective hunting’,16 as noted by one SEPA employee. This is 
further complicated by the ethnic right of the Sami population to practice 
reindeer herding over an area that covers around fifty percent of the nation, 
which inadvertently puts pressure on areas where reindeer are absent further 
south, where wolf populations are becoming increasingly dense, and, fur-
thermore, isolates the Scandinavian wolf population. The Sami also face 
pressure with regard to access to land, largely a result of the Swedish state’s
exploitation of natural resources in the far north (Beach 2004: 121). Moreo-
ver, reindeer herding is of course not restricted to Sweden, and consequently 
                                                     
12 See Karin Dirke (2017: 166) for earlier Swedish literary accounts of wolves and foreigners 
as synonymous. 
13 See Räikkönen et al. 2013, for an example of how ‘immigrant’, ‘Finno-Russia, and ‘found-
er’ terminology are utilised, which is representative of a broader scope of literature that en-
compasses government agencies and reports, NGOs, as well as academic journals, and termi-
nology that was also utilised in the field. 
14 Gary Marvin highlights that though the majority of Europe was able to reduce wolf num-
bers and in some parts achieve complete eradication, in the east ‘due to the vastness of wil-
derness territory people were never able to eradicate wolves’ (2012: 84).
15 The purpose of this metaphor is to convey the restrictions that human land use imposes 
upon the Scandinavian wolf population. These result in an ‘island’ effect as the Scandinavian 
wolf population is separated from other Eurasian wolf populations and is consequently 
deemed highly inbred (this is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5). There are of course 
wolves that reside occasionally beyond this general area, often lone wolves on the move. 
However, the majority of breeding pairs and family groups as illustrated in Map 1, are re-
stricted to this region. 
16 The protective hunting clause of the Hunting Regulations as specified in the Habitats Di-
rective allows people to shoot wolves if they or their dogs or livestock are threatened. For a 
detailed discussion on protective hunting in regard to section 28 (also referred to as paragraph 
28), see Michanek (2012: 342-44).
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affects the ability of wolves to move freely across the continent (see Map 2).

The present situation with different sub-populations throughout 
Fennoscandia and Karelia is artificial and is the result of hu-
man-mediated fragmentation. Essentially, the geographical 
zones in northern Sweden, Norway and Finland where grey 
wolves are not tolerated constitute barriers in the landscape 
through which wolves are unable to disperse. 

                                                      (Hansen et al. 2011: 109).

Map 2: Here we can observe the possible dispersal routes via which wolves from Finno-
Russia are thought to have arrived in Scandinavia. Diagonal hatching marks the reindeer 
herding region, which still separates Scandinavian wolf populations from other European sub-
species. Crosshatching marks the wolf population in 1993, and the white circle represents the 
site of the first wolf litter in 1983. After Linnell et al. (2005: 385, Fig.1).

Indigenous land rights and reindeer herding are a good examples of how 
human-animal relations in the region have been economically and politically 
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charged for hundreds of years, complicated further by industrial forestry, 
mining and hunting. It is indeed a tangled web, and the wolf inadvertently 
finds itself at its centre. Though, when it comes to species, there is no ‘real’ 
centre as such, it is just that classes are perceived in this regard, as ‘objects’, 
or points of focus for discussions, debates and laws, yet it is here that I shall 
attempt to begin my enquiry, from the standpoint of the Scandinavian wolf. 

Swedish ‘nature’: a wolf in the garden

My first encounter with the Scandinavian wolf – in its discursive form – was 
in the winter of 2009/10. I had recently arrived in Sweden, and had just 
started a Master’s at the department of Social Anthropology at Stockholm 
University. One day in mid-December on the cover of Dagens Nyheter (the 
largest newspaper in Sweden) there was a photograph of a dead wolf lying 
on the snow, surrounded by human figures clad in snow-camouflaged cloth-
ing, which stood out against the deep blue-black of a Swedish midwinter 
dawn. I was initially puzzled by the image, as I also was by the debate that 
was to ensue over the coming days and weeks. Being a little naïve to say the 
least, my first thought was, ‘are there wolves in Sweden?’ shortly followed 
by, ‘if there are, why are the Swedes shooting them?’ I was born and bred in 
London and as a young suburban dweller I dreamt of the ‘wild’, of becoming 
a nature photographer or cameraman, and consequently spent many week-
ends and holidays camping and hiking in the mountains of north Wales with 
my father and friends. Wolves, for me, were long gone in Europe, a remnant 
of a wilderness we let slip away, a wilderness that I tried to get closer to 
during those weekend excursions. I believed wolves resided in Canada, or 
Alaska, but not in western Europe.17 The wolf18 in this way represented 
somewhere else, and where there were wolves, there was wilderness, a wil-
derness that was far away but yet still accessible, still in existence. I dreamt 
of North American wooded mountains, isolation and snow, a dream that fed 
upon frontier films that I watched as a child, depicting Davy Crockett, fur 
trappers, tomahawk-throwing Bowie knife-clad bear-men (presently all 
rolled into one in the recent film The Revenant, 2015), as well as more well-
informed nature documentaries of course. Well, this was the case in the 

                                                     
17 There were of course wolves in southern Europe and the east, and perhaps Germany, but 
this was my naïve view at the time.
18 The difference between the use of wolf and wolves, singular and plural, is highlighted by 
Deleuze and Guattari (See Chapter 2 1914: One or several wolves? A Thousand Plateaus
1987 [1980]). Moreover, in general, ‘wolf’ singular tends to be the semiotic or discursive 
form and ‘wolves’, plural, tends to be more materially or perhaps empirically grounded.
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1970s and early 1980s, there were no wolves in Sweden,19 and I still carried 
this image of a ‘wolfless’ Scandinavia with me when I moved to Sweden 
some 25 years or so later.

Hence, when I saw the dead wolf on the front page of Dagens Nyheter, a
thread of sadness as well as excitement ran through me simultaneously. I 
was initially elated, having learned that wolves and the ‘wilderness’ were 
only a short step away, though at the same time – again, a little naively – I
had imagined Sweden as a champion of environmentalism, ahead of the 
game in all that was ‘natural’. Forests were everywhere here. It was hard to 
find an urban area that did not have some access to forests, where one could 
go berry picking in the summer or hunt for Chanterelle mushrooms in the 
autumn. As well as hosting weekly excursions for local kindergartens, where 
children would construct triangular-shaped dens (similar in shape to the 
Sami tepee) from fallen branches, the woods also provide space for dog 
walkers, runners, and cross-country skiers in the winter months. Forests, it 
seemed, were essential for Swedes to be, well, Swedish. Allemansrätten
(right of public access) is the freedom for all to roam freely in the Swedish 
countryside and consequently the majority of private land is not fenced off –
unlike England, where green vistas are frequently sliced horizontally by thin 
metal wire and where footpaths have to be followed if one is to adhere to the 
country code and not vex local farmers. In light of this, how could such a 
respected nation, and one that embraces ‘nature’ whole heartedly, permit the 
hunting of an endangered species and a symbol of all that is wild?

I soon learnt that as in most social contexts, contradictions are rife in 
Sweden, particularly when it comes to attitudes towards ‘nature’.20 The out-
doors is embraced emphatically, and wearing the right clothing is a must; 
‘there is no such thing as bad weather, only bad clothing,’ a refrain I heard 
countless times. My son, from the age of one, would spend most of the day 
at kindergarten playing outdoors and would also sleep outside unless the 
temperature dropped below -10 degrees centigrade. The fresh air, even in 
sub-zero temperatures, according to the latest research, was deemed healthier 
for the children, rather than the stuffy, though perhaps rather more cosy 21
degrees centigrade indoors. Yet, the outdoors, thought of in this way, is not 
necessarily ‘nature’. My family and I were lucky enough to live in nice areas 

                                                     
19 In northern Sweden there were often unconfirmed sightings, but these were never substanti-
ated. 
20 During fieldwork on another project in Sweden, I interviewed residents of Forsmark and 
employees of the nuclear power station there. There are plans for a large underground nuclear 
waste depository to be constructed in the vicinity, and I noted a rather odd nonchalant attitude 
towards nuclear power and waste. This highlighted the overwhelming trust that people had 
both in the ‘system’ and in ‘technology’. I found some aspects of this mirrored in the wolf 
situation, in regard to GPS, genetics and breeding, though the lack of control that the SEPA 
seemed to have over the situation, as described by some interlocutors, raised anxieties and 
concerns. 
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around Stockholm with mature trees, both deciduous and coniferous. I was 
surprised to learn, however, when I started fieldwork, that most of the areas 
wolves inhabited were not in ancient woodlands or vast open tundra, but 
rather in industrial forests that were far from picturesque, strewn with clear-
cuts or dense sapling plantations that were often impenetrable on foot, and 
only occasionally were these broken by row upon row of older, taller spruce, 
which formed neat well-managed lines. 

Ironically, the oldest trees that I saw in Sweden were around the Stock-
holm area when walking my dog on a lead through small nature reserves. 
Loose dogs are not permitted in nature reserves at any time of the year, nor 
are they permitted anywhere in the countryside during the spring and sum-
mer months in order to protect wildlife, especially young or nesting animals 
in the spring. Ironically, however, hunting dogs are an exception to this rule.
They are free to chase down game, which is often when they may encounter 
a wolf, and it is also the reason that it is largely hunting dogs that are killed 
by wolves as they are more likely to cross paths. We may enquire why it is 
that the family pooch is not allowed to run free in the forests in the spring 
even if it is hunting season, so as not to disturb wildlife, yet hunting dogs 
that are there to disturb, track and ultimately facilitate the death of an animal 
are an exception to that rule. Hunters do have certain rights that are the result 
of them having been viewed as custodians of the land, as ‘managers’, before 
ecological programs even existed. The Swedish hunters I met also regarded 
themselves as extremely responsible and well-trained, as were their dogs 
(unlike the average family pet), and consequently misfortunes were less like-
ly to occur. In general the regular hunters that I encountered perceived hunt-
ing as good for the land, as a necessary requirement to keep ‘nature’ in check 
and allow desirable species, such as moose,21 to thrive. One ecologist and 
keen hunter described hunting in Sweden as a ‘well-oiled machine’, in that it 
is efficient, organised and caused little disruption to the environment, partic-
ularly in comparison to hunting practices in other countries. A frequent man-
tra I came across, often voiced by hunting union members, was that Swedish 
hunting practices were far superior in comparison to southern European 
countries, where quotas are not adhered to and damage to other wildlife is a 
frequent occurrence.

Though there may be vast expanses of uninterrupted forest, these few 
examples illustrate how ‘nature’ in Sweden cannot be deemed a ‘wilder-
ness’, as assumed by some urban dwellers that I met. The countryside is 
highly managed, controlled and regulated with regard to timber productivity, 
farming, hunting pursuits and reindeer herding in the north. Moreover, the 

                                                     
21 In order to avoid confusion I refer to moose throughout the thesis, as this is how many of 
my interlocutors refer to elk, Alces alces, presently the largest living member of the deer 
family. This is a little confusing as in British English elk is the correct word for moose. In 
North America elk are a different species of deer. 
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very idea of the ‘outdoors’ is often regarded as an extension of one’s home, 
even though this is a shared space in which the right to roam is a given. For 
example, seldom do house gardens have fences. There is rarely a clear divi-
sion between one’s own garden and the land that surrounds a dwelling. 
Game, I discovered, is also considered as one’s own in this regard, as be-
longing to the hunter or the hunting team that pays the landowner for hunting 
rights. The Scandinavian wolf in this context is a wolf in a garden, not ‘wil-
derness’, if there can ever be such a thing (See Brick and Cawley 1996, 
Brownlow 2000, Skogen, Krange, and Figari 2017: 62). 

Hence, the presence of wolves disrupts this experience, this ‘right’ to 
‘nature’ or the ‘outdoors’, as the nature-with-wolf is not the ‘nature’ that is 
known, or that one grew up with; it is a new phenomenon. For example, as 
one ecologist explained to me, ‘Wolves are a threat to your lifestyle…people 
are afraid to pick berries,’ she explained, something that I have heard re-
counted on many occasions. Being unable to pick berries in Sweden is akin 
to denying the population clean tap water, as was illustrated a few years ago 
when there was a public outcry with regard to a parasite present in fox fae-
ces,22 which raised public health concerns for berry pickers. Others say that 
they are too afraid to go jogging because of the presence of large carnivores, 
particularly bears and wolves. In this regard, ‘quality of life’ is often cited as 
being at the core of the wolf ‘debate’ and rather than promote the idea of 
‘wilderness’ or ‘nature’, as may be more familiar back in the UK where the 
wolf appears in a two-dimensional representational form, the wolf in Swe-
den, for some individuals, prevents human access to ‘nature’, a ‘nature’ that 
was once free for people to use as they desired. Consequently, in Sweden,
wolves intervene in what was once considered a natural human right.

Have you ever seen a wolf? 

Around the middle half of the last century, Canis lupus (the grey wolf) had 
become extinct in Scandinavia, largely as a result of hunting (Laikre et al. 
2016: 279, Vilà et al., 2003a: 91). The grey wolf became a ‘protected’ spe-
cies in Sweden in 1966 and in Norway in 1972 (Wabakken et al. 2001: 711). 
Though there were still occasional ‘unconfirmed’ sightings in the north of 
Sweden, it was not until 1978 that a ‘reproduction’ was confirmed (ibid.). 
Effectively Canis lupus ‘recolonized southern Scandinavia in the early-
1980s, when a pair of wolves immigrated from the Finnish-Russian popula-
tion’ (Räikkönen et al. 2013: 2), and here they have been relatively success-
ful as their numbers have been increasing on average ever since (see Figure 
1). However, despite extensive research in wolf areas, it is only relatively 
                                                     
22 Echinococcus multilocularis: a parasite present in fox faeces. 
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recently that I actually managed to see a wolf, though not a free roaming one 
in the Swedish countryside, but a captive one in an animal park enclosure in 
the northern part of my research area, and even then it was only a fleeting 
glance. Before this encounter I do not recall ever seeing a living wolf. Per-
haps I had caught a glimpse during my many visits to Regent’s Park as a 
child, from where the wolf enclosure at London Zoo is visible. I clearly re-
member signs of habitation, some form of wooden shelter, scraps of gnawed
food on the ground, but no wolf springs to mind. Until fieldwork, my experi-
ence of wolves had come from television documentaries, wildlife magazines, 

Figure 1: This figure illustrates the steady increase of the wolf population in Sweden and 
Norway. The orange represents scent marking pairs and the green represents packs, also
referred to as ‘family groups’ or ‘flokker’.                                                                         
Source: http://www.rovdata.no/Ulv/Kartogfigurer.aspx

fictional literature as well as newspapers. Hence, the wolves I knew at this 
time had been reproduced via narratives of the ‘wild’ as well as ‘wilderness’ 
with which wolves, to a large extent in Euro-America, have become associ-
ated. This discursive and symbolic wolf, the wolf of ‘wilderness’, is most 
likely how the majority of the Swedish population experience wolves, hav-
ing never seen a wolf in the countryside, and most likely they never will. 
Living in Stockholm or similar urban areas, you are unlikely to ever come
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across a wolf,23 yet wolves manifest around city dwellers in many forms –
albeit largely two-dimensional ones. These familiar images contribute to-
wards the discursive practices24 that contribute to how the ‘wolf’ is per-
ceived, however, for people in the more remote parts of the country where 
wolves dwell, their experience of ‘wolves’, as I learnt during fieldwork, is 
quite different. Though there are of course people who have close contact 
with wolves, many of whom I have worked with over the last few years,25 to 
a large extent, what is seen and what is reported are the effects of wolves. 
These effects (wolf traces) appear in the form of footprints in the snow, the 
remains of a half-eaten carcass, the rumour of a sighting perhaps or distant 
howling. Moreover, such traces had all but disappeared until wolves recently 
returned. 

However, despite infrequent sightings, wolves are a powerful focal point 
for conflict. As noted earlier, there are currently around 300 wolves in Swe-
den, in a country with a human population of over 10 million, dispersed une-
venly over 45,029,500 hectares,26 yet this animal is a constant source of a 
highly charged debate as to whether its presence should be tolerated. Why is 
this the case? There are roughly 2,000 brown bears in Sweden,27 also a large 
predator and also said to pose a threat to humans, yet bears do not appear in 
the press as frequently as do wolves. If we are to enquire further as to why 
wolves stimulate such high emotions and attract greater attention, we must 
first address the question, ‘What is a wolf?’28

In 2012 in Denmark, there were sightings of a creature thought to be a 
wolf. Much excitement ensued and the press had a field day as this was said 
to be the first wolf in Denmark for over two hundred years. From these re-
ports, one sensed a degree of disbelief that manifested in questions of origin, 
‘Where did it come from?’ Soon the carcass of a canid29 was discovered, 
apparently having died of natural causes. Was this the same creature that had
been seen? Was this the mysterious Danish wolf?

An enquiry ensued, resulting in an autopsy that was conducted in front of 
television cameras, showing the creature being unceremoniously torn to bits. 
This ‘anatomical analysis’ failed to conclude whether the pile of meat and 

                                                     
23 Occasionally individual wolves have been seen disorientated in urban areas, visits which 
tend to be short-lived.
24 I utilise ‘discursive practices’ here as in line with Foucault’s recognition that discourse, 
‘knowledge formations’ (Bacchi and Bonham 2014), inflects through practice and is not 
limited to representation and linguistic concepts. 
25 Such contact with living wolves only tends to occur during tagging operations where the 
wolves are immobilised and collared, or in the spring when puppies are counted by hand. 
26 scb.se
27 bearproject.info
28 In line with Lien and Law (2011) who ask, ‘What is a salmon?’ See also Ingold (ed.), What 
is an Animal? (1988).
29 A member of the dog family.
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bones on the necropsy table was a dog or a wolf. At this point the decision 
was made to test the genetic material of the creature, and it was from this 
data that the results of the enquiry finally concluded that the pile of meat and 
bones was in fact a German wolf.

The first point to be noted here is that the ‘drama’ that surrounded this 
event was largely due to the fact that this creature was somewhere it did not 
belong. Not only was it an anomaly, it was also ‘matter out of place’ (Doug-
las 2008 [1966]: 44) feeding a nationwide sense of unease, concern and curi-
osity. Hence, wolf sightings were considered dubious, even when a body 
was discovered, and even after the anatomical examination had been per-
formed. Confirmation that this creature was a wolf and not a dog was ap-
proached tentatively because this creature was in Denmark and not, for ex-
ample, in Germany, or further east. Thus, in this context, there is a particular 
place for wolves, and the recognition of this fact goes towards identifying a 
creature as either dog or wolf. When out of place – out of its usual context –
whether the creature should be classed as ‘wolf’ or not becomes problematic. 
The second point to note from this scenario is that in order for this creature 
to be identified, it had to be atomised. The attempt to identify it was con-
ducted via its parts, not as a ‘whole’ wolf as such, but by anatomical bits that 
would classify it as either ‘wolf’ or ‘dog’. When this failed, even smaller 
molecular indices were sought, in the form of a code, DNA, then finally the 
decision was made: the animal was in fact a wolf that had originated in 
Germany. 

What this scenario highlights is that in Euro-America we tend to identify 
phenomena by their parts, an atomistic endeavour. The problem with such a 
method, however, is that by reducing phenomena to smaller and smaller 
units, we are unable to comprehend what wolves do or what wolves might 
be. A wolf is no more its DNA than a tree is a leaf. Moreover, DNA does not 
do anything in isolation; there is nothing ‘wolfy’ about DNA. DNA is part of 
how the phenomenon ‘wolf’ manifests, but to isolate it, to partition it from 
the ‘whole’ is to remove it from its original context. In a sense such process-
es fetishize the parts at the expense of comprehending the entire phenome-
non. The Scandinavian wolf stretches beyond the bounds of its DNA; its 
bones, its fur coat, its prints in the snow, the remains of dead animals, as 
well as the odd appearance on television, all of which are very much part of 
the phenomenon we call wolf. In light of this, Tracing Wolves does not at-
tempt to elucidate at great length why wolves are being shot on the one hand 
and protected on the other, but rather considers the finer detail of how differ-
ent practices contribute to the way wolves are being comprehended and be-
coming known, by exploring the apparatus30 that facilitate this manifestation 
called the Scandinavian wolf.  

Having initially relayed the context of my study, in the next section I shall 
                                                     
30 I use apparatus in Barad’s (2003, 2007) sense of the word, discussed in more detail later. 
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consider how wolves are engendered in Euro-American narratives, and how 
this contributes to my understanding of the Scandinavian wolf in the present 
Swedish context. Though a large portion of the thesis is concerned with ‘sci-
entific’, ‘monitoring and management’ practices and is principally based 
upon my empirical material, it is also necessary to first address the wolf in 
its rather more discursive form. Here, I shall reflect upon the historical, 
mythological, literary and scientific human-wolf narratives that have con-
tributed to, and still contribute to the wolves we humans know in Euro-
America. These categories are of course not separate, but feed off one anoth-
er – a point that I hope the reader will reflect upon as the thesis progresses,
for many of the themes discussed in this chapter will resurface again at vari-
ous points. 
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Chapter 1 | Wolves in Euro-American thought

We create wolves. The methodology of science creates a 
wolf just as surely as does the metaphysical vision of a na-
tive American, or the enmity of a cattle baron of the nine-
teenth century. It is only by convention that the first is con-
sidered enlightened observation, the second fanciful an-
thropomorphism, and the third agricultural necessity. 

(Lopez 1978: 203).

Here, as Barry Lopez declares, part of the wolf we know in Euro-America is 
already known, even before one attempts to observe them ‘scientifically’ in 
the ‘wild’, and this has been the case for centuries. Moreover, both positive 
and negative perceptions of wolves have undoubtedly co-existed in various 
contexts (Lopez 1978: 203). In fact it is this dual role, this schizophrenic 
quality that is bestowed as well as derived from wolves that is so fascinating
to ponder: the ability of a non-human animal to carry such a large symbolic 
load, to traverse and blur human-animal boundaries, and to raise highly emo-
tive responses in societies across the northern hemisphere31 is perhaps one of 
the most enduring traits wolves possess. It is in this regard that the wolf is 
never alone. Furthermore, wolves pose an ontological challenge as they en-
gender an unsettling void, a void that questions the very nature of our own 
existence, of what it means to be human. Such a void has enabled a multi-
plicity of wolves32 to invade the Euro-American psyche, and consequently 
wolves manifest in a number of guises over a broad temporal range and con-
textual loci. That said, there are modes of thought that regularly resurface, 
often in binary form, to which human-wolf relations adhere: nature/culture, 
wild/domestic, dark/light, predator/prey, for example, which seem to have 

                                                     
31 Wolves have never populated the southern hemisphere. 
32 Deleuze and Guattari talk about the hoard, the masses and the pack, in that wolves, as are 
people, always the one and the many (1987 [1980]: 26-38).
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facilitated human-wolf relations over the centuries. Though polemics are 
undoubtedly significant, it is the in-between that is the most telling with 
regard to human-wolf narratives, the unclassifiable hybrids that emerge, 
neither human nor wolf, to which we shall now turn. 

Often, in many human-wolf narratives, the boundaries between human 
and wolf are so indistinct that one cannot distinguish between the two, and in 
some cases either can be substituted for the other. We are all familiar with 
the big bad wolf from stories, fables and myths, which likely hark back to 
the first sedentary human populations in Eurasia. Today, such stories appear 
in popular animated films as well as storybooks. The best known examples 
are The Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing, The Shepherd’s Boy and the Wolf (also 
called The Boy Who Cried Wolf) both are Aesop’s fables33, Red Riding Hood 
(Perrault 1697),34 and Peter and the Wolf (Prokofiev 1936), where the wolf is 
commonly depicted in a negative, untrustworthy light, as either trickster, 
predator or thief. Moreover, the wolf in these tales is often associated with 
the darkness of the forest and it is here that many negative ideas about 
wolves may have first arisen (Lopez 1978: 208).35 The transition from 
hunter-gatherer to a sedentary way of life in Eurasia may have facilitated 
such perceptions, whereas hunter-gatherers that remained elsewhere in the 
northern hemisphere may not have shared the same negative thoughts to-
wards wolves (Fritts et al. 2003: 290-294). With sedentism came livestock, 
something that is likely to have caused problematic human-wolf relations for 
early herders and farmers. As the forests were gradually cleared and the land 
cultivated across Europe, the remaining pockets of woodland would have 
provided fertile ground for the dark side of the human imagination to propa-
gate. Aleksander Pluskowski notes that in old Norse, forest was translated as 
both ‘skóg’ and ‘mork’ (2006: 68) and although he seems to cite this in ref-
erence to forests being ‘marked’ or controlled in some way by humans, we 
cannot help but notice the similarity between mork (forest) and mörk (dark) 
in Swedish. Wolves and dark forests became synonymous in European 
thought and though not problematic outright, it is when boundaries are 
crossed that anxieties arise. A frequent ominous boundary-crossing trope 
utilised in such tales occurs for example when humans venture into the 
woods and when wolves venture out (Marvin 2012: 70).

This boundary crossing, between the light and the dark, the forest and the 
ploughed field, the wild and the domestic, engenders anxieties that these 
age-old narratives address. In the dark woods – away from the ploughed 

                                                     
33 See Aesop’s Fables: Complete Collection (Aesop 2016)
34 Though the true origins of these narratives are contested.
35 There is a parallel here in relation to the narrative of our own evolution, in that our hominin
ancestors in Africa left the darkness of the forest behind for the open savannah where they 
purportedly began to walk bipedally and became human. Hence, the forest is associated with 
our ‘animal’ ancestry and the open with our present ‘humanity’.
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sunlit fields of home – where the unnatural and the uncanny dwell, where 
highwaymen and wolves sheltered, the two became synonymous. During the 
Middle Ages for example ‘the wolf and the outlaw were one, creatures who 
lived beyond the laws of human propriety’ (Lopez 1978: 208). The Nordic 
context echoes this sentiment with regard to propriety if we consider the 
etymology of the word varg (Swedish for wolf). The original word for wolf 
in Swedish was ulv, and is still unchanged in Norwegian today. The reason 
for the change from ulv or ulf to varg is not certain, but one informant I 
questioned said that it was because Ulf is a human male name. As the wolf 
came to be seen more negatively (presumably as attitudes towards wolves 
changed), it was considered unfair for humans to posses a name with such 
negative connotations. Furthermore, as Adam Douglas highlights, ‘the Old 
Norse word for wolf, vargr’ (1992: 67), also meant outlaw. With the advent 
of domestication, it is likely that human-wolf tensions increased; whether the 
threat to livestock was from human thieves or carnivores, both were regard-
ed as acts of theft. For example, in Icelandic and English law during the 
Middle Ages, Esther Cohen (1994: 70) notes that thieves and wolves were 
synonymous. It is important to observe how in these cases humans are per-
ceived with the negative traits of wolves, and wolves are perceived with the 
negative traits of humans. Wolves are able to commit crimes, to steal, and 
are subject to laws within the human sphere, hence as thieves their status is 
human-like. Yet, on the other hand, the human thief or highwayman is per-
ceived as sub-human, not just as an animal but as an ‘evil’ animal, the wolf, 
the ‘Devil in the woods’ (Pluskowski 2006: 2). 

In these untamed dense forests, as Pluskowski asserts, ‘there were poten-
tial dangers from ‘human animals’ – impenetrable terrain favoured bandits 
and outlaws across medieval Europe’ (2006: 71). The unseen and what is 
seen is part of the wolf’s ability to unnerve, it requires gaps to be filled and 
narratives to be drawn. What is seen, is death, decaying prey, excrement, and 
tracks, and what is not seen is a ravenous beast that produced them. The 
structure of the forests, Pluskowski suggests, evokes such entities, ‘[t]he 
vegetation architecture of woodland enables resident predators – wolves and 
humans alike – to be ‘invisible’; here there is potentially little difference 
between the physical and the metaphysical inhabitants of a wood’ (Pluskow-
ski 2006: 70). 

Gendering wolves

Such ‘human animals’ described by Pluskowski above are able to appear in a 
number of forms. When pondering the question of gender and the accounts 
of wolves in Euro-American thought, I automatically presumed that they 
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would have been associated with the masculine. As an apex predator, I ex-
pected that the ‘power’ that resided in such a position would have been asso-
ciated with the male in a patriarchal society (this is the case of the wolf war-
riors discussed later in this section). However, I was thinking of wolves in a 
positive context, as a successful hunter and as a symbol of strength. But if 
we are to consider the negative aspects of wolves and their association with 
evil, we can observe that there have unfortunately been many comparisons 
between wolves and women. For example, the persecution of witches, 
werewolves and wolves spearheaded by the Church went hand in hand, all
occurring during the Middle Ages across Europe (Antonio 1995: 216). 

At the height of the “burning times” – the sixteenth through 
eighteenth centuries – hundreds of thousands, perhaps millions 
of women were condemned by the Inquisition for being lupine 
Shape-shifters. For generations of our ancestors, the werewolf, 
not to mention the she-wolf, became the personification of pure 
evil. 

(Antonio 1995: 220).

Human cruelty towards animals is not something particularly unusual. How-
ever, in the case of the wolf, not only are there countless stories of torture
and needless suffering, but it is the level of persecution that one finds most 
striking.36 As Diane Antonio asks, ‘[w]hy this genocidal attitude toward 
wolves?...Could it be that, more markedly than other animals, man’s wolf is, 
metaphorically speaking, a woman?’(Antonio 1995:224). Once again, ety-
mology may aid this train of thought. For example, ‘the Latin word for 
‘whore’, lupa, is a homophone for ‘wolf’ ’(Antonio 1995: 223), or she-wolf 
(Marvin 2012: 129). Gary Marvin (ibid.), in reference to Titus Livius, notes 
that the shepherd’s wife who rears Romulus and Remus, the twin founders of 
Rome, after they had been suckled by a she-wolf, was regarded by the ‘nick-
name of “She-wolf” (lupa, ‘prostitute’) among the shepherds and this was 
the origin of the marvellous story’ (Livy in Marvin 2012:129-30). Here, Livy 
is raising the possibility that rather than a ‘real’ she-wolf suckling the found-
ers of Rome, the adoptive mother was in fact a prostitute. What is interesting 
to address here, as noted in reference to varg earlier, is that the image of the 
wolf plays a dual role, whether it is the ‘true’ origin of the Romulus and 
Remus story or not. In such narratives, as wet nurse, the status of the wolf as 
animal is promoted to that of a caring human mother, and the adoptive hu-
man mother’s status reduced to that of an animal, a she-wolf, and a whore. If 
we take this line of enquiry further and consider the etymology of ulva
                                                     
36 Large numbers of people were often used to hunt down and drive wolves out of Scandina-
via. In 1647 the first wolf bounty was introduced in Scandinavia (Boitani 2003: 319). 
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(Swedish for she-wolf37), we can see that additional analogies arise. The 
word völva (Douglas 1992: 82) is Old Norse for witch, seer or shaman, the 
pronunciation of which is uncannily similar to ulva, as well as being almost 
identical to the English vulva (female genitalia).38

If we ponder the significance of Romulus and Remus, as well as Mowgli 
(who was also raised by wolves) in Rudyard Kipling’s The Jungle Book
(1894 [1978]), it seems that human infants nursing from a wolf is a signifi-
cant human-wolf trope. These are not isolated tales. There have been a num-
ber of documented cases of ‘wolf children’, where human children have 
purportedly been raised by wolves, having either been suckled by a ‘she-
wolf’ from infancy or having lived with them from an early age (see 
Candland 1993, Noske 1997: 161-170). The origin of such accounts39 is like-
ly an inversion of the well-documented cases of human women breastfeed-
ing young mammals in a number of different ethnographic contexts.40 How-
ever, having said that, humans consuming the milk of another mammal is a 
common enough practice in dairy societies, so why is it that the human con-
sumption of milk from a wild animal forms the basis of these narratives? 
Perhaps it is the mode of consumption, ‘nursing’ (drinking directly from the 
teat) rather than ‘milking’ that highlights a crucial differential marker be-
tween ‘human’ and ‘animal’, and one that is in danger of being transgressed 
or in fact is transgressed. Furthermore, the fact that the wolf is ‘wild’ and not 
‘domestic’ (far from the human-domestic sphere where the consumption of 
domestic animal milk is acceptable) is an additional factor that increases the 
pressure on the boundaries that separate dualisms such as nature/culture, 
animal/human and wild/domestic. Moreover, the idea of human women 
nursing animals seems to disgust (as noted personally from presentations I 
have given where the subject has arisen). In addition, recently, in the UK 
there was a public outcry when a company based in Covent Garden (Lon-
don) began to sell ice-cream made from human breast milk.41 This, to some, 
was bordering on cannibalism.42 From these observations we can see that 
milk, the teat and feeding are powerful symbolic combinations that police 
the boundary between the human and the animal, infant and adult (I shall 

                                                     
37 Note however that ‘wolf’ must also have been considered male if ‘she’ is required to identi-
fy it as female: ‘she-wolf’.
38 The moon and the wolf are often referenced together, and the moon has a long history of 
being associated with the feminine and menstruation because of the monthly cycles presuma-
bly (Briffault 2011).
39 Rudyard Kipling’s father, John, in his own works describes India ‘as the cradle of wolf-
children stories’ (in Marvin 2012: 134).
40 For examples see Galton (1865:124), Manwell and Baker (1983: 246) and Shipman (2010: 
519).
41 http://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2011/feb/27/breast-milk-ice-cream-taste
42 http://www.mumsnet.com/Talk/breast_and_bottle_feeding/1370253-Erm-breastmilk-like-
cannibalism
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return to this subject later in Chapter 3 with reference to a female bear that 
was illegally killed). 

Marvin notes that the story of Mowgli and his adoptive wolf parents ‘was 
the founding myth of the Wolf Cubs’ (2012: 137). The Wolf Cubs was a 
similar organization to Scouting for Boys (not girls), started at the turn of 
last century, though designed for younger boys under 11 (ibid.). Here the 
wolf pack, as described by their creator, Robert Baden-Powell, was consid-
ered a disciplined band, bowing only to the pack leader. It is interesting to 
note the different attitudes to wolves in the USA compared to the UK. In the 
USA it was alternatively introduced as Cub Scouts rather than Wolf Cubs 
(which also became the official name in the UK after 1967). At this time 
there was still a program of eradication in the USA, hence a negative attitude 
towards wolves still prevailed (Marvin 2012:138-9).

Marvin (2012: 131) notes that many of the wolf-children stories originate 
in India, recorded by British soldiers posted there. Significantly, at this time, 
there were many reports of wolves taking and killing children in relatively 
large numbers, and this is in fact still the case today (Rajpurohit 1999). Op-
erating in tandem with this narrative is the story of kidnapping, of wolves 
stealing children from villages and rearing them as wolves. Karin Dirke 
(2015) notes that in nineteenth and eighteenth century Sweden, the press 
often printed stories with narratives parallel to those in traditional fairy tales 
or folklore that depicted wolves in a negative light preying on the innocent. 
The fear of losing ones’ children is presently prevalent in Scandinavia. 
Wolves are feared as much if not more so than sexual predators in some 
parts of Sweden. Before the return of the wolf, children in rural communities 
roamed relatively freely and without fear. In contrast to the UK, for example 
Swedish children spend more time outdoors unaccompanied by an adult at 
an earlier age. However, the presence of the wolf has changed this and has 
even raised concerns in Stockholm county, when only relatively recently a 
breeding wolf pair produced a litter. When discussing this on one occasion 
with other parents in a playground near my home who knew about my re-
search, I was asked what dangers this posed for their children, and what 
should they do if they come across a wolf. As one resident in a wolf territory 
told me, such fear is unwarranted in a country such as Sweden that is consid-
ered safe: 

You should be able to trust that they can go to school without 
having to have that fear that raises the hair on the back of your 
neck…The risk is not that high, but it can happen…The possi-
bility that my kid will be ripped in two parts is not that big, but
how would you feel with a kid? You probably wouldn’t let it 
out.
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There are a number of interesting points to address here. Firstly, fear is re-
ferred to in a primal, embodied response, instinctive, animal-like, with the 
raising of the neck-hair. The second is the reference to the child being 
‘ripped in two parts’, a reference to dismembered remains from wolf attacks 
on domestic and hunting dogs in Sweden. This demonstrates that the fear of 
wolves is comprehended as instinctual, or at least regarded as such, and that 
dogs and children become synonymous to a degree when it comes to wolf 
predation, which would illustrate why there is such a heightened emotional 
response to the killing of dogs by wolves, something that is often reported in 
the press. In this regard, when we read about domestic dogs being ripped in 
two, on another level, we are also reading about children being ripped in 
two.

The idea of the wolf as sexual predator and preying on the innocent is 
noted by Jack Zipes (1993: 7-14), who discusses the well-known tale of Lit-
tle Red Riding Hood, which he argues has moved from initially being about 
the initiation rites of young girls in France and Northern Italy to the present 
form, the result of a Euro-American patriarchal society, that represents Red 
Riding Hood as responsible for her own demise and seducing the wolf. Ul-
timately, in these contexts, as Zipes illustrates with advertising images, Red 
Riding Hood is a sexualised image that encourages predatory behaviour. We 
can also consider the ‘wolf whistle’ as the call of a predator, a howl of sorts 
(Marvin 2012: 70).

On this point, it is interesting to note that ‘rape’ is used as a metaphor by 
one hunter I met to convey the situation he and fellow hunters as well as 
other members of the public living in wolf country are experiencing as a 
result of the wolf, claiming that ‘we are being raped by the wolf’. The fol-
lowing is an extract from an audio-recorded interview with him in which he 
contemplates the possibility of coexistence with the wolf:

Yeah, when I joke about it a little bit, everything is possi-
ble, you had people that survived the concentration camps 
in Germany too, depending on whether they came in very
late, so everything is possible, but what’s the cost? There 
should be something to penetrate deep down, to try and 
explain to people in general how this actually works, to 
make people understand, because I think most of the peo-
ple who sit so far away, who don’t own the problem, don’t 
bother. It’s like, it’s may be a rough thing to take, but 
something to make people wake up to say, take it. Put it, 
for instance that you would legalise rape in Stockholm, 
may be it would make them understand, we are raped out
here by the wolf all the time, see how funny they think that 
is. They say ah, you’re stupid, you want to legalise rape. 
No, definitely not, cause I am raped every day, so I know 
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what it is. Not exactly in that technical term, but in the 
feeling.

Why is it that this idea of rape or sexual violence is evoked with the presence 
of the wolf? Is it as an apex predator, second to humans in its efficiency of 
killing, that some male humans feel threatened, subordinate, in its presence? 
In this regard we can consider the wolf ‘as predator par excel-
lence…envisaging humans as prey’ (Pluskowski 2006: 6). Or is it that it 
represents the dark side of male sexual desires? Why else use the metaphor 
of rape to describe the presence of an animal in the forest? Its presence is 
potential rape or potential violence. In this regard, the wolf is a predator in 
both a sexual and carnivorous sense, and male humans are a mirror image of 
that predation.43

Here, the wolf as ‘sexual’ predator is male, which invariably in popular 
culture feeds on the ‘innocent’ women or children, but seldom men. Other 
male wolves are what Marvin refers to as ‘wolf warriors’ (Marvin 2012: 73, 
see also Pluskowski 2006: 135). The Norse god Odin was often associated 
with battle, and was said to be ‘accompanied by two wolves, Geri and Freki 
(the names mean Greed and Voracity)’ (Marvin 2012:72). Pluskowski refers 
to how warriors would transform ‘themselves into ruthless predators and 
their enemies into natural prey’ (in Marvin 2012: 72), when aligning them-
selves with wolves. Such ‘wolf warriors’, Marvin asserts, go back a long 
way in European history, with descriptions of battle in Homer’s Iliad, with 
the Danaans attack on the Trojans as analogous to ‘ravenous wolves come 
down on lambs and kids’ (Marvin 2012: 73).

Wolf warriors are not limited to the past. One of my interlocutors, a local 
county board fieldworker, hunter, and a keen equestrian, would frequent 
jousting competitions in full regalia, attending competitions all over Europe. 
On one occasion, after we had been training his dog to track bears in the 
forest, we sat at a roadside café drinking coffee on a hot summer’s day. We 
swiped through photos on his phone, of him and his wife dressed in battle 
armour, like knights from the round table in chainmail, lance and all. Around 
his neck he wore a silver necklace from which hung a silver wolf head, 
which his wife had made. His battle name was ‘Wolf Head’ and hers was 
‘She-wolf the Bloodthirsty’. On these occasions, dressed in a black leather 
dress with her face painted black and fake blood dripping from her mouth,
she did look the part. He would also wear yellow contact lenses to look scar-
ier; ‘no one looks you in the eye’, he affirms (wolf eyes are yellow). Here we

                                                     
43 See Carol J. Adams’ The Sexual Politics of Meat: A Feminist-Vegetarian Critical Theory
(1990) for analogies between the female body displayed, depicted and consumed as meat (and 
vice versa), for the consumption of men. 
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can note that certain wolf qualities empower44 individuals if incorporated 
into their costumes or ‘identities’ with the aim of intimidating opponents.

Animal categories: wolves the ultimate ‘other’

‘We embark then on an observation of an imaginary creature… a wolf from 
which all other wolves are derived’ (Lopez 1978: 204). It is interesting to 
note, as Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari suggest, that the wolf is never 
alone, there is always another, a pack, a multiplicity.45 In reference to Sig-
mund Freud’s patient ‘the Wolf-Man’ wolves are designated as an ideal 
trope for such a patient, for the psychotic or schizophrenic; here wolves are 
described as ‘a generic multiplicity’ (Deleuze and Guattari 1987 [1980]: 27). 
The idea of the wolf multiple is also present in the singular form ‘wolf’. We 
refer to the wolf, as a representative of all other wolves, both the one and the 
many – as though all wolves were the same. Hence, the wolf, by its very 
singularity is the one and the many. This may be one reason why wolves are 
feared more than bears. The pack is what is perceived as dangerous with 
regard to wolf attacks on humans, evoking ‘a determined and coordinated 
group of killer animals’ (Marvin 2012: 70), analogous to human hunters or 
an armed force. Here, human dominance over the ‘natural’ world is rendered 
redundant and inverted so that humans become prey and the hunter becomes 
the hunted.

We can explore such inversions further. Previously, we have seen some of 
the negative attributes that flow between human thief and wolf, each provid-
ing models for the other to a point where it is hard to distinguish where one 
begins and the other ends. For example, if we briefly return to the etymology 
of varg, we can ask whether the word denotes wolf, thief or wolf-thief? The 
likely answer is all three, or at least it harks back to a time when this was 
indeed a common sentiment. For example, if we consider that during the 
Middle Ages it was not uncommon for animals to be put on trial for crimes, 
criminals and animals literally become synonymous, as ‘animals were mirror 
images of humanity and human guilt’ (Cohen 1994: 71). And as Esther Co-
hen notes, such animal punishment was often resolved via inverse hangings, 
a likely reflection of the unnatural nature of the ‘crime’, the fact that the 
usual hierarchy or ‘order’ of the great chain of being was reversed, the fact 
that a human was killed or hurt by an animal and not the other way around. 
At this time humans were considered masters of the natural world, ruling 
over the beasts, hence, an inverse punishment was required to rebalance the 
unnatural basis of such crimes (Cohen 1994: 72). In this regard, ‘[t]he appli-
                                                     
44 See Lindquist (2000) for present perceptions of wolf power and symbolism in Sweden.
45 See Chapter 2 1914:One or several wolves? In A Thousand Plateaus 1980 [1987]
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cation of ‘human’ legal rituals to animals was the opposite mirror image of 
the animalization of human beings’ (ibid.: 75). 

Here we have a kind of seesaw co-dependency, a similar scenario to that I
have already noted with regard to the etymology of varg, of wolves and hu-
man thieves, and the implementation of such punishment in line with the law 
illustrates this clearly. For example, anti-Semitism during the Middle Ages 
would occasionally result in an ‘inverted execution,’ where a Jew was hung 
upside down together with either two dogs or two wolves (ibid.: 69). Here, 
we can note a hierarchical relationship between different humans and differ-
ent animals. For example, in reference to homicide committed by animals, 
Cohen observes that guilty oxen or horses received lighter sentences and 
were ‘impounded’, ‘[b]ut if another animal or Jew do it, they should be hung 
by their rear legs’ (Giraud in Cohen 1994: 74). This brings to mind George 
Orwell’s infamous line from Animal Farm, ‘[a]ll animals are equal but some 
animals are more equal than others’ (Orwell: 2000 [1945]: 90). 

What is important to note here is that during the Middle Ages, despite the 
great chain of dominating the perceived cosmology of the day, humans and 
animals are not entirely separate but alternatively form a human-animal 
spectrum that did not adhere hierarchically to what we would today consider 
as species categories, or rather speciesist categories. In the Medieval context, 
animals were subject to laws within the human realm, and some humans 
were treated like animals within an animal realm in the eyes of the law, and 
were consequently given ‘animal’ punishment. In this regard some humans 
were considered more animal and some animals were considered more hu-
man. A similar phenomenon arose in Nazi Germany, where certain human 
groups were considered less worthy of human status than certain animals 
(Kete 2002). 

The Nazi notion of race in many ways assumed the symbolic 
significance usually associated with species; the new phyloge-
netic hierarchy could locate certain “races” below animals. The 
danger and pollution normally thought to be posed by animals 
to humans was replaced with other “races”. 

(Arluke and Sax 1992: 14). 

Significantly, negotiating the animal-human divide in such a manner serves 
as a way to exert a power relation via a process of othering, and crucially, as 
Kete highlights, this does not have to operate in the traditional modernist 
sense, as a dichotomy between humans and animals: there are other ontolog-
ical variables, one mode of which the Nazis were able to malevolently real-
ise:
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The Nazis worked within a new paradigm. Accepting the logic of 
modernism, they abolished the line separating human and animal 
and articulated a new hierarchy based in race, which placed hu-
man species – races – of animals above “races” of humans – ea-
gles and wolves and pigs in the new human/animal hierarchy were 
placed above Poles and rats and Jews.

(Kete 2002: 20).

Here, the Nazis inverted the normative Euro-American assumptions by insti-
gating ‘race’ as a classifying factor, raising the status of the so-called ‘Ary-
an’ race at the expense of others. Moreover, the status of certain animals was 
also raised, in the case of the pig for example, as a provocation against the 
rejection of pork from the kosher diet (Arluke and Sax1992: 12). Further-
more, the big bad wolf of old was reframed in a positive light, now repre-
sentative of a warrior mentality, as Hitler referred to himself as ‘Herr Wolf’, 
and resided in numerous bases that referenced wolves, such as the Wolf’s 
Lair (ibid.: 16). It may even strike us to note at this point that oddly Hitler 
was a vegetarian and vehemently anti-hunting on the basis of its cruel nature 
(ibid.) – a gross irony, to say the least, coming from one of the cruellest men 
in history. Such ‘inversions’ are not restricted to Nazi Germany. In the USA, 
around the time of the Great Depression, a similar time to the rise of Nazism 
in Germany, we can note a subliminal reference that highlights a racist alteri-
ty harking back in some ways to Middle Age European perceptions of hu-
mans and animals discussed earlier. The appearance of Disney’s big bad 
wolf changes in three different versions of The Three Little Pigs (1933) pre-
sented during the 1930s and 1940s:

The character in question is a caricature of a Jewish ped-
dler…The wolf wears a disguise comprised of a long nose, black 
beard, small round glasses with green lenses, a small, flat, round 
cap, and a long coat. On the soundtrack is Yiddish fiddle music. 
In the original version, the wolf speaks in a “Jewish” voice and 
accent…an image of the wolf in this scene that was closer to Na-
zi stereotypes of the Jew than anything else.46

(Cocks 2004: 37-38).
                                                     
46 It is interesting to note that in many tales where the wolf is one of the main protagonists 
there is an element of disguise or metamorphosis, for example, as the grandmother in Little 
Red Riding Hood, as a sheep in A Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing, and as human in numerous depic-
tions of werewolves. There is a parallel of sorts with regard to perspectivism here (see 
Viveiros de Castro 1998), though not on the same ‘ontological’ level. The fact that both the 
human and wolf ‘form’ or ‘body’ are interchangeable to a degree is indicative of the fact that 
the two species are regarded to be similar in some capacity, in order for such tales to ‘take 
hold’ in the imagination.
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Of course there are large differences in the contexts that I have discussed
above in comparison to present-day Sweden, but what I am attempting to 
illustrate is that alterity can take a number of different forms, either animal 
or human, and depending upon context, some humans may be considered 
animal ‘others’ or some animals may be considered human ‘others’, or at 
least referred to as such. Indeed, xenophobia was mentioned by some of my 
informants as perhaps playing a role in anti-wolf sentiment. Several inform-
ants explained to me that various people who do not like wolves do not like 
foreigners either. The fact, as already noted, that wolves are referred to as 
‘immigrants’47 in monitoring and management literature, invariably as out-
siders or as ‘Russian’ wolves, originating from the east, or Finno-Russia, is 
testament to this.48

In light of such phenomena, we should ask (with regard to the Scandina-
vian wolf), as does Cohen (1994: 76) in reference to the animal trials of the 
Middle Ages, ‘Why the human mirror?’ for those animals tried and punished 
for crimes, as well as simultaneously consider, ‘Why the animal mirror?’ for 
those considered subhuman in the other contexts discussed above:

Self-definition depends in every instance upon the existence of 
boundaries for the self, and of some ‘other’ beyond those bounda-
ries. The only alterity, or ‘otherness’ late medieval people could 
see, feel and smell was the animal alterity. By placing animals in 
human positions, they made their own humanity stand out in 
sharper contrast…

(Cohen 1994: 76).

We can observe how such an alterity may presently apply to the context of 
the Scandinavian wolf. As we have seen, the Scandinavian wolf is the ulti-
mate animal ‘other’: thief, Russian, not dog,49 and of course evil. Though, 
                                                     
47 Though ‘immigrant’ may instil negative perceptions for some, the term is also illustrative of 
the dual role the wolf embodies with regard to both positive and negative perceptions. In 
‘monitoring’ and ‘management’ contexts, immigrants are regarded positively as they harbour 
‘valuable’ genetic material that is see as a vital requirement to prevent any further inbreeding 
within the Scandinavian wolf population (see Chapter 5).
48 Russia has recently re-emerged as a threat to Sweden. There are still elements of the cold 
war present in Stockholm, such as tunnels under the university (which was also designed to 
function as a hospital in case of war during the cold war) and bunkers in the city that have 
been turned into car parks. However, since the recent annex of Crimea in 2014, tensions have 
risen again and Russia is seen as a credible threat, with frequent near incursions into Swedish 
airspace as well as the detection of a Russian submarine by the Swedish authorities in waters 
adjacent to Stockholm.
49 This point that wolves are deemed ‘other’ in comparison to dogs is discussed in the next 
section. 
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this still begs the question, why the wolf as prime animal ‘other’? Logically, 
one could imagine that a creature more human-like in appearance, our clos-
est phylogenetic relatives, such as the great apes, perhaps, would function 
better at performing such a task. However, historically humans and the great 
apes would not have interacted so frequently, ape populations tend to be 
sparse and separated in Africa and Southeast Asia. Yet we can observe how 
such alterity has functioned when Europeans encountered the great apes. 
Apes and human ‘savages’, also referred to at the time as ‘lower races’ (see 
Darwin 2004 [1879], Huxley 1864), were often ‘confused’ during the colo-
nial seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Apes were occasionally purported 
to be a primitive form of human, with early accounts from missionaries and 
explorers describing some kind of human-ape hybrid, an animal now thought 
to have been a chimpanzee referred to as either ‘Pygmie’ or Homo troglo-
dytes.50 However, wolves and humans have been interacting in Eurasia since 
‘modern’ humans (Homo sapiens sapiens) migrated beyond Africa, at least 
50,000 years ago (kya51) if not earlier (see Figure 2). 

Figure 2: Phylogenetic tree illustrating the relationship between dogs and humans. The pur-
ported shared ecological niche is marked in red, labelled ‘40 Thousand years’, assumed here 
to be occurring with humans and dogs after various waves of modern humans out of Africa 
between 50-100 kya, during which the first encounter with wolves would have occurred (Af-
ter Kubinyi et al. 2007: 27. Fig.1).

Moreover, the longevity of wolf alterity in European thought becomes 
quite apparent when we consider wolves in the New World context. It was 

                                                     
50 Thomas Henry Huxley (1864: 9. See Figure 3 and 4. Original source Tyson 1699) refers to 
such a creature in reference to Tyson 1699, and Carl Linnaeus lists Homo troglodytes in his 
Systema Naturae (1758) (See Skott 2014).
51 Thousand years ago. 
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only with the arrival of Europeans that the campaign to systematically eradi-
cate wolves began in North America, despite thousands of years of co-
existence with Native Americans (Marvin 2012: 85). Wolves were seen as 
synonymous with the ‘wild’ humans that populated the wilderness, ‘these 
creatures of the Devil were associated with the godless savage humans who 
shared the wilderness with them and shared similar campaigns of eradica-
tion’ (ibid.). It is interesting to note here that where there are no non-human 
apes, wolves were compared to ‘savages’ and ‘savages’ were compared to 
wolves, and in the tropics of Africa and Southeast Asia, apes were compared 
to savages and ‘savages’ to apes. Historically, however, human-ape narra-
tives have not permeated Euro-American thought, not to the degree that hu-
man-wolf narratives have (though there is of course Big Foot and the Yeti). 

In Euro-America, it seems that Canis lupus (wolf) and Canis familiaris
(domestic dog) possess some qualities that lend themselves to the description 
and manifestation of human traits – as well as enabling wolf and dog traits to 
be bestowed upon humans in return – to a degree that no other animal is able 
to compare, and is testament to the fact that not only do humans affect the 
lives of wolves and dogs, but wolves and dogs have affected the lives of 
Euro-Americans on a massive scale for millennia, as we will see in more 
detail in the next section. 

Evolution, classification and domestication

It is at this point that I would like to explore the different ‘qualities’ that 
wolves and dogs are said to possess in recent scientific literature. Signifi-
cantly this will shed light upon how the duality of wild and domestic oper-
ates in Euro-America, not only with regard to the evolution of wolves and 
dogs, but also in relation to our own evolutionary heritage. 

More than any other mammal, wolves and dogs are likely to have had the 
longest relationship with humans. It is probable that, during their evolution,
wolves, proto-dogs and early humans shaped and influenced one another. 
Human-canid burials are known to date back to the Natufian, around 12 kya 
(Davis and Valla 1978), and there is now increasing evidence that there may 
have been isolated domestication events in what is now Belgium some 30 
kya (Germonpré et al. 2009), and even 130 kya is proposed elsewhere in 
Europe, long before Homo sapiens sapiens arrived in Europe, which would 
imply that Neanderthals – another human species – may also have been liv-
ing alongside early dogs (Germonpré, Láznicková-Galetová and Sablin 
2012). There have been many attempts to explain this long human-dog rela-
tionship. Originally archaeologists have considered that humans actively 
domesticated dogs from wolves. Now it is seen as a two-way street in that 
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dogs partly facilitated their own domestication (Hare, Wobber and Wrang-
ham 2012), by hanging around human settlements eating human waste 
(Crockford 2000a). Subsequently, after generations of such ‘proto-dogs’, 
humans started to actively ‘breed’ them, ‘selecting’ them for specific traits. 

With this long relationship in mind, coupled with the seemingly uncanny 
ability of dogs to ‘read our minds’, there has been an increasing recognition 
that dogs share certain ‘socio-cognitive’ skills with humans that surpass the 
abilities of even our closest phylogenetic relatives, the common and pygmy 
chimpanzee (Hare and Tomesello 2005), when performing socio-cognitive 
tasks, and dogs also perform better than wolves (Miklósi et al. 2003, Hare et 
al. 2002). Furthermore, the eyes are said to be a significant part of this com-
municative ability, in that dogs are said to be able to read human eye direc-
tion far better than chimpanzees or wolves. According to Chris Stringer 
(Stringer 2011: 105), domestic dogs are also said to have a pronounced ‘scle-
ra’ (the white part of the eye) in comparison to wolves and chimpanzees, 
which facilitate such communicative abilities from the human perspective.

Some scholars suggest that this transspecific ‘connection’ that humans 
have with other species is what in fact made us human (Shipman 2010, 
2011), and others have gone as far as to suggest that we only became fully 
human as a result of our relationship with early dogs or wolves (Schleidt and 
Shalter 2003). Though we may consider this a little too far-fetched, it never 
seems problematic to consider how humans have shaped other species (like 
domesticates for example), but is only problematic if we attempt to consider 
how or if other species have inadvertently shaped us. We do not exist in a 
bubble, and we should arguably consider ourselves as part of a spectrum of 
species that are entangled. As Haraway quite rightly asserts, around 10 per-
cent of cells in the human body contain a distinctly human genome, ‘the 
other 90 percent of the cells are filled with the genomes of bacteria, protists 
and such’ (2008: 3-4).

Euro-American thought tends to consider humans as separate from the 
rest of the animal kingdom, or at least the end product of a long evolutionary 
process that has since ceased. If, however, we think of ourselves and canids 
as sharing a similar evolutionary trajectory that has facilitated various paral-
lels during our evolutionary history, we can see the relationship a little dif-
ferently (Hall and Sharp 1978a). Should such a thesis surprise us? Not espe-
cially, if we consider that the oldest Mesolithic (Middle Stone Age) graves in 
Sweden, dated to the Preboreal, 9-10 kya, found in Almeö, are those of dogs 
and not humans (Larsson 2004: 384). In fact, human-canid burial is a global 
phenomenon, with the number of graves at a site in what is now Israel, for 
example, reaching into the thousands (Edrey 2008). The human story is very 
much part of the wolf story, and ‘[o]ne strand in the fabric that binds human 
to wolf is the dog’ (Fox 1978:1). And it is because of this that we cannot 
consider human-wolf relations in isolation, and must pay particular heed to 
dogs and the significance that they have in shaping such relations. 
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Figure 3. This figure illustrates some of the commonly displayed phenotypic traits of domes-
ticated species. The text is adapted mainly from Crockford (2000a: 11-12) but also from 
Musil (2000: 27). 

It is intriguing to think that the wolf and dog have not only facilitated my-
thology and narratives that have the ability to transgress boundaries of nature 
and culture, wild and domestic, but that these two creatures also mirror ideas 
of our own evolution, as part of the story of how we became human, a 
movement from the wild to the domestic realm, from the forest to the savan-
nah, from darkness to light. If we are to address this narrative further, then 
we must ask, what is this key phenomenon to which the wild is compared, 
what is domestication? Traditionally, perhaps, we can consider domestica-
tion as related to the home or the built environment (Wilson 1988). This may 
indeed be part of the story, however, most significantly perhaps, domestica-
tion manifests materially in the very physical being of animals, both pheno-
typically and behaviourally. There are a number of well-known physiologi-
cal phenotypic traits that are associated with domestication (see Figure 3). 
Intriguingly, humans also share many of these traits when compared to our 
‘wild’ phylogenetic relatives (Hall and Sharp 1978c: 1-2). As Susan J. 
Crockford asserts, alteration ‘in developmental rates and timing may account 
for all the morphological, physiological, and behavioural differences be-
tween [dogs and wolves]...a pattern evident in many other domestic and wild 
animal lineages, including humans’ (Crockford 2000a: 12). Significantly, 
some studies have shown that ‘wild’ wolves in captivity also begin to show 
these traits after a few generations. Hence, we have to consider domestica-
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tion as not solely genetic but as being linked to environmental factors. Epi-
genetic studies are now on the increase, a field looking at environmental 
triggers that influence genetic expression, that is, turning certain genes ‘on’ 
or ‘off’. We could argue that in this way domestication is rather a matter of 
where one is and where one dwells: the environment embodied and mani-
festing phenotypically. 

With regard to dogs and wolves, what is that environment and what is it 
that has caused these differences to arise? We have already touched on the 
built environment as a possible factor. However, during discussions with an
ecologist who had worked in Spain, it became apparent that wolves in Spain 
occupy areas dominated by human activities, and that they are thriving in a 
human landscape, yet they are still wolves, not dogs. Hence, in this regard, 
how are dogs and wolves engendered? From my research in Sweden I have 
observed that place is a significant element in the process of becoming dog 
and becoming wolf, something that we have already noted in the case of the 
Danish wolf. Wolves are essentially the canids that run around ‘free’ in the 
woods with no human familiar for company and they are not ‘owned’. Dogs,
on the other hand, have a human owner invariably close at hand. When 
tracking wolves in the snow, if there were no human prints or tyre tracks 
close at hand then most trackers I was with immediately assumed that we 
were looking at wolf prints. The human companion engenders dogs and the 
lack of one engenders wolves. At a conference on Scandinavian wolves, a 
wildlife biologist working in France was asked about wolf-dog hybrids and 
their prevalence in France and Spain. He said that there was a case of a canid 
that was thought to be a hybrid, but when it was found dead it had a collar 
on, firmly certifying it as a dog. It was ‘owned’ and no further investigation 
was required, even though it looked like a wolf. Ironically however, when on 
the trail some trackers advised me to ‘think dog’ or ‘think cat’ when tracking 
wolves or lynx.

‘A domestic animal is a cultural artefact of human society’ (Clutton-
Brock 1994: 29). A point with which I concur, though I would add ‘partial’ 
to proceed ‘cultural artefact’. Moreover, as the thesis progresses, and even if 
we reflect upon this chapter so far, we can see that a wild animal is equally 
so. It is just that within an ontological order that separates the wild from the 
domestic, one cannot see it as immediately apparent. We have seen that one 
crucial aspect of domestication, with regard to dogs and wolves, is the prox-
imity to the human, hence, could we regard domestication as a human conta-
gion? Domestication cannot exist without humans, by its very ‘nature’ it is a 
human phenomenon, but initially not one consciously created. It may be 
engendered by the very nature of human relations, by human sociality, and 
in this way it can extend to any species, animal or plant that lives alongside 
humans long enough. Could we regard domestication as the physiological 
and behavioural result of culture? If so, we are in that sense a domestic ape, 
dispersing the lore of culture unto the world. However, this would put hu-
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mans once again in a privileged position, ignorant of the fact that culture 
came from somewhere, and with that thought in mind it is likely to exist in 
other non-human social contexts. Increasingly, researchers are contemplating 
the existence of animal cultures (Gibson 2002), but no other animal has been 
significantly domesticated beyond the human sphere. Furthermore, no other 
animal has been ‘self-domesticated’ to the degree that humans have. Human 
sociality is key for one to be, well, human. It is for this reason that one of the 
most common areas of investigation with ‘wolf’ or ‘feral’ children is their 
enculturation and impeded ability to return to ‘domestic’ or ‘civilised’ life 
(Marvin 2012: 132-134). They lack the domestic ‘spark’ that seems to facili-
tate human sociality, a sociality that is able to transgress the species divide, 
in particular with regard to the domestic dog – a ‘transspecific sociality’ 
(Fausto 2007: 500).52

Such a transspecific sociality must have evolved over millennia, however, 
though it is generally regarded that the dog, Canis familiaris, descended 
from wolves, Canis lupus (Kubinyi et al. 2007: 28), it has not always been 
the case. In fact, as Marvin (2012:13) significantly highlights, Carl Linnaeus,
the Swedish father of natural historical taxonomy, utilises ‘canis’ (dog) in 
his Systema Naturae (1758) to form the ‘family’ stem of the species name. 
Marvin interprets this as a conception that the wolf somehow has a negative 
relation to the dog, in that it has ‘gone wrong’ (Marvin 2012:13), as not quite 
a dog or as being derived from a dog. However, it is perhaps not so surpris-
ing that domestic animals should influence our perception of nature, as they 
are so close at hand. Hence, Canis familiaris translates as ‘dog family’ (fam-
ily dog), and Canis lupus is translated as dog-wolf (or ‘wolf dog’). In fact it 
could be argued that the two species are not separate at all and should both 
be regarded solely as either familiaris or lupus. However, the important point 
to note is that at this time Linnaeus saw them as separate species, and conse-
quently scientifically distanced the wolf from the dog. Presently, however, 
the ‘domestic’ dog or ‘family’ dog has been re-classified as Canis lupus
familiaris by the Smithsonian in 1993, in recognition of its wolf ancestry, 
and is generally regarded as a subspecies, as is the dingo, Canis lupus dingo,
the domestic dog that has returned to the ‘wild’ (Clutton-Brock 1995: 14).53

However, it is interesting to observe that there is still a ‘scientific’ need 
for a distinction between the wolf and the domestic dog, despite the fact that 
they can interbreed and produce ‘viable offspring’ (Hall 1978: 153), going 
against the traditional definition of the species concept. All species are en-
                                                     
52 I use ‘transspecific’ throughout the thesis as Fausto (2007: 500) does, as representing a 
form of sociality that is not limited to operating within species boundaries and is able to oper-
ate across perceived divides. At this point I would add that such a transspecific sociality is not 
limited to humans, nor is ‘self-domestication’. However, humans, in comparison to other 
species, are massively dependent upon such phenomena. 
53 See Elledge et al. (2006) for some parallel points with regard to dingo hybridisation and 
taxonomy. 
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gendered in one way or another. Classification itself engenders its subjects 
(Foucault 2002 [1966]: 147; Ritvo 1997), cutting up evolutionary events, 
even though evolution as a phenomenon could not exist if life were not en-
tirely entangled. This is the paradox of evolution in that all life is related; yet 
distinctions are its bread and butter, the recognition of speciation and no-
menclature is essential to the worlds of taxonomy and cladistics. Hence, as 
Roberta L. Hall advises, ‘[i]t is well for us to remember that biological clas-
sification is a tool of science, not a law of nature.’ (Hall 1978: 176). 

‘The moral boundary’54: breeding, inbreeding and 
genetic defects

‘Environment and evolution are distinctively human claims established upon 
the world of animality, claims that we seek to validate by including our-
selves in them’ (Wagner 2001:139). As Roy Wagner observes, in order for 
‘environment’ and ‘evolution’ to be plausible, humans have to be part of the 
animal world and subject to the same forces of natural selection as the rest of 
the animal kingdom. Hence, when we look at the wolf we are also looking at 
ourselves, whether we address this directly or not.

In their introduction to Wolves and Man: Evolution in Parallel (1978c),
Roberta L. Hall and Henry S. Sharp note that it may be more beneficial to 
consider human behaviour and sociality in relation to environmental factors 
rather than solely considering phylogenetic origins, as has been common 
practice, by comparing human behaviour to that of other primates, for exam-
ple. The book offers a space for evolutionary thought grounded in behaviour, 
which is ‘shaped more by ecological pressures than by family tree’ (Hall and 
Sharp 1978c: 6). Moreover, the book intriguingly utilises ‘the wolf as a 
model for human evolution’ (ibid.).

Hence, if we think of Canis lupus in this regard, we can see how wolves 
can be easily simulated into human cultural models over millennia, and re-
ferred to as sub-human, murderer, sexual predator or thief, or positively as 
nurturing mother or fearless warrior. We can also perhaps understand the 
fear and vehemence that arises when wolves approach settled human areas or 
take livestock, as this is not just an animal that is threatening the livelihoods 
of local humans, it is a quasi-human. The wolf in this sense is an almost
human ‘other’, in that it lives in small ‘family groups’, the young take a long 
time to mature sexually, and play frequently (Hall and Sharp 1978b). Fur-
thermore, much like our ancestor, they are hunters and foragers (they eat
herbs and I was also surprised to learn while tracking that they are also par-

                                                     
54 As cited later in the Chapter (Cartmill 1990: 178).
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tial to blueberries). Moreover, as already noted in reference to domestication, 
the dog has sustained physiological and behavioural changes in comparison 
to its wolf ‘ancestors’, that, it is argued, are uncannily similar to the changes 
that ‘modern humans’, Homo sapiens sapiens, have also undergone in com-
parison to our earliest hominin ancestors.

I am of course not endorsing this narrative, but rather utilising it to illus-
trate the depth and the complexity of human-wolf relations in Euro-
American thought, to the degree that they are part of ‘scientific’ and ‘evolu-
tionary’ thought. It is now becoming increasingly apparent that many species 
of humans existed at the same time on the planet, a sharp contrast to the old 
search for the ‘missing link’ that was purported to connect us to the rest of 
the animal kingdom. Whether these ‘other’ humans were subspecies or in 
fact entirely separate species is open for debate, but it is a phenomenon that 
is mirrored in the discussion that surrounds domestic dogs, wolves, coyotes 
and the red wolf.55

Hall notes in reference to the ‘species’ difference between the coyote and 
the wolf that, rather than genetics, it is the environment or surroundings, the 
‘ecological-behavioral base’ that actually separates the two (Hall 1978: 166). 
They are quite capable of interbreeding and, in fact, the red wolf is now 
thought to be a coyote-wolf hybrid (Hall 1978: 164-165), yet how is it that 
wolves and coyotes remain relatively distinct in appearance and behaviour? 
Where they are, what they eat and what they do is thought to be a large part 
of the answer, according to Hall. Hence, in the case of dogs and wolves, 
perhaps it is also not a matter of what the animals actually are, genetically or 
genealogically, but rather where they are and what they do – their ‘ecologi-
cal-behavioral base’ (ibid.: 166) – that is a more accurate description of what 
they actually are, or at least why they are considered to be different. Yet 
genetics, in Sweden, is the name of the game in wolf ‘monitoring’ and ‘man-
agement’. As we will see in Chapter 5, genetics and its relation to inbreeding
influences wolf ‘monitoring’ and ‘management’ a great deal. 

However, if we throw the domestic dog into the mix, we can observe that 
in fact, controlling transgressions and crossings of the human animal bound-
ary, at both ends of the spectrum, is in many ways what human-dog-wolf 
relations are all about:

The dog is a mediator between nature and culture; it is an ani-
mal but it lives among men as an imitation man. It shares at-
tributes of nature and culture and so shares both symbolic 
loads. Unlike the wolf, which is seen as unequivocally bad, the 

                                                     
55 The taxonomic status of the red wolf has been and still is contested. Residing solely in the 
USA, the red wolf’s coat is reddish and grey in colour, looking somewhat like a coyote and a 
wolf, and is regarded by some as a wolf-coyote hybrid.
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dog is seen as either good or bad depending upon which of its 
sets of attributes is relevant in a given situation.

(Hall and Sharp 1978b: xiii). 

Though I agree with the majority of this statement, the wolf is also able to 
share ‘both symbolic loads’, though not to the same degree as the dog. The 
wolf without doubt is more heavily weighted to the negative than the posi-
tive, and, as Matt Cartmill asserts, it is significant to recognise the morality 
of such divisions:

The line that our culture draws between people and beasts is a 
moral as well as a conceptual boundary. More precisely, it is 
the moral boundary: the borderline dividing persons from prop-
erty, the line that separates responsible agents with rights and 
duties from more or less neutral stuff that can be made into 
soap and lampshades. 

(Cartmill 1990: 178). 

I cannot emphasise enough the import of this statement. The human-animal 
boundary in Euro-America is ‘the moral boundary’, and it is for this reason 
that animals can appear on either side of that boundary at times, because 
morals and emotions are tightly knit, so at times animals seem more human 
and humans seem more animal depending on the context, but the boundary 
facilitates and justifies human actions whether positive or negative. It also 
facilitates an approach to wolves that is moral, political and economic:

Because the animal-human boundary is the boundary of the 
moral universe, the stories we tell about human origins, even if 
they are true stories, are myths; and the general point of those 
stories is explaining – and legitimating – human control and 
domination of nature.

(Cartmill 1990: 178). 

It is important to address the moral aspect of the wolf here, and as we will 
come to see in later chapters, through ‘monitoring’ and ‘managing’, my in-
terlocutors are securing the boundary between the wild and domestic, nature 
and culture, and human and animal. It is as moral as it is political and eco-
logical. It is the moral load with which the wolf is laden that distinguishes it 
from all other animals in Scandinavia. Those narratives, of evil, of the beast, 
may be laughed at or dismissed in scientific circles, but in reality they are as 
much a part of wolf management as GPS data or genetic analysis. The sys-
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tematic separations of dogs from wolves, as we will later come to see, in the 
genetics laboratory56 attest to this. What is the purpose of separating dogs 
from wolves when it comes to a sheep kill, for example? Is it in order that 
blame be assigned and appropriate punishment be executed? The dog is rep-
rimanded, the wolf shot or relocated. This is speciesism in action with a lot 
of technology and financial clout to back it up. Moreover, and perhaps more 
significantly, humans allow the existence of thousands, if not millions of 
dogs in Sweden, but only a few hundred wolves: a form of ‘racial’, ‘ethnic’ 
or ‘speciesist’ discrimination depending upon how you position wolves in 
relation to dogs. Moreover, those wolves that are allowed to survive have to 
be prime physical examples, genetic deformities are not desired, they must 
represent an ideal, a wolf with no errors, if there is such a thing. 

‘Inbreeding’ is the sin of all sins for Scandinavian wolves. The main con-
cern here is that it ‘can result in both reduced fitness and hereditary disor-
ders’ (Laikre et al. 2012: 2). Consequently, some argue that the ‘long-term 
survival’ of the Scandinavian wolf population is under threat unless present 
numbers increase and the pressure on inbreeding is reduced (Bruford 2015: 
10). Yet domestic dogs are riddled with genetic defects, some of which are 
considered fundamental to the stature of individual breeds. In fact, dog 
breeds are essentially nodes of genetic defects that humans have grown to 
admire, or desire, though there are of course the life-threatening defects or 
hereditary diseases that are not so desirable (Haraway 2003a) and others that 
impede behaviour or functionality.57 Yet, in the case of the wolf, hybridisa-
tion and genetic defects, indeed anything that strays from the idea of purity,
is considered problematic and even dangerous, not just to the individual but 
to the population as a whole, which can reach a ‘tipping point’ graded in 
relation to an ‘inbreeding coefficient’ (see Chapter 5). ‘Genetically valuable’ 
wolves are those that are not ‘inbred’ (mainly ‘immigrant’ wolves), and are 
consequently provided with a degree of protection, unlike inbred local 
wolves that do not share the same level of protection and are consequently 
targeted during ‘protective’ hunts or during annual ‘legal’ hunts. Hence, in 
essence, the morality of wolf ‘monitoring’ and ‘management’ is influenced
by ‘the moral boundary’ between human and animal, whereas domestic 
dogs, as our familiars, are in a class of their own.

I did come across narratives of human inbreeding in the field that is seen 
by some as problematic. One interlocutor, for example, was convinced that 
in some of the more remote parts of my field, people would not let their 
children out in public for fear being spotted as ‘inbred’ due to physical de-
formities. Others told me when we discussed their home towns, they de-
scribed them as being very ‘inbred’, others joked, over a beer, about some 

                                                     
56 See Chapter 5.
57 For examples, shorter muzzles affect the breathing of some breeds (pugs, bulldogs), or 
loose skin over the eyes impedes vision.
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areas being like the setting depicted in Deliverance (1972), the John Boor-
man film set in southern USA. The film portrays locals as ‘deformed’, or 
‘slow-witted’, particularly a boy playing a song on a banjo at uncanny speed, 
in a savant-like manner, the first few notes of which on one occasion my 
informants jokingly resonated. Of course some of this was said in jest, but on 
occasions it was not. This is significant to note because though such catego-
risations or ideals may become law with regard to the wolf by terminating 
hybrids or diluting inbreeding with attempts of genetic importation,58 such a 
practice, in a human context, would be deemed immoral. In fact, to legally 
enforce breeding programmes to prevent human deformities would be con-
sidered entirely off the moral scale. Yet, dog-eugenics in Euro-America, 
which manifests as breeds or ‘races’ (as they are called in Sweden), is con-
doned to such a degree that no one sees it as a problematic practice despite 
the debilitating genetic diseases from which some breeds suffer, hence, ge-
netic testing for some conditions is now commonplace, and frequent screen-
ing is recommended for breeding pairs (Haraway 2003a). Wolf-eugenics 
also occurs, as hybrids are shot without question.59 In this sense, if there is 
shame in being ‘inbred’ from a human perspective, we should not be sur-
prised that the inbreeding of wolves is carefully ‘monitored’ and ‘managed’ 
as an accepted outlet for human anxieties.60 In light of this we can note that 
genetics takes precedence while bodies suffer:

in modern genetics and evolutionary theory, what seems to 
matter is the gene pool…it is genes that reproduce themselves 
into future generations, not bodies. And it is the ‘gene pool’ 
that we might try to protect if we work for endangered species. 
It is not the integrity of individual bodies that matter here…

(Birke 1994: 115).

It is important to recognise from these references that both historically and 
more recently in the last century, there have been examples where the legal 
status of humans and animals in parts of Europe have not been so clear cut, 

                                                     
58 See Chapter 5.
59 Recently, in 2017, a hybrid wolf-dog litter was found in Södermanland, Sweden. According 
to the SEPA and the local county board, there is a widespread concern that such hybrids will 
interfere or corrupt the Scandinavian wolf gene pool, and consequently a hunt is being organ-
ised in order to cull the individuals before any damage is done. 
See: http://www.lansstyrelsen.se/sodermanland/sv/nyheter/2017/sidor/länsstyrelsen-beslutar-
om-skyddsjakt-för-att-värna-den-svenska-vargstammen.aspx/
60 That said, during the 1920s and 1930s there was a state institute in Sweden that investigated 
human ‘races’ and also enforced a programme of human eugenics via a sterilisation law in-
flicted upon certain members of the public deemed mentally or physically ‘unfit’ (Björkman 
and Widmalm 2010).
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but rather existed on a human-animal spectrum, where race was on par with 
species when it came to human-animal classifications. Presently, it would 
seem that speciesism, as opposed to racism, is the dominant order by which 
such phenomena are categorised and legally recognised, and it is seldom 
questioned ethically, though animal rights concerns are on the rise. In light 
of this, can we consider speciesism on par with racism, or functioning in a 
similar way? To a certain degree we could argue that domestic animals, dogs 
for example, are privileged, legally, in comparison to wolves. Dogs are not 
shot annually as are wolves in Sweden. Though the wolf is legally protected 
outside of a designated hunting season, as far as I am aware there is no such 
pastime that allows for the annual culling of pet dogs (though of course it is 
likely that some dogs are put down at the pound). 

Therefore, the politics of difference, of species, of a wolf-dog-human 
politics, is in Donna Haraway’s words ‘a politics of positioning’ (Haraway 
1991: 193). Perspective is political, which ultimately results in a game of life 
and death for canids in Sweden. I say positioning, because where wolves or 
dogs are located is part of what they are and how they are perceived. Wolves 
live in the forest without human companions, dogs live in the home with 
human companions. When tracking with local county board fieldworkers it 
was often difficult to tell the difference between dog tracks and wolf tracks 
in the snow. Two main criteria were adhered to in order to facilitate recogni-
tion. Firstly, as I have already stated, if there were human tracks within the 
vicinity of canid prints, they would be considered ‘dog’. Secondly, the size 
of the print – the larger it was, the more likely it was ‘wolf’. Here, size and 
positioning contributes towards how humans classify canids in the woods.61

Moreover, the ‘politics of positioning’ is key in relation to genetic maps. 
Where one allele may reside could ultimately be a death sentence if you 
happen to be a wolf rather than a dog, and although the nature of the crime in 
question may be the same – the death of livestock, for example – the pun-
ishment administered is subject to the actor, or rather the allele. The fact that 
we expect animals to be subject to laws yet simultaneously argue that they 
do not possess ‘human’ status is illustrative of ‘the moral boundary’ (Cart-
mill 1990: 178) that is both represented in age-old narratives and grounded 
materially in scientific practice.

Conclusions

This chapter has illustrated that not only is the wolf representatively tied to
humans in myth and literature, but that it is also fundamentally tied to scien-
                                                     
61 These practices are discussed in more detail in subsequent chapters.
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tific narratives of domestication. Engendering wolves, it seems, is profound-
ly entwined with Euro-American thought – ‘[n]o other animal is as symbolic 
of the assumptions upon which our culture is based’ (Hall and Sharp 1978b: 
xiii). But it is also an ontological fact, a lupine-ontological order at the heart 
of Euro-American narratives that attempt to keep separate the categories of 
nature and culture, wild and domestic, savage and civilised. Furthermore, as 
part of that function the wolf is often at the heart of both poles, the archetyp-
al hybrid, both human and animal.                                                                                            
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Chapter 2 | The animal subject: tracing the 
other, tracing the wolf

Subjectivity, and for that matter inter-subjectivity, has always been problem-
atic for the social sciences. Language, gender, age, and ethnicity are some of 
the many factors that one has to negotiate when attempting to comprehend 
points of view from afar. If human subjectivity has been problematic, animal 
subjectivity is doubly so. Positionality and perspective have been a key part 
of this project. I have attempted, via research design and methodology, to 
observe humans and human-wolf practices from the Scandinavian wolf’s 
‘species’ position (as recognised and categorised from a human-orientated 
Euro-American perspective) as a way of decentring the human. In this re-
gard, methodologically and theoretically, I have taken the ‘standpoint’ (Har-
ding 2003) of the Scandinavian wolf as it is recognised as a species, by con-
sidering many of the practices, technologies and materials that are entangled 
as species boundaries are drawn or as they fade. As Haraway asserts, 
‘[f]eminist objectivity is about limited location and situated knowledge, not 
about transcendence and splitting of subject and object. In this way we might 
become answerable for what we learn how to see’ (Haraway 1991: 190).

Here, Haraway suggests that feminist objectivity differs from that which 
is purported by positivism and the value freedom it proclaims to uphold. For 
example, standpoint theory embraces perspective by recognising one’s own 
position in the formation of knowledge. As Sandra Harding posits, 
‘[s]tandpoint methods are engaged’ (2003: 302), not value-free. These ‘en-
gagements’ or ‘values’ can be regarded as the acknowledgment of position-
ality, of perspective, and the recognition of boundaries. As Haraway insists, 
‘[b]oundaries are drawn by mapping practices; ‘objects’ do not pre-exist as 
such. Objects are boundary projects’ (Haraway 1991: 201). We can regard 
these ‘boundary projects’ (objects) as standpoints, and this is how we com-
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prehend the world: from different standpoints (or subject/object positions62)
that affect how we come to see and experience phenomena. In this sense,
objects, animals or people for that matter63 are not separate from that with 
which they engage, but are separated through the act of ‘mapping’ (Haraway 
1991: 201). This is how I observed the Scandinavian wolf manifest, as wolf 
traces emerged via a number of different material-discursive practices. 

Though the wolf manifests via a number of different traces, I prefer not to 
label this as the wolf-multiple, as in line with Mol’s (2002) ‘body multiple’. 
As we will see as the thesis progresses, though I concur with Mol’s ap-
proach, ‘that no object, no body, no disease, is singular’ (Mol 2002: 6), the 
Scandinavian wolf is not always perceived and comprehended as such by my 
interlocutors. Consequently, I attend to both the way my interlocutors com-
prehend wolves as well as the way wolves emerge in praxis, as at times such 
perceptions are not separate. As we will come to see, I have observed a wax-
ing and waning of monist and dualist ontological ways of perceiving, as well 
as between subject and object as agency and subjectivity both emerge and 
fade in praxis as wolves and their parts are experienced at times as individu-
als and at others as merely matter or data (discussed later in Chapters 6 and 
7). 

Furthermore, I do not consider that, ontologically speaking, the focus 
should be upon multiplicity, as these traces are for the most part considered 
to be wolf or extensions of the wolf. As Mol ponders:

This begs the question of how they are related. For even if objects 
differ from one practice to another, there are relations between 
these practices. Thus, far from necessarily falling into fragments, 
multiple objects tend to hang together somehow.

                                                                              (Mol 2002: 5).

It is for this reason that I regard relationality as the key to addressing such 
questions. For example, the wolf takes on a number of multiple material 
forms, traces and impressions, but such forms tend to be regarded as wolf, 
whether DNA or tracks in the snow. It is for this reason that I prefer to utilise 
‘phenomenon’ and ‘holism’ when analysing wolf traces, as they are more 
encompassing, as opposed to the wolf-multiple or multiplicities, which con-
note distinct materials or entities rather than connected traces. Furthermore, 
                                                     
62 This point will become clearer in this chapter and as the thesis progresses. Subject and 
object positions are not static or impervious, depending upon the practice or context that one 
conducts or experiences. Consequently, on occasion I have observed a movement from monist 
to dualist ontological ways of perceiving phenomena in the field. 
63 There is also a movement between subject and object positions, depending upon one’s point 
of view, a point discussed later in this chapter in the sub-section ‘Empathy and embodied 
vision’, as well as in Chapters 6 and 7.
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‘phenomenon’ and ‘holism’ emphasise the relational movement from parts 
to wholes and from wholes to parts. 

In this regard I have attempted to position myself by considering how the 
Scandinavian wolf emerges relationally and is recognised as an ‘object’, as a 
species in relation to other forms of life and phenomena. However, as al-
ready noted in the Introduction, there is no permanent centre, or point of 
view from which to begin, though species are on occasion perceived this 
way, as distinct from other species. Consequently, multi-sited fieldwork is 
necessary in order to experience a number of ‘partial perspectives’ (Haraway 
1991). Such partial perspectives emerge as people engage with a number of 
different wolf traces, and consequently it is crucial to emphasise that by en-
gaging with wolf traces in a number of forms I too, together with my inter-
locutors, have participated in the ‘enactment’ of the Scandinavian wolf as a 
phenomenon. Just as Barad asserts, Bohr’s phenomena are ‘relations’ (Barad 
2003: 815) between objects, ‘not a static relationality but a doing – the en-
actment of boundaries’ (ibid.: 803).

Reflecting upon such ‘enactments’ in comparison to Mol’s approach, 
there is once again a subtle difference with my own approach compared to 
Mol’s. She argues that scientific practices ‘participate’ and ‘intervene’ (Mol 
2002: 152-3) with reality, and it is the former that I consider a more accurate 
description of my experience in the field. ‘Intervention’ implies that there is 
a teleological course that ‘Nature’ or ‘reality’ will take of its own accord, 
quite separate from human actions, that humans somehow interrupt. Such a 
conception I consider a little unintentionally misleading, from a praxiograph-
ic perspective. Alternatively perhaps it is more accurate to consider things 
coming to be together as practices are conducted. Consequently reality is not 
interrupted but is rather enacted or performed in praxis. Barad’s use of the 
concept ‘phenomena’ illustrates this clearly by incorporating the material-
discursive practices as part of phenomena and not separate from them. Bar-
ad’s term ‘intra-action’, accounts for the ‘mutual constitution of entangled 
agencies’ (Barad 2007: 33, emphasis original). In light of this there are no 
separate things as such, as Barad notes, ‘[t]he notion of intra-action recog-
nizes that distinct agencies do not precede, but rather emerge through, their 
intra-action’ (2007: 33, emphasis original).

With regard to this method – examining the Scandinavian wolf as a ‘phe-
nomenon’ – the project has been a typically post-human endeavour64 in that 
fieldwork has been multi-sited and because I have worked with a number of 
different organisations and individuals, ranging from hunters, local county 
board fieldworkers, geneticists, ecologists, taxidermists, veterinarians, tech-
nicians and dog trainers. In this way I aim to elucidate the relations via 
which humans experience, know and affect wolves, as well as how wolves 
                                                     
64 Though as discussed later in this chapter, this in no way means that I leave the human 
behind.
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affect humans during the practices I have examined. However, it is hard to 
say whether this can shed a little light on wolf subjectivity, but it is not the 
central focus of this thesis. As already noted, the focus of this study – via a 
praxiographic approach – is not primarily to disclose the ‘native’s point of 
view’ (Malinowski 2005 [1922]: 25) but rather what the natives do. Howev-
er, during this process, perceptions and emotions do indeed emerge, and 
consequently I also considered the wolf’s point of view – as a subject in its 
own right – together with my interlocutors.65 However, the wolf that I have 
observed is very much a human-wolf. I have not run with the pack, so to 
speak. 

The phenomenon we call ‘wolf’

Ton Otto and Nils Bubandt note that holism denotes that ‘a phenomenon has 
meaning, function, and relevance only within a larger context, field of rela-
tions, or “world” ’(2010a: 1, my emphasis). Otto and Bubandt assert that 
holism is the basis of anthropological enquiry, and that as such it has ap-
peared in many forms when mediated by different schools of thought, for 
example, ‘context’ they attribute to hermeneutics, where ‘interpretation’ 
mediated ‘a relation between parts and wholes’ (Otto and Bubandt 2010a: 2). 
Other concepts have been somewhat more problematic: ‘culture, ideology, 
system, and society’ (ibid.: 6). It is the ‘totality’ of such concepts that be-
came problematic, as anthropology seemed to affirm ‘bounded, static, ho-
mogenous wholes’ (ibid.: 2). 

However, Otto and Bubandt insist that ‘anthropology can be holistic 
without being totalizing, that there can be holisms without wholes’ (ibid.:
10). Though I concur with this point, it must be noted that the tricky thing 
with holism arises when we approach it from either an etic or emic context, 
as it is ‘both an object and a necessary condition for anthropological cri-
tique’ (ibid.: 11). For example, how many holisms are there, and to whom 
does any given holism belong, to the analyst or to our subjects? If we con-
sider anthropological ‘holism’ together with Barad’s ‘agential-realism’, I
argue that new vistas for anthropological theory and praxis may become 
apparent that incorporate the analyst as part of the phenomena that is being 
investigated. It is in this light that I shall utilise the two concepts, with regard 
to comprehending the phenomenon we call ‘wolf’.

                                                     
65 Though there are some parallels with aspects of ‘affect’ theory, with regard to subjectivity 
in some of the accounts I describe, I prefer to address them in terms of empathy, emotion and 
embodiment, as this is how they were described to me in the field. Such subjectivity and 
empathy is discussed in more detail in later sections of this chapter and in Chapter 6 and 7. 
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Barad moves away from ‘the power of words to represent preexisting 
things’ (Barad 2003: 802), toward a performative, practice-based alternative.
Significantly, she asserts, Bohr’s anti-atomistic phenomena are ‘relations’, 
that is ‘without preexisting relata’ (ibid.) Her concept of the ‘ontological 
gap’ (ibid.: 815) accounts for the subject/object dichotomy that has haunted 
Euro-American epistemology and ontology. She argues that it is ‘intra-
action’ that produces ‘agential separability’, by instigating an ‘agential-cut’ 
via the ‘apparatus of observation’ (ibid., emphasis original). This action, or 
intra-action, conceives the subject/object dichotomy, and as a result realises 
matter as we perceive it. Crucially, for Barad, it is the relation between (or 
rather within) things that is important, their ‘intra-action’ not ‘interaction’, 
that is significant, as inline with Bohr’s phenomena of quantum mechanics.

The concept of agency is crucial to Barad’s project as it differs from the 
other perceptions of the term. For Barad, ‘agencies are only distinct in rela-
tion to their mutual entanglement; they don’t exist as individual elements’
(Barad 2007: 33, emphasis original). If we apply this conception of agency 
to the Scandinavian wolf, we must think of the ‘wolf’ or ‘wolves’ as phe-
nomena and contemplate the ‘intra-actions’ that are at play within. Wolves 
exist in a field of relations within phenomena of which we too are part. For 
example, Bohr recognised that apparatus were integrated with the phenome-
na he observed, as the apparatus he utilised determined whether he observed 
an electron as either a particle or a wave (Barad 2003, 2007). On this basis 
Barad seeks to emphasise discursive practices as conceptual tools as opposed 
to linguistic concepts (Barad 2003: 820). She draws a parallel (ibid.: 819) 
between Bohr’s concept of apparatus, which excludes certain knowledge, to 
that of Foucault’s discursive practices that could be regarded as a social sci-
entific counterpart. Discursive practices are productive, actively producing 
boundaries and limitations. For example, a parallel can be drawn here with 
standpoint theory, which recognises such exclusions, as ‘apparatuses are the 
exclusionary practices of mattering through which intelligibility and materi-
ality are constituted’ (Barad 2003: 820). 

The apparatus at play within the phenomenon we call wolf are diverse and 
numerous. As noted earlier, the indices that are noted as the effects of 
wolves are part of the apparatus by which we come to know wolves, not in 
an epistemological sense, but rather ontologically. We are entangled together 
with apparatus, within the phenomenon we call wolf, we are incorporated 
with tracks in the snow, a dead carcass, possible sightings, newspaper re-
ports, television programmes, conservation campaigns, tranquilizer darts, 
radio collars, helicopters, laboratories, and DNA analysis. Thus, these mani-
festations of ‘wolf’ are performed rather than observed. The process of initi-
ating ‘agential cuts’ (Barad 2007: 175) is what constitutes the ‘wolf’ as we 
know it, and ultimately different cuts are productive of different phenomena. 
For example, such cuts as that imposed between dogs and wolves manifest in 
a number of ways – even though dogs and wolves can interbreed, most peo-
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ple see them as separate. In light of this, we should not perceive the Scandi-
navian wolf as a stable object, but rather as a node, or as a knot (Haraway 
2008: 4) within an entanglement of which hunters, conservationists, natural 
scientists, geneticists, ecologists, wildlife filmmakers and anthropologists are 
all part. All of these intra-actions are the phenomenon we call wolf. We 
could regard such a perception as an ultimate form of holism: everything is 
related, there are no real objects as such, nothing is separate, it is the observ-
er that separates, that cuts. It therefore should be the project of a truly holis-
tic anthropology to comprehend how such partitions occur, because this is 
how ‘worlding’ arises (Ingold 2010a, Tsing 2010), this is the phenomenon
we observe when we attempt to comprehend the ‘life worlds’ of the people 
we study.

With these thoughts in mind, I shall now introduce the ‘trace’ in more de-
tail and describe how it facilitates a way of comprehending the practices that 
I have observed during fieldwork. I shall compare it to other more familiar 
anthropological concepts to illustrate how it may aid problematic areas of 
anthropological theory and praxis, many of which have arisen relatively 
recently in what is being termed the ‘ontological’ (See Kelly 2014, Holbraad 
2011) and ‘animal’ (See Cederholm et al. 2014) turns. In doing so I shall 
address how the ‘trace’ intersects with three key anthropological concepts: 
‘relationality’, the ‘subject’, and the ‘other’. This terminology has assisted 
researchers in their attempt to comprehend social phenomena both in the past 
and in the present. Crucially, I am not offering the trace as an essentialist 
‘silver bullet’ or as an alternative ‘truth’ to solve all the dilemmas of anthro-
pological theory and praxis. The point is to utilise it as a way of circumnavi-
gating the already well-worn scholarly trails, which have become a little 
clogged with the debris of countless previous meditations. 

Nothing but a trace: ‘observable traces’ and the 
effects of relations 

The following ethnographic vignette, which was distilled from a combina-
tion of field notes taken whilst in the field and video recordings, demon-
strates how the Scandinavian wolf manifests via observed traces.

The temperature was just above zero outside and not much warmer inside,
as I had let the fire go out overnight. Looking through the misty window of 
the old wooden house at the centre of a small town where I had been staying, 
I could see that the snow on the ground was melting in places. I was due to 
meet Leif, so I got up just after 5 a.m. to pack as I was planning to travel 
further north after a day’s tracking, and I was not sure when I would be re-
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turning. I eventually set off at 7 a.m. for a slightly larger town, just under an 
hour away, where I had arranged to meet Leif at the town’s sole petrol sta-
tion.

It was a very small town. Apart from the petrol station,66 where I sat in my 
car waiting for Leif, there were a few shops but little else. It had a strangely 
urban feel to it, however, no doubt on account of the 1960s architecture that 
dominated the centre, even though the town was surrounded by nothing but 
forests and older wooden dwellings on the outskirts. The centres of most 
towns or villages in Sweden that I had visited had this same eclectic ability 
to simultaneously convey ‘urban’ together with an oddly isolated and rural 
feel. Leif, a middle-aged man with dark hair and a full greying beard, pulled 
up in his large 4x4 pickup. After exchanging the usual pleasantries, I un-
loaded my camera gear into the back of the local government-issued pickup, 
leaving my car parked at the petrol station. Leif works for the local county 
board, as a fieldworker, and one of his duties is to monitor wolves in the 
region. 

As we drove, Leif explained that he had had a call that morning from a
woman just around the corner, though he did not say what it was about. He 
called her, keeping her on speakerphone so that she could direct us to her 
house. Eventually, after turning corner after corner and travelling deeper into 
the heart of a maze of mixed single and two storey dwellings, we came 
across a woman waving keenly from her kitchen window. Leif mumbled, ‘I 
don’t think there are any wolves around here’, as we got out of the pickup. I 
thought that he was joking – that we were actually here with regard to a wolf 
and not another matter – but it soon became apparent the woman had called 
in what she thought were wolf tracks in her neighbour’s garden. When she 
guided us around the back of her neighbour’s house (an open area with no 
fences between dwellings), we could see that the snow had been melting for 
a few days and now green patches of lawn pushed through the wet crusty 
snow that remained. She pointed to a set of large canid prints, which crossed 
and circled the lawn. These were sandwiched between scattered human 
prints which, together with the thaw, made it quite a messy sample. As we 
looked around, I could see that Leif had already concluded that these were 
not wolf tracks. Firstly, as already noted, when we arrived he had initially 
considered the location as too ‘built up’. Secondly, as he explained to the 
women, some of the tracks in the garden formed circular patterns, and 
wolves tend to move in one direction in a line. Going on, he explained that 
they have a goal, focus or an intention, unlike dogs, which, Leif confirmed 

                                                     
66 Many people I met expressed concerns over villages and towns in the countryside becom-
ing vacant as young people left to find work in larger urban areas and cities. Petrol stations 
were considered ‘a last stand’, in that once they closed, often after the closure of schools and 
shops, there was little hope of attracting young people or encouraging the few who remained 
to stay. 
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later in the car, have nothing else to do apart from curiously sniff around.67

The prints were large, much larger than your average dog, but thawing snow 
tends to ‘explode’ prints (as another tracker explained to me on a different
occasion) and hence the prints appear much larger. As the weather warms 
and the snow recedes, it is very difficult to deduce the size of an animal from 
the print alone. Leif showed the woman a book of prints and tracks issued by 
the Viltskadecenter (Swedish Wildlife Damage Centre), which illustrated a 
number of life-size common animal tracks in Sweden, with the addition of a 
printed ruler on the back cover so one can also measure and photograph 
tracks to scale. We took some photos and another quick look around, but it 
was evident that Leif did not want to spend much more time there.

Back in the pickup and on our way out of town, Leif explained that he 
had another call this morning, before he picked me up, to say that two girls 
had seen a bear when out horse riding. At this time of year bears should be 
hibernating but because of the warm weather they can emerge early from 
their dens. However, Leif explained, this is also not ‘true’ bear country, 
though there is one known bear in the area, which he tracked last summer. 
He passed me his phone to show me some photos of the bear tracks. They 
were particularly good impressions; you could very clearly see the form of 
the paw and even deep depressions left by the claws in the soft dark brown 
mud. Today, however, luck was against us. We drove around all day and did 
not see a single large carnivore track on any of the forest roads, though we 
did see wild boar, two types of hare, moose and fox prints. We had also seen 
dog tracks, which Leif concluded were not wolf because they were on the 
slightly small side and there were a number of human prints in the vicinity. 
At one point though, Leif did say that the human prints were going in a dif-
ferent direction to the dog’s, but nothing became of it. 

This is often the case, Leif explained: sometimes you do not find anything 
and more often than not people are mistaken. They think they see something 
that is not actually there, as animals often move very quickly in dense un-
dergrowth, and can easily be mistaken for something else. He thought that 
this was likely the case with the two girls that called in today. Horses can 
also be ‘spooked’, he continued, or stop for many reasons, even a moose or 
wild boar, so it may not have been a bear. ‘People see what they want to 
see,’ he said, adding, ‘especially with tracks, this happens frequently.’ In-
deed, people often mistake the tracks of other animals for wolf tracks, par-
ticularly wild boar and large forest hare, a mistake I myself had made on 
another occasion when coming across a hare track that had started to thaw,
making it look uncannily like that of a wolf. Frequently, Leif continued to 
explain that the error lies in how one observes the entire trail rather than a 
single track or print (in this regard, narrative is key to classifying the animal, 
                                                     
67 A point noted by many fieldworkers as one of the factors they are taught to observe during 
training sessions at Grimsö research station to help differentiate between wolf and dog tracks. 
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as well as interpreting behaviour, discussed in more detail in Chapter 4). A 
single print is easily mistaken for that of a wolf, ‘but when you see what the 
other legs are doing, and the shapes they produce, then you can tell,’ Leif 
assures me. Unfortunately, he said, people are quite disappointed and 
‘ashamed’ when he tells them that it is just a hare or a dog. Though they may 
say they do not like wolves, most people still get ‘excited’ at the prospect 
that they may be looking at a wolf track or that they may have seen a ‘real’ 
wolf, he adds.

The people that we met later in the day as we drove along a number of 
forest roads seemed to confirm this thesis. We came across a farmer on one 
road moving some logs with his tractor. He had seen no signs of wolves. 
Later we saw some men with grass trimmers, and they said that one worker 
who was on his break in the car saw a wolf track here a few days ago, but 
again Leif thought that it was likely to be the dog tracks that we had seen so 
much of today. At the end of the day, as we headed back to my car at the 
petrol station, I asked Leif if he thought there was any difference between 
dogs and wolves. He said, ‘Yes and no,’ and repeated the difference between 
the trail68 of tracks, straight for wolves and wobbly for dogs. He also said 
that when he has seen what a wolf can do to a dog – rip it in two and partial-
ly eat it – that is not nice, and his thoughts about wolves go one way, but 
then, when you hear them reply to one of your own howls, your thoughts go 
the other way. He described how on occasions he would howl in the forest to 
invoke a response. Sometimes, he said that no one replies, yet on other occa-
sions the whole pack would reply, which may be only a few hundred metres 
away. Some people do not agree with humans howling, as it confuses the 
wolf puppies, but in one particular area, people have been howling frequent-
ly for a long time and the wolves are still there so he thinks that it cannot be 
a problem. ‘I wonder if the wolves think you are a human pretending to be a 
wolf or a ‘real’ wolf?’ I asked. ‘I think they believe I am a wolf…sometimes 
I can stop them from howling, from answering me, and then it is quiet, they 
don’t answer me anymore and I think the wind tells them about me, they can 
smell me’,69 he insists. When they reply, he thinks that they think he is a 
wolf, but if the direction of the wind changes and they stop howling, because 
they smell him, then they know he is a human.70

There are a number of things to discuss in reference to the above vignette. 
We can see that traces can trick or mislead, in that they may not be indica-
tive of what was really there. As Leif said, ‘People see what they want to 
                                                     
68 I use ‘trail’ to denote the entire line of tracks, differentiating it from ‘tracks’, which I use to 
refer to a number of ‘prints’, and to ‘print’ as a single impression.  
69 Note the personification of the wind and the wind’s ability to communicate with wolves, 
which alludes to a form of animism here.
70 From the wolves’ point of view (as described by Leif), scent is conceived as a more accu-
rate marker of species identity than is sound. We could regard scent, perceived by Leif in this 
context by the movement of the wind, as a window to the wolf’s ontology.
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see.’ The woman that we met that morning was convinced there were wolf 
tracks in her neighbour’s garden, and a little disappointed to hear that the 
local fieldworker believed that they were not. Traces, however, are uncanny 
in many regards; they have a strange effect on both space and time. They are 
attributed to events of a time passed, of something no longer there, or per-
haps never there. Often, trackers are presented with palimpsests of tracks, 
layers of time and events that they have to interpret. In this regard temporali-
ty and narrative are key aspects to comprehending, as well as enacting the 
trace. More often than not, the temporalities and narratives that are invoked 
are well used and familiar, part of the cultural landscape within which the 
trace is entangled.71 What if, however, we were to destabilise these concep-
tions and rethink the trace? The ability for a trace to endure is truly remarka-
ble. The world, as comprehended presently in Euro-American ‘scientific’ 
thought, is in a constant state of flux; from atoms to molecules, from weather 
to ecosystems, from our solar system to our galaxy and indeed the vast ex-
panse of the universe beyond, everything is always on the move. How is it 
then that a trace can endure? How is it that a shape, impression, iteration, 
inscription, or sign can in some way have the effect of communicating the 
presence of a person, animal, thing or event that ceases to be there? 

We can approach an answer tentatively if we consider positionality. The 
observer who recognises the trace is as much part of the trace as the subject 
that left the mark, shed the matter, or forced an impression, as is indeed the 
material upon which the impression persists, for example earth or snow, or 
from which exuviae (shedding matter) is made, such as hair, bone and blood. 
We must also consider other elements and forces, like weather, that some-
how allows traces to endure in a recognisable form. Comprehension, and 
attributing traces to persons, things and events, requires thought processes, 
the formation of narratives, and the comprehension of temporality in order 
for it to be recognised as such, as a trace of something, as part of something 
else. Such requirements are essential for communication, for inter-subjective 
interactions and abilities, which, I consider, are not exclusively human. We 
have just observed Leif communicating with wolves, though he is impeded 
by different sensory capabilities that he and wolves do not share. When a 
dog follows the ‘scent’ trail of an animal, the trackers I worked with were 
able to tell from the dog’s behaviour whether they had scented a bear, wolf 
or lynx, and this could then be refined and developed so that the handler can 
get the dog to focus on the trail that they wish to pursue. Also the sounds that 
dogs make when they scent different animals are very different: some are 
more excitable with moose than others, some ‘go crazy for bear’, as one 
interlocutor insisted. 

The important point to be noted is that a trace is not a trace unless it is 
recognised as such. Recognition goes towards making a trace, as well as 
                                                     
71 See Kellogg (2010: 90) on the trace here.
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pinning it to a subject to which it is considered to belong. Here there is a 
kind of fetishization occurring via processes of classification and atomiza-
tion. The trace, whether footprint or DNA, is not alone, it has hidden abili-
ties, potential, meanings and power that may emerge in different contexts or 
when the wind blows. This is also why, at times, the subject and the trace 
can be substituted for one another (something discussed in more detail later 
in reference to DNA). Traces are imagined wolves and wolves are imagined 
traces. When perceiving the trace, the subject is formed via narrative pro-
cesses, which always look to the past. It is for this reason that the trace 
somehow manages to remain comprehendible, recognizable, even as it de-
grades in a world in constant flux. The trace then is neither solely 
thing/person/animal nor part of a thing/person/animal: it is larger than that. 
For humans in Euro-America,72 it is the shared conception of a past event in 
a narrative situated in space and time. The recognition of a trace is a rem-
nant of an event, like a snapshot. In Euro-America an ontological stability, a 
present, a freeze-frame, whether image or object, an ability to always look to 
the past or the future for positioning is required in order to reflect on why we 
are where we are, and do what we are doing. The trace then is a temporary 
point of reference that feeds the notion of stasis in a world constantly on the 
move, ‘indexes of a now-absent presence’ (Benson 2011: 3). The recognition 
and application of this absent presence and presence of absence is how we in 
Euro-America operate in a world of scientifically recognised traces:

An invisible agency that makes no difference, produces no 
transformation, leaves no trace, and enters no account is not an 
agency. Period. Either it does something or it does not. If you 
mention an agency you have to provide an account of its action, 
and to do so you need to make more or less explicit which trials 
have produced which observable traces.... 

(Latour 2005: 53, emphasis original). 

We can see here how agency and the trace are inextricably linked. Here, 
Latour is talking of scientific practices and the illusive agencies that ‘pro-
duce’ phenomena in laboratory contexts (also see Latour and Woolgar 1986 
[1979]). However, such a viewpoint is equally valid in the ‘field’ outside of 
the laboratory. Agency is only agency if it is detectable, what Latour terms 
‘observable traces.’ However, if we consider agency in Barad’s (2003, 2007) 
terms, then we have to determine how these ‘observable traces’ are detected 
because it is this very action of observation that simultaneously contributes 

                                                     
72 Though I recognise non-human animals also perceive traces, I am not in a position to com-
ment on how they form part of inter-subjective sociocognitive networks. Here I am only 
commenting on how traces operate in Euro-America. 
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to the phenomena observed. This is something that Latour (1986 [1979] and 
2005) does not address in relation to Actor Network Theory. Agential-
realism on the other hand accounts for the invocation of ‘ontoepistemology’ 
(2007: 44) via material-discursive practices.

A footprint has to be recognised as such, as belonging to an agent, an 
animal, as part of that agent, as is the narrative of how it got it there, and the 
story that forms the trail, the history of a linear directionality when reflecting 
on past events.73 It is a presence that is both material and metaphysical, the 
human-wolf in the making. Moreover, it is also that the recognition of traces 
goes towards producing the objects of which they are part, so we must rec-
ognise that narratives about objects or things that leave traces are as much a 
part of the material-trace itself. As in line with material-semiotics, narratives 
and materials operate in tandem. The recognition and attribution of agency is 
part of this material-narrative formation. I am not positing the trace as the 
way to comprehend phenomena, but rather offering it as just one of many 
ways that we can observe these chains of relations at play. The trace is noth-
ing in and of itself without the relations that co-produce it, a truly agential-
realist ‘object’ if ever there were one, and that is why it is a good position
from which to perceive the dynamics of relationality. 

Lien and Law, in reference to their study on Norwegian salmon farms, 
note that, ‘[f]ish – or feeding fish – are done in practices. They are an effect 
of relations. This is our core argument. It is the core argument of material 
semiotics’ (2013: 331, my emphasis). It is by the same token that I am con-
sidering the Scandinavian wolf as being ‘done in practices’ (ibid.). Tracks, 
or tracking, for example, are an ‘effect of relations’ (ibid.), between wolf, 
tracker and weather that come together in the snow. The snow is part of that 
relation and a key one at that. The type of snow, its consistency and how 
long it can lie undisturbed all goes toward the ‘recognition’ of the trace and 
allows a chain of relations to unfold. The trail on a GPS receiver is also an 
effect of relations, between satellite, mobile phone antenna, GPS collar and a 
large computer server, as well as the human labour that keeps it all in play. 
The trace then elucidates ‘how human beings and animals emerge in specific 
relations embedded in material practices…what a person or a salmon [or 
wolf] is made to be, relationally, in particular circumstances’ (Lien and Law 
2013: 329, my emphasis). This will become more evident in later ethno-
graphic accounts as the thesis proceeds, when we come to see the Scandina-
vian wolf emerging from a number of different practices and technologies. 

Hence, traces and relationality are a key aspect of comprehending human-
wolf relations and it is necessary to consider the significance of relationality 
in anthropological thought in more detail. First, we must return to holism, 
the whole at the heart of relations. Though ‘holism’ is one of the key con-
                                                     
73 As Friday’s footprint in the sand famously attests in Daniel Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe 1998 
[1719].
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cepts to which anthropology adheres, particularly as other disciplines now 
utilise participant observation and the ethnographic method, there are a 
number of underlying problems, which I explore further in the next section.

Toward a more agential-realist holism

Otto and Bubandt refer to how Rane Willerslev and Morten Pedersen at-
tempt to comprehend emic holist perspectives in order ‘to unsettle our own 
perceptions’ (Otto and Bubandt 2010c: 257), and how Jonathan Friedman 
also distinguishes between emic and etic holism, emphasising the value of
etic perspectives in order to comprehend globalisation (Otto and Bubandt 
2010b: 182). However, when utilising such a method we must ask: how 
many holisms are there, are we looking at holisms within holisms, and where 
are the dividing lines between etic and emic holisms? I agree that this ven-
ture re-instigates bounded holistic cultures and does not incorporate the pro-
cess of ethnography as entwined in the very holism (or phenomenon) that is 
to be comprehended. There is no value to such a project. While I concur with 
the endeavour of anthropology to comprehend social worlds holistically, I 
take this as considering the relations within phenomena, as agential realism 
does, including the ethnographer and her field. We are entangled with our 
fields and it seems that any move to attempt to analyse them ‘objectively’, in 
the traditional sense of the word, re-instigates the subject/object dichotomy. 
To consider holism on an etic and emic level, in terms of representing differ-
ent holisms, is a move away from agential realism, as such a project purports 
that there are no objects separate from subjects.

Willerslev and Pedersen (2010) note that there are two fundamental prob-
lems with the traditional definition of holism – problems, in my opinion, that 
they are unable to overcome. ‘Not only are the external relations between 
different wholes left unaccounted for, but also there is a problem with the 
conceptualization of the internal relationships within each whole between its 
parts’ (Willerslev and Pedersen 2010: 263). Quite rightly they disregard 
‘totalizations’ as non-productive impositions and alternatively posit a ‘pro-
portional holism’ in line with Alberto Corsin-Jimenez’s ‘proportional social-
ity’ (ibid.: 264), both of which consider the formative aspect of what they 
call ‘practices of apportionment’. Such practices ‘unlike relations, which 
only tell you how to disaggregate…tell you what to disaggregate into’ (Cor-
sin-Jimenez in Willerslev and Pedersen 2010: 264). This is a move away 
from traditional concepts of classification in that it allows for a flexibility 
with which subjects relate and behave within their ‘wholes’.

In their conclusion, Willerslev and Pedersen note that rather than focusing
on whether the models of the analyst should be ‘holistic’, we should rather 
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consider the emic perspective with regard to whether our subjects ‘perform 
holism’ (2010: 274). Though there are elements to be praised in this method, 
the problem with such a perception is that our analysis is intimately bound to 
that which we observe, thus, the way we approach our subjects will ultimate-
ly affect not only how they are perceived, but also how they become. Our 
methods and models must be holistic if we are to comprehend ‘emic ho-
lisms’ because such holisms are part of our own etic holism, as well as the 
apparatus that comes into play when comprehending phenomena. Here I 
mean that we must consider our relation as an intra-action within phenome-
na as ‘practices of apportionment’, and in so doing be aware of not only the 
cuts we and our interlocutors conduct, but also the cuts that we enact togeth-
er. The recognition of this process is not a reflection upon but rather a dif-
fraction of, as we produce difference. As Barad notes, ‘[d]iffraction attends 
to the relational nature of difference’ (Barad 2007: 72). Such a process, she 
asserts, is performative, it ‘is not a static relationality but a doing - the en-
actment of boundaries’ (2007: 135).

Willerslev and Pedersen (2010) have considered how their subjects per-
form different ‘wholes’, as well as note the fact that much of anthropological 
thinking has attempted to impose more totalising wholes upon peoples; how-
ever, they are reproducing the same dilemma that they sought to evade: by 
separating ‘them’ from ‘us’, they are continuing the traditional anthropologi-
cal project. One may then ask: how can we recognise emic wholes from 
which we as analysts are divorced? Well, we cannot. It is only possible to 
recognise emic wholes if we recognise and design research questions around 
the fact that etic analysis is a formative aspect of emic ‘worlds’. Utilising 
agential realism allows for one’s research design to incorporate all that con-
stitutes the phenomena under investigation, including all the materials, appa-
ratus, theories and methods that are utilised in the process.

Anna Tsing’s ‘worlding’ (2010) seems to be more in line with the train of 
thought that I am attempting to conjoin with Barad’s agential realism. As 
Tsing highlights, ‘[w]orlding is always practiced in relation; worlds come 
into being at the encounter – and at best they explain the encounter’ (Tsing 
2010: 63). Tsing’s worlding resides between analytical methods as a way of 
altering our usual ways of knowing and perceiving the world, and here she 
refers to the different methods of Marilyn Strathern and Bruno Latour (Tsing 
2010: 63). There is a kind of dialectic at work here, moving between these 
two theoretical positions, Latour claiming to be more objective, with 
Strathern as more subjective, each in order to provide a more nuanced vista. 
Again, though I can see the value in Tsing’s method, and I must say it is 
something that I think we all should do when attempting to consider new 
theoretical positions, we must return to the point of the ‘encounter’ to which 
Tsing refers, for this is the formative moment of subject and object that en-
acts cuts. Furthermore, she critiques actor network theory, which she asserts 
is ‘anticontext’ and holistic anthropology that is ‘context’ driven. Both claim 
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to provide more accurate descriptions of social phenomena than the other, 
yet ‘each proposes an impossible clarity in fact clouded by ghosts’ (Tsing 
2010: 47). Tsing’s worlding resides between these two positions, shifting 
back and forth, and though such knowledge is still partial, it is at least active 
in its attempt to encompass and comprehend ‘scenes of social encounter’ 
(Tsing 2010: 48).

Tim Ingold (2010a) offers an ethnographic method that comes closest to 
an agential realist approach, and avoids the emic and etic, subject and object 
dichotomies that the other scholars discussed have struggled with when at-
tempting to either comprehend or utilise holism as a conceptual tool. Ingold 
utilises the metaphor of drawing as opposed to painting as a way of allowing 
the field to unfold together with ethnographic practice. Such a method would 
be more in line with the Barad’s theoretical perspective, because according 
to relational quantum mechanics this is exactly what occurs in the laboratory 
when attempting to observe an electron, when the choice of apparatus actual-
ly affects what is observed because it is part and parcel of the entire phe-
nomenon as it unfolds. Ingold posits an observation that ‘depends rather on 
an intimate coupling of the movement of the observer’s attention with cur-
rents of activity in the environment’ (Ingold 2010a: 308). He also refers to 
the fact that participant observation is not contradictory as ‘each is a condi-
tion for the other. The spectator who stands at a distance, in order to make an 
objective study, is observationally blind’ (Ingold 2010a: 309). Haraway 
notes a similar point in that such divorced ‘objectivity’ is ultimately ‘a view 
from no where’ (Haraway 1991). 

For Ingold, the holism of anthropology ‘lies in its appeal not to the totali-
ty of structures or systems that are fully joined up, but to the essential conti-
nuity of the life process’ (Ingold 2010a: 311). It is this ‘essential continuity’ 
that I consider analogous to Bohr’s phenomena, a process that establishes 
relations as the ‘life process’. Rather than adhering to preconceived struc-
tures of relations, relations are rather continually unfolding as they ‘intra-
act’, a process within which we too are intimately bound. As Bergson sug-
gests, ‘[t]he real whole…might well be…an indivisible continuity. The sys-
tems we cut out within it would…not then be parts at all; they would be 
partial views of the whole’ (Bergson cited in Ingold 2010a: 311). 

The relations that I consider are formative in an ontological sense, a result 
of ‘intra-actions’ that occur within phenomena. They do not interrelate, they 
rather intra-relate; they ‘intra-act’ as opposed to interact, as interaction pre-
supposes separation. These relations are not separate, but they are rather 
ontological entanglements. Hence, as Ingold asserts, ‘[t]he alternative to 
totalization is not fragmentation, rupture, and discontinuity. It is rather a 
holism that is anticompositional, fluid, processual, and improvisatory’ (In-
gold 2010a: 311). 
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Tracing relations 

We have observed in the earlier sections that the comprehension and applica-
tion of holism - a key fundamental of the anthropological project – has been 
contested on the grounds of how its working parts do or do not ‘relate’. 
Hence, relating is a primary component of holism:

The concept of the relation can be applied to any order of con-
nection; this is its first property. It is holographic in the sense of 
being an example of the field it occupies, every part containing 
information about the whole and information about the whole 
being enfolded in each part…The relation has a second proper-
ty: it requires other elements to complete it – relations between 
what?...for the relation always summons entities other than it-
self.

(Strathern 1995: 18). 

If we consider these statement in relation to the traces that wolves leave, we 
can see how the relation between traces not only harks back to the ‘whole’, 
the wolf, but also the point that the wolf and its traces reach beyond to other 
‘elements’ or ‘entities’ that are part of an ecological whole of sorts, though 
not necessarily a ‘living’ ecology. In this regard, the concept of the ‘relation’ 
as utilised in the analysis of ‘relational ontologies’ (Hill 2011) for instance, 
is often cited as an example of how everything in the world or a given cos-
mological order is connected. However, as Strathern, one of the key propo-
nents of the ‘relation’ concept, asserts, ‘[t]he relation as a model of complex 
phenomena…has the power to bring dissimilar orders or levels of knowledge 
together while conserving their difference’ (Strathern 1995: 19). This is a 
key point because Strathern’s relations do not simply flatten, as some propo-
nents of connectivity seem to inadvertently endorse.74 By ‘conserving their 
difference’, Stratherns’s relations not only bring together, they also separate, 
and in my view it is the responsibility of the anthropologist to attend to such 

                                                     
74 I refer here to Tim Ingold’s ‘EWO’, ‘environment without objects’ (Ingold 2010b: 6, em-
phasis original), as for Ingold the world is devoid of objects and is rather composed of things, 
and ‘materials and forces’ (Ingold 2010b: 2, emphasis original). Though I concur with Ingold 
to a point, as anthropologists it is for us to discern how our informants experience such ‘mate-
rials and forces’, as well as objects and things, and we must be open to different ways of 
perceiving, experiencing and comprehending phenomena. It may be the case that sometimes 
both we and our informants experience phenomena as objects, and others perhaps as things, 
materials or forces, indeed all may be experienced simultaneously or not at all, such are the 
nuances of the ethnographic encounter (See Holbraad 2011: 11). 
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phenomena, both in the field and in subsequent analysis:

Strathernian relations are, in a manner of speaking, connections 
that cut themselves. Across multiple contexts and arguments, 
the point of her analysis was not to celebrate relativity and con-
nection, but to open up a conceptual space in which connections 
and disconnections could be traced, according to the logic of 
different ethnographic circumstances. 

(Candea et al. 2015: 15). 

Furthermore, with this in mind, it is just as important for the analyst to nei-
ther impose their own ontological order – ‘dualism’, more often than not –
upon the field, or to inadvertently reaffirm the opposite – an emic-inspired 
monistic ontological order. The latter is presently fashionable and largely 
attributed to the ‘ontological turn’ and may inadvertently direct the analyst to 
pay attention to and account for continuities at the expense of recognising 
discontinuities during fieldwork. It is for this reason, in my view, that it is 
vital to utilise the ‘relation’ as a concept that works across ontological or-
ders, species boundaries and ‘objects’. As Strathern affirms in reference to 
Alfred Gell, when agency is not regarded as ‘will or intention’, the field 
opens up:

Euro-Americans often think agency inappropriately personified 
when it is applied to inanimate entities, but that is because they 
link agency to will or intention. Magnificently, Gell sweeps all 
that aside. In terms of the effects of entities upon one another, 
and it is the analysis of relational effect which in his view makes
analysis anthropological, ‘things’ and ‘persons’ may be co-
presences in a field of effectual actors.

(Strathern 1999: 17, my emphasis). 

The traces that I examine are in actual fact relational effects, whether inten-
tional or not, and the ‘field of effectual actors’ (ibid., my emphasis) is akin 
to Barad’s phenomena. It is on this basis that I consider my project as holis-
tic, in that it attempts to perceive and comprehend the Scandinavian wolf as 
a phenomena, or rather as a ‘field of effectual actors’ (ibid.), both human 
and non-human. Furthermore, as in line with Barad’s phenomena we must 
consider the etic influence as part of this field. As Casper Bruun Jensen has 
noted, ‘inventing relations is what anthropologists, like other scientists, have 
been doing all along!’ (in Venkatesan and Candea 2012: 45. See also Peder-
sen 2013 The Fetish of Connectivity). 

I would not limit this solely to science but rather consider it a universal 
human phenomenon. Analysis of and reflecting upon relations may be a hu-
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man universal, but means of relating are far from restricted to humans. Such 
means are considered by Eduardo Kohn (2013) as a more-than-human form 
of semiosis, something in which all life partakes. However, if we regard all 
life as relating in some shape or form, the relation, as a concept, may be in 
danger of losing some of its analytical weight. I think Kohn makes a huge 
step in the right direction, but one that we need to consider a little differently 
if we are to contemplate the entanglements of effects and the phenomena of 
which they are part. In this regard, I consider relations as media, like the air 
or sea, through which traces and signs flow. Without background, context, or 
cosmology, a trace has no meaning, a sign or index points to nothing. In such 
contexts as Claude Lévi-Strauss once said, ‘it is not the elements themselves 
but only the relations between which are constant’ (2004 [1962]: 53). ‘Ele-
ments’ are interchangeable, as are effects, they can be ‘read’ or interpreted in 
a number of different ways and attributed to a number of different phenome-
na. Such networks have come to dominate methodologies that examine rela-
tions between humans and non-humans (Latour 1991, 2005), and in a similar 
regard to Lévi-Strauss’ ‘relations between’ Knappett notes ‘[a]gency comes 
to be distributed across a network, in the associations and relationship be-
tween entities, rather than in the entities themselves’ (Knappett 2002). 

However, as the concept of the ‘relation’ has been increasingly used in
our discipline it may be in danger of losing its intellectual vitality, as well as 
misused (in my opinion) solely as a form of connecting rather than separat-
ing. Perhaps it is best to follow the example of Matei Candea et al., who 
propose ‘that neither relations nor entities come first’ (2015: 4), and who 
also reminds us to situate ourselves ethnographically and attend to the prac-
tices of ‘relating and detaching’ (ibid.) within which we and our interlocu-
tors partake. However, I would also note that detaching is still a form of 
relating, relationality can be positive and negative, and not necessarily ‘con-
nected’ and it can also be disconnected, as noted in the beginning of this 
section.        

It is tempting to push our analytical tool kit further and ask what comes 
‘after the relation’, as does Pederson in line with his quest for a ‘postrela-
tional anthropology’ (Pedersen 2012, 2014). Pedersen is seeking to explore 
(as is Candea 2010, see also Venkatesan and Candea 2012) how analysis can 
move beyond ‘relational monism’ (Pedersen 2014: 105). Relationality (or 
connectivity, as he also describes it) is a fetish of sorts (Pedersen 2013), or is 
at least reified by certain anthropological and philosophical scholars – he 
names Strathern, Latour, Wagner, and de Castro as examples (Pedersen 
2014: 104) – for whom ‘relations are what the world is fundamentally com-
prised of, they are its basic, indeed its only, ontological component’ (ibid.:
105). What I admire about Pedersen’s position here is that his approach is 
reflexive, and though he is critical of how the concept of the relation has 
become fetishized and increasingly incorporated into what he calls ‘relation-
al anthropology’ and the ‘ontological turn’, he also acknowledges that he has 
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followed this line of thought in the past, but is insistent that scholars should 
attempt to move beyond its bounds as it does not concur with his experience 
in the field (ibid.: 98). His fieldwork reveals that there are ‘insular objects’ 
(in this instance lost snuff bottles in Mongolia) that are ‘islands of nature’ 
(ibid.: 105), having ‘accidentally ‘fallen out’ of the relational shamanic or-
der’ (ibid.: 101).

This should not surprise us. My own work with natural scientists often 
reveals recalcitrant phenomena that cannot be incorporated into the ‘natural’ 
order and are consequently described as ‘artefact’ or ‘noise’, or simply that 
there must be some mistake during the experiment (Mitchell 2011, see also 
Latour and Woolgar 1986 [1979]). This is also what Candea (2010) high-
lights when ethologists seem to ‘flip’ between different ontological orders or 
modes75 when working with meerkats. Candea is also candid in his analysis, 
citing the anthropological obsession with ‘excoriated objectivism, imagined 
as a blind belief in one’s own impartiality’ (Candea 2010: 255), to such a 
degree that it prevents an honest analysis of ‘engagement and detachment’ as 
different ontological modes that should alternatively be considered symbiot-
ically, as a spectrum of ‘ever-changing, and often microscopic co-
implication of two profoundly different forms’ (ibid.). In this regard, if we 
are to take our interlocutors seriously, then both objective and subjective 
knowledge must be respected and considered (Candea et al. 2015), and what 
has now become the classic argument between engagement and detachment76

should be refocused upon incorporating the spectrum of symbiotic flux that 
may be occurring in the field. 

Though this thesis discloses the relations that constitute the Scandinavian 
wolf as humans have come to know them, I also address the ‘insularity’ of 
my object of study. Without a doubt my methodology inadvertently objecti-
fies wolves on one level, though they are also objectified at another by my 
interlocutors. Yet ironically their very insularity, or ‘objectness’ if you will, 
relies on the fact that they are a relational phenomenon. The Scandinavian 
wolf as recognised and understood by humans in Sweden is regarded as a 
highly inbred subspecies or sub-population of the grey wolf that populates 
the rest of Europe. Why are they inbred? Well, they are inbred because they 
are entangled with geopolitical forces that prevent them from being able to 
pass freely from one region (country or state) to another. They are like an 
island species, though human relational ties are the sea that co-produces the 
                                                     
75 I refer to ontological ‘modes’, ‘orders’ or ‘configurations’ as distinguished by Phillipe 
Descola (2010, 2013), though I seek to dissolve the boundaries between such orders as the 
thesis progresses.
76 As discussed at length between Tim Ingold, Daniel Miller and Christopher Tilley in Mate-
rials against materiality (Ingold 2007a), which in essence positions Miller and Tilley as 
recognising objects and objectification in the field as part of their ‘materiality’ – the social 
relations that such objects mediate – to Ingold’s emphasis upon the recognition of materials, 
not ‘materiality’, as one is immersed in an environment without objects.
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genetic make-up of the Scandinavian wolf. Moreover, they would not be 
regarded as inbred if it were not for the technologies that deem them so:
genetic analysis, GPS surveillance and anatomical examinations. Ironically,
then, the Scandinavian wolf’s insularity is a result of transspecific relational-
ity, of human-wolf relations. In this way, insularity and relationality, de-
tachment and engagement, are inextricably linked. 

It is for this reason that I concur with Candea’s critique on Latour’s ap-
proach to the concept of the relation:

While Latour ultimately trumped his recognition of disconnec-
tions through a relational method, Strathern’s work (1996) can 
be seen as establishing a real and effective symmetry between 
the two: every cut is revealed as also a relation, every relation is 
also a disengagement from something else.

(Candea et al. 2015: 16). 

In line with this way of thinking, I too attempt to extend the concept of the 
relation to incorporate what Pedersen terms ‘engaged detachment’ (2013: 
206) and consider Barad’s ‘intra-action’ rather than interaction as an alterna-
tive way of exploring and disclosing the phenomena that I encounter in the 
field. I will discuss this further with regard to power relations in the follow-
ing section of this chapter.  

Power relations and ‘constitutive practices’ 

As already noted, the practices of ‘monitoring’ and ‘managing’ the Scandi-
navian wolf are not solely ‘observational’ in character, or rather separate 
from that which is observed (Barad 2003, 2007), but are alternatively ‘prax-
iographic’, stories about practices, about doing wolves (in line with Mol’s 
2002 ‘doing disease’). Ultimately, these practices produce effects and are in 
many ways similar to what Clare Palmer refers to as ‘constitutive practices’, 
which she describes as ‘human practices that affect the biological constitu-
tion and form of animals’ (Palmer 2001: 354). Significantly, Palmer high-
lights three such practices ‘…domestication, selective breeding, and bio-
technology’ (ibid.), all of which, I would argue, apply to the Scandinavian 
wolf as a direct result of what my interlocutors refer to as ‘monitoring’ and 
‘management’. Such practices range from tracking wolves, gathering DNA 
from urine and scats, collaring wolves with GPS collars and recording sub-
sequent data, as well as controlling wolf numbers by moving wolves from 
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areas of concern to less problematic ones or by culling ‘problem wolves’77

via what has become an annual wolf hunt. These practices participate in 
constituting the Scandinavian wolf materially (biologically) and socially 
(behaviourally), furthermore, as Palmer (2001) asserts, ‘constitutive practic-
es’ also impede the animals’ ability to resist. For example, in reference to 
domestication and biotechnology, Palmer notes that, ‘animal discipline and 
nonresistance is achieved by inscribing on the very genetic make-up of the 
animal body preferred physical and behavioural characteristics’ (Palmer 
2001: 355). We can observe how this relates to the case of the Scandinavian 
wolf particularly when deformities are considered with regard to what is 
often referred to as problems of inbreeding due to the fact that the Scandina-
vian wolf population is isolated from the rest of Fennoscandia by a reindeer 
herding region, where the presence of wolves is deemed problematic. 
Wolves are either moved from this area or shot legally or illegally. Hence, 
the Scandinavian wolf has become a pedigree in its own right and with it has 
come all the negatives that accompany domestication due to such inbreeding. 
Unintentionally, perhaps, these practices literally ‘shape’ wolves. Moreover, 
by shooting ‘problem’ wolves, humans are ‘artificially’ selecting for human 
desired behaviours and eradicating non-desirable ones from the ‘gene pool’. 
In this regard we can consider that these practices are actually an odd mix-
ture of both semi-domestication (or rather selective breeding via a process of 
behavioural culling) and biotechnology (though biotechnology, could, by 
extension, also be regarded as a form of selective breeding), in that genes are 
carefully monitored in the laboratory in order to judge the origins, health and 
value of certain wolf individuals as they may bring new ‘healthy’ genes into 
the already inbred Scandinavian wolf population.78             

Palmer (2001: 355) also discusses two other forms of practice, ‘internal-
ized practices’ (emphasis original) (for example ‘training, taming, breaking 
and teaching’) and ‘external practices (emphasis original)’. The latter rather 
than the former would apply to the Scandinavian wolf with regard to rein-
deer husbandry, national borders, hunting game and deforestation, to name a 
few. Here it becomes apparent that space (and the control of it) as Palmer 
notes, in reference to Foucault, is ‘fundamental in any exercise of power’ 
(2001: 355). However, it is just as important to recognise that such control is 
not easily achieved and that some wolves get through the reindeer herding 
region alive and produce litters with resident Scandinavian wolves. Thus, 
even though there are a number of factors working against wolf reproduc-
tion, as well as factors attempting to aid wolf reproduction, the wolves seem 
to be managing quite well by themselves, hence, the danger with the concept 

                                                     
77 ‘Problem’ wolves refers to wolves that ‘take’ domestic animals or simply curious wolves
that approach human settlements and are often shot by the authorities if they return too fre-
quently. 
78 This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
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of ‘constitutive practices’ is that it may deprive non-human animals of agen-
cy. 

In reference to Foucault, Palmer discusses both ‘capillary forms of pow-
er’ and ‘microphysics of power’ (Palmer 2001: 343, emphasis original). It is 
these forms of power that I have been looking at with regard to the wolf –
not the top down effects of power, but rather power at the margins. As Palm-
er herself highlights, ‘there are a huge variety of power relationships be-
tween humans and animals, with their own instabilities and points of re-
sistance’ (Palmer 2001: 351). However, resistance and agency are related but 
not the same thing. In this case, resistance emphasises the dominant force as 
being human, and Palmer argues that it is unlikely for the tables to turn, for 
humans to be dominated by non-human animals in any given context. Yet, 
humans battle bacteria, microbial infections, worms, and a number of other 
creatures on a daily basis globally. Humans are by no means immune to the 
effects of other creatures, though it may seem that way with anthropocentric 
spectacles on. I do however sympathise with how Palmer attempts to bring 
resistance into the human-animal relation equation, but the recognition of 
such resistance is still at the mercy of humans, and does not give enough 
back to non-human animals (Palmer 2001: 352). 

Despite this critique of Palmer, I have recognised in my own data what 
she describes, in reference to Foucault, as the dominant discourses that are at 
play in certain contexts through which power plays out. For example, she 
notes that Foucault emphasises that power ‘constitutes the social body’ 
(Foucault in Palmer 2001: 343), and such power relations manifest via ‘the 
production, accumulation, circulation and functioning of discourse’ (Fou-
cault in Palmer 2001: 343). Here I would place wolf bodies and human bod-
ies together, as both are part of the ‘social body’ that I am investigating, if 
we are to consider wolves as valid subjects.79 If we are to think of the ‘social 
body’ in this way, then in the context of the Scandinavian wolf, it is a scien-
tific discourse that seems to formulate the fundamental basis for ‘monitor-
ing’ and ‘managing’ practices in Sweden. Here, I have observed that hunting 
and science (discussed in more detail later) are interwoven into the very fab-
ric of ‘governmentality’ or ‘government technology’ (Foucault in Palmer 
2001: 344) when it comes to the Scandinavian wolf and the laws that are 
passed to control/protect them. However, in order to comprehend the com-
plexity of these relations, one must consider materiality and how such dis-
cursive practices arise from the ground up, so to speak, rather than from the 
top down. 

                                                     
79 So are a myriad of other species but we will stick with these two for the purpose of this 
thesis.
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Effects and ‘material-discursive practices’

As I have already discussed, effects, and attributing them to something, 
namely a subject, are a key part of my project. However, it is important to 
note that I am not just concerned with the effects of an animal on its sur-
roundings by for example leaving a trace or a mark, but that I am also inves-
tigating the fact that certain human practices, as discussed above, also pro-
duce effects, with both material and social implications. Often such effects 
are both produced and simultaneously recognised as the consequence of 
some other external force, and what tends to be disregarded is that ‘observa-
tional’ practices co-produce these effects that they are supposed to ‘observe’ 
unobtrusively (Barad 2003, 2007). Such effects, as previously addressed, 
Barad has referred to as ‘diffractions’ (Karen Barad 2007: 71-94). Diffrac-
tions incorporate the material world and are not the sole product of discur-
sive practices but rather ‘material-discursive practices’, mapping ‘where the 
effects of differences appear’ (Haraway in Barad 2003: 803, fn. 3). Here, in 
line with her agential realism, we can note an element of agency that is not 
attributed to a hierarchy or power relation, but is rather co-produced via a 
process of ‘intra-action’ within phenomena.

Ironically, ‘constitutive practices’, which are supposed to raise awareness 
of the power relations at play in any given context and reveal how humans 
come to dominate and literally shape non-human animals actually deprive 
non-human animals of subjectivity, presenting them as blank canvases that 
are completely malleable by human masters. ‘Constitutive practices’ seem to 
miss what Donna Haraway and others have highlighted (see Crockford 
2000a, 2000b and Haraway 2008) – that domestication is a two way street, 
that such relations are not simply top down, but rather more horizontal, or 
rhizomatic (Deleuze and Guattari 1987 [1980]) in structure. Hence, the con-
cept of ‘constitutive practices’ reveals an element of anthropocentrism,
which is also prevalent in the idea of the Anthropocene, in that ultimately 
humans are the major force affecting the planet and other life forms.80

Though I concur with Palmer that such human practices do undoubtedly 
have massive effects upon non-human animals, we must also recognise that 
there are more complex relations at play, and that a simple hierarchical top 
down structure tends to recapitulate the very anthropocentric view that 
Palmer is endeavouring to evade when attempting to increase awareness of 
the domination of animal subjectivity. This is an inherent problem negotiated
                                                     
80 I am not contesting the human impact on planet Earth or the ‘environment’. My intention 
here is to highlight that ‘Anthropocene’ inadvertently gives rise to an anthropocentricism that 
places the human at the centre of the cosmos. As Gísli Pálsson asserts, ‘the environmentalist 
movement tends to fetishise nature, thereby setting it apart from the world of humans’ (Páls-
son 1996: 70), feeding an anthropocentricism that seems to keep resurfacing in different 
guises.  
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by many scholars of Critical Animal Studies in general. Erika Cudworth 
(2011) also falls victim to the same anthropocentricism, and actually em-
braces it with her concept of ‘anthroparchy’,81 where the ‘natural’ world is 
dominated by humans to such a degree that non-human agency seems to 
disappear. Though I concur to some extent with her reconfiguration of the 
concept of ‘system’ utilising complexity theory to enable an ‘analysis of 
natured power which intersects with other socially constituted systems of 
race, gender and so on’ (Cudworth 2011: 50), I consider that there is too 
much emphasis on ‘power’ in and of itself, which disregards other relations 
at play that are not necessarily hierarchical or power related within certain 
contexts.

Barad’s ‘material-discursive practices’ recognise that apparatus are dis-
cursive, produced within a discursive field and operate within that field,
reaffirming the status quo. If we recognise that we must incorporate discur-
sive practices together with material-discursive practices, then we are able to 
decentralise subjectivity, perhaps in a Latourian (Latour 1991) sense, or a 
Deluzian (Deleuze and Guattari 1987 [1980]) sense, or even based on In-
gold’s meshwork (2007b: 38; 2010b: 3), all of which imply that there is no 
centre to networks, rhizomes or meshworks. Such thinking may aid method-
ology, as we can look at the wolf as a network and consider the ‘material-
discursive practices’ at play. However, if everything is connected, if every-
thing is a network or if everything is rhizomatic, where do we go from there? 
Well, firstly, we have to recognise that we are as much part of the wolf as 
the wolf is of us. Though it is hard for us to comprehend of anything outside 
human terms in Euro-America, by utilising the trace as a tool, we may be 
able to discover more than the network, or at least reveal how things inter-
sect and transform within it. The trace can operate as a key to relationality, 
aiding the comprehension of a truly transspecific sociality.82 As discussed 
earlier, the trace by its very nature is agentive, in that it arises as the result of 
an effect, of a movement, of some form of agency whether ‘natural’ (wind, 
rain, gravity) or ‘cultural’ (photographic image, painting, the written word), 
but it simultaneously requires an agent to recognise it as such, as a trace. It is 
an inter-subjective phenomenon that can highlight how sociality and rela-
tionality operate in different contexts. The network or the rhizome may serve 
as a matrix, or a scaffold for all phenomena, but we require a theoretical 
conception of how to address the specifics, the dynamics of sociality and 
inter-subjectivity, and the trace can aide us in this endeavour.

We can see that by looking at the network as John Law (2009) does, we 
can observe that all the elements within it are essentially effects, but it is how
such effects are recognised, categorised, classified and influence each other 

                                                     
81 Cudworth’s concept describes ‘nature’ as completely dominated by humans. 
82 See Fausto (2007: 500) on predation as a ‘transspecifc vector of sociality’, discussed in 
more detail later.
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that causes difference to arise, and should be the topic of ethnographic inves-
tigation. In fact difference is already present at the point of encountering an 
effect, as one cannot experience an effect outside of discursive practices. As 
we have seen, the hegemony of power relations are always at play in a dis-
cursive, Foucauldian sense, but in the material feminist sense the trace al-
lows us to bring the material back in (Alaimo and Hekman 2008), allowing 
us to recognise that there are other non-human relations at play as well. 
Power does not and cannot operate on a blank canvas, as the canvas, scaffold 
or matrix is always in flux, hence, it is via a process of ‘intra-action’ (Barad, 
2003, 2007) that effects arise and are simultaneously recognised. We can 
consider science then, in this regard, as a human practice of simultaneously 
producing, recognising and attributing effects.

Barad’s agential realism acknowledges this, ‘[a]t the core of agential real-
ism is the thesis that theories make particular aspects of reality agentic, and 
that this agency has real, material – and, most notably – political conse-
quences’ (Hekman 2008: 105).  All of this can be observed in the Scandina-
vian wolf. As noted earlier, the trace is by its very nature agentic, the effect 
of an agent. It is important to emphasise that science is part of the agentive 
effects it recognises in the ‘natural’ world, but if we move away from solely 
observing ‘discursive practices’ to observing ‘material-discursive practices’,
then we come to see how the human is no longer the sole dominant power in 
a relational web, but is rather part of a network of relations where power 
may seem to dominate in anthropocentric terms. However, by decentring our 
observations below and beyond the surface, we can note other elements at 
play. As Susan Hekman notes, ‘[f]or both Haraway and Latour the point of 
critique is not to abandon reality but to redefine it in discursive terms. The
point is not to privilege the discursive over the material but to understand 
the material in discursive terms’ (Hekman 2008: 88, my emphasis).

We can consider this approach, this critique of science, as a ‘critical on-
tology of ourselves’ (Foucault, in Hekman 2008: 114), as being about mate-
rial practices and the effects they have. The material-discursive practices that 
I have observed affect the Scandinavian wolf in very real terms. Inbreeding,
the very genetic make-up of the wolf, is in part a result of reindeer husband-
ry, poaching, quarantine practices, and ‘monitoring’ and ‘management’, as 
well as the borders of nation states acting as filters or buffer zones to breed-
ing, but the wolf also plays a role. Wolves do get through, and do what they 
do: breed, walk, defecate, urinate, hunt, and play. In fact, many if not all of 
these human practices would not even exist without the wolf. The very fact 
that ‘monitoring’ and ‘managing’ is necessary is indicative of the collective 
agency of Scandinavian wolves to do what they want to do where they want 
to and not what humans want them to do.   
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Species as a power relation, difference and the 
‘other’ 

We have already touched upon the anthropocentric trap when discussing 
subjectivity and power relations with regard to Palmer’s ‘constitutive prac-
tices’, but there is a need to discuss this further, though in relation to ‘differ-
ence’ and the ‘other’. As Erica Fudge argues, ‘we need to assert and assess 
the ways in which “human” is always a category of difference, not sub-
stance: the ways “human” always relies upon “animal” for its meaning’ 
(Fudge 2002:15). 

Cudworth argues that the way such difference operates is the result of a 
power relation and asserts that ‘domination of Other species is very much 
co-constituted with our domination of each other’ (2011: 79). Moreover, she 
notes that it is important to emphasise ‘the operationalization of speciesism 
not as a form of discrimination…but as a discourse of power’ (ibid.: 41). 
Here she is critiquing Keith Tester, on the point that for him anthropocen-
trism is unavoidable. As Cudworth explains, ‘[o]ur social relations may be 
so impervious to articulations of animal rights because they are constituted 
though animal rites – the discourse of species which constitutes our culture’ 
(ibid., my emphasis). Here she notes that the idea of species goes to the very 
core of our culture, and that ultimately, as noted in reference to Foucault 
earlier, it is impossible to escape this discourse if society continues to enact 
‘animal rites’ (ibid., my emphasis. See also Cary Wolfe’s Animal Rites,
2003). For Cudworth, these ‘animal rites’ that are prevalent in ‘our culture’ 
together with her concept of ‘anthroparchy’ which she asserts is a hegemonic 
discourse of human domination via complex infrastructures, industrial and 
political organisations over the ‘natural’ world, is evident in the hierarchical 
relations humans uphold over domestic animals (Cudworth 2011: 57). There 
are some similarities here with Jacques Derrida’s concept of carnophallogo-
centrism.83 As Derrida asserts, ‘we are beings locked into a carnophallogo-
centric structure of subjectivity, governed by sacrificial discourse’ (Derrida 
in Wood 1999: 29). He argues that this is the very core, the very foundation 
of human and non-human relations and is in fact the very thing that makes us 
human, or at least makes us perceive that we are human, as separate from the 
rest of ‘nature’. 

However, such ‘othering’ processes can take on different forms in differ-
ent cultures, something already noted in Chapter 1 in reference to the Nazis 
and the Middle Ages. Kathleen Kete (2002) describes how negotiating the 
animal-human divide serves as a way to exert power relations via a process 
of ‘othering’. Significantly, she notes that this does not have to operate in the 
                                                     
83 Derrida’s carnophallogocentrism highlights the central role played by both the consumption 
of animal flesh and patriarchy in Euro-America. 
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traditional modernist dichotomy between human and animals, emphasising 
that power relations, when it comes to species difference, are not static and 
can be regarded as culturally specific. 

In such a regard, as Cudworth insists, ‘[s]pecies is not only a difference, it 
is a system of power relations ontologized as natural’ (Cudworth 2011: 54). 
She argues that these ‘power relations’ are absent ‘in Haraway’s hybridized 
ontology of multiplicious connexions’ (ibid.). However, I do not concur with 
this critique of Haraway who, in a number of works, illustrates she is well 
aware of the hierarchical power relations of species (see Haraway 1989, 
1991, 2003a, 2003b, 2008). I consider that Haraway is rather achieving the 
opposite, attempting to debunk such power relations by moving towards a 
more horizontal way of seeing and being, a rather more monist perception, 
and her use of ‘hybrid’ is a trope working against such hierarchies, not 
something that is used to reinforce them. However, I do concur with much of 
Cudworth’s position. Crucially, she highlights, ‘[a]s a system of social rela-
tions, species is also dynamic – constantly ordering and re-ordering’ (Cud-
worth 2011: 54), which the Nazi example referenced in Chapter 1 clearly 
illustrates. It is such ‘dynamics’ that I consider should be at the forefront of 
research, and though ‘power’ and ‘hierarchies’ do operate and have signifi-
cant impact in the examples above, I think that if we move away from the 
anthropocentricism of power and consider the dynamism at play in such 
relations, we may observe that power is not the sole denominator. We could, 
for example, alternatively consider difference:

The idea that meaning can only be made through difference – which 
emerges in Saussure’s linguistic theory – leads to the inevitable con-
clusion that the human is only ever meaningful when understood in 
relation to the not-human. This is a particularly useful conceptualiza-
tion, in that we learn more about humans by understanding what they 
claimed that they were not: animals. 

(Fudge 2002: 10). 

Here, Fudge illustrates that the logic of difference is formative and produc-
tive in the way humans place themselves in the world. As we have seen,
humans can indeed be included in new categories of ‘animal’ or ‘sub-
human’, but power does not operate alone here, difference is also at play. 
Prejudice may be tapped into for purposes of domination but difference is 
already part of the ontology at the heart of any given cosmological order. It 
is extremely important to emphasise this point because it illustrates that 
dominant discourses can be manipulated to suit the politics of the day, and 
that categories and classifications are not fixed but are rather in flux, and 
perhaps most significantly, in the case of my argument, it illustrates that 
agency, power and value can be attributed to certain non-human animals in 
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certain contexts, so that some humans are not necessarily at the top of the 
hierarchy in relation to some animals.

However, here we undoubtedly come up against the old chicken or egg 
question with regard to power and difference, which is not particularly use-
ful. What we should alternatively consider is how they operate. Cudworth 
asserts that ‘biological differences of species are cast in terms of relations of 
dominatory power’ (2011: 41). Though this may be the case in some circum-
stances, I would rather consider that ‘species’ are alternatively a reflection of 
a modernist perception of the world, a reflection that order should prevail 
over disorder, a factor that can also be noted in many other cultural contexts 
as outlined in Mary Douglas’ Purity and Danger (2008 [1966]). Roy Ellen 
(1993) has written extensively on folk taxonomies, which tend to reflect 
broader cosmological phenomena of any given group rather than simply 
illustrate hierarchical power relations, which, I would argue, also applies to 
some Euro-American contexts. Alternatively, I consider that it is essential to 
investigate the practices through which institutions arise and are maintained, 
to consider how difference and power operate together – reaffirming one 
another via material-discursive practices. 

However, we must return to the problem of anthropocentricism, which as 
David Wood quite rightly asserts is ‘logically unavoidable’ (1999:19 empha-
sis original) when we, as humans, consider non-human animals. Significant-
ly, as Wood points out, we can never avoid the human perspective when it 
comes to examining human-animal relations, no matter how much we at-
tempt to decentre our methods and epistemological practices, which is the 
likely reason that we see power as prevalent in Critical Animal Studies. In a 
way, as noted earlier, in reference to Palmer and Cudworth, by considering 
human ‘dominatory power’ (Cudworth 2011: 41) as the main factor affecting 
non-human animals in Euro-America, we are reaffirming an anthropocentric 
perspective. Hence, I concur with Wood, in that it is important to recognise 
that humans are unique in comparison to other non-human animals with 
regard to certain criteria, but so too are other non-human animals unique in 
comparison to one another as well as to ourselves. As Wood asserts, what 
should be emphasised and contested is not necessarily humanism or anthro-
pocentricism in general but rather ‘the judgement of animals as only partial 
realizations of the human ideal, as subhuman, rather than importantly differ-
ent’ (Wood 1999: 20). 

In a similar fashion, as Mathew Calarco notes, Derrida ‘is seeking to mul-
tiply the differences between “human beings” and “animals,” not blur them’ 
(Calarco 2004: 192). Moreover, it is important to recognise that difference 
here is utilised positively as opposed to negatively as it is in the process of 
‘othering’, and alternatively we should think of difference not as a form of 
domination (Cudworth 2011, 55-79) but simply ‘thinking of différance and 
not of opposition’ (Derrida 1995:106). ‘Othering’ arises via a process of 
opposition, of comparison between two poles, prevalent in the dualistic 
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modernist ontology of Euro-America. But by embracing difference we can 
debunk this binary, as Derrida asserts: ‘I am not advocating the blurring of 
differences…I am trying to explain how drawing an oppositional limit itself 
blurs the differences, the difference and the differences, not only between 
man and animal, but among animal societies’ (Derrida in Calarco 2004: 
192). The main point to note here is that by simply opposing one thing 
against another, human versus animal, for example, difference and all the 
characteristics that it accommodates become superfluous. 

Fudge makes a similar call, noting that we make our own history, and 
significantly this is what makes us human, as separate from non-human ani-
mals (Fudge 2002: 13). In a similar regard to my call for a move toward 
comprehending transspecific sociality and transspecific inter-subjectivity, 
Fudge argues for the recognition of a history that does not separate species in 
‘absolute’ terms, one that does not define the human ‘in opposition to the 
“animal”’(ibid.: 16). She also calls for an ‘interspecies competence’ (ibid:
11) to awaken a new way for humans to live with animals based upon a more 
holistic understanding of the historical relations between humans and non-
human animals. ‘Recognizing the centrality of the animal in our own under-
standing of ourselves as human forces us to reassess the place of the human’ 
(ibid.). Hence, we have to understand how the wolf also makes us human, as 
well as see the human in the wolf. Significantly though, Fudge asserts, ‘[t]he 
history of animals can only work at the expense of the human’ (ibid.: 15), so 
perhaps a ‘post-human’ approach in this regard is what is required. As W. J. 
T. Mitchell notes in the foreword to Cary Wolfe’s Animal Rites:

Reified images of “the” animal, Wolfe argues, produce equally 
reified images of “the” human. The reduction of the complex 
plurality of animals to a singular generality underwrites the 
poverty of a humanism that thinks it has grounded itself in a 
human essence, a stable species identity to be secured by its 
contrast with animality. 

(Mitchell 2003: xxi). 

Tracing the subject

We have seen so far how power, difference and ‘othering’ operate with re-
gard to classification, yet I would concur with Derrida in that at this point, 
‘[w]e know less than ever where to cut…And this also means that we never 
know, and never have known, how to cut up a subject’ (Derrida 1995: 117, 
emphasis original). What I take this as meaning is that where an individual 
or society in general separates one phenomena from another is never con-
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stant. Subjectivity is just as susceptible to this process or what Derrida calls
‘différance’, and how it is comprehended and dealt with, in any given con-
text. It is significant to note here that, as Derrida asserts, ‘[t]he relation to the 
self…can only be différance, that is to say alterity, or trace’ (Derrida 1995: 
100, emphasis original). In other words, the self is also dependent upon rela-
tions, a key point to keep in mind when conducting fieldwork, reminding the 
analyst of their own position when attempting to grasp the in-between. Can-
dea alludes to this ability as ‘a constant separation of the self from the self’ 
(2010: 255) when attempting to grasp the illusive knowledge that lurks be-
tween relations:

although forms of engagement and detachment can curtail or 
truncate one another, they also extend one another and make 
one another possible. Inter-subjectivity is probably a sine qua 
non of properly anthropological knowledge production (some 
may even see it as the distinctive hallmark of the discipline).

                                                                                                                   
(Candea 2010: 255).

With regard to engagement and detachment, understanding the Scandinavian 
wolf is no exception. Together with my interlocutors, I observed wolf sub-
jectivities emerge from traces, as mother, sister, alpha or puppy, for exam-
ple, never entirely separate from other phenomena, practices or discourse. In 
fact it was impossible to recognise what a wolf actually was, or rather was 
not. Where does one draw the line? A similar scenario occurred when I was 
conducting fieldwork in a fruit fly molecular biology laboratory some years 
ago and no one could ‘show’ me the genes they were working with, or say 
where one stopped and another began (Mitchell 2011). Genes alternatively 
manifested via a number of traces, residing in the computers, laboratory 
equipment and flies simultaneously. Genes could not be separated from the 
technologies that people were working with. Hence, the longer I spent in the 
field, tracing wolves, the harder it became to address the question, ‘What is a 
wolf?’ Was the wolf the tracks observed in the snow, the recently deposited 
steaming scat, the urine stained holes left in the snow, the DNA that moved 
around from one machine to the other in the laboratory, the GPS data – dots 
on maps and numbers on screens – or was it the lifeless cadaver photo-
graphed by smiling hunters, scrutinised by veterinarians, worked on delicate-
ly by taxidermists, or finally, was it the skeletal remains that will remain 
indefinitely in the Natural History Museum in Stockholm? At times these 
were regarded as parts or traces of the wolf, and at others they were consid-
ered to be the wolf. Genetic data in particular had this fetishist quality in that 
the wolf was embodied in the material analysed and was discussed as if it 
was actually present in the laboratory. Furthermore, so did tracks in the 
snow: vivid stories were recalled by trackers and subsequently recounted to 
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me describing wolf mothers playing with puppies, experiences I thought 
trackers had seen with their own eyes, but which I learned were in fact narra-
tives inferred from tracks in the snow. 

Thus, in response to Derrida’s point, I have attempted not to ‘cut up the 
subject’, and have in fact attempted to do the opposite. Methodologically my 
fieldwork has been multi-sited to comprehend the broad reach of my subject, 
though analytically I have addressed the processes and practices that do in 
fact ‘cut up the subject’ at times, though at others it is stuck back together 
again. Such is the result of multi-sited ‘post-human’ ethnographic research, 
hence, my methodology is intimately bound with my theoretical standing 
and as a result so too are my findings. As noted earlier, the act of observation 
is never separate from that which is observed. The practices I have observed 
incorporate traces in order to comprehend subjectivities, to understand why 
and how wolves do what they do, but as we have seen, all subjectivities 
come and go and can be stuck together and pulled apart, such is the proces-
sual flux of ‘becoming-wolf’ (Deleuze and Guattari 1987 [1980]). Therefore 
it is to these processes that I am attempting to be attentive, to the how of 
subjectification and de-subjectification, with regard to the animal subject. 

Lewis Holloway attempts to consider ‘how subjectivity is produced in and 
through the technologies and spaces involved in the ways specific farm ani-
mals are ‘kept’’ (2007: 1041, my emphasis). In a similar regard, I am at-
tempting to consider how the various ‘subjectivities’ of the Scandinavian 
wolf are also ‘produced’, via ‘monitoring’ and ‘management’ technologies 
and practices. Yet, can we ever understand the subject, and if we have diffi-
culty comprehending subjects, how can we even get close to the inter-
subjective? One can never take oneself out of the subject, especially when 
tracking, or looking at any form of trace for that matter. In a way mimesis, 
alterity and the play between the two formulate subjectivities in these con-
texts (see Willerslev 200784). Hence, in this regard, one can never take the 
human out of the wolf. 

This is something that poses a problem for Critical Animal Studies, as 
highlighted by Holloway. Though Holloway applauds animal rights groups 
on raising ethical awareness, he also asserts that animal rights discourse is 

                                                     
84 Rane Willerslev (2007) notes a performative aspect to personhood and identity when track-
ing, which he asserts is engendered via mimesis. On occasion, this can result in the loss of 
one’s identity, when Yukaghir hunters fall prey to the seductive powers of their quarry, a 
process he describes as ‘hunter-prey reversibility’ (Willerslev 2007, 2011). In such situations,
hunters believe that they may actually move beyond the human sphere and become a member 
of the quarry’s species. Willerslev (2007: 105) notes consequently that such emotions can 
become dangerous and need to be overcome in order to prevent the hunter from crossing into 
the realm of his prey. Some Yukaghir hunters, he was informed, were known to have fallen in 
love with their quarry, never to return to the village. 
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overwhelmed by an ‘inherent, closed subjectivity’ (2007: 1044). This is an 
important point to note, because it does not consider the processual flux of 
becoming a subject. As Holloway suggests, this is precisely what has hap-
pened with human subjects in the social sciences, and ‘subjectivities should 
be considered in a nonessentialist, emergent manner as fragmented, distrib-
uted, and becoming’ (Holloway 2007: 1044) (also see Gell 1998, with regard 
to distributed personhood). Ultimately, what Holloway is saying is by fixing 
the subjectivity of non-human animals and simultaneously recognising the 
variety and multiplicity of human subjectivities, as the post-human and post-
structualist traditions have advocated, animal rights activists are in danger of 
objectifying animals – the complete opposite of what they intend.

As Holloway suggests, it is not to say that ethics is not important, or that 
relations between human and non-human animals cannot be comprehended 
or addressed, but rather to recognise and acknowledge that:

the agency, subjectivity, and even the bodily capacities of an 
animal (for example) can be considered as the effects of sets of 
relationships which have a history, rather than as essences simp-
ly ‘brought into’ the establishment of a relationship.

(Holloway 2007: 1045, emphasis original). 

Awareness of this perception allows for evolutionary and ecological frame-
works to be considered together with social behaviour, thus not essentialis-
ing the biological over the social or vice versa. Moreover, he asserts, ‘[t]hese 
emergent differences are clearly important and have effects’ (Holloway 
2007: 1045) In fact, as we have seen with regard to the wolf, it is quite often 
via such effects or traces (parts of things or impressions that impart infor-
mation) that we actually experience or comprehend other creatures or forms 
of life.

Perspective is something that has come to infiltrate my thoughts continu-
ously whilst writing this thesis. As discussed earlier, post-human approaches 
have attempted to de-centre the human from analysis and the ‘animal turn’ is 
an extension of such a project. However, though I concur with such a meth-
odology, I do not concede that this should mean we move away from the 
human altogether. Of course we should consider the wolf’s point of view, or 
what the wolf sees, hears, smells or even feels, as some of my interlocutors 
do, as this is part of how the Scandinavian wolf becomes known. However, 
one cannot shed one’s human attire completely, and nor should we. For ex-
ample, insofar as I have studied the human practices that revolve around
wolves in Sweden – the material-discursive practices that are at work and 
how those practices contribute to how wolves are seen and understood, 
whether data, genes, or family group interactions – the human is always part 
of the equation. You cannot take the human out of the wolf, or the wolf out 
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of the human for that matter. Such is the nature of entanglement. In some 
cases, together with my interlocutors, we discuss what wolves see, hear, or 
think, and they tell me what they think wolves see, hear or think, but I have 
not been able to have the same discussions with wolves. By the same token, 
any indices that are interpreted are just that, interpreted, through the material 
effects that are there for informants to decipher.

However, traces are not solely indices in their own right. Traces emerge 
together with the observer that recognises them as such, as indices of an 
‘other’ subject. In this regard, my interlocutors are my ‘optics’, though on 
occasion I was able to interpret some material ‘effects’ myself, like the posi-
tion of scats and tracks in the snow, as to comprehend the ‘intention’ of the 
wolves we were tracking, and consider how they may perceive the world 
through sight and scent, but such intentions are not ‘wolf’ intentions alone; 
they are entangled human-wolf intentions. In this regard, it is perhaps appro-
priate for human-animal relations to be described as such, complete with the 
hyphen, acknowledging it is a human orientated optics through which ani-
mals come to be explored during analysis.

As the human element is intimately bound within my analysis, I do not 
consider post-human to be a particularly illustrative tag (a point to which 
Lien (2015: 15) also refers), in fact, it is perhaps more fitting to consider 
post-wolf as a more accurate description of my methodological and theoreti-
cal approach, in that I have been looking beyond what would normally be 
regarded as ‘wolf’ in the Euro-American sense of the word. Furthermore, in 
line with this thought, I have been on the trail of what it means to be human, 
by considering how human practices affect how phenomena are experienced 
and comprehended, how they come to be – an anthropological approach to 
epistemology and ontology – rather than on the trail of what it means to be
wolf. Though wolves come to be together with the material-discursive prac-
tices I have described, so too are humans shaped and affected when ques-
tioning and reaffirming both their humanity and animality, which can at 
times get blurry when species boundaries are crossed. This project is not 
solely about how wolves come to be, but also how humans come to be to-
gether with wolves, by describing the material-discursive practices of which 
they are part.

Holloway suggests that a ‘postbovine’ approach may facilitate compre-
hension of ‘fluid bovine subjectivities’ (Holloway 2007: 1045). Therefore, as 
we have already contemplated, can we or should we also consider ‘post-
wolf’ subjectivities? I have attempted such a task, in that I have approached 
the Scandinavian wolf beyond the ‘normative’ bounds that are considered 
‘wolf’. Methodologically, however, I have been directly analysing ‘effects’, 
not subjects, as such. In this regard, my project is not about comprehending 
wolf subjects, or even human subjects, rather it looks at everything in-
between. It examines both subjective and objective relations by considering 
relational effects and how these are co-produced, experienced, comprehend-
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ed and subsequently acted upon. In a post-wolf world, beyond the bounda-
ries of the ‘normative’ wolf, the trace itself is part of that animal, in that the 
animal is a network of signs and traces, and accordingly there are many dif-
ferent ways of experiencing the same phenomenon ‘wolf’ depending upon 
how one is able to ‘read’ what Kohn describes as ‘the emergent dynamics of 
the relationship’ (Kohn 2007: 18, note 2.), either via scientific practice or 
when tracking in the snow, for example.

Kohn argues that all life is part of an ‘ecology of selves’ (Kohn 2013: 83), 
which he explains ‘are the products of living thoughts’ (ibid.: 84). Thinking 
or thought for Kohn is essentially the life process itself, ‘[s]elves are signs. 
Lives are thoughts. Semiosis is alive. And the world is thereby animate.’ 
(Kohn 2013: 99). Essentially Kohn is harnessing a structural approach to the 
Runa (of the Upper Amazon region) and their relationship with the forest, in 
that the life process, the structure of ecological relations, of biology, is 
shared by the Runa ontologically, because, as he insists, ‘[t]hey come to 
think with the forest’s thoughts’ (Kohn 2013: 100). However, is thought a 
good vehicle to comprehend ‘life’? Is semiosis even necessary for life? Well, 
in essence, my post-wolf approach examines the relational effects of a num-
ber of subjectivities, both human and nonhuman, and as Derrida asserts ‘the 
process of différance, trace, iterability, ex-appropriation, and so on…are at 
work everywhere which is to say, well beyond humanity’ (Derrida 1995: 
109). In this sense perhaps Kohn is correct, and there are forms of ‘transspe-
cies semiosis’ (Kohn 2007: 7), comprehensible across species boundaries, 
for how else could living things function ecologically?85

It is for this reason that I am hoping to move towards an anthropological 
approach that considers a transspecific sociality, and there are, for example, 
a number of ways that one can recognise this in the field. For example, Car-
los Fausto, in reference to Amazonia, acknowledges that ‘predation is a 
transspecific vector of sociality’ (2007: 500, emphasis original), where ‘hu-
mans and animals are immersed in a sociocosmic system in which the direc-
tion of predation and the production of kinship are in dispute’ (ibid.). Fur-
thermore, in other ethnographic contexts, he references transspecific sociali-
ty operating in ways other than predation, via ‘giving’ in North America (as 
Paul Nadasdy (2007) attests, game ‘give’ themselves willingly to the 
hunter), and ‘seduction’ in Northern Eurasia (as already noted in reference to 
Willerslev’s Yukaghir hunters). Emotions seem to have similar transspecific
capabilities in the context of human-wolf relations in Sweden. A sociality 
that operates empathetically beyond species barriers, by what Kohn de-
scribes as a ‘transspecies inter-subjectivity [that] entails some degree of be-

                                                     
85 Gregory Bateson explored such thoughts in great detail in his Steps to an Ecology of Mind
(1972).
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coming other’ (Kohn 2007: 7).86

As we will come to see in the next section, emotions have a crucial ability 
to blur the boundaries of traditional dualisms, such as human/animal, sub-
ject/object or conscious/unconscious, facilitating a move beyond the norma-
tive anthropocentric stance that we take for granted in Euro-America. Con-
sequently, I attempt to circumvent such dualisms by utilising emotions to 
trace transspecific sociality when illustrating how my interlocutors traverse 
what could be regarded as different ontologies as their stories unfurl.

Empathy and embodied vision 

As we have seen, in relation to my project there is a lack of observing the 
object of interest – or animal in this instance – in the field directly, and alter-
natively it is via indices that frequently visual narratives are evoked.87 Here 
we can observe the material and the visual working in tandem. Yet how is it 
that materiality gives rise to visuality? How is it that visual narratives ema-
nate from these material impressions, signs, indices or traces left in the 
snow? Experience, embodiment and empathy are part of the story, in that the 
scene is one already observed, or experienced, through dog or cat behaviour. 
‘Think dog’, or, ‘think cat’ (like a dog or like a cat), I was told to aid com-
prehension on the trail when tracking wolves or lynx in the snow, or when 
observing GPS readouts. Embodiment allows us to consider how the trail 
and tracks are understood and experienced. Tracks are not just visual, they 
are material, and the comprehension of that materiality, by being ‘other’ 
allows trackers to ‘think dog’ or ‘think cat’, momentarily to ‘become-
animal’. Here we have visuality and materiality, merging via the same expe-
riential phenomenon – embodiment. Neither dominates over the other, vision 
is material in this context, experienced, felt. Here embodiment conflates 
visuality and materiality. 

It is uncanny how material-visuality facilitates embodied vision on the 
trail. Movements of the animal are occasionally mimed as trackers become 
engrossed in tracks and momentarily become-animal. The body acts as a 
temporary vehicle for an absent presence and inversely invokes a present 
absence, which seems to occur simultaneously (which of course is something 

                                                     
86 The ‘becoming other’ here is similar to that noted earlier by Candea (2010: 255) with re-
gard to the self separating from the self.
87 In Alta in northern Norway there are a number of rock art depictions, dating back to around 
5-7 kya, that illustrate a number of narratives like hunters tracking bears, for example, via 
footprints in the snow. Here, the impressions left by humans or animals formulate the narra-
tive structure of the depictions (See Gjerde 2010: 141. Fig. 71 and Helskog 2011: 27. Fig.4). 
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Rane Willerslev (2007) addresses in Soul Hunters). There is a parallel here 
with the way viewers infer events that occur off screen or when readers read 
between the lines, something David MacDougall refers to as ‘filling in’ 
(2006: 25).88 This is how wolves are predominantly seen and experienced,
whether it is tracks in the snow, spikes on laboratory computer screens, or 
dots on GPS maps. Certainly, there may be the occasional fleeting glance, a 
grey flash crossing the road, or a distant howl echoing through the hills. Pri-
marily, however, the scenarios described to me were recounted as visual 
narratives, as if trackers had actually seen, in one case for example, the in-
teraction between a mother and her puppies, playing with a stick in the snow. 
One interlocutor recounted this event in great detail, noting the fun the fami-
ly must have been having, evident from one puppy’s wagging tail, which had 
left a windscreen wiper-like trace as it sat in the snow. Here we have an im-
age/object, an impression, that evokes not only a visual narrative of an event 
in time and space, but also depicts the emotive relations that are at the core 
of such interactions, between mother and young. They, incidentally, are the 
most common recounted events – wolf or lynx mothers described at play 
with their offspring. Recognising familial relations via traces in the snow is 
highly emotive, as for the tracker, to read such signs is to experience an 
emotional bond, first hand, to catch a glimpse of an event that will soon fade 
– soon to be buried in the next snowfall or thaw in the heat of the sun. As 
one interlocutor explained, ‘I treasure every sign of the wolves’. Such events 
are relatively rare, rare enough to be considered ‘treasure’, and trackers feel 
privileged and a sense of joy when they witness them. We can consider em-
pathy here as facilitating the recognition of an emotional bond, operating as 
a ‘transspecific vector of sociality’ (Fausto 2007: 500). Hence, sociality is 
not species-specific but rather context-specific, and has the ability to cross 
the human-animal divide. How can we account for such a phenomenon? The 
way some scholars have approached animism may offer some food for 
thought.  

Erica Hill asserts that peoples of the northern circumpolar regions as well 
as Amazonia, both in the past and in some extant contexts, regard animals as 
intentional subjects, an ontological perspective that she suggests ‘transcends 
the boundaries of the social’ (Hill 2011: 407) as comprehended in Euro-
American epistemology. Such a perception indicates that the ‘social’ 
amongst some peoples reaches beyond our species and even encompasses 
the inanimate. Animism is the label that such societies have been traditional-
ly categorised with. In animistic indigenous societies, animals are not only 
considered to be intentional agents, they also possess culture and experience 
social relations as we humans do, quite the opposite to how animals are per-
ceived in Euro-America (Hill 2011: 408). Consequently, in order to compre-
                                                     
88 I should note that there is indeed a sensory – not solely visual – capacity for ‘filling in’, and 
in fact I consider vision as incorporating all the senses, essentially as embodied.
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hend animism, it is more often than not argued that we abandon the Carte-
sian dualist legacy and traverse the divide between nature and culture, which 
Euro-American epistemology is founded upon, as such a legacy cannot be 
sustained or comprehended within an animistic system. In animistic ontolo-
gies, personhood is not fixed within species boundaries, or even within indi-
vidual bodies, but rather personhood can be attributed to anyone or anything. 
Robert. J. Wallis notes that within relational ontologies, personhood is per-
ceived as ‘dividual’ (Wallis 2009: 61), and not ‘individual’, and is hence 
entangled within a relational field. Similarly, Peter Jordon (2001) notes, in 
reference to the Khanty, how souls and persons reach beyond the body, and 
may be present in one’s shadow, footprints or clothes (Jordan 2001: 89), a 
point that rings true with regard to wolf traces and how they are perceived as 
‘wolf’. 

Indeed, there are occasionally some parallels between an animist percep-
tion of phenomena as noted above and how wolves come to be known in 
Sweden. Together with my interlocutors, I observed wolf traces facilitate the 
recognition of wolf subjectivities, never entirely separate from other phe-
nomena, practices or discourse. For example, the spike in a graph could ini-
tially be considered as an image, as it is compared to other images, but soon 
it becomes an object, part of an animal, as a gene or allele, and then the ani-
mal itself, wolf as opposed to dog and is treated accordingly. Similarly, the 
paw print may be seen as an impression, as an image, a ‘print’ and with 
some less experienced trackers a book of tracking images89 may be consulted 
to confirm, what in fact, one is looking down upon in the snow, before it 
shortly becomes a wolf, rather than say a dog or a forest hare.90 Tracks be-
come wolves, they are not just traces, or indices, but actually are wolves. We 
may say that the ‘spike’ on a graph in the laboratory is simply a representa-
tion, and while this may be true for my interlocutors at times, at other times 
it is a wolf. 

Gillian Rose and Divya P. Tolia-Kelly, in reference to materiality and 
visuality, note the significance of ‘[h]ow things are made visible’ (2012: 5, 
my emphasis). This was indeed the case with regard to some wolf traces that 
emerge in the laboratory or from a graph on a computer screen, or when 
removing fallen snow from the indentation of an animal track, for instance. 
Barad’s agential realism attends to such thoughts by asserting that objects 
arise together with the observer, via a process of intra-action within phe-
nomena. In this regard, things are not separate, but it is rather the act of ob-
servation via material-discursive practices that initiates a ‘cut’, which sepa-
rates. This approach would account for why researchers investigate the wolf 

                                                     
89 For an extensive overview on carnivore snow tracking methods see Åke Aronson (2011). 
90 Often the paw print of a forest hare may be confused with that of a wolf, as they are very
similar, but by examining the entire trail of tracks rather than a single print, a correct identifi-
cation of the animal, as well as its behaviour, can be made.
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sometimes as an entanglement of material-discursive traces, genes, tracks, 
GPS data – the wolf as ‘distributed’ – and at other times invoke DNA, tracks 
or spikes in graphs with a fetishistic quality as they become-wolf. This pro-
cess of attachment and detachment is analogous to Candea’s (2012: 129, see 
also Candea 2010) observations, where scientists ‘flip’ between naturalist 
and animist ontologies. This is something that I consider many of my inter-
locutors also do. It is this factor that enables them to attend to the traces that 
objects or indeed animals leave behind, as in such contexts, even if the agent 
is absent, the recognition of agentive effects constitutes an entity. Recording 
and recognising such traces is the most significant thing my interlocutors do.
For this reason, the recognition of effects, of material-visual traces, is in 
some contexts more significant than the thing itself – for example, as noted 
earlier, when one tracker asserted, ‘I treasure every sign in the wolves’. We 
will also come to address this later in Chapter 5, when inbreeding coeffi-
cients become the object of concern rather than individual wolves or wolf 
numbers. 

Towards a transspecific sociality

With regard to the points noted at the end of the previous section, I think it is 
necessary to recognise that purported ontological ‘modes’ that are often dis-
cussed in the social sciences become superfluous, as no ontology is insular 
but is alternatively quite permeable. Consequently, I consider that rather than 
separate ontologies, ethnographers are more than likely surveying a holistic 
spectrum of various ways of being and experiencing the world, the universe 
and beyond. This should not be restricted to the human, for we share our 
worlds. This particularly becomes evident when we examine phenomena via 
traces. By considering how humans experience and comprehend phenomena 
via their traces, ontological boundaries dissolve and open up broader vistas. 
Traces encourage the ethnographer to examine fields in a rather more 
grounded way, a little freer of standard ontological classifications. As Valen-
tina Napolitano asserts,

The trace helps us to explore the materiality – not only the nar-
ratives – that reside at the intersection of the seen and unseen, 
sound and silence, the coming into being of the social and its 
recession. The trace is at once an analytical tool and an ethno-
graphic site for enquiry. 

(Napolitano 2015: 47).
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When tracing wolves with my interlocutors, it was via processes of detach-
ment and attachment that wolves became known. It is for this reason, that I 
find Kohn’s assertion that it is good to think with animism problematic. ‘An-
imism, to my mind, gets at something more far reaching about the properties 
of the world, and this is why thinking with it is central to an anthropology 
beyond the human’ (Kohn 2013: 94). For Kohn animism is a natural fact, or 
as he says ‘grounded in ontological fact’ (ibid.). Somehow, animism is the 
way the world really is, akin to Ingold’s ‘meshwork’ (2007b, 2010b) or ‘en-
vironment without objects’ (EWO) (2010b), as being the way the world real-
ly is. It is this factor that concerns me. Animism, meshworks, networks or 
other forms of connectivity may indeed be good to think with, as long as it is 
not at the expense of choosing to pay heed to recalcitrant observations in the 
field that lean more towards detachment and do not quite fit the monist mod-
el. My concern here is the unnecessary imposition of an analytically induced 
monistic worldview. Such a concern brings to mind Lévi-Strauss’ (1962) 
critique on totemism, which he debunks as an artificial artefact of analysis. 

For example, such concerns arise when Kohn states that ‘[o]bjectification 
is the flip side of animism and it is not a straightforward process’ (Kohn 
2013: 17) when describing how the Runa, though animists, objectify animals 
to become ‘nonselves’ in order to kill and consume them. Here he acknowl-
edges that ‘objectification’ occurs, and animals are no longer selves in a 
world that is purported to be animate. With this in mind, the question I ask 
is, why is objectification in this case any less ontological than animism with 
regard to classifying the Runa’s worldview? If anything, such a digression, I 
would argue, should be a key factor for further ethnographic enquiry. Kohn 
is not alone in recognising this paradox amongst animist groups. Fausto 
(2007) notes this logical conundrum in similar systems. As already ad-
dressed, Euro-American ontologies are traditionally founded on the distinc-
tion between animals and humans, nature and culture. However, in animistic 
systems, which do not construct such definite boundaries, the most signifi-
cant question Fausto asks is, ‘[i]f animals are people, how can one distin-
guish between everyday eating and cannibalism?’ (Fausto 2007: 497). The 
point to note here is that attachment and detachment (or objectification) also 
function in animistic systems.

For example, in reference to Robert Brightman, Fausto (2007: 512) notes
that the Cree (North America) see the body of the animal that has been killed 
as clothing for the soul, discarded upon death. Here, it is the soul that unites 
humans and animals, and eating the meat of the animal is seen as consuming 
its shell. Fausto highlights Brightman’s distinction between ‘zoomorphic 
body and anthropomorphic soul’ (Fausto 2007: 512) as a way to dissipate the 
dilemma of possible cannibalism. This dualism, Fausto (ibid.) notes, is also 
highlighted by Ingold (2000) in reference to circumpolar peoples, however 
such a distinction, Fausto insists, does not seem apparent in the animistic 
systems of Amazonia. Here the relation to body and soul is more complex. 
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For example, perceived ‘multiple souls, [are] sometimes reducible to a duali-
ty and sometimes tending to an irreducible multiplicity’ (Fausto 2007: 512). 
Significantly, Fausto (2007) asserts that there is a process of ‘desubjectifica-
tion’ that enables the Barasana (of Amazonia) to cross the boundary of the 
person in order to utilise materials obtained from animals, and burning fur or 
feathers, for example, seems to facilitate such ‘desubjectification’ (Fausto 
2007: 512).

Conclusions

The point that Kohn makes that objectification is the ‘flip side of animism’ is 
really important because, as he and others illustrate, it is actually a signifi-
cant part of animist systems in that it allows the taboo of cannibalism to be 
negotiated and food procured. Without such a function, particularly in hunt-
ing societies, this could be extremely problematic. However, the way Kohn 
approaches objectification in the context of the Runa’s animist cosmology is 
that it is ‘out of place’, yet he acknowledges that it does indeed occur. In 
parallel but working the other way, this ties in with Candea’s (2010) ‘flip’ 
between scientific objectification and animist thinking. Desubjectification 
and alterity are as important as animism and relationality, disconnections as 
important as connections. To say that the world is more animist than natural-
ist91 restricts the analyst to thinking of a world set apart from ethnographic 
contexts, and falling back on one’s own ‘ontology’ or adopted emic ontolo-
gy, as does Kohn when he refers to moments of relief from the ‘ecology of 
selves’ as ‘monadic alienation’ (Kohn 2013: 17). In this regard, the concern I 
have relates to why it is that the ‘ecology of selves’ is the norm and ‘monad-
ic alienation’ the exception. Pedersen (2014: 105) alludes to this point in 
relation to the ‘insularity’ of snuff boxes in Mongolia, as they fall out of the 
animist cosmos (as referenced earlier). Obviously, Runa cosmology attests to 
a relational way of being in the world, but alienation is also a relation, 
though a detached one, a ‘detached relationality’ (Candea et. al 2015: 2). 
Moreover, other non-human selves kill non-human selves (animals kill ani-
mals) and I am sure the Runa are aware of that. In that regard, do other crea-
tures experience similar ‘alienation’ from the relational cosmos to facilitate 
predation?92 My point is that Kohn foregrounds connectivity at the expense 
of processes of separation, when in reality processes of objectification also 

                                                     
91 I allude to ‘naturalist’ here as Descola (2010) uses it as part of a dualist ontological outlook, 
nature versus culture, in opposition to an animist or monist ontology.  
92 I am referring here to Fausto’s (2007: 512) use of ‘desubjectification’, as a process of ob-
jectification that facilitates hunting amongst the Barasana of Amazonia. 
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convolute relational cosmologies. This is something that Laura Rival ex-
plores (2012) in relation to material culture and hunting techniques amongst 
the Huaorani of Amazonia. Ultimately, ‘[h]unting with a blowpipe and with 
a spear are two entirely different ways of socializing the environment and 
domesticating nature’ (Rival 2012: 135). Should we regard one as monist 
and the other as dualist?93 For Rival, these categories will not suffice; prac-
tice on the other hand offers an alternative vista, as Rival (2012: 138) asserts, 
such ‘discontinuities’ that are said to occur amongst animists are not that 
different from our own. 

                                                     
93 Rival (1996) examines hunting technology as the mediating factor with regard to such 
relations. She highlights how predation and kinship are facilitated via the hunting technology 
of choice, and ultimately suggests that ‘hunting technology might be a better guide to the 
social objectification of nature than animal symbolism’ (Rival 1996: 145). Significantly, the 
weapon of choice amongst the Huaorani of Amazonia, is not simply a result of ‘technical 
efficacy’ (ibid.: 146), but is intrinsically related to social ties. Rival explains that the blowpipe 
(used for hunting arboreal creatures) functions in myth as a way of keeping brothers and 
sisters at a safe distance, to prevent incest, and to maintain the endogamous structure of the 
group, acting as a distancing device (ibid.: 157). Whereas the spear (used in warfare and for 
hunting peccaries - a small pig-like animal) acts as a boundary maintaining device, between 
‘them’ and ‘us’ (ibid.: 158).
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Chapter 3 | Keeping track: wolf tracking 
technologies and practices

In this chapter I will discuss how wolves are tracked using dogs, wolf GPS 
collars and by traditional human observation, as well as address the use of 
GPS collars on hunting dogs. I shall also highlight how animal behaviour is 
interpreted by observing recorded GPS data on maps. The main body of the 
chapter, which is composed of a series of ethnographic vignettes, is inter-
rupted intermittently with interview material that describes the technical and 
practical aspects of utilising GPS systems for tracking wolves and game. 

Tracking wolves with dogs and satellites

As one drives up into the heart of wolf country, the sun’s broken rays filter 
through the leaves of an occasional autumnal birch, casting an array of hues 
that refreshingly interrupt the dark, colourless patches of the coniferous plan-
tations that dominate the landscape. It was early October and I was on my 
way to meet Ole, who worked for the Swedish Wildlife Damage Centre94

based at Grimsö research station in Västmanland. I had been advised by a 
number of different people to contact the Centre, so I took their advice and 
spoke with Ole over the phone. After a brief conversation, it soon became 

                                                     
94 Note the use of the word ‘damage’ refers to property (whether it is crops, trees or live-
stock), when in actual fact (depending on one’s point of view) the wildlife is feeding. The use 
of the word ‘damage’ also places wildlife in a negative position: wildlife is imposing upon the 
human ‘domestic’ world, rather than the human ‘domestic’ world imposing upon the wild. 
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apparent that he would become an extremely important contact for my pro-
ject, as he trained people how to work with dogs and in particular how to 
track predators. As it happened, he was planning a two-day dog training 
session for county board staff in a few weeks’ time, to teach them how to 
track wolves as well as other predators, though wolves would be the main 
focus of the classes. And I was welcome to join. 

When I first met Ole in October 2013, it was actually the first time I had 
been to Grimsö research station, which is affiliated to the Swedish Universi-
ty of Agricultural Sciences (SLU). Initially, I had planned to visit the station 
as part of my fieldwork, but I ended up spending a lot more time there than I 
initially intended. I took part in a number of activities at the station over a 
long period of time, ranging from tracking wolves with dogs, hunting moose, 
observing the analysis of wolf DNA in the laboratory, attending meetings 
and conferences, as well as conducting many audio-recorded interviews. 
Probably the most surprising initial observation at Grimsö is that many of 
the people working there were hunters in some regard. In fact most of the 
people I met outside of Stockholm were hunters, but Grimsö is an ecological 
research station, hence I expected it to be a hub of environmentalist activity, 
not necessarily of hunting. However, hunting and ‘management’ are in effect 
two sides of the same coin, and as I have come to understand, concern for 
the environment and hunting activities are not opposed categories in Swe-
den,95 though this may seem the case in urban centres. In fact, most of the 
people that I met during fieldwork that were interested in ‘nature’ or the 
‘environment’ were hunters, and hunting or fishing is often the first port of 
call for such interests.96

On the way to Grimsö, turning off the main road, you pass a little hamlet 
consisting of a few red and yellow wooden houses, settled along the forest’s 
edge; there is little else one passes on the way. The research station is equi-
distant between two towns, each around thirty minutes’ drive away. They 
have a few shops and petrol stations; everything else in between is largely 
forest plantations, broken by an occasional farm or isolated dwelling. Turn-
ing into the research station itself, after a bumpy drive along a pothole-
ridden dirt-track, about one kilometre from the main road you first come 
across a beautiful old wooden white house, which oddly evokes a colonial 
air, surrounded by trees, overlooking a distant lake. There are also a number 
of other buildings, painted in the traditional red iron oxide that one sees all 
over the countryside. It looked like a typical gård (a group of buildings, ei-
                                                     
95 In fact it is likely that conservation has its ‘roots’ in hunting and the management of game, 
particularly in the form of reserves or national parks, initially for the preservation of game 
(Holdgate 2010: 34).
96 This is not to say that they are members of the hunting unions or that they take the stance 
that the unions take. Often when people talk about ‘hunters’ they are referring to members of 
the unions that take a political anti-wolf position. So the practice of hunting itself is not neces-
sarily the same thing as the politics of hunting.
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ther a farm or an estate, that form a partial courtyard or enclosure) that I 
often saw dotted around the countryside. I later learnt that even though there 
were different ‘centres’ based at the research station, they received their 
funding from different sources (either from the government, via the SEPA in 
the case of the Swedish Wildlife Damage Centre, or from the SLU in the 
case of the more general ecological research occurring at the research sta-
tion) and people shared the same space; there were no separate buildings or 
floors for employees from different ‘centres’. Initially, as an outsider, it was 
difficult to tell who was working for whom and to comprehend the dynamics 
of these relations. It also meant that there were a huge number of activities 
and opinions under one roof and this is something that took me totally by 
surprise, but turned out to provide a central point of focus, as well as a 
wealth of information for my project. 

As I parked the car, I saw a silver-haired man in his late sixties wearing a 
red checked shirt and a green cap working in one of the workshops – adja-
cent to which I later learned was the butchery – just off the main parking 
area situated at the centre of the gård. I asked him where the Swedish Wild-
life Damage Centre was, he asked who I wanted and gave me directions 
through the back door of the main building. Upon entering, I caught a strong 
musty whiff of animal fur as I passed a storage area stacked with outdoor 
clothing and equipment, snow boots, snowshoes, skis and wellington boots. 
On one wall were some photographs of hunters posing with dead moose,
some images dating back to the middle half of the last century. Leaving my 
boots together with the many pairs by the door, I walked through a long cor-
ridor, into an open area with a number of tables and a glass display case with 
a number of different animal skulls and a variety of VHF (Very High Fre-
quency) collars that looked older than the skulls themselves. Looking up as I 
ascended a stairwell at the end of the corridor, I was greeted by an empty 
stare emanating from the eyeholes of a brown bear hide, which hung, peer-
ing down at me, from the banister overhead. There were a number of offices 
on this floor, and I found Ole sitting at his computer looking at what looked 
like some kind of GPS maps. We shook hands and introduced ourselves. He 
was built athletically, had dark brown hair and was approaching his forties. 
He said we should get moving soon as we had a few hours’ driving ahead of 
us, though we had time for a quick coffee first. 

We walked over to the large white house, which contained a kitchen and a 
dining room, as well as accommodation for researchers and students. Look-
ing out over the lake, the house, which I later learnt was commonly referred 
to as the Mess,97 was a grand building, dating back to the end of the region’s 

                                                     
97 There is an odd ‘outpost’ or ‘pioneer’ feel to the research station. Not only is it relatively 
isolated, there are odd military connotations such as the ‘Mess’ hall, and the butchery is used 
to process moose from the annual harvest, the spoils of which are shared amongst local hunt-
ers and research station staff who join the hunt. 
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booming iron ore years. Built in the nineteenth century, it originally formed 
part of a large estate before the land was purchased by the government dur-
ing the 1970s. Leaving our boots by the entrance with all the others on the 
worn wooden floor, we sat down at one of the many long tables, joining two 
women, both geneticists working with wolves, and an Italian man, Andreas. 
There were always a number of foreign researchers and students at the sta-
tion, either part of a research project, taking courses or on sabbatical. Andre-
as was returning to Italy the following day to trap some bears that were caus-
ing ‘problems’ in one region, in order to move them to another. ‘But here in 
Sweden’, he said, speaking to Ole, ‘you shoot them’, rather than move them. 
I asked why this was the case. We speculated a little, I asked if bears are 
more rare in Italy, but Andreas did not think that this was the reason. (I came 
to realise that hunting in Sweden is such a traditional activity that it is part 
and parcel of ‘management’, so killing bears is not necessarily seen as prob-
lematic, but part of ‘management’ practice, either through the annual hunt, 
or by ‘removing’ ‘problem’ bears). 

As we approached Ole’s estate car, it soon became apparent that he was 
like many Swedes I had met, in that they rarely provided information unless 
asked specifically about something in particular, and even then, when I did 
ask, his answers were always brief and to the point, to the extent that I often 
had to ask an additional question. In this instance I was not sure if I was 
taking my car, where we were going and even for exactly how long we 
would be away. I became more accustomed to this way of being and was 
always prepared for everything and anything. In the back of my car I had a 
tent, sleeping bag, food supplies, a first aid kit, tools and clothing for four 
seasons, not to mention a large amount of camera equipment, so when Ole 
said for me to load my stuff into his car, it was a little hard to ascertain ex-
actly what I would need. Not wanting to keep him waiting, I grabbed my 
sleeping bag, camera backpack and tripod, as well a change of clothes. That 
would have to do. I piled my gear on top of his on the backseat (his two dogs 
were in the boot), whilst Ole went off to get some skins from the freezer. He 
returned shortly with a small plastic bag full of wolf skins, which he also 
dumped in the back.

As we drove west through a densely wooded landscape, passing a number 
of derelict houses with cracked windows and peeling paint, Ole and I spoke 
about various topics that surround wolves in Sweden. He explained that the 
price of property in the area was falling due to the lack of work, and an in-
creasing number of people were moving out to urban areas, reflecting a gen-
eral trend in the Swedish countryside. He knew a foreign man, new to the 
area, who was considering setting up a wildlife tour or safari company. He 
was hoping that prices would keep falling so that he could purchase a lot of 
land and set up some kind of wolf-park. He had told Ole that, ‘You Swedes 
just shoot wolves’, as opposed to moving them, or placing them in a reserve 
(if there were such a thing in Sweden) if they become problematic. With the 
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exception of a female wolf, who the Swedish press call Little Red Riding 
Hood (Rödluvan), it is seldom that wolves are moved in Sweden,98 most 
‘problem’99 wolves are shot, a decision that is often arrived at relatively 
quickly and rarely are alternatives considered. ‘Removing’ ‘problem’ ani-
mals basically means killing them, Ole explained. I have observed that 
reaching for the gun when animals are sick or need to be ‘removed’100 is 
often something that is done with little hesitation in Sweden. Bears, Ole ex-
plained, are actually a big problem in some regions, particularly in the 
spring. When the bears emerge from hibernation they often ‘take’101 reindeer 
calves, Ole explained, and he is extremely sympathetic to the reindeer 
herder’s situation, as he has worked with them for many years. He said that 
wolves would be a nightmare in this area, even worse than bears, and hence 
he felt that it should stay wolf-free, as it is at present. 

As we continued to discuss a number of wolf related matters, categories 
of people always cropped up: hunter, farmer, landowner, and conservation-
ist, to name a few. One, it seems, cannot avoid referring to such groups, es-
pecially as this is how the media portrays the wolf controversy. Everyone I 
met, including myself on occasion, echoed such categories, even though 
many of the people I met often embody a number of them, and Ole was no 
exception. In order to dispel this problematic, I asked Ole how he refers to 
himself. He defined himself as an ecologist and a researcher; in light of this 
he described his perception of events as ‘looking at the broader picture’. Yet 
he also told me that this is the first year that he is ‘sheepless’, as he is also a 
farmer. He said that his wife had to do a lot of this work, as well as look 
after the family when he is away working up north, trying to prevent ‘bear 
damage’ to the reindeer herds, as well as teaching dog training and tracking,
which he also runs as a separate business.

I asked him about the current situation with wolves in Sweden, and 
whether he thought they should be hunted legally, and whether illegal hunt-
ing was a problem. I was a little surprised by his answer, as he seemed to 
think that the population of wolves is doing so well in Scandinavia at the 
moment that both legal and illegal hunting would not affect numbers drasti-
cally. He said that he had quenched his initial inquisitiveness – ‘I’ve seen 

                                                     
98 This particular wolf kept returning to a region dominated by reindeer herding and was 
moved south via helicopter a number of times, but she kept returning north again and again.
Not only did she have a GPS collar that allowed SEPA to track her, it seemed that she also 
had her own Twitter account at one point, which someone had set up on her behalf, dissemi-
nating her adventures. 
99 ‘Problem’ animals are how animals, mainly carnivores, are referred to when the decision 
has been made to ‘remove’, or rather shoot them.
100 ‘Removed’ is the word that people use when referring to the shooting of a ‘problem’ ani-
mal. I asked Ole about the use of this word and he said that it sounded better than killing. 
101 ‘Take’ is utilised as verb when referring to hunters killing animals and when animal preda-
tors kill prey.
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plenty of them now. I have satisfied that urge’ – implying that he no longer 
found wolves as enticing as he once did, that the unknown, now known, was 
no longer as exciting. This was perhaps one of the first instances that I real-
ised just how ‘blurry’ my field really was. I was not expecting to meet hunt-
ers, ecologists, and conservationists with clearly defined perspectives, but I 
was surprised to meet an ecologist that is actively involved in controlling 
bears, wolves and lynx (either having to shoot them on occasion or organise 
‘removal’) as part of his job. To some degree I was expecting Ole, as an 
ecologist, to be ‘pro-wolf’, no questions asked, but things are not so simple. 
He works for the Swedish Wildlife Damage Centre at Grimsö, and as part of 
his work he has met many people on the negative side of human-wildlife 
encounters, and has come to understand the difficulties that they experience 
on a daily basis as a consequence of coexistence. The pro-wolf or anti-wolf 
‘debate’, which is often referred to as ‘infected’, is not something that he 
wants to get involved with. 

After just under two hours’ drive, we arrived at a complex of cabins. We 
had passed a sign on the way for a ski slope, which seemed the only justifia-
ble reason to have some forty cabins in the middle of nowhere, none of 
which were presently occupied apart from the two Ole had booked. Our 
group consisted of six male and one female local county board fieldworkers, 
as well as Isabella, a young woman, who together with Ole would instruct 
the group. With little delay, we split up into different teams. Isabella’s group 
remained near the cabins to work on improving the dogs’ ability to follow a 
trail on tarmac, and Ole’s group, which I joined, went to a forested area 
around forty minutes’ drive away to track the trail of a wolf that had been 
marked with a GPS collar. 

Here the terrain was more varied, a little more open in places, in compari-
son to the dense forest plantations I had been driving through most of the 
day. We drove down a number of different dirt tracks, many lined with gold-
en birches, whose fallen leaves swirled behind each vehicle in pairs of loop-
ing jet streams as the convoy sped along the road. As we approached the end 
of the dirt track, peering out the window as he parked the truck off the road, 
Johan, one of the fieldworkers who was kind enough to give me a lift in his 
4x4 pickup, muttered, ‘Oh, this is rough terrain’. The forest was particularly 
dense in places and littered with large boulders, tricky terrain with a dog or a 
twenty-kilo backpack full of camera equipment. I regretted bringing the 
camera within about two minutes of attempting to cross the remains of what 
was once a glacial moraine, now covered in sprawling woodlands and thick 
blankets of moss. I had opted for leather hiking boots (having left my wel-
lington boots back in my car at Grimsö), which worked moderately well for 
the moraine, though not for the boggy marshland that was to come. On the 
moraine, duvet-like thick layers of moss concealed gaping holes between 
boulders that I occasionally fell through and my boots, weighed down by all 
the gear on my back and the camera in my arms, kept getting stuck in be-
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tween them, as well as slipping and sliding on the wet rocks. As I saw the 
others moving steadily ahead with their dogs leading the way, popping up 
and down between the boulders like Jack-in-the-Boxes, I realised that there 
was an art to hiking moraines, one that I was desperately attempting to grasp.

I eventually caught up with the dog teams on open marshland on the other 
side of the moraine. They had come to a stop at a wolf scat in some long 
grass. Ole took this as an opportunity to get the dogs interested in the wolf’s 
scent. He encouraged the dogs – one at a time, working with their handlers –
to sniff at the scat, cooing in a low calm voice, ‘duktig, bra’ (clever, good), 
whenever the dogs showed interest. After this brief session, we ascended a 
high ridge, on the other side of which there was a lake with a small low-
lying island in the middle, composed of silt and fine gravel. On the island’s 
shore lay a decaying moose carcass, its large ribcage red raw and bare. This 
is what Ole had been looking at back at Grimsö on one of the GPS maps on 
his computer screen. Some wolves wearing GPS collars had been relatively 
static in this area as they were feeding on what remained. Kill sites are often 
identified in this way, by relatively static GPS signals forming ‘clusters’ on 
the map. This was our next stop, where Ole would set up some tasks for the 
team.

Ole asked the dog teams to go down to the shore to try to pick up the 
wolf’s trail, which he could now see on his handheld GPS receiver, and 
which had enabled him to navigate us to the kill site, otherwise completely 
out of view until we ascended the ridge. I tried not to get in the way of the 
working teams, though this was difficult at times, especially as some of the 
dogs displayed a lot of interest in both the camera and me, often straining on 
their leads towards me and whining whenever they got close. I also had to 
ensure that I remained behind the teams so as not to disturb the scent trail. 
Remaining high on the ridge, I observed and filmed each dog team as they 
attempted to follow the wolf scent trail along the water’s edge. At first it 
seemed that none of the dogs were picking it up, so Ole gave them a little 
help and guided them to it. Always standing behind the dog teams, he made 
occasional comments and corrections as they moved along the shoreline. 

We can see how the GPS is vital for training the dogs in this instance. Ole 
would not have known which direction the wolf trail had led, as there was no 
snow on the ground and no discernable prints along the shore. Without the 
cluster provided by the GPS collars, Ole would not have been able to deduce 
the presence of wolves here, a presence later confirmed by the decaying 
moose carcass, wolf scats and scent picked up by the dogs. The GPS is used 
to locate what is otherwise invisible to the human eye, a scent102 that we hu-
mans cannot experience, yet the dogs are being trained to follow in the form 

                                                     
102 Trackers also use scent to identify the scats and urine of different species, though one 
researcher at the research station looked at this in more detail and found that the odds for 
ascertaining a correct identification were around 50/50. 
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of a trail, using a visual trail on the GPS receiver screen that has emerged as
a result of GPS collars, satellites, and computer servers working together. If 
the dogs are not on the right trail, then Ole pushed them in the right direc-
tion. Here human forms of techno-vision are used to guide and stimulate the 
powerful olfactory sense dogs possess. Here, the wolf scent trail, experi-
enced by another species, is entangled with human techno-science and ways 
of seeing (see Figure 4 and Figure 5 for examples of a GPS wolf collar and 
a handheld GPS receiver/transmitter).

Figure 4: An example of a GPS wolf collar. Wolves are ‘immobilised’ with a seda-
tive fired from a rifle from a helicopter during the winter months when deep snow 
slows the wolf down making it easier to capture and fit the collar. Photograph by 
author.

Figure 5: An example of a handheld GPS receiver/transmitter. Photograph by au-
thor.
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Wolves with mobile phone numbers

Later that same autumn, Katja, a technician based at the research station, 
explains that there is a computer in the basement (the server) that is running 
24 hours a day. As we sit in her office looking at her computer screen, Katja 
explained that you can see which individual wolf collars have sent messages 
recently. You can also open the data file and see all the positions (dates, 
times and coordinates) that the collar has sent. This file, she continues, will 
automatically be sent to all the people who are on the mailing list, so she 
does not normally need to look at all the positions. All these people have the 
GPS plus software, which allows them to download and see the information 
displayed either as data or in the form of maps. Additionally, she notes, 
some collars have activity data, which can be directly downloaded from the 
GPS unit once they get it back to the station and connected to a computer. 
The collars store all the data as well as transmitting it. The following is an 
extract from an audio-recorded interview. 

Katja – This is good, because if there is bad GSM [Groupe Spécial Mo-
bile]103 coverage, maybe a position never reaches us, so it is important to get 
back these collars…Wolves take a position twice a day, one in the middle of 
the day and one at midnight, then they will send after 7 positions, but this 
you can change. You can make them send after every position, but The Wolf 
Project104 decided to save energy [battery power], because with every try the 
collar is trying to get contact, connection to the GSM network, and every-
thing – that takes energy. Roe deer for example take a position every 4 hours 
and fifteen minutes and it is a rolling scheme. I am the one that sends out 
new schedules…so if you ask me, Katja can you-

Andrew – I want a position at 9 o’clock in the morning –

Katja – Yeah, and then I can change this and the VHF (Very High Frequen-
cy) as well. 

Andrew – And how would you change that then? On the computer?

                                                     
103 Global System for Mobile Communications.
104 The Wolf Project is based at Grimsö and is a long-term ecological research project that 
differs from the monitoring and management that the Swedish Wildlife Damage Centre and 
the SEPA initiate. At times, from the perspective of personnel and practices that are conduct-
ed in the field or laboratory, it is hard to determine who initiates what, as there are a number 
of crossovers. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
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Katja – On the computer. [She starts to tap the keys and click the mouse]
Then I can create a new GPS schedule, I can say which date and how of-
ten…

Andrew – And how do you know which collar this is?

Katja – Because every collar is registered on this computer with a key 
file…so if I go on ‘send’ [she continues tapping and clicking] here I pick 
which schedule and here I pick which collar. Every collar has a SIM card. 
The SIM card is sitting on the upper part here [she taps a GPS collar that 
she holds out in front of her for me to see], with a usual mobile phone num-
ber. 

Andrew – [I laugh] Okay –

Katja – Yeah it is a usual mobile phone SIM card. 

Andrew – How strange. [Wolves with mobile phone numbers!]

Here we can observe that the wolf collars facilitate three forms of communi-
cation, which Katja and other members of the research, monitoring and man-
agement teams are able to access; these are GPS, GSM and VHF.105 The data 
can be displayed in a variety of ways: as a list of numbers – coordinates, 
times etc. – in a table, or distributed on a map in the form of dots and lines. 
Though the technology seems to provide the trail or track a wolf takes, it is 
not the same as a scent trail for a dog, or tracking by sight for a human. This 
type of technology reduces the need of one’s senses, which as we will see in 
the next section when we return to Ole and the dog training tracking course, 
are vital for both dog and handler to work well together.

Night tracking training with dogs

After some general comments and tips back at the cabins, at around 21.00 
we went out again with the dogs, though now it was dark. Ole clarified that it 
is good to train the teams in all conditions, and in the dark the fact that the 
handlers are so busy looking where to place their feet and not trip over 
means that they are less likely to mislead their dog. There are fewer distrac-
tions, and the dog can focus more on the scent trail. Earlier in the day, at a 
                                                     
105 For more detail on the history of such tracking technologies, see Etienne Benson’s Wired 
Wilderness: Technologies of Tracking and the Making of Modern Wildlife (2010). 
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specific coordinate, each dog handler had laid a track with one of the wolf 
skins that Ole had brought from Grimsö. Then they recorded the trail they 
made with their own GPS receiver/transmitter units, so that another dog 
team could subsequently try and pick up the scent from the starting coordi-
nates. Then the teams following the scent would record their own move-
ments with their own GPS receivers/transmitters so that both sets of data –
the scent trail that was laid and the trail that was actually followed – could be 
compared back at the cabins when downloaded onto to Ole’s laptop. This 
would allow Ole to ascertain how accurately the trails had been followed and 
how well each team had performed.

Ole and I joined Ewan, a tall, broad Norwegian man and his Labrador 
retriever, Olav. All three of us squeezed onto the front seats of his large van, 
which was filled with hiking gear, outdoor clothing, ropes and a large wire 
cage, within which Olav lay quietly. Pulling off the main road on to a dark 
dirt track, Ewan pulled over and we all jumped out. Before we entered the 
forest, Ewan left his car key on top of one of the tyres, under the wheel arch. 
You did not want to lose your car key out here with no way to get back (I 
had seen a number of people do this during fieldwork). 

When we entered the forest, both Ewan’s and Ole’s headlamps cut a clear 
path through the dense black trees, a sharp contrast to my LED pen torch that 
cast just enough light for me to see my feet moving in and out of its dim 
pool. Consequently, I stayed very close to Ole most of the time. It was hard 
stumbling around the woods at night; occasionally I heard a rustle low on the 
ground, but nothing that sounded as large as a wolf or a bear. ‘Should I be 
scared?’ I thought, as I peered into the black, shapeless void behind me, un-
able to discern the slightest silhouette or outline. The thought, however, soon 
subsided as I scrambled over rocks and rambling tree roots and followed 
Ewan and his dog into the night.

Olav was having trouble finding the trail and walked backwards and for-
wards for a few hundred metres, while Ewan let a long orange nylon line run 
loosely through his hands. At one point Ewan asked me to get out of the 
way, as I was slightly in front of the dog and I may put him off. Ole let out a 
little chuckle and I thought he was laughing at me but he later explained that 
the dog was having trouble finding the scent, and that it was a bit of an ex-
cuse that I may have put him off. Overall, Ole said, the team had done well 
as the dog had managed to find the trail, even though he lost it at one point 
and could not find it again.

Back at the cabins, we looked at Ewan’s GPS data on Ole’s laptop. The 
original scent trail and the actual trail that was followed were clearly visible, 
marked out separately in blue and red on the map. We could clearly see 
where Ewan and Olav lost the trail and had been searching for it, this was 
illustrated as a tangle of blue lines north of a continuous redline, which was 
the scent trail that one of the other fieldworkers had laid earlier that evening. 

One of the older dog handlers, in his late sixties, had had trouble finding 
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the initial location from where to start on his GPS unit, and subsequently 
was unable to follow the trail that had been laid. He was extremely frustrated 
with his GPS unit, which he kept swearing at in muttered low tones, noting, 
as he slammed it on the table, that you would never have such issues with a 
compass. One handler said that he used his mobile phone rather than the 
popular Garmen devices. He worked further south where he is able to get a 
mobile phone signal, so a standalone GPS device is not necessary. He did 
note however that the battery on the mobile phone never lasted very long 
when you were using the map/location apps in comparison to the Garmen 
units. 

Here we have seen how Ole tries to minimise distractions for both human 
and dog so that the scent trail can be followed. His methods, as another han-
dler explained to me on one occasion, is for the dog to follow every position 
the quarry takes from the ground, not from the scent in the air as they may 
get distracted and pick the scent up of another animal of the same species. 
The aim of the handler should be for the dog to continue tracking the indi-
vidual animal that they started to track. This way the dog will hopefully be 
able to follow the entire trail. However, as Ole explained, technology and 
vision are distractions; often handlers put their dogs off, unintentionally giv-
ing them false indications, or even intentionally if they think that they are 
going in completely the wrong direction. This is something that Ole hopes to 
avoid through training both dogs and handlers, following every position and 
utilising GPS as a guide. 

What’s in a wolf collar? 

On another occasion at the research station, during a recorded interview with 
Bengt, the head of The Wolf Project, a project that conducts wolf ecological 
research at Grimsö research station, I got to grips with the details of how 
wolf collars work. The following is an extract from an audio-recorded inter-
view.

Relaxed, Bengt slouches back in his office chair…

Bengt – The GPS is used for positioning…The GSM, the mobile network, is 
used for transferring information. You can use satellites for transferring in-
formation as well but it’s not a traditional GSM collar, it is a satellite GPS 
collar based on GPS but it is more expensive and it takes more [battery]
power if you use satellite as a communication agent… They [the collars] are 
also equipped with a VHF signal transmitter, which is the traditional old way 
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of positioning animals. So there is a bleep going out every second if you turn 
it on. You can turn it on remotely by sending a command via a text message,
and turn on your VHF…so the software for this one [pointing to one of the 
collars under his desk] is called GPS plus, it’s Vectronics software. And we 
also have a mortality function, so if the collars remain still for 24 hours it 
sends a text message to say that now I am dead. So then we go out and re-
trieve the animal [Note here that the collar and animal become synonymous, 
both the collar and the wolf are dead].

Andrew – And where does this text message go?

Bengt – To the server [based at the research station as discussed earlier in 
the interview with Katja] and then we get it as a mail or as a text message on 
our mobile phone. 

Andrew – Okay. Do you go through and check this GPS data regularly or do 
you have to have a reason, I mean there must be so much data?

Bengt – Sure, I wouldn’t do that unless I had a very good reason for doing it! 
No, I mean we have more than 100,000 positions so when you are compiling 
the data, you need to make quality assurance, quality checks…You check 
them for outliers, you check them for double, for duplicates, you check them 
for erroneous data, whatever… It is fairly rare to find erroneous data or it is 
so erroneous that you automatically sort it out by sight… But if there were 
more reliable collars that were more expensive probably we would go for 
them.106

Andrew – So they are that bad?

Bengt – Yeah, because it is such a high effort and cost to capture [a wolf]
and get it on, you would really like to have collars that you know will work 
for a couple of years, and these collars, some may actually not work at all, 
some may work for a couple of months, some may work for a year, half a 
year and, if you are really lucky, some may work up to two or even three 
years…The old collars that were relying on the VHF, they were much more 
reliable…But they were also very much more imprecise and you need to go 
out and triangulate so they required much more effort.

Andrew – In theory could you still do that with these?

                                                     
106 The collars, he explains, are supplied by a company called Vectronics based in Germany, 
and clarifies that though the company is reliable, the collars are not. 
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Bengt – Yeah, if we switch the VHF on.107

Here, it is important to highlight that, at various times, collars are wolves 
and wolves are collars depending on the circumstance, as Bengt notes in 
reference to the mortality function. However, a collar is essentially only 
indicative of a living wolf if it is on the move, otherwise it is dead. In this 
context, movement, or rather data from different co-ordinates, denotes life, 
and stasis, from a single co-ordinate, denotes death. But it is also significant 
to note that the valued objects here are the collars themselves. The value is in 
their reliability, because ‘getting them on’, is so costly in terms of human 
effort and financial cost. Once they are on and they work, the data is what is 
of value. The wolves themselves are oddly absent from this discussion. 
Wolves disappear into the background as collars, and then data are fore-
grounded. 

Killing collars, killing wolves

Back with Ole, the dog training is over after two long days and it is time to 
return to the research station. On the way back, we pass a large lake, not too 
far from where the cabins were. Here, Ole explained, some years ago a wolf 
was found dead in the ice. It was shot elsewhere then dumped in this lake, 
with its GPS collar removed. The last known GPS data from the collar was 
detected some hundreds of kilometres away. On another occasion, in the late 
1990s, in this same area, Ole was sitting on a hill tracking the radio signal 
(VHF) of a radio-collared wolf in the area. He had a clear signal when all of 
a sudden it went dead. This sometimes happens, he explained, when the wolf 
changes direction quickly. Ole moved to higher ground to try and relocate it, 
but he still could not locate it. After some effort he reported it to the local 
police and was shocked at how disinterested they were. They knew that 
someone had applied for a hunting licence in the area where the wolf had 
disappeared. No one else had been there with a hunting permit, but the police 
did not even want to question the hunter. Ole was visibly annoyed as he re-
counted the events, a reaction that surprised me a little. After our conversa-
tions to date, it had become apparent that Ole had become hardened to the 
killing of wolves, and he had told me that as part of his job, he has had to 

                                                     
107 On another occasion someone explained that the VHF signal is switched off to prevent 
poachers from triangulating and ‘hijacking’ the signal.
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organise the ‘removal’ of problem animals in the past, so I was a little unsure 
why he reacted in this way when the police did not want to investigate the 
hunter. I have since become more aware that the legality of killing animals is 
more than simply a seal of approval. Whether killings are illegal or legal 
carries a lot of weight, not only in a legal framework, but also for the indi-
viduals involved who actually do the killing or ‘removing’, as Ole termed it. 
This is something that I have noted when talking with other interlocutors. 
Fredrik, for example, who I joined on the bear hunt inspections earlier in 
August 2013, was very fond of bears and had worked with them at a wildlife 
park in Sweden for many years, yet as part of his job as a county administra-
tive board fieldworker, it is his responsibility to kill ‘problem’ bears, some-
thing that he described as simply being ‘part of the job...it must be done’. 

Different technologies affect the way people work and how data is inter-
preted. With the older radio collars, researchers had to actually be out in the 
field to pick up a signal, but with the new GPS GSM collars researchers are 
sent information via email and text message to one’s computer or phone. 
Though it seems at times people talk about collars as wolves and wolves as 
collars, at the end of the day collars can be removed, and when a signal dis-
appears it means either the death of the animal or failure of the collar, though 
both are referred to as being ‘dead’, as noted earlier in the interview with 
Bengt. Collars have lives too. In the case of the more reliable VHF collar 
that Ole was tracking, the way that the signal changed, the speed at which it 
changed and the subsequent fact that the signal then ceased altogether al-
lowed him to conclude that the wolf had been killed. It is interesting to note 
how movement or behaviour is comprehended through such technologies. In 
this case, Ole was interpreting a ‘beep’, hence, audio information was trans-
lated into visual/spatial awareness of movement and direction. Similarly, on 
another occasion when I accompanied Fredrik one summer during the bear 
hunt inspections, he was able to interpret the behaviour and actions of a bear 
when looking at the recorded data on a hunter’s GPS device taken from the 
collars of the hunter’s dogs. I discuss this event in more detail in the next 
section.

Dog collars and killing bears

During a reconnaissance period at the end of August 2013, I joined Fredrik 
on the annual bear hunt inspections. I had originally met Fredrik, a field-
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worker, keen hunter and expert tracker,108 earlier in the spring during a pre-
reconnaissance meeting with the local county board in a northerly region of 
my field. This was a good opportunity for me to get out and meet hunters 
and their dogs, and to get a better feel for the region and the kind of duties 
that the fieldworkers were expected to perform. Fredrik was one of a number
of local county board inspectors who were responsible for examining the kill 
sites as well as the bear cadavers to ensure that all aspects of the hunt had 
been conducted legally. His responsibilities included collecting samples 
from the bodies of the bears for data collection and research purposes, such 
as ‘meat’ (muscle tissue), hair, teats or testicles (depending on sex), as well 
as extracting a tooth, which could prove an almost impossible task at 
times.109 In what follows, I describe some of the events that occurred during 
the inspections. 110

Yesterday, the first day of the hunt, was extremely busy and intense, and 
Fredrik’s phone did not stop ringing. Today was proving to be no different. 
As we were driving to the first kill site of the day, Fredrik received another 
call, so it was now time to try and catch up. Sven, a young hunter that we 
had met the day before, had just shot another bear. However, Fredrik said 
that there was no hurry, as he had just spoken to Sven, and he and the other 
hunters were about to have lunch. Thus, on the way to the next site we 
stopped by a wide, shallow river and sat on the bank to eat our packed 
lunches. Looking up at the trees, we noticed that the leaves were already 
starting to turn. ‘Autumn’, Fredrik sighed. It was his favourite time of year. 
He loves all the different colours. ‘Here, in the north’, he added, ‘it is partic-
ularly beautiful’. It is his home, and he loves his life here. Going to Uppsala,
or worse, Stockholm, he insisted, was not something he enjoyed and normal-
ly would tend to avoid.

Back in the car, on the way to Sven’s house, Fredrik explained that it was 
a relatively small community, and being a hunter himself, he knew most of 
the local hunters we met very well. Which is why, he added, he allowed the 
hunters to move the bear: because it was so hot out, it is much better, Fredrik 
insisted, otherwise you cannot work with it as the body becomes full of gas 
and rigor mortis sets in quickly, which makes it particularly hard to extract a

                                                     
108 Though he lacks any ‘formal’ education in the field of wildlife biology, Fredrik is revered 
by many as the foremost expert on Swedish wildlife, and in particular possesses an unparal-
leled knowledge on brown bears.
109 These animals parts that are removed to be stored and later utilised as indices of the dead 
animal. 
110 At the time I was not sure if there was going to be a ‘legal’ wolf hunt or not in the coming 
winter, so during that original meeting at the local county board it was suggested that I join 
Fredrik during the bear hunt inspections as this is the same inspection that is conducted during 
wolf hunts. This way I would at least have an idea what was done, regardless of whether there 
was a wolf hunt or not. As it turned out, there was a wolf hunt during my last winter of field-
work, so I was able to compare how bear and wolf inspections were conducted.
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sample tooth as the jaw becomes locked.111 The actual kill site can always be 
inspected later, he clarified. 

Pulling into the grounds around Sven’s house, the area resembled a scene 
from a Martin Scorsese film, as a young hunter wearing a baseball cap hosed 
down the back of a blood-stained pickup truck parked in front of a large 
wooden outbuilding. A very long and wide trail of blood – mopped deep into 
the grain – meandered up the wooden ramp of a large barn. There were two 
other men helping out – around the same age as Sven, in their early thirties –
one of whom I recognised from yesterday, the other I had not seen before. 
Everyone was in good spirits. Shortly, Sven pulled up in a huge monster-like 
truck with a high chassis and enormous wheels. Many of the young men I 
had met were driving expensive new pickup trucks, and I wondered how 
they could afford such expensive cars – not to mention maintenance and 
petrol.112

Following the trail of blood, Fredrik walked up the ramp into the large 
barn. He emerged again, almost immediately, concerned, his expression a 
little gaunt. ‘She has milk’ he shouted down to Sven, from the barn entrance. 
Sven had shot a female and there was still milk emerging from her teats. 
Unfortunately, this meant she was a mother, and, by extension that her cubs 
have been orphaned; now alone in the forest, they were likely to starve. Later 
in the car, Fredrik explained that it is illegal to kill a female who is still suck-
ling cubs, so now the police had to be informed and would retrieve the body, 
which would later be sent to the SVA in Uppsala for analysis. The atmos-
phere in the barn was no longer jovial as we all stood around the cadaver. 
Skins and antlers, the remnants of many other successful hunts, hung on the 
timber walls. In one corner, a block and tackle stood on a gantry frame, be-
side which the female bear lay in a drying mixture of sawdust and blood on 
the bare wooden floor. She was completely rigid as Fredrik moved her to 
inspect the body and take some photographs. He squeezed one of the teats 
between a finger and thumb and a little white bead of milk appeared, which 
he photographed. He explained that all six teats had milk, which potentially 
meant that there were between one and three cubs. She was around nine 
years old, though her coat made her look older. It was an unusual light grey, 
but Fredrik asserted when looking at her teeth that she could not be more 
than nine years old. Pushing down firmly with his hands on her shoulders, he 
noticed that there was not much fat on her. Oddly, he said, for some reason, 
she was very thin. 
                                                     
111 As this can happen quite quickly in the heat of the summer, Fredrik asks hunters to place a 
small stick in the bear’s mouth to prevent it from locking shut. 
112 I had discussed this on one occasion with another local county board employee. He said 
that he had observed the prosecution of a young poacher, and during the case his expenses 
came up. Hunting is not a cheap hobby, the equipment can be very costly, and there is not that 
much work in many rural areas. It emerged that the young poacher had amassed a large 
amount of debt in order to pay for his truck and hunting equipment.
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While Fredrik explained the legal procedure to Sven, one of the other 
hunters cracked open a beer and tried to lighten the mood with a few jokes, 
but it did not help. The young man in the baseball cap held out his hands and 
clasped them together and said, ‘They can arrest me’. It was clear that Sven 
was concerned, but he tried not to let it show. He helped Fredrik as much as 
he could, and explained in detail where the shooting had occurred, showing 
Fredrik the coordinates on the screen of his GPS unit. Fredrik called the vet-
erinarian from The Brown Bear Project113 to see if they could locate the cubs 
and provided him with the coordinates; they planned to try and locate the 
cubs with tracking dogs. 

Later in the car on our way to the next site, Fredrik explained that when 
he looked at Sven’s GPS unit he could see that Sven’s hunting dogs, which 
were wearing GPS collars,114 had been running around in a circle. An experi-
enced hunter, Fredrik continued, should have known that this kind of behav-
iour implies they are tracking a mother defending her cubs. The mother 
pushes the cubs up into the trees and then defends the area by circling it. 
When Fredrik explained the situation to me I began to feel concerned and 
my instinct was to try and locate the cubs, though this of course was not for 
me to do. During most of the inspections over the previous few days I had 
been quite emotionally detached while observing the other bears. I had been 
busy photographing and videoing and talking to people and I did not really 
think about the bear itself as a living thing. It was, rather, an object, a curios-
ity, that people were working with. However, observing the milk emerging 
from the mother’s teats moved me, it indexed helpless lives that were now in 
danger of being lost. Fredrik was also concerned, but he said that there was 
nothing more that we could do – The Brown Bear Project had been informed 
and he had provided the coordinates, it was now up to them to find the cubs. 
The police were on their way to see Sven and to retrieve the bear mother’s 
body. Eventually, he said, they will ask him some questions about the cir-
cumstances of the hunt and they will arrange for the body to go to the SVA, 
but these investigations can take a long time, and nothing usually comes of 
it. 

We can see from this example how bear behaviour and family relations is
interpreted via a number of indices, which have legal consequences, though 
from Fredrik’s comments these seem to be in place as more of a deterrent 
than a punishment. Firstly, the milk that emerged from the teats deemed the 
hunt illegal, as the bear was a mother still suckling her young, and suggested
that there were possibly as many as three cubs still in the forest. This was 

                                                     
113 The Brown Bear Project is like The Wolf Project in that they conduct ecological research
on bears.
114 An increasing number of hunters are using GPS collars on their dogs to aid the hunter to 
locate the dog, and by extension, the quarry that the dog is either chasing down or keeping at 
bay. 
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confirmed by observing the GPS data from the collars of the hunting dogs. 
The mother’s behaviour was interpreted via the dogs’ behaviour, which in 
turn was interpreted via the screen of the GPS handheld unit, which had rec-
orded the entire hunt. No cubs were seen or heard, but Fredrik knew, based 
on his knowledge of bear behaviour, that they were likely to be high in the 
trees in the area where their mother had been circling and eventually shot. 
He was right – The Brown Bear Project managed to locate two cubs in this 
location, high in the trees tops.

Though GPS collars are intended to facilitate a more efficient hunt, we 
can see from this example that it is not simply dots on maps or geographical 
positioning that hunters ascertain from GPS. Behaviour is also interpreted, or 
in this case misinterpreted, not only with regard to the hunting dogs, but also 
with regard to the behaviour of the quarry. In order to elucidate this further, I
will provide an illustration in the next section of how one hunter works with 
his dog when the dog is wearing a GPS collar to aid the hunting process. 

Dog collars and hunting moose

As we neared the research station, after our short but intense dog training 
session, Ole suggested that I stay longer at the station, as it had all the ma-
kings of a good field site. There were hunters and scientists, so why not be 
based here for a while, he suggested. In fact, the annual moose hunt was due 
to start the following day, and he was happy to talk to the hunt leader to see 
if I could join them. It was a perfect opportunity that I did not want to let 
pass. 

As Ole parked and unloaded his car, he told me to contact Ingrid, a mid-
dle-aged woman who was responsible for organising and renting out rooms 
and cabins that were available for students and researchers at the station. 
Being relatively isolated, organising accommodation was essential, and I 
was told to always book in advance in order to ensure I had a bed for the 
night. Ingrid also worked in the ‘Mess’ kitchen, preparing exceptionally 
good buffet-style lunches for the station’s employees. I was in luck! Ingrid, 
whose long blond plait swung from side to side as she meandered around the 
Mess, managed to find me a key for an available cabin. She handed me a 
small deer antler, at the other end of which hung the key to my room, and 
pointed out the window to a little cabin nestled at the forest’s edge. I must 
say that I was surprised at the standard of this and other cabins that I had the 
pleasure to stay in during fieldwork. It was simple, but internally looked
relatively new. In fact, apart from the wooden exterior, one would find it 
hard to describe it as a ‘cabin’ – it was more like a modern apartment. I had 
found that properties in Sweden were often immaculate internally even if the 
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facades were a little dated. The cabins had two bedrooms, each with two 
single beds, so I had a range of temporary cabin mates during my stay at the 
station, which was a good way to ensure that I met a number of different 
people.  

The following morning, Ole called me at 7.50 a.m. to say that he had spo-
ken to the leader of the hunt, and he was happy for me to join them. Ole said, 
‘He told me to tell you to look for the big green guy, between the butchery 
and the offices’. Thus, at 7.55 a.m. I walked over to the courtyard, perhaps 
thirty seconds’ walk from my cabin. Here stood a small group of men 
dressed in brown and green clothing, some with fluorescent orange ribbons 
tied around their hats, others wearing bright orange or yellow baseball caps –
‘do not shoot me’ clothing. The leader of the hunt, Jonas, was a large, jovial 
fellow with a greying moustache. I shook his hand and he introduced me to 
Gustav, a sturdy, lean man in his late sixties; he was one of the dog handlers, 
whom I would be joining for the day. 

The briefing took place in the butchery. Between fifteen and twenty peo-
ple, predominantly middle-aged men, as well as a couple of younger men, 
one middle-aged woman and a young girl, perhaps thirteen years of age, all 
squeezed among hanging moose ribcages and plastic boxes full of bloody 
meat while Jonas handed out maps and began to discuss the plan for the 
day’s hunt. These are his words taken from my video footage:

Try and shoot small cows, calf before cow of course, all ani-
mals are ‘shootable’, marked and unmarked, if you shoot a 
calf away from a marked cow we want to know the number 
and colour of the radio collar.115 With the bulls, you take the 
first one that comes. Let them stop before you shoot at them, 
that is the absolute optimum thing to do, don’t shoot it in 
movement. But you judge the situation yourself out there. It 
allows us to have very good statistics on wounded animals, 
we almost don’t have any,116 but that is up to you, do the best 
you can. Any questions before we run the lottery?

Jonas then fanned out a deck of cards and every hunter took one each. The 
card corresponded to a location on the map so that each hunter will know 
which position to take. This, Jonas later explained, is a ‘fair’ way of deciding 
who goes where.  
                                                     
115 Some of the moose in the area have been marked with GPS collars by researchers at 
Grimsö. This does not exclude them from the hunt. In fact more generally, collared animals in 
the ‘wild’ are not excluded from hunts, as I learnt during a bear hunt inspection on one occa-
sion, when a collared bear had been shot.
116 There is an ethic that any wounded animal should be tracked and killed so that it does not 
suffer. Hunters are therefore supposed to take responsible shots, shots that they think will kill 
or at least immobilise the animal.
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As I was preparing to load the camera into Gustav’s 4x4, he said, ‘You 
are not taking that to the woods, are you?’ He looked at me a little con-
cerned. ‘Yes I am’, I replied. ‘But it is too heavy’, he said. ‘Don’t worry, I 
am used to it’, I said, a little cocksure, but he gave me a familiar look, one 
that my grandfather had given me on many occasions when I was younger, a 
look that conveyed, ‘Okay, learn the hard way’. 

As we drove, Gustav explained that he had been a research biologist for 
over thirty years and was now retired. We talked about many things in rela-
tion to my project interests. We discussed the problem of hunting dogs being
killed by wolves, and he said that he thought that dogs were probably not 
afraid of wolves as he recalled one occasion when a wolf had followed his 
female dog out of the forest when he was out hunting. The dog just ignored 
it and the wolf looked at them both from the edge of the forest before mov-
ing on. ‘Probably they just think it is another dog’, he added, speculating on 
how dogs perceive wolves. It was likely a male wolf, he continued, showing 
some interest in his female dog. Later, when we were trying to track moose, 
we came across a wolf scat on a forest road; his dog sniffed it with little in-
terest, and on two separate occasions Gustav snapped the lead, pulling at her 
collar sharply, grunting ‘Ah!’ as the dog attempted to pick up a piece of the 
scat with her tongue: ‘See how afraid she is!’ he added sarcastically. He later 
said that the fear that wolves may kill dogs is probably unfounded if you
consider the dangers of roads and how many dogs are killed on them annual-
ly in comparison to the number of dogs that are ‘taken’ by wolves. 

Gustav had one Swedish Elkhound (Jämthund), a young male, not much 
past one year, and a five-year-old female Laika. We left the younger one in 
its crate on the back of the 4x4 pickup by the edge of the forest and then, led 
by Gustav’s female dog, Molly, we walked to the edge of a dense plantation, 
with saplings just a few metres high. Before releasing the dog from the lead, 
he ensured the GPS transmitter was securely fastened to the dog’s waist 
jacket, he then bent down and tapped her twice on the shoulder. In a flash 
she was gone. The trees were so close together that their spindly branches 
interlocked with one another so that we had to forcefully push our way 
through, and it was impossible to stand upright. Gustav had asked me to try 
and move as quietly as possible, whispering close to my ear whenever he 
spoke, but with every step, the branches scraped at my nylon jacket, making 
an awful noise, while Gustav’s thick fleece moved silently through the 
trees.117

As we squeezed through the brush, the only prominent sound in the forest 
was produced by both of us moving through the undergrowth. It was other-
wise relatively silent. Gustav pointed to some moose tracks in a layer of 
thick green moss. It was fascinating to see how well the moss retained the 
                                                     
117 I would later learn that there is a whole industry of overpriced silent clothing designed 
especially for hunters.
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impression of the moose’s hooves and a little further on we found some ex-
tremely well-defined prints in a patch of wet mud. On slightly higher ground 
we came across some moose droppings, one of which, a little larger than a 
Ping-Pong ball, Gustav picked up and rolled between his fingers. Though it 
was still relatively moist, he thought that it was probably a few days old. 
Walking on through the trees, he pointed out some typical ‘moose damage’ 
that saplings incur when moose remove the young shoots from the ends of 
branches. He has worked with companies that assess moose damage for 
landowners. Apparently ten percent damage is unacceptable. He said that 
there is a small conflict between landowners and hunters, as hunters would 
like lots of moose to hunt, whereas landowners want to reduce moose dam-
age. This, he said, can be difficult if you are both a hunter and a landowner, 
though in most of these cases the landowner will accept the damage, as it is 
his children, the next generation, that will inherit the damaged trees because
they take so long to grow. 

When stopping to check his GPS unit, Gustav explained that his dog runs 
in a large circles looking for game, but always comes back. I asked him how 
the dog knows where to come back to, he said, ‘You tell me. We have GPS,
the dog doesn’t’. The dog, Gustav explained, was wearing two GPS trans-
mitters. One was on the collar, which can be located locally, and the other 
was fitted to the fluorescent orange jacket that was fastened over the dog’s 
back and could be located anywhere in the world and functions via a mobile 
phone network as well as GPS. Also, written on the dog’s jacket was a mo-
bile phone number should it be lost and then found. Gustav was really im-
pressed with all of this new technology, and could not quite believe the 
changes that have occurred. He said that such technology is probably helping 
to improve attitudes towards wolves, as even though fears may be unfound-
ed, such technology provides a feeling of security. ‘You have complete con-
trol’, he said, as he showed me how you could see all the positions of the 
other hunter’s dogs on the screen, and you are able to keep in contact with 
other hunters via two-way radios (walkie-talkies).  

GPS has become an integral aspect to working with hunting dogs. The 
majority of the time, Gustav was looking at his handheld unit to ascertain the 
location of his dog. However, we can also see how the forests and the rela-
tion to the moose are one of the substrata of all the relations that I am con-
sidering. Trees, and protecting them, is big business for Sweden, as is hunt-
ing moose. As Gustav says, the technology gives him complete control, and 
the forests and moose are being managed in the same way.118 Foresters want 
complete control, hunters want complete control, the use of technology and 

                                                     
118 Moose are highly managed, with present populations of between 300,000-400,000 ensur-
ing around 100,000 can be harvested annually (Charlier, Laikre and Ryman 2007: 411). This 
is a number that dwarfs the 300-400 wolf population. 
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science to manage trees and moose is not new,119 so it makes sense that there 
is a desire to have complete control over wolves. In fact, as an apex predator, 
second only to humans, managing/hunting the wolf in order to have ‘com-
plete control’120 is essential in such a context. 

Conclusions

In this chapter we have seen how GPS is used in a number of ways: for 
tracking and gathering data on wolves, and for teaching tracking skills to 
dogs and their human handlers. We have also seen that GPS is used to aid 
hunters and their dogs when chasing down game. The technology has 
changed a great deal over the years and now, rather than go out and triangu-
late a signal as previously was the case with VHF collars, researchers and 
management can check the data that is gathered on the server at the research 
station as frequently as they wish, or some parts of that data can be emailed 
or sent via text message to their mobile telephones. We have seen that as this 
happens, as the distance between data collection and the ‘field’ itself be-
comes greater, collars become wolves and wolves become collars, and both 
wolves and collars shift between subject and object positions, and even 
merge at times to form a single apparatus when Katja notes, ‘Wolves take a 
position twice a day and midnight, then they will send after 7 positions’, as if 
the wolves themselves are actively involved in the project. Consequently 
there is also a shift in value from wolf to collar to data, as ultimately this is 
what researchers are observing: data, not wolves, though this shift in value 
can also work inversely, as data is referred to as collars and collars as 
wolves.

Furthermore, in line with such reflections, we have observed how the be-
haviour of other animals can be interpreted via dots on a screen, or by com-
prehending the behaviour of other animals, as we observed in the case of the 
bear hunt. Not only was ‘behaviour’ interpreted – the bear was running 
around in circles – but ‘relations’ were also interpreted, those between moth-
er and young. Milk, the most powerful mark of that universal mammalian 
bond, was the first clue, and then the GPS data revealed the rest of the story. 
Fredrik was sure there were cubs in the forest even though there had been no 
physical trace of them, and he was right. The Brown Bear Project found two 

                                                     
119 There is and has been over the years a large amount of ecological research conducted on 
moose, which ensures population numbers remain high enough to satisfy hunters, and low
enough to limit damage to forest plantations.
120 I address ‘control’ related to wolf-human relations more generally in the next chapter. 
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young cubs hiding high in the trees in the area that the hunter had identified 
to Fredrik. 

From the training session with Ole and the dog teams, it was interesting to 
see how different senses were used to coordinate transspecific communica-
tion. The handlers were attempting to get their dogs to follow the scent trail 
using olfactory stimulus, and Ole used the GPS unit as a visual aid to see the 
trail that the dogs should be following, and steer them to it if they strayed too 
far from the path, to teach them what they should follow. In the next chapter, 
we will address how such practices and technologies enable a sense of con-
trol that Gustav the hunter hinted at when out in the forest. The wolf is one 
aspect of this web of ‘control’ or ‘management’ that stems from the forest 
plantations, and extends to moose and many other species, but the wolf is 
probably the most resistant to such efforts. 
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Chapter 4 | Snow and the ‘science’ of 
controlling the ‘other’

In the last chapter, we came across a number of different ‘mediums’ that 
have facilitated tracking wolves. For example, moss and mud provide visual 
cues for trackers, scent travelling through the air or emerging from the 
ground can be picked up by scenting dogs, and microwaves in the form of 
GPS signals are exchanged between various devices. In the next section, 
however, we will see how snow dominates all operations that surround 
wolves in Sweden, and has consequently structured the entire enterprise of 
research, monitoring and management. There is another ‘agent’ that also has 
had a similar effect to that of the snow in its capacity for shaping human-
wolf knowledge, and that is DNA, but this we will discuss in Chapter 5. 
When we consider the huge infrastructure that is in place with regard to the 
Scandinavian wolf, we must understand that the general aim of this infra-
structure is simply to ‘control’. However, as we will see, such control is nev-
er complete. In what follows, I will give examples of how wolves are ‘con-
trolled’ or ‘managed’ under the umbrella of ‘science’, as well as illustrate 
how snow facilitates this ability.

Waiting for the snow

Christmas had come and gone and up until now I had spent most of my time 
during the autumn and early winter months at the Grimsö research station. 
Frustratingly, I had missed a number of tracking opportunities, largely on 
account of the weather. Often there was either not enough snow, or it was 
too warm and wet for it to stay on the ground long enough, or the snow was 
falling too frequently and we would have to wait for the snow to finish (you 
cannot track when the snow is falling as tracks disappear in seconds). Then 
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finally when it did snow the right kind of snow, it was best to wait a few 
days to allow the wolves time to move around. So there was often frustrating 
waiting, and missed opportunities. Moreover, when the conditions were 
right, I was often somewhere else, which meant travelling back and forth 
relatively frequently, but I was more than happy to travel far if it meant an 
opportunity to work with trackers in the snow. So when the team leader of 
The Wolf Project described how they were in the same position, waiting for 
the right snow ‘window’ to collar wolves, I sympathised with his difficulties. 
The following is an extract from an audio-recorded interview:

Bengt, munching slowly on an apple, explains, between bites…

Bengt – The thing is that we use a number of tracking teams in cars and on 
foot…. That is a massive operation, military operation…You search contin-
uously small roads, find fresh tracks, you kind of minimise the search to 
actually get them [the wolves] into a small area and then you call in the heli-
copter and say here is where we think they are –

Andrew – Right, because these are wolves without collars?

Bengt – It could be wolves without collars, it could be wolves that we would 
like to recapture to change the collar. 

Andrew – So how do you know the tracks are fresh if it is not a collared 
wolf?

Bengt – We can only do this after new snow, so snow is the medium that we 
rely on. 

Andrew – But you didn’t go out with this snow recently?

Bengt – No, no, it is too little. Preferably we should have 40-50 centimetres 
of snow or more, then it is good conditions for capturing [this also slows the 
wolves down and they can get a better shot from the helicopter], but that 
happens very rarely so we try and get them in less snow and that makes us 
less efficient. 

Andrew – And is that basically a waste of resources? Is that why you try and 
balance it out?

Bengt – Yeah, yeah, exactly. 

Andrew – Okay, ‘cause I am assuming that it must cost a fortune?
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Bengt – Yeah, collars cost roughly 2,000 euros each, the helicopter costs us 
some 700 or 800 euro per hour, so you better see that you make the best use 
of it. 

I ask Bengt whether they use dogs to track wolves, like Ole, who works for 
the ‘management’ side of the research station. 

Bengt – In the summer we have used dogs. Not for finding wolves but for 
finding prey remains.121

Andrew – But why not use dogs if you need to locate a wolf, is that possi-
ble?

Bengt – Eh, but I mean in the winter we have snow, you don’t benefit from 
using a dog [the tracks are visible].

Andrew – But in the summer?

Bengt – You can’t really capture wolves in the summer. 

It is important to note the fact that the ‘snow is the medium’ upon which the 
whole wolf scientific and management community are reliant, and we were 
all waiting for that window – the snow window. Working out of the bounds 
of that window is not even considered and is deemed a waste of time. In 
countries with no or little snow in the winter months, like Spain, as I discuss 
later, listening to wolf howls is one way inventories are conducted. 

The snow window opens

It was a good few weeks into the winter before I managed to track wolves in 
the snow. Having met many trackers and fieldworkers at various confer-
ences, meetings and gatherings, and having received positive responses and 
interest from many of them with regard to my project, when I enquired at a 
later date as to whether I could actually join them tracking, for one reason or 
another, it was not so straightforward. Reasons ranged from illness, to train-
ing colleagues, or not the right snow conditions. However, the fact that we 

                                                     
121 Yet, as already noted in Chapter 3, Ole trains fieldworkers, for management purposes, to 
track wolves with dogs in order to locate injured or ‘problem’ wolves.
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had not had a good snowfall in the region around the research station proved 
to be the main factor. So, I decided to go further north, where I knew there 
had been a recent snowfall, and arranged to meet Fredrik again and go wolf 
tracking around the northern part of my field when winter had finally settled 
in the middle of January 2014. 

I stayed once again at a campsite by a large lake as I had the previous Au-
gust during the bear hunt inspections. I met Fredrik by the entrance. It was a 
pleasure to see him; he was always so friendly and content. The weather 
conditions were good for tracking, around -6 degrees centigrade, though a 
very light snow was falling, quite beautiful weather, and the surrounding 
countryside resembled scenes from an Astrid Lindgren children’s book. As 
we chatted, catching up with one another, the headlights of Fredrik’s 4x4 cut 
a smooth white path through the snowbound dusk, framed either side by dark 
conifers. There had been speculation as to whether the ‘legal’122 wolf hunt 
would be taking place this winter, and Fredrik thought that it did not seem 
likely now. Even though the Swedish EPA (Environmental Protection Agen-
cy) and the government insist that a hunt is required in order to control wolf 
numbers, the Swedish Supreme Court has ruled that this is not legal. I asked 
Fredrik if locals here were unhappy with the decision. He said they were 
annoyed, especially as the ruling has come from such a strange angle. I 
asked if he thought a wolf hunt was necessary, and whether culling thirty 
wolves was around the right figure (this speculative number had been float-
ing around during debates and discussions that I had had with interlocutors 
as well as those I had been following in the public sphere). There had to be 
some hunting now, Fredrik insisted, and some packs had to be ‘taken care 
of’.123 For example, he explained, that in this area there is a pack that has 
been preying on young horses. ‘That is not okay’, he said. Furthermore, he 
clarified, it is possible to get permission to shoot one or two ‘problem’ 
wolves despite the ruling, but you cannot get permission to shoot a whole 
pack in this way. 

The roads gradually became steeper and the snow deeper as we mean-
dered up into the mountains. As the sun rose, an electric-pink hue laced the 
sky and settled upon large fluffy lumps of snow high in the treetops that
nodded gently in a light breeze. As we drove along a number of different 

                                                     
122 It is important to note here that ‘legal’ refers to Swedish law, though most of the so-called 
‘legal’ wolf hunts that have occurred over the last few years in Sweden have not been ‘legal’ 
in the eyes of the EU. 
123 There were discussions asserting that entire packs (or ‘family groups’ as they are officially 
called) rather than individuals should be ‘removed’. ‘Scientifically’ speaking, removing entire 
family groups was considered to be the least disruptive method, as lone wolves were seen as 
problematic and could cause more ‘damage’ (in the form of depredation of livestock or wan-
dering into the outskirts of villages), especially the younger adolescents. Hence, it was rec-
ommended that entire packs as opposed to individuals should be the target of any ‘legal’ hunt,
to limit the negative impact of ‘lone’ wolves on human populations and livestock.
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forest roads, Fredrik leant over his steering wheel, looking keenly for tracks 
through the windscreen. He spotted the tracks of a moose from the car, and 
even dog tacks, which he was sure, did not belong to a wolf. ‘Wolves do not 
move that way’, he explained.124 By looking at the distance between the 
tracks, and observing how they had disturbed the snow, Fredrik could tell 
how the animal was moving (walking, trotting or running), as well as the 
kind of ‘motion’ or ‘movement’, by which he could identify different species 
or types of animals. Wolves trot, he explained, and what we were looking at 
was a gallop. This was probably someone exercising their dog, driving their 
car with the dog running behind. Then he slowed a little, and leaned further 
over the steering wheel, peering through the windscreen. ‘Fox,’ he said, dis-
missively, before speeding up again. I was astonished at his ability to clearly 
discern animal tracks all from the seat of his car. When tracking, this is what 
he does initially (as do all the other fieldworkers that I have had the pleasure 
to work with). Fredrik looks for tracks along forest roads because wolves use 
these roads during the winter as they are seldom used by humans but are still 
ploughed every few days, allowing easy passage over long distances. Walk-
ing along these forest roads is a lot easier for the wolves than walking 
through the deeper snow in the forest. The roads also provide a clear line of 
sight rarely available in the forest, enabling one to see a much longer trail of 
tracks, and to spot the tracks in the first instance. It is much harder to ob-
serve tracks in the forest, plus the terrain is harder to negotiate, especially 
with the addition of thick snow later in the winter, Fredrik explained, though 
you can track them with skis, or even a snowmobile in places.

We have seen that snow shapes all research and management activities, 
and consequently affects all knowledge of wolves in Sweden. The forest also 
plays a role in regard to shaping knowledge. In most cases, the forest roads 
are the first port of call for fieldworkers to find tracks. This is where, geo-
graphically speaking, the wolf and human worlds meet. It is an odd ‘natural-
cultural’ space that cuts through huge swathes of forest plantations and is 
mainly used by loggers, hunters, berry pickers (in the summer), and of 
course trackers and wolves. Seldom are they used for anything else. Yet they 
provide an ideal canvas from which to interpret animal activity, a vista rarely 
available elsewhere in the dense plantations, and one that can be observed 
from the warmth and comfort of one’s car. However, one is drawn to the 
easy access and visibility of forest roads, consequently, without GPS, wolf 
knowledge is restricted to these snowy passages.125

It had been a long day and we had still yet to see any wolf tracks when 
Fredrik’s phone rang. It was Bertil, Fredrik’s boss from the county board, 
calling to ask him to meet with him, the local prosecutor and the police to-

                                                     
124 Fredrik was one of the best and most experienced trackers that I had the pleasure to work 
with.
125 That said trackers do, of course, venture into the forest or onto frozen lakes as well. 
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morrow to discuss ‘illegal hunting’ further north. I asked Bertil if I could 
also participate, but he said that it was a bit too sensitive, especially as there 
was a new person attending the meeting who may be ‘spooked’ by my pres-
ence. Having not seen any wolf tracks, and also not knowing what I was 
doing the next day, I returned to my cabin a little disappointed. However, 
shortly before midnight, Bo, a county board fieldworker who we will meet in 
the following section, sent me a text message to say that he was going track-
ing the following morning, not far from the research station, to look for one 
of the local packs,126 and that I was welcome to join him. Needless to say, I
jumped at the chance, even though it meant leaving the cabin at around 4.30
a.m. and driving 190 kilometres further south. 

Tracking with Bo

I originally met Bo at a DNA conference at the research station in November 
2013, though it was more of an instruction day as opposed to an actual con-
ference. The instruction day was planned for the benefit of fieldworkers and 
local county board staff, in that they were shown the proper methods of data 
collection when out in the field. Agnes, also an experienced tracker, had 
organised it. She works with Scandinavian wolf monitoring and oversees and 
checks the collection of data and DNA samples, together with GPS logs, and 
other information gained from local county board fieldworkers, and ensures 
that all the counties have everything they require to conduct the annual in-
ventories, as well as compiling all that data from the census. Much of this 
data the fieldworkers themselves have to upload to a website called 
Rovbase.127 They are provided with passwords and can access the majority of 
the data that is uploaded (though some data only a few people have access 
to). 

Agnes also introduced a new system of collecting DNA from urine rather 
than the usual method of sampling scats. In the new method, urine-stained 
snow is placed in a tube and sent to the laboratory at the research station 
with the rest of the data. Significantly, urine is found more often than scats, 
hence the hope is that this method will provide more accurate data with re-
gard to wolf numbers and identifying individuals as well as territories. As 
well as being introduced to new systems and techniques, we listened to the 

                                                     
126 Bo referred to the ‘family group’ as a ‘pack’, though officially ‘family group’ is the term 
that is used. ‘Family group’ names are derived from locations in the vicinity of the wolf terri-
tory. Not only does this differentiate them from one another, it also provides a quick reference 
to the group’s location. 
127 http://www.rovbase.se
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howls of wolves to see if people could differentiate numbers from howls 
alone. This methodology, as already noted, is actually utilised in Spain to 
determine wolf numbers, as they lack the advantage of the snowy winters 
that facilitate tracking in Sweden. We also looked at a selection of wolf scats 
of varying age, which ranged in shades and textures from dusty white to a 
deep damp black. 

Bo, tall and slim and in his late twenties, had been pointed out to me as a 
good tracker by a number of different people even though he was relatively 
young. I introduced myself and asked if I could join him tracking. I ex-
pressed concern that the snow seemed to be late this year, and I was worried 
that I would not have enough time to go tracking before the spring. As al-
ready noted, tracking and gathering data on wolves in Sweden is heavily 
dependent upon the snow. Winter is when the majority of wolf data are gath-
ered. Bo told me at the time I was welcome to join him when the snow 
comes, and he said not to worry, ‘the snow always comes’. 

I was excited to have the opportunity to go tracking again. I packed the 
car and cleaned the cabin, and cleared the snow from the driveway as it had 
fallen heavily overnight. Though I had become accustomed to driving on 
snow, I still found it quite draining when driving long distances, especially if 
the roads had not yet been ploughed. One has to remain extremely focused
and aware of any hidden potholes and lumps that have formed in the harder 
snow, which can reside hidden below a top layer of softer snow. Often the 
headlights reveal slight nuances that you can read as they hit the surface, but 
occasionally you get caught out and can momentarily lose control of the car, 
which has the effect of a double espresso on one’s heart rate, and sharpens 
the senses.

After negotiating an extremely long bumpy road, I eventually found Bo’s 
house. It was a small parhus (semidetached house), forming part of a small 
group of buildings assembled around a large old manor or gård. He later told 
me that he had just moved there the week before. He had been living at the 
research station while he finished his Master’s thesis, which examined the 
predation effects of wolves and other large carnivores in Sweden. He said 
that though the station had the benefit of cheap rooms, the rent is tripled 
when you are no longer a student. He worked for the local county board as a 
tracker and studied at the same time. In his late twenties, he is the youngest 
local county board fieldworker I have met. Most are in their fifties, if not 
older, and he works for two counties in the region.

Bo said that we should take his car, an older model all-wheel drive estate.
It was a good car, but a little low for driving in deep snow, but as Bo’s father 
always told him when he was learning how to drive, ‘in soft snow, don’t 
chicken out because you’ll get stuck’. It was around -6 degrees centigrade
and we had some fresh snow on the ground, so we were hopeful that we 
would find some wolf tracks, though the weather forecast had predicted 
snow later in the day. Falling snow is always a problem as it covers fresh 
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tracks quickly and there is the narrow window that one must hit when snow 
tracking, Bo explained. You need fresh snow, but not too fresh – it has to be 
on the ground long enough for the wolves to actually walk around, so nor-
mally two to three days is required without any fresh snow, wind, or snow
plough to disturb the tracks. However, it had only snowed a few hours ago, 
overnight, so we were hedging our bets a little. 

Yet, unbelievably, it was less than fifteen minutes before we came across 
our first wolf tracks (see Figure 6). Bo knew that the local pack used certain 

Figure 6: Wolf tracks. Photograph by author.
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Figure 7: A wolf scat collected by a county board fieldworker for subsequent DNA analysis. 
Fieldworkers can differentiate between dog and wolf scats by observing the large quantities of 
hair and bone often found in wolf scats. Photograph by author. 

Figure 8: Scats and urine are collected and sent back to the laboratory for genetic analysis to
determine individuals and territories (‘scent marking’ pairs). Here, the presence of blood 
indicates an ovulating female. Females can also be differentiated from males, as they form a 
hole in the snow whereas males are a little messy when it comes to urinating and form several 
holes. Interestingly, unlike most dogs, both male and female alphas lift a leg when urinating. 
Photograph by author. 
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roads and he always returned to them, so he had been quietly confident. We 
tracked a number of different wolves along the road, marking positions on 
Bo’s GPS unit as we tracked them, and even managed to ‘backtrack’128 them 
deep into the forest, recording GPS data the entire time, to see if we could 
ascertain where they had come from as well as how many there were. Bo 
explained that local county board staff are only allowed to backtrack so as 
not to disturb or stress the wolves. In this way, direct observation of the 
wolves is not what is desired because numbers are quantified via reading 
tracks, scent marking129 areas as well as DNA material. We managed to gath-
er some scats and collect urine samples, so it was a really successful expedi-
tion (see Figure 7 and Figure 8 for examples).

Figure 9: The frozen remains of a moose killed by wolves. Almost all the flesh that surrounds 
the head had been removed. Wolves return frequently to such sites for some days at a time. 
Photograph by author.

Whilst we were in the car, a tracker from a local wilderness tour company 
called Bo to see if he had found any wolf tracks. The company takes tourists 
out to see wolf tracks and sometimes, if they get lucky, to listen to them 
                                                     
128 Fieldworkers are only supposed to backtrack wolves so as not to disturb them. The aim is 
not to physically locate or see the wolves but to gather data on them for the purposes of man-
agement, by backtracking and marking GPS positions for 3 kilometres, and collecting DNA 
samples. 
129 This is where the alpha pair mark the edges of their territory, usually with urine, on a small 
protruding branch or stick, though often with scats as well. 
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howl. Bo explained that they often share information about wolves in the 
area. He also shares information with a local hunter. We actually visited a 
site where this hunter had set up a camera overlooking a moose carcass (see 
Figure 9). Any camera not provided with a license from the local county 
board is illegal,130 but Bo turns a blind eye, as do other fieldworkers that I 
have worked with. When we visited the site, Bo covered the camera with his 
hat so that we could inspect the carcass freely, even though he had told the 
hunter we were coming. He said that the hunter had actually caught some 
images of wolves feeding at the site. I asked Bo why the hunter had set up 
the camera. It is simple curiosity, he replied. Hunters are very interested in 
animals. Even if you do not want wolves in the area, you are still interested 
in them. Most hunters are like this, he explained, though there are of course 
people who are more extreme. Sometimes Bo will call the hunter to let him 
know roughly where the wolves have been so that the hunter will not let his 
dogs loose and risk them getting killed or injured by a wolf. Some people, he 
said, think that we should not tell locals or hunters where the wolves are, but 
by the time anyone would actually get to a particular location, the wolves 
would be long gone, so it is not really harming the wolves in any way, he 
insisted (there is actually a website accessible to the general public that pro-
vides regular updates of wolf positions within a restricted transect. See Fig-
ure 10).

Figure 10: This figure is a screenshot of a website (http://webmap.slu) that is acces-
sible to the general public that allows locals to keep track of the collared wolves in 
their area. The transect provided is ten by ten kilometres and no more detail is given.
It is specific enough to ease local fears so that people can keep an eye on the local 
wolves, but not specific enough as to locate them. 

                                                     
130 This is a grey area and not all county board staff agrees with the illegality of such devices. 
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When we returned to Bo’s house, over a cup of black coffee we discussed 
trapping and how it is illegal to use traps in Sweden for both hunting and 
research purposes. Bo, however, has worked in Minnesota (USA) trapping 
wolves to gather biological data, and to attach GPS collars for scientific re-
search projects. Based on his USA experience, he is trying to persuade peo-
ple at the research station in Sweden that trapping is the way forward, and 
that it can save a fortune. The present method in Sweden is expensive and 
time consuming, requiring at least five trackers on the ground and a helicop-
ter with a shooter in the air, and there is no guarantee that they will ‘immobi-
lise’131 a wolf. Last time, he explained, the team did this for three days and 
they were not successful. The idea is to circle an area where the wolf tracks 
are first seen, then travel to circle another smaller area, and so on, until the 
wolf is seen, and then the helicopter can be called in.132 There also has to be a 
veterinarian standing by, though Bo is not sure whether they are voluntary. 
All this is paid for with taxpayer’s money, Bo continued, and when he told 
the wildlife biologists in Minnesota how much money they spend in Sweden, 
they could not believe it. One successful trapper explained to Bo that he 
could collar all the packs in Sweden for the cost of a single three-day collar-
ing project. This one particular trapper, Bo explained, is particularly fast: he 
can set fifteen traps a day using a scat from another wolf to lure them in, 
which works really well as the wolves are curious about it.

We talked about cultural differences between the USA and Sweden. In 
Sweden, people think that foot trapping is barbaric, and people in the USA 
think that hunting with loose dogs, as practised in Sweden, is barbaric, yet 
neither can see any fault in their own methods. Bo said that he has tried the 
trap on his own hand and it is uncomfortable (but it does not hurt much), 
there is no way that you can get out of it. There is a tool you can use to re-
lease it or you can open it using your hands and feet. He assured me that the 
research traps have a wedge in them so that you do not break the bone of the 
animal. He showed me a book containing some photographs and diagrams of 
how to set them. They looked like the stereotypical bear traps that you see in 
cartoons, except they do not have any teeth. There is also an anchor and 
chain attached to it so the animal can move, but is restricted to a few metres. 
I asked whether this method was less stressful for the wolves compared to 
chasing and darting with helicopters. Both methods are ‘horrible’, he assert-
ed. The Swedish method of using a helicopter, circling and flushing, could 
be stressful, particularly over a long period of time. The trapping method is 

                                                     
131 ‘Immobilise’ refers to the process of sedating wild animals so that they can be collared or 
to enable the gathering of other data, such as body measurement, weight or assessing the 
general health of animals.
132 I was given permission to join a GPS wolf tagging team in the Grimsö area, but unfortu-
nately this was cancelled as the snow was not deep enough. Deep snow slows the wolves 
enough for the team to immobilise them. 
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stressful initially for the wolf,133 but after some time it lies down and rests. It 
briefly becomes stressful once again when you sedate the animal using a 
syringe on the end of a long pole. He said that in the USA, a friend of his put 
a GoPro camera on his head when he was doing this. On one occasion, the 
wolf was snarling, and started biting at the pole. Bo noted that it is not sur-
prising for the wolves to react in such a way: they are trapped, and you are 
stabbing them in the backside with a syringe. I asked if I could see the foot-
age but he said that if I searched on YouTube for ‘trapping wolves’, plenty 
of similar footage will turn up. 

One year in Wyoming and Minnesota, Bo asserted, the cull from the an-
nual wolf hunt came to nearly five hundred, a figure higher than the entire 
Scandinavian wolf population. He continued that at last year’s Wolf Confer-
ence, an annual event held in Sweden, a wolf researcher from the USA said 
that if Sweden is not careful, ‘we will love the wolf to death’, for if the 
population begins to rise you will have to kill wolves in large numbers. Bo 
described this as a ‘slaughter’, something they have had to do in parts of the 
USA. Moreover, he added, if trying to shoot thirty wolves causes tensions 
and conflicts with the EU, imagine trying to shoot four hundred. At present 
he thinks some hunting is necessary, but a number must be decided upon and 
the government must stick to it. In parts of the USA, wolf populations be-
came so dense that the wolves were killing each other, and ‘the most com-
mon cause of death was by another wolf’, Bo insisted. 

This same researcher from the USA explained at the conference that he
had seen the same developments all over the world where wolves have re-
turned, and that Sweden is now like the USA was when wolf populations 
first began to rise again. Minnesota, however, has always had wolves. When 
people say that it is different in other countries, it is not true, Bo asserted, 
with the wolf the same conflicts exist no matter where you are. Bo men-
tioned an article he had read about the possibility of reintroducing wolves to 
Scotland. The article said that there could be some conflicts with locals if 
this was to happen. ‘Some conflicts’, Bo repeated, ‘are you kidding, there 
will be a conflict!’

We have seen that there are cultural differences as to what is considered 
ethical in regard to capturing wolves. Opinion is divided, for example, on
hunting with loose dogs, using foot traps, or using helicopters. We have also 
seen that, at a local level, a lot of information moves around between field-
workers, local tourist trackers and local hunters. A little bit like a general 
interest in the weather, there is a local interest in what the wolves are up to, 
and this information is shared and discussed. Even the placing of an illegal 
camera is ignored, as in this case. Preserving good relations with all those 
that have knowledge of the local wolves means that Bo will increase his 
knowledge of the local wolf family group. It also enables him to keep his ear 
                                                     
133 Bo mentions that he has trapped many dogs unintentionally with this method. 
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to the ground and to know what is going on locally with other humans in the 
area that have an interest in wolves. For Bo, keeping in touch with these 
locals broadens his ability to keep track of the local wolves. Yet, if conflict 
is inevitable, as Bo asserts, how is it managed in Sweden and how does this 
apply to the differences between management and research in the name of 
‘science’? Anger from the public can be directed at the different agencies, 
and there is often some confusion as to where the division of labour lies. 
This may be one reason why the public are frustrated and can on occasion air 
their frustrations, as we will see in the next section. Often however, there is a 
conflict of interest within organisations, even under the same roof, to add to 
the complexity of the issue. 

Power and gender: hierarchy in the woods

One weekend during the winter of 2013/14, I met Teresa, one of my inter-
locutors who is employed by the local county board in the eastern area of my 
field. I had first met Teresa early on during fieldwork, and we had met a 
number of times since. We had been out tracking wolves and examining bear 
baiting sites the previous summer, but this was our first winter tracking. 

It was always a pleasure to meet Teresa, and interesting to catch up since 
the last time we had met. Leaving my car at the local petrol station where we 
had met just north of Teresa’s home town, I loaded my camera equipment 
into the back of her car. We set off with the radio volume turned low in the 
background, discussing a number of wolf-orientated subjects as we drove 
further north. Teresa seemed tired, and a little relieved to leave town behind. 
Work had been difficult recently. She said that in discussions some fellow 
employees often defended the actions of the hunting organisations, even 
though as a government employee it is your duty to remain impartial, and 
she noted how powerful the hunting unions are. She also mentioned that one 
particular local man has been heard openly talking negatively about wolves, 
and had more or less encouraged people to poison them, a tactic that was 
successful in Finland, almost wiping out the entire Finnish wolf population, 
and something that also happens in Sweden. 134

We also talked about forestry and how this may be the basis of the wolf 
problem as it is such a large, powerful and influential industry. Teresa noted 
that the forestry owners and the hunters want to ‘manage’ moose themselves 
and not allow wolves to do so. She said that moose is mainly what wolves 
eat, seldom anything else. Even though moose damage the forest, landown-
ers benefit as they make money from leasing hunting rights and obviously 
they do not make money from wolves managing the moose population. 
                                                     
134 Fredrik had shown me photos of meat laced with arsenic left out in wolf territories.
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Hence, it is a win-win situation for landowners, forestry companies and en-
trepreneurs. In fact, forestry cutting has increased a great deal in the last few 
years, so they are making even more money, she explained.135

After an hour’s drive north-west of the city in her veteran all-wheel drive 
estate (which was ‘unmarked’, unlike her county board vehicle), we pulled 
off a main road that had cut through a large area of low-lying forested hills,
at the foot of which stood the occasional lonely dwelling. Most fieldworkers 
begin to search for wolf tracks on the less used forest roads, and this one was 
covered with deep fresh snow as yet untouched, virgin roads – jungfruvägar
– as some county board fieldworkers called them. It was tricky driving and 
at times the 4x4 estate struggled a little, but Teresa navigated successfully, 
manoeuvring the steering wheel effortlessly as the rear swung back and forth 
as if she were driving a bumper car at a fairground.

As we scanned the side of the roads for tracks, scats, and urine, Teresa 
suddenly slowed the car down to a stop and turned the volume up on the 
radio. The announcer mentioned Rödluvan (Red Riding Hood), the female 
wolf that has been documented a lot in the Swedish press. Apparently the 
local county administration had decided that both she and her new alpha 
male, a large half-Russian wolf, should be shot on account of her continu-
ously returning to the reindeer herding region, despite the fact that she has 
been moved south on several occasions at a huge cost to the taxpayer. Teresa 
was very upset by this. Teresa is very attached to the wolves whose stories 
she recounts and she also wants those stories to be heard. She told me about 
a female, three-legged wolf that had been killed by a hunter and wanted oth-
er people to be aware of the event. The hunter said that he had initially fired 
a warning shot136 (something that you are supposed to do) before the fatal 
shot but the wolf did not move and then, apparently, took a step towards his 
dog. The police had said that the hunter had acted within the law.137 Howev-
er, Teresa wanted to emphasise to people that the wolf had originally been 
shot ‘illegally’, before it had been killed. ‘The shot took her leg clean off! 
Just imagine’, she added, ‘the pain and suffering that she must have been in’. 
For Theresa, these wolves were individuals with their own stories, histories 
and lives. Contemplating their suffering and empathising with them was part 
of her everyday experience and this became evident when we were out track-
ing or talking about them over coffee. 

                                                     
135 A number of people have noted the increase in cutting in their local areas. They feel upset 
about it, as it changes the landscape so dramatically. 
136 It is illegal to kill a wolf unless you, your dog or livestock are under threat. You are sup-
posed to fire once in the air and if this does not scare the wolf away and it approaches you, 
you are entitled to shoot it. Proving the sequence of events in such cases is obviously difficult.
137 In Norway, you are not supposed to go hunting in wolf territories, as it is dangerous for 
your dog, though the law is apparently soon to change in Sweden. Some interlocutors asserted
that some hunters actively go hunting in wolf areas to cause a confrontation so that they can 
shoot wolves.
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Teresa also mentioned another wolf that had been wounded by a bullet 
and subsequently a protruding bone had caused an infection, which was the 
likely cause of the animal’s death. Suffering, or rather the lack thereof, is 
important when it comes to the killing of animals in Sweden. Killing is ac-
cepted in many circumstances, whether it is for food, management, sport, or 
just to put an animal out of its misery, as long as ‘suffering’ is kept to a min-
imum. I have noted this from talking to hunters, as well as county board 
fieldworkers, and people working at the SVA. Fieldworkers often have to 
track and kill animals that have been hit by cars in order to limit suffering. If 
members of the public hit an animal, they are supposed to call it in so that 
someone can officially and painlessly end the animal’s life. 

Having no luck on these relatively low roads, we decided to drive higher 
up into the mountains. We soon came across a wolf scat that had been run 
over and splattered all over the road by a snow plough, which had also re-
moved all other wolf traces. When we observed the tracks in the snow at the 
side of the road, it looked as if the wolf or wolves had crossed from one side 
to the other. ‘A man has been here to take a look’, Teresa said. She had seen 
wolf tracks in a deep snowy bank leading up another, narrower road that had 
yet to be ploughed. Here, she could see the footprints of someone standing in 
front of the wolf tracks and also noticed the tyre tracks of a car that had re-
versed slightly into the bank. She referred to these prints as belonging to ‘a 
man’, but they could quite easily have belonged to a woman even though 
they were large. We drove a little further down the road to see if the tracks 
reappeared on the other side, and they did, some fifty metres away, together 
with a single wolf scat and some urine. Teresa peered at the scat inquisitive-
ly, ‘what has it been eating?’ Just a few metres away, there was an area 
where a wolf had been scratching at the snow.138 There were human prints 
here too. Teresa noted that ‘the man’ had done exactly what we were doing 
now. 

While sitting back in the car looking at the map, trying to see if we could 
see where the wolves may have come from, a large all-wheel drive jeep 
drove past us and stopped in the middle of the road just thirty metres away. 
It was a little odd. The jeep just stayed there with the engine running omi-
nously. We speculated upon the driver’s motives, and thought something 
must be wrong. Teresa decided that we should investigate and pulled up 
alongside. Behind the wheel sat a white-haired man, wearing glasses and a 
green cap, looking a little flustered and red in the face as he stared down at 
the road. Teresa asked if everything was okay. He responded abruptly with-
out even saying hello as he looked at the wet dark scat splattered across the 
road, and said gruffly that it looks as if the wolves may have taken a 

                                                     
138 This is generally considered to be a territorial marking activity, utilising scent glands in the 
paws.
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moose.139 He looked up at us both sternly. ‘There are such bastards around 
here’, he snarled. Teresa looked a little shocked, and did not reply. Without 
another word he brusquely put his jeep into reverse and disappeared back in 
the direction from which he came. It seemed like he was doing what we were 
doing, driving around looking for scats and tracks. Teresa and I discussed his 
possible intentions, and she seemed to think that it could be just general in-
terest to see if ‘the wolves have been taking his moose...to see if it is a calf 
or a large cow, that would be really bad’, she insisted.

Still a little tense, we decided to move on to another area just ten minutes’
drive away. Here, Teresa said she always meets the same man more or less 
at the same spot every time she arrives. One county fieldworker has docu-
mented what has been referred to as a ‘fake’ wildlife camera on the main 
forest road leading into this area. Teresa considered the possibility that there 
might be another camera that is cueing the local man/hunter (often man and 
hunter became synonymous when Teresa spoke about the local humans in 
the woods). Initially, we parked near the position of the ‘fake’ camera, which 
looked very real to me. It seemed to have a sensor and a lens on it but it was 
hard to tell as it sat in a camouflaged box.140 Neither of us wanted to be 
caught on camera inspecting it, so we let it be, even though, as already not-
ed, such cameras are illegal without a permit. 

Sure enough, once we drove past the camera and parked further on down 
the hill to examine some wolf tracks and urine-stained snow that were a few 
days old, the man she mentioned, in his early seventies and wearing a red 
chequered shirt, drove up with a wooden homemade plough constructed 
from two large pieces of timber in the shape of an inverted ‘V’ behind his 
dark blue pickup truck. As he pulled up alongside us, I noticed a reddish 
yellow Siberian husky looking inquisitively at us from the back seat.141 Tere-
sa briefly introduced me, saying that I was an Englishman interested in pho-
tographing wolf tracks (having an interest in wolves was not something you 
shouted about around here, and displacing the interest onto tracks is some-
thing that Teresa and I had discussed earlier if anyone should ask what I was 
doing). As she spoke about the local wolves, the man kept interrupting her to 
correct her, saying that the wolves were hybrider (wolf/dog hybrids), not 
vargar (wolves), as Teresa kept referring to them. He also said that there are 
only three wolves in the area, even though there were five at the last official 

                                                     
139 Teresa later explained that wolf scats could often be wet when a kill is fresh due to the 
large quantities of blood that the wolf consumes.
140 Such cameras are increasingly being used as a way for hunters to keep an eye on ‘game’.
However, a license is required before the cameras are placed, which even authorities and 
fieldworkers find hard to obtain due to privacy laws.
141 The husky, ironically, looked not too dissimilar to ‘Red Riding Rood’, the female wolf 
mentioned earlier that has been in the papers on many occasions because she keeps returning 
north and entering the reindeer herding region despite having been moved further south on 
several occasions.
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count that Teresa knew of. Later, Teresa mentioned that this really con-
cerned her, especially as we could only confirm three wolves via the tracks 
we had examined so far, and that maybe the local hunter knew something 
that we did not – that two wolves had been killed recently.

Later Teresa informed me that the hybrid narrative was spreading around 
hunting communities and the hunting unions, based on the fact that some 
Scandinavian wolves are a reddish-yellow colour and smaller in stature in 
comparison to other Eurasian wolf populations. The origin of this difference,
some anti-wolf groups insist, is a result of ‘interbreeding’ with dogs. Hybrids 
are considered a great threat both to livestock and people, and are conse-
quently shot without question by the local authorities. Their status is lower 
than wolves, as they are said to be less shy and approach humans, and are 
therefore more dangerous. It is interesting to consider that this anomalous, 
ambiguous creature, part ‘man’s best friend’ and part ‘beast’, is actually 
hated or feared with greater intensity than ‘pure’ Scandinavian wolves.142

Later that evening, on the way back down the mountain, Teresa explained 
that she also has a hunting license. It is, she continued, ‘almost as if it is not 
accepted to be a civil servant working with animals if you are not a hunter’. 
However, in general these activities are the activities of men,143 and here in 
the forests, away from the gender-neutral attempts of lawmakers in Stock-
holm, Teresa is without doubt in a man’s world. This struck me as particular-
ly apparent in the way that Teresa was spoken to when we were out on this 
trip. She is highly respected in her place of work and in her local town, but 
this was not recognised by the men/hunters we met. Here, just one hour’s
drive north from where she works, the local men that we encountered – it
seemed to me – were a law unto themselves. They both spoke quite abruptly 
and dismissively towards her. Even though nothing was directly said against 
her as such, they addressed her with a hostile air, evident in both their man-
ner and tone. This made quite a contrast to the respectful approach that I had 
observed from her colleagues at the county board offices. She is not alone in 
experiencing such antagonism. Another interlocutor based in a different 
county told me about a prominent female national government employee 
who had come across some hunters whilst she was out in the countryside. He 
explained that when she enquired as to what they were hunting, they replied 
saying that they will shoot anything that they find, using paragraph 28144 to 
their advantage, implying that they will hunt illegally if they so wish, and as
the hunters drove away, the man she spoke to fired his gun in the air.  
                                                     
142 Hybrids are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
143 Despite the hunting unions actively attempting to encourage female members, this is a 
predominantly male activity, though the number of female members is increasing. 
144 Section 28 (also referred to as paragraph 28) of the Hunting Regulations, as specified in 
the Habitats Directive, allows individuals to kill wolves if they or their livestock or dogs are 
threatened. This is a clause that is open to interpretation. See Michanek (2012: 342-44) for 
more detail.
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Traditionally, hunters in Sweden have ‘controlled/managed’ the land to-
gether with local authorities, which included controlling large carnivore 
populations (Dirke 2017: 170). However, as wolves have been absent from 
Sweden for many years, in more recent history wolf management has not 
been necessary. Consequently, the return of the wolf meant that management 
practices had to be reorganised. The presence of the wolf disrupts older
‘management’ practices because it is an apex predator and affects ecological 
relations, and because the wolf is supposed to be ‘protected’. This is one of
the main reasons that surround the wolf controversy and the anti-wolf senti-
ment voiced by some hunting unions and organisations, because hunters are 
not able to make decisions about wolf populations directly. Such decisions 
are in the hands of the local government and the scientific community. How-
ever, during fieldwork, I realised that the ecological science that is practised 
in Sweden, and the field station that is responsible for gathering data on 
wolves, have in many ways grown out of a hegemonic patriarchal hunting 
culture. For example, the section that deals with wild fauna at the SVA and 
conducts all wolf necropsies, produces the data used to compose scientific 
and governmental reports, and ultimately contributes to the formation of 
environmental and hunting laws, receives half of its funding from the largest 
Swedish hunting union. Moreover, the majority of ecologists that I met are 
hunters, and even some people that would consider themselves ‘conserva-
tionists’ to some degree, who love the ‘environment’ and who live in rural 
communities, are also hunters.145 Hunting is very much part of local life once 
away from the urban world and in some places it is the very lifeblood of the 
community. It is perhaps for this reason that ‘management’ or ‘control’, 
rather than ‘conservation’, seems to be woven into the discursive practices of 
the wildlife and environmental agencies, and academic institutions in Swe-
den. I explore this apparent absence of ‘conservation’ further in the next 
section.

Scientific research and management 

During an interview with a visiting research biologist at the research station
with whom I had many conversations, I discussed some of the differences 
between working with wolves in northern countries like Sweden and work-

                                                     
145 There are many different types of hunters with regard to various ‘game’ and many differ-
entiate between themselves. Some, for example, insist that they will not hunt predators, others 
are perhaps only interested in predators and moose, or some just hunt birds, and of course 
some are more active than others. Hence, in many ways, ‘hunter’ is not a particularly useful 
term.
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ing with wolves in the Mediterranean area. One of the main points that arose 
when talking with the researcher was that there are different management 
philosophies. In Sweden, the focus is upon management and intensive moni-
toring, whereas in countries like Spain there is more emphasis on conserva-
tion. The following is an extract from an audio-recorded interview: 

Andrew – You use the word ‘conservation’ -

Researcher  – Yes. 

Andrew – And that’s interesting, I haven’t really heard that much here -

Researcher – Here? -

Andrew – I hear the word ‘management’ -

Researcher – Yes, some may argue that conservation is a part of manage-
ment. 

Andrew – And monitoring, is there something there, is it just a different 
translation, different terms?

Researcher – There are different philosophies in wildlife monitoring and 
management, North American and European philosophies on how to coexist 
with wolves. But within Europe I think that we also have differences across 
countries. Whereas monitoring is intensive in northern countries like Nor-
way and Sweden, in the Mediterranean countries the effort invested in moni-
toring is lower. For example, wolves have the same legal status under the EU 
Habitat Directive in Portugal and Sweden, but whereas wolves are monitored 
yearly in Sweden, the last national census in Portugal was carried out at the 
beginning of the 2000s. I think that we can identify conservation and man-
agement actions for wolves, not all the management actions are conservation 
actions – so I try and keep both concepts separate.  

I was surprised at how little I heard the word conservation at the research 
station and at Skandulv (the Scandinavian wolf network)146 meetings. ‘Moni-
toring’ and ‘management’ were the key words, though still under the um-
brella of ‘science’ (as we will see in the next section). Even with regard to 

                                                     
146 Skandulv’s purpose is to ensure that there is a flow of knowledge and information across 
the Norwegian-Swedish boundary, as the Scandinavian wolf resides on both sides, as well as 
on the border. As each country has its own institutions that deal with wolf management and 
research, Skandulv offers a space for Norwegian and Swedish researchers, government em-
ployees, hunting unions and conservation NGOs to meet annually and confer. 
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the research that was part of The Wolf Project, the emphasis was so great 
upon capture and tagging to facilitate observation, essentially ‘monitoring’, 
that it was hard to discern any ‘conservation’-based research (though illegal 
hunting was often discussed), with the exception of inbreeding (as there was 
a general fear that inbreeding could cause a crash in the Scandinavian wolf 
population and was considered its greatest threat). Inbreeding was also being 
carefully ‘monitored’ via genetic analysis (I address this later in reference to 
aesthetics and the idea of purity in Chapter 5). With such thoughts in mind, 
in the next section, I ask Bengt, the leader of The Wolf Project, about the 
motivation behind research actions.

Capture science

As research and management seemed a little entangled, I asked Bengt to
clarify certain aspects of the two different ‘practices’. (This extract is taken 
from the same audio-recorded interview referenced earlier). Still munching 
on his apple, Bengt explains…

Bengt – Depending on the research question that we would like to answer,
there are different kinds of animals that we would like to target. So science is 
the frame that sets the agenda for where and who we would like to collar. [In 
other words, science is not the frame for ‘management’ as it is for ‘research’ 
collaring].

Andrew – So really it is sort of a question-based decision, you decide what 
questions you would like to answer and then the collar will go in that direc-
tion?

Bengt – Yeah, and you can say what we discuss in our project is the science-
related questions, scientific problems, not necessarily management-
orientated problems. 

Andrew – Right.

Bengt – So management may have opinions on where they would like us to 
collar but that does not mean necessarily that we will do that, because it may 
not be coinciding with our interests. [He takes another bite of his apple]. 
Then, Swedish management authorities have also collared wolves in their 
regime some years. That’s a specific action and had a very specific aim. So 
in practice that was the same research personnel, same capture group, but 
they were operating on a direct instruction from the Swedish EPA. [Note that 
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here the only difference between ‘research’ and ‘management’ collaring is 
who decides which animal is to be collared, and who pays for it – though all 
funds can eventually be traced back to the government, whether SEPA or 
The Wolf Project. All the other elements are the same].

Andrew – This is very interesting actually. 

Bengt – But we are very keen on differentiating between those, what they do 
for them and what we are dealing with, so we know exactly who is doing 
what. And who has access to data and who can decide how we should use 
the collar. [He takes another bite of his apple].

Andrew – How would you differentiate between the management organisa-
tions then? Who are they? That’s the EPA –

Bengt – The management organisation is the EPA on a national basis, their 
right arm is the Viltskadecenter, Wildlife Damage Centre, which is situated 
here. There are also the county boards, the counties and the county admin-
istrations, which has the local responsibility for their county.147

Andrew – I see. Okay now I am beginning to understand things a bit better. 
It’s interesting that you are basically the same practitioners putting all of 
these things into practice but what may differ is where that demand comes 
from initially, whether it is an EPA thing or from the Viltskadecenter. But 
does that ever get blurry?

Bengt – Yeah, it could be because they might have an interest in capturing
wolves in one area and we might have an interest in capturing wolves in the 
same area so we solve that by saying ‘okay let’s capture the wolves in that 
area, you pay for the female and we’ll pay for the male’.148

Andrew – Okay.

Bengt – So we can use the male collar as we want and they can use the fe-
male collar as they want. Other times they are interested in working in areas 
where we are not interested in working so they can go ahead down there.

Andrew – Okay. But do you share data?

                                                     
147 The county boards are their own administration authority and although they work with the 
SEPA, they are not directly under its control.
148 It is only the alpha pairs that are collared, the puppies that make up the rest of the family 
group are expected to stay close to the alphas, which are the territorial marking pair. This 
keeps the cost of collaring down.
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Bengt – Yeah, the research project always has access to all the data that 
comes from the research actions. [He takes a final bite of his apple, and 
throws the core in the bin under his desk]. 

The line between management and research is blurry and Bengt would like
to make the division clearer. Even though the people who in practice do the 
actual collaring on the ground or air are the same, the motivation behind it 
may be quite different. Management is political, it is government-orientated; 
research on the other hand is supposed to be based in ‘science’. This blurri-
ness is confusing not only for those who work in the field, but also for the 
public in general (see Skogen, Krange, and Figari 2017: 125). However, the 
authority of science is often utilised as a way to justify political agendas at 
both poles of the debate, and this is when the boundary between research and 
management gets very blurry. 

Conclusions

We have seen that it is hard to draw the line between research and manage-
ment, partly because traditionally hunting and management were essentially 
the same activities. Traditionally, hunters managed the land on a local basis, 
controlling moose numbers and the damage they cause to valuable timber. 
More recently, as the research station and the field of ecology developed, 
hunting and ecology became entangled, and the fact that hunting is without 
doubt the most popular pastime in my field (hence a predominant ecological 
factor in itself), it is not surprising to see that hunting, management and sci-
ence have gotten a little mixed up. The fact that the butchery is still at the 
centre of the research station complex, in the heart of the gård, is testament 
to this fact. Furthermore, the present overlap between hunting and ecological 
science in Sweden, not only with regard to the practices that are performed, 
such as tracking for example, or culling when necessary, but also with regard 
to an overall discursive web that seems to have facilitated a scientific culture 
to evolve together with or out of a hunting culture, affects not just biodiver-
sity broadly, but the very genetic makeup of a species, in this case, the ‘in-
bred’ Scandinavian wolf’. Moreover, how can we account for the domi-
nance, production and reproduction of such discursive trends and power 
relations, the political substrata that affects the Swedish countryside and the 
animals in it, that the return of the wolf has disrupted? This will be discussed 
further in the next chapter in regard to breeding and genetics.

We have also seen how, in Sweden, the snow shapes all knowledge of 
wolves; without it none of the collaring or tracking would be possible, a 
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sharp contrast to Spain, for example, where there is no snow during the win-
ter months, and howling is used as an alternative to tracks.149 Snow reveals 
tracks and urine, makes scats more visible, as well as the scent marking 
scratches on the ground. Snow is the slate upon which the trace of wolves 
can be read. In fact, DNA collection, which is now collected from urine as 
well as scats, would not be possible without the snow: you could neither find 
it nor collect it. The snow acts as a vector in this context, as it is not urine 
alone that is collected but urine-stained snow. In this way, the snow is agen-
tive in regard to facilitating how wolves are seen, observed, understood and 
experienced. Snow, in this sense, is as much a part of the trail as the trail 
itself. Wolves become visible through the snow, their stories can be ‘read’ 
and narratives emerge from the signs and the traces that they leave. Though 
this provides an opportunity for scientists to investigate wolf behaviour, and 
for ‘management’ to keep track of them, it also enables poachers to locate
them. Hence, in countries in northern Europe, as one ecologist explained to 
me, where there is a regular snowfall in the winter, it is easier to ‘eliminate 
wolves’, which is possibly why wolf populations in southern Europe tend to 
be higher. The snow makes this elusive animal visible, and in a way ampli-
fies its presence, as without the snow many wolf ‘family groups’ or ‘packs’ 
would live unnoticed. The impressionable nature of the snow intensifies the 
effect of the pack upon the human residents of my field, as the presence of 
wolves becomes more visible. It could even be suggested that snowy winters 
have historically sowed the seed for such ‘control’.150 The fact that the snow 
reveals all animal activity that occurs on the ground in the winter provides 
the possibility of greater control of the ‘wild’ with regard to recognising and 
recording the distribution and number of animal species. As we will see in 
the next chapter, this has been taken to greater lengths in Sweden, as the 
Scandinavian wolf ‘pedigree’ itself becomes the ultimate object of concern 
and hence, subsequently, requires ‘management’.

                                                     
149 As mentioned earlier, during a conference at the research station, a test was conducted to
see if the participants (local county board fieldworkers) could identify the number of wolves 
and whether they were adults or puppies, from howling alone. The results were 50/50, so 
people were essentially guessing. It is very hard to discern separate individual howls from 
group howling because at times it sounds like an individual and then at other times it sounds 
like a multiplicity. 
150 Rock art in Alta, northern Norway, reveals that for thousand of years, humans in Scandi-
navia have worked the land with the aid of animal traces in the snow (see Gjerde 2010 and 
Helskog 2011).
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Chapter 5 | Domesticating the Scandinavian 
wolf

Genetics and breeding are a dominant factor with regard to the monitoring 
and management of Scandinavian wolves. The extant population is largely 
the result of three ‘founder’ wolves, and as a result of the human-induced 
‘island’ population effect, many of the wolves of my field are deemed highly 
inbred. As Jannikke Räikkönen et al. assert, ‘[g]enetic aspects of population 
health have been of chronic concern for the Scandinavian wolf population 
because the population was founded from just a few individuals and is large-
ly isolated from the Finnish-Russian population’ (Räikkönen et al. 2013: 2). 
Because of this concern with health and ultimately concern for the longevity 
of the wolf population as a whole, the inbreeding and genetic aspects have 
become ‘deeply’ integral in the wolf ‘issue’, as one SEPA employee noted.

DNA is also significant for other reasons, it essentially facilitates the for-
mulation of the Scandinavian wolf ‘pedigree’, a pedigree that is closely doc-
umented and monitored. This knowledge is also used as a process and a
means of identification when comparing dogs and wolves, to determine what 
species is responsible for the death of livestock, in a kind of speciesist appor-
tionment of blame. Genetic identification is also utilised to differentiate be-
tween other conspecifics and determine what wolves are ‘genetically effec-
tive’ or ‘valuable’ (essentially ‘immigrants’) in comparison to the more 
highly inbred ‘local’ wolves. Such knowledge might result in either protec-
tion or hunting of the animals concerned. This ‘selection’, on a genetic basis, 
was referred to by one researcher I spoke to as ‘a wolf in sheep’s clothing’, 
as some people (who were unhappy with the presence of wolves in Sweden) 
were utilising this as an argument that more culling/hunting should occur in 
order to ‘purge’ the inbred genes from the gene pool. Against the back-
ground of unmistakeable racial undertones, the managing and monitoring of 
the Scandinavian wolf genome might be understood in essence as a form of 
canid eugenics. It could be argued that practices that isolate the Scandinavi-
an wolf from the rest of the continent and practices that select wolves on a 
genetic basis are ‘domesticating’ the Scandinavian wolf, if we consider do-
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mestication as the practice of human-induced selection (whether intentional 
or not) for specific traits in other species.  

‘Genetically effective’ wolves

It was dark on the road to the research station. I was up a little earlier than 
usual, as I had arranged to meet Mila, the laboratory technician – an early 
riser who started work at 6 a.m. The first snow of the season had yet to fall 
and as the days were approaching mid-winter, the density of the darkness 
seemed to thicken daily. All of a sudden, the edges of the road slipped away 
as a thick fog rolled in, making the dirt road on the way to the station even 
trickier to navigate than usual. When I finally pulled into the gård, the warm 
lights of the laboratory were a welcome sight, brightly illuminating the car 
park. Mila was already inside, pacing around at speed, moving in and out of 
doors to the beat of loud rock music thumping rhythmically through the 
windows. 

Mila – an extremely focused individual with short mousy hair – worked 
alone in the laboratory, keeping her own hours, quite separate from other
researchers at the research station, who were more likely to work 9-5. I was 
surprised to learn that she had already been busy with her horses that morn-
ing, waking up at 4.30 a.m. to tend to them before arriving here for her daily 
routine. She had previously studied molecular biology at university, and 
though she had been at the research station for around ten years, on and off, 
she still ran her own horse-riding business on the side. 

Mila just finished putting some wolf puppy hair samples in incubation151

and then made us both an instant cappuccino before going outside for a ciga-
rette. We chatted informally as she stood hunched a little from the cold, tak-
ing deep shivering puffs. As I stood in the relative warmth of the doorway, I 
asked if she had a particular interest in wolves, or wolf DNA for that matter. 
She replied with a prompt, ‘no’, giving me the impression that for Mila, 
making PCR152 and working with microsatellites is like doing the dishes, or 
mucking out the horses – just one of those other things that she has to do on 
a daily basis. Though, that said, she is curiously drawn towards the inner 
mechanics of the material she works with, ‘the little parts that you see, or 
maybe you don’t see, imagine…to see how it works’, she assures me, an 

                                                     
151 Puppy hair samples are taken in the spring when wolf dens are inspected.
152 PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction) is a process that allows any segment of DNA to be 
amplified and copied exponentially. Without it, such laboratory work would not be possible,
as larger quantities of DNA are required. See Rabinow (1996) for extensive coverage of this 
technology. 
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interest that keeps her engaged with the practices she conducts daily in the 
laboratory. 

Back inside, Mila starts to dart around once again, juggling different jobs, 
trying to maximise her efficiency. She explains that they get material in from 
all over the country, and this is the only place that such ‘identifications’ of 
origin occur because the material is not sent anywhere else. We looked at 
some saliva samples taken from the wounds of dead sheep. The fieldworkers 
think that these wounds were probably inflicted by a dog, Mila explains, as 
she looks at the notes. The sample is taken in the field by rubbing a swab 
around the edge of the bite wound, to ‘hopefully get some saliva from who-
ever killed it, and it usually works’, Mila assures me. It is important to iden-
tify the perpetrator so that the farmer can claim compensation. If it is a wolf, 
the government pays, and if it is a dog, then it is the neighbour or owner of 
the dog who pays. In most cases, she said, people suspect that it is a wolf 
kill. ‘I think that this is the first time that they actually think that it is a dog’, 
Mila notes. She then swiftly moves on to something else: ‘this is something 
quite similar, it is faeces from a kill where they suspect wolf and if it is a 
wolf and it is not genetically valuable then maybe they will shoot it, so we 
have to find that out’ (emphasis added). 

As we can see, there is a hierarchy of sorts when it comes to wolves and 
their genetic material, and if this ‘value’ or ‘effectiveness’ is deemed to be 
low then it can ultimately result in the death of an individual or of an entire 
‘family group’. Moreover, if molecular data should lead to the conclusion 
that the canid is a dog, then the animal is off the hook, as it is the ‘owner’ 
who has to pick up the bill. There is a sort of genetic determinism at play 
here – a canid eugenics – wolves are shot, dogs are not. Furthermore, ‘ge-
netically valuable wolves’, also referred to as ‘genetically effective wolves’ 
(Räikkönen et al. 2013), are less likely to be shot in order to prevent inbreed-
ing. That said, however, canid eugenics is basically what humans have been 
doing with domestic dog breeds for millennia (Haraway 2003a), yet we do 
not tend to consider ‘wild’ species as the outcome of such practices, hence, 
we could consider what is occurring with the Scandinavian wolf as a form of 
semi-domestication, animal husbandry, or perhaps more accurately, artificial 
selection, in that it attempts to impose controlled and managed breeding, 
something Hugh Beach has referred to as ‘wolf herding’ when considering 
the extent to which ‘governance’ is shaping the land, animals and people in 
Sweden:

What can be termed here as a domestication of a wilderness with 
respect to land is precisely analogous to the domestication of 
“wild” animals like the wolf when, as mentioned above, their 
every movement, their reproduction, and survival, become mat-
ters of human legislation. In fact, so stubborn is the essentialist, 
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self-contained perception of wolves as wild, that when Sámi153

herders are forced to feed them reindeer without interference, the 
compensation provided the herders for their lost reindeer is often 
conceived of as a subsidy to reindeer-herding. More logical 
would be to class it as a subsidy of wolf herding (Beach 2004), 
for under Swedish wolf governance, the destruction they cause is 
no longer an uncontrollable act of nature, but a consequence of 
human legal construction. The wolf may be unaware of his do-
mestication by such process, just as parklands might be con-
ceived of as unaltered in their pristine nature by the regulations 
that enclose them, but in fact, both have been changed to their 
core and, in a sense, domesticated. 

(Beach 2012: 46-47).

The fact that Beach describes the effects of governance as penetrating to the 
‘core’ of both land and wolf is no exaggeration in the Scandinavian case. 
The subspecies’ ‘genetic’ make up is a result of human practices that are 
under strict legal influence and demarcation (in terms of classifying where 
grazing rights are permitted, and wolves being removed from grazing areas, 
either legally or illegally). These are an essential part of the anthropic forces 
that have formed ‘Wolf Island’. Such controlled land use is not new in the 
region as there is a long history of animal husbandry and managing the land 
on a massive scale in Sweden (as noted in the Introduction). Though largely 
this encompasses reindeer herding and forestry of mostly Norwegian spruce, 
one foreign researcher working with population dynamics of a number of 
different species in Sweden noted during an audio-recorded interview that 
this could also be extended to other species as well: 

Marty – My perspective and I’ll try and link it to wolves, maybe I am very 
naïve in this, but from an outsider’s point of view, which is an initial point 
of view, the Swedish people are very much into micro managing [he chuck-
les]. If they can micro manage it then, oh my God, it is overly managed, to 
the point that I would say that the moose population in Sweden has become 
more along the lines of animal husbandry, I would say that they have such 
tight control over the number of moose harvested and the number of moose 
that are on this landscape, and they’re so obsessed with it that it’s unbeliev-
able. I really think that it is unbelievable, and that the extent that they are 
going to with wolves, to make sure that they have genetic information on 
every single wolf and to trace that pedigree; eh, wow! Holy cow! That is a 
little bit obsessive and a little bit over the top. We have so many other ani-
                                                     
153 There are a number of different ways to spell Sami. Here and elsewhere I use the original 
spelling present in the text I am citing. 
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mals out on the landscape and so many other issues that that time and mon-
ey and dedication could be invested in, to increase the diversity and main-
tain that? Wow! Sweden is totally blinded by wolves. 

I can confirm from personal experience that moose are a dominant concern 
nationally, and this is also reflected in the practices and research that occur 
at the station. There are two main reasons for this: one is hunting (there 
should be a healthy population of moose to ensure that hunters are content) 
and the other is forestry. Moose numbers should not reach the point that they 
inflict excessive damage to forests by over-browsing. Moose can and do 
inflict considerable damage to trees, particularly saplings, and so analysing, 
predicting and controlling this is big business, as forestry is one of the larg-
est industries in Sweden. Many people were critical of this industry, which 
one researcher referred to as a ‘monoculture’ of spruce, destroying the Swe-
dish landscape. Hence, trees and moose are the essential story in the coun-
tryside and where they are not, reindeer are. The wolf does not fit in easily 
with these other aspects of ‘nature’, or rather they do not fit in easily with 
the humans who have a vested interest in them. Therefore, it is not surprising 
that the Scandinavian wolf should be so heavily monitored and managed, as 
this is in fact what has been happening with moose, reindeer154 and trees all 
along, even before the return of the Scandinavian wolf. Yet on a molecular 
level, the wolf surpasses all, because as Marty notes, there is an entire pedi-
gree of the Scandinavian wolf that is constantly being updated. The Swedish 
countryside is essentially anthropic, with animals that dwell within legally 
imposed restrictions, a domestic space where wolves experience the effects 
of human-induced selection both genetically and behaviourally. In practice, 
such selection occurs in a number of different ways.

When I asked Erik, a geneticist based at the research station, about such 
‘genetic selection’ during an interview in his office, he explained that it had 
been policy for some ‘legal’ hunts to ensure that certain wolves, due to their 
‘genetic value in the population’, were exempt from culls. He refers to this 
as ‘selective hunting’ or as ‘licence hunts’.155 Some people that I met, how-
ever, argued that to reduce the population in any form does not benefit the 
‘gene pool’ of the Scandinavian wolf. As Erik explains, reducing the popula-
tion may not necessarily benefit the genetic diversity in the population, but 
licence hunts may be conducted in a way that it has a stronger or weaker 
                                                     
154 In some studies, moose and reindeer also have GPS collars.
155 Note that ‘selective’ hunting is parallel to natural selection, except humans are doing the 
selecting. Both selective hunting and licensed hunts refer to the fact that such killing is legal, 
as opposed to poaching, referred to as ‘illegal hunting’. Whether legal or illegal, however, 
hunting is still hunting and referred to as such. It is very difficult to hunt individuals selective-
ly, as it is hard to identify them in the field, consequently it is easier to hunt selectively at 
pack level, to kill the whole pack, which was the method employed during the wolf hunts that 
I discuss in Chapter 7. 
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effect on genetic diversity. During an audio-recorded interview, we discuss 
how genetic data affects management decisions.

Erik – Yeah. It is an interesting thought. If we use genetic information to 
manage the population – when I say manage, I mean if there is hunting156 –
we can potentially use the pedigree information so that the impact of hunting 
on the genetic variation becomes lower than would be expected without tak-
ing the pedigree into account, it is an interesting thought but then again I 
don’t know...

Andrew – I know that there are different levels of thought on this, and that 
some people think that if you cull the right individuals, you could reduce or 
improve that coefficient that you showed me. 

Erik – That is basically why we have applied for money: to investigate, to 
see if managing, if culling – we call it selective hunting – if hunting individ-
uals that have a high average relatedness in the population could result in 
lower inbreeding levels in the population. 

Andrew – Is that a fact? 

Erik – That is simple mathematics. What is interesting in that respect is 
whether this kind of culling has any long-term effects both genetically and 
demographically. Here I think that individual-based modelling is a handy 
tool, to investigate the kind of effects selective hunting has. This includes 
modelling different hunting scenarios. It may for example only be possible 
to conduct selective hunts on pack level, then you have to look at the effects 
of selective hunting on both individuals in that pair in that sense.157

Andrew – This hasn’t been done yet, has it?

Erik – This kind of study?

Andrew – Well the study and this kind of –

Erik  – Selective hunting –

Andrew  – On a genetics basis. 

                                                     
156 ‘Licence hunting’ is part of management practices. It is also referred to here as ‘selective 
hunting’.
157 Note here that mathematics as well as modelling (using computer programmes) is at the 
core of interpreting DNA analysis and how its results are comprehended and consequently 
implemented. 
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Erik – Eh, it depends on how you – yes it has been done. There has been 
licence hunting in this population and a few territories were actually put 
aside during the licence hunt due to their value, their genetic value in the 
population, so you can call that selective hunting if you want [emphasis add-
ed].

Andrew – So basically, they are saying these guys are important –

Erik – Basically, you can’t shoot this male here [he points to the pedigree 
schematic on his computer screen], that is light blue.

Andrew – The light blue guy?

Erik – Exactly and you can’t shoot any of his offspring that have formed a 
pair and that has happened with one licence hunt. 

Andrew – And who makes that decision?

Erik – Who makes the decision? That is the EPA. 

We can observe here that ‘value’ is instilled from the fact that the Scandina-
vian wolf population is considered highly inbred, a factor which is consid-
ered a threat to the population as a whole (see Laikre et al. 2012, Räikkönen 
et al. 2013). Immigrants are deemed of high value as they can bring new 
genes or alleles158 into the ‘gene pool’, where the present level of inbreeding 
is so high that individuals that are not immediately related are considered 
‘equivalent to offspring from a full sibling mating’ (Räikkönen et al. 2013: 
2). We will discuss inbreeding in more detail in the next section, but it is 
important to remind ourselves at this point that it is human practices that are 
isolating the Scandinavian wolf population, and inadvertently causing this 
inbreeding phenomenon that confers value upon ‘genetically effective’ im-
migrant wolves, and deems the local highly inbred wolves as problematic. 

Inbreeding vortex

‘Wolf Island’ is not unique. There is a parallel wolf island in the USA, called 
Isle Royale, with a population of wolves that has had similar problems to 
those of Wolf Island. Though, of course there are contextual differences –

                                                     
158 An allele is another form or variant of a gene. 
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Isle Royale is a ‘real’ island, surrounded by water, rather than one created 
via anthropic activities. The island, separated from the mainland, was popu-
lated by wolves in the 1940s when an ‘icebridge’ formed, with only one 
founding female, and perhaps one or two males (Räikkönen et al. 2009), and 
there are many similarities with the Scandinavian context. At one conference 
I attended an American researcher explained to me that eventually the popu-
lation dropped from 50 to 2, and the remaining wolves on Isle Royale are
presently a father and daughter. It is harder for wolves to hunt and to breed 
as they get older, he explained, so there seems to be little chance for the 
population to ever recover.

Figure 11: This figure illustrates an early Scandinavian wolf pedigree with breeding pairs 
(coloured boxes) as points of reference. The arrows indicate the ancestry of the male (blue) 
and female (red) in every pair. The sources of DNA have also been identified and the breed-
ing year is also referenced in the top part of the figure (After Liberg et al. 2005. Figure 1).
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Figure 12: Updated pedigree of Scandinavian wolves 1983-2012, which, coincidently, looks 
uncannily like a wolf in profile. Ellipses represent females, males are rectangles and the dia-
monds are progeny that have not had offspring themselves, thus they have not contributed to 
the rest of the pedigree. The main difference between this and the previous figure is that this 
pedigree is composed of individuals and not pairs. The different colours indicate inbreeding 
coefficients simplified as follows: moving from dark blue (not related), light blue, yellow, 
orange to red (highly inbred). Grey is unknown and empty blue squares are progeny of the 
original founders considered to be less related than the rest of the wolves in the pedigree 
(After Åkesson et al. 2016. Figure 1).

Could the Scandinavian population suffer in the same way as the Isle Royale 
wolves? I ponder this as I sit in Erik’s office, looking at the schematic that 
we had been discussing displayed on his computer. The material below is an 
extract from the same audio-recorded interview cited earlier. 

I ask Erik, pointing at the screen:                              

Andrew – What would you call this? 

Erik – A pedigree, I would call it that. When you think of a pedigree you 
normally think of squares and circles representing males and females. Here 
we use reproducing pairs instead to make it more illustrative... 
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Erik explains that the pedigree helps them to keep track of a wolf’s genealo-
gy, and keep an eye on inbreeding (see Figure 11 and Figure 12 for different 
illustrations of the Scandinavian wolf pedigree):

Andrew – What are the side effects of this inbreeding, is it a problem? 

Erik – There is an inbreeding depression in the population, we have shown 
that, first of all they get smaller litters...when we count them in winter there 
are fewer individuals there when they are inbred, it could mean that either 
there are fewer born or that they die to a higher extent...Inbred individuals 
are also less successful at forming pairs...and we also have preliminary work 
on body condition, and they have lower condition [physically less strong or 
healthy]. There is also published work on deformities, not from here but 
from Stockholm University...numerous malformations in the population, on 
vertebrae, teeth, intestinal organs, but they are not very frequent.

Andrew – What would you say is the answer to solving this problem, if there 
is one? 

Erik – Gene flow. That unrelated immigrants enter the population. 

Andrew – If the population wasn’t being studied and if this occurred natural-
ly on like an island or something, what would happen? I mean you are expe-
rienced looking at evolution and populations, just out of interest, what would 
happen, if this was an island, this group? 

Erik – And we didn’t know about it?

Andrew – Yeah, yeah, exactly. What would happen in thousands of years or 
something, I don’t know, or perhaps not that far, in a few generations?  

Erik – That’s a good question, that’s a really good question, I don’t know 
what would happen. I mean maybe depending on the population size, the 
population could be purged from harmful genes, and persist, probably it is 
more resilient than we think it is….

Andrew – Well they have existed until now, but it is still very early –

Erik – Exactly, so would I expect a meltdown of the population? That’s very 
interesting to know, whether or not we will see this inbreeding vortex that is 
sometimes spoken of, meaning that inbreeding is increasing to such an ex-
tent that inbreeding depression negatively feeds back on population size so 
that inbreeding increases more rapidly and that a population could die out 
relatively quickly. I think that is where the management authorities have a 
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big responsibility, to make sure this does not occur.

Andrew – But do you have a personal opinion about this – you don’t have to 
comment at all, in terms of managing the population, assuming that the pop-
ulation should stay in Sweden, do you think that there is a way that it can be 
managed most efficiently on a genetic level?                                                                   

Erik –I don’t know. I would say for me it is quite simple. I would say that it 
is to ensure gene flow to the population. 

Erik assures me that it is quite simple. Gene flow would solve the problem of 
inbreeding and the negative physical effects, or ‘inbreeding vortex’ (also 
referred to as an ‘extinction vortex’) that could ultimately destroy the popu-
lation. But in reality, ensuring that those genes flow across national borders, 
across indigenous rights to the land and herds of reindeer, guns and cars, is 
another matter entirely. As a discussion with an employee from the SEPA 
highlighted, such flow is virtually impossible to achieve when you are essen-
tially managing people, not wolves. There are also ethical issues at stake 
with regard to conservation, as Räikkönen et al. (2009: 1029-30) highlight. 
In the USA there is a hands-off approach to national parks (as with Isle Roy-
ale) to limit human interference, but it is the opposite case in Scandinavia, 
where the wolf lives in an anthropic landscape, and wolf activities that affect 
humans are referred to as ‘damage’. As we will see, intervention does not 
seem to be something that the Swedish managing authorities or scientific 
community seem to be concerned about when it comes to wolves. In es-
sence, intervention is the name of the game in monitoring and management, 
hence it is rather upon how one intervenes that people cannot agree. As we 
will see in the next section, to cope with the problem of inbreeding, the 
SEPA has been exploring the possibility of ‘genetic reinforcement’ at the 
behest of the Swedish government.

Genetic reinforcement: building bridges and 
connectivity

The SEPA headquarters borders Östermalm, an exclusive area of Stockholm, 
where expensive chandeliers dangle from the ceilings of fashionable apart-
ments with designer Nordic furniture, and imposing facades nestle snuggly 
against vast open parkland to the east of the city. It is a fantastic area for 
long walks in the summer or cross-country skiing in the winter. Beyond the 
SEPA’s large glazed exterior is a vast reception area with a library and cafe-
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teria, more akin to an art gallery than a government agency. After signing in 
and receiving a visitor’s pass, I browsed through a hunting magazine, which 
sat amongst conservation and management journals and books. One article 
illustrated a picture of a dog that had been ripped apart by a wolf, and in one 
particular hunting magazine there were also many pictures of women hunt-
ing with dogs in an attempt to promote the sport. 

Lars came to meet me, and I followed him upstairs to an area that had 
glass rooms for private discussion. It was very quiet; there was hardly any-
one around. It was Lars’ last day before the Christmas break, so he was in 
good spirits and happy to see me. I had met him many times before at vari-
ous conferences and meetings, and though we had had lots of discussions 
over the years, I had never actually officially interviewed him. 

After some discussion, it soon became apparent that Lars is just as tangled 
in this wolf web as most other people I have met. Working for a government 
agency, I was expecting him to be a little freer of the complexities that I had 
come across. However, there is no real centre to this problem, and it seems 
the more one explores and analyses it, the deeper one gets entangled. Lars 
explained that when one works with the complexities of the wolf issue, it 
takes up all your time and it is very difficult to get free of it, as it is never 
resolved. He said that just last week, he reported back to the government on 
the ‘genetic reinforcement government assignment’. When I ask him to 
elaborate more on ‘genetic reinforcement’, he explained that really what they 
are doing is ‘managing people more than wolves…most of the work is not 
dealing with the wolves themselves but all the people around them’. 

Analytically, it is quite intriguing to think that the genetic reinforcement 
of the Scandinavian wolf population is essentially about managing people. 
One envisages laboratory technicians in white coats with pipettes extracting 
and inserting DNA to ensure that the population was obtaining ‘effective’ 
alleles. Essentially however, as Erik highlighted earlier, it is quite straight-
forward: it is about ensuring ‘gene flow’. As already noted, the Scandinavian 
wolf population in its present ‘inbred’ form is in essence a product of human 
activity, and, furthermore, its maintenance and surveillance as a population 
is also partially the result of human activity. Hence wolves are ultimately an 
unintended symptom of human land management practices, a by-product of 
forestry, moose ‘husbandry’ and reindeer herding. Such practices restrict the 
mobility of wolves, thereby affecting their genetic make up and consequent-
ly the traces of land use (reindeer herding for example), and reinforcing such 
use (via ‘management’ practices), can literally be read in the ‘malformed’ 
bones of deceased Scandinavian wolves.159

I later discussed with Lars the possibility of a ‘virtual’ corridor as a way 
of cutting through those practices that are restricting ‘gene flow’ to enable an 
                                                     
159 Here I am referring to how human land use and management practices affect the Scandina-
vian wolf physically as they are in effect restricting gene flow. 
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essential movement of wolves to facilitate the movement of ‘genes’. In this 
way, one could consider movement across the landscape, whether restricted 
or not, that facilitates the molecular structure of the Scandinavian wolf popu-
lation, as a form of ‘artificial selection’ (to use a Darwin’s (1985 [1859]: 
153) term applied to domestication and breeding), the result of land man-
agement practices. It is not only the indigenous right to herd reindeer that is 
restrictive in this regard, as the Sami have also been managed and controlled 
in a not too dissimilar way to wolves with regard to access to land. As Beach 
asserts, ‘it is difficult to conceive of an indigenous population anywhere 
whose traditional livelihood is as carefully controlled and managed as that of 
the Saami in Sweden’ (2004: 121). This is in itself a consequence, as Beach
goes on to explain, of the exploitation of natural resources by the Swedish 
state further north, which has ultimately forced herding practices ‘into a tight 
corner’ (ibid.). In this regard, the situation with the Scandinavian wolf today 
is in essence an echo from a colonial past, that to this day shapes the bones 
and molecular makeup of wolves in the mono-cultural spruce forests, where 
moose husbandry and harvesting are an annual national pastime. In this 
sense, the Scandinavian wolf really is a wolf in the garden, in a landscape 
continuously affected by human hands, and even though wolves are highly 
adaptable and can live in almost any landscape, if the Scandinavian wolf is 
to continue to succeed it must negotiate these barriers and practices. In this 
regard, no matter what technology one throws at the problem, no matter how 
much one comprehends genetics, the key factors are movement and connec-
tivity. Whether wolves, rather than their parts, are the story, is a matter of 
perspective. As we have previously observed, wolves can become genes and 
genes become the answer to the inbreeding problem – at least ‘effective’ 
immigrant non-inbred ones that is, and consequently it is just a matter of 
getting genes or wolves from A to B.  

Essentially, as Lars explained, now that wolf numbers are more buoyant, 
it is no longer numbers that are the prime concern in order to reach ‘favoura-
ble conservation status…the problem is with genetics with the connectivity’. 
In order to reach favourable conservation status, something different must be 
done to get wolves through the reindeer herding area, because this, in es-
sence, is the initial barrier to gene flow. Interestingly, Lars noted that some 
wolves can succeed undetected up north. Here, there is a blind spot, far away 
from the metaphorical ‘island’ population further south, close to the border 
with Finland and moreover, he notes, wolves are now accepted in parts of 
the reindeer area but not all year round (some are tolerated in the wintering 
area). ‘No one has said that they can’t be there’, he explained, [in any offi-
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cial capacity that is] ‘it is basically down to protective hunting that they are 
being taken away, that keeps the area wolf-free’.160

Since 2008, the government has been talking about the genetic reinforce-
ment assignment and the possibilities of fixing the inbreeding problem. Lars 
explained that the government was pushing the SEPA to get up to 20 ‘genet-
ically effective’ wolves from Finno-Russia to aid the Swedish population. 
Initially, he said, the SEPA wanted to do it ‘the natural way’: communicate 
with the Finns and Russians, and allow wolves in. But the government said 
that the approach should be more active. Hence, in 2010, the genetic rein-
forcement assignment was really about how this could happen in practice.

This assignment was planned together with the Swedish Board of Agri-
culture (Jordbruksverket). ‘January 2011 was the first assignment to carry 
out the proposition. The main thing was to help the wolves stuck in the rein-
deer area, to get them through to mid-Sweden’, Lars explained. The second 
assignment, he continued, was to work together with Swedish zoos, to possi-
bly release wolf puppies in captivity and put them in wild wolf dens. ‘We 
really tried to do these things – we have moved the wolves six times with 
five different individuals, and Junselevargen (the wolf from Junsele, in 
northern Sweden also referred to as Rödluvan (Red Riding Hood), who kept 
returning north to the reindeer herding area even though she was moved 
miles further south) we moved four times. 

They also conducted trials of moving puppies to dens in different zoos, 
which proved successful. ‘On two different occasions we tried to put pups 
out there. Wild females need to be collared, and they have eight days to get 
the pups in the den. But it is hard to collar the right wolves in the right areas 
– that is if landowners have agreed to it. It is hard to know which is the fe-
male, they all look the same, there is a lot of young forest [extremely dense, 
both visually and physically impenetrable] so it is impossible to find them 
with helicopters. You need good snow, so the first year it could not be done. 
The second year we tried again, winter 2012/13, and we collared two wild 
females, but they had their pups too early compared to the captive females, 
so we missed the introduction window.’ Lars explained that they had to 
catch and collar eight females to cover themselves, but only two bred and 
they were too early. However, in 2011, the law changed so that SEPA re-
quired both the landowner’s permission and the permission of the person 
with the hunting rights, even though they already have a litter on their land 
and it would only mean adding two more puppies to that litter, so it would 
                                                     
160 As already noted, protective hunting, a clause that is open to interpretation, allows people 
to shoot wolves if they or their dogs or livestock are threatened – paragraph 28. Paragraph 23 
allows for protective hunting sanctioned by the local government in a given area if the pres-
ence of a carnivore is of concern to local herders or farmers. The authorities are unable to 
protect ‘genetically effective’ wolves via paragraph 28, but restrictions can be imposed via
paragraph 23 as local county board consent is required before ‘problem’ animals can be re-
moved.
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not really make much difference, but no one wanted to do it. 
Lars went out to meet hunters and farmers and landowners, and said that 

this was in their interest ‘as a less inbred population meant fewer individu-
als’ (in other words, they could have a smaller population if it is genetically 
stronger). It was proving fairly successful, but then the planned licenced 
wolf hunt was stopped by the courts, and then tensions started to rise and 
there were big protests, so the project went no further. Now he does not be-
lieve anyone would agree to it even if the timing worked out, all the collar-
ing, permission, decisions, etc. The wolves choose where to den, they have 
no control over that, and for this reason the SEPA is restricted to working 
with certain landowners. I said that there is still a chance for things to work 
out, but he said that even though he is extremely stubborn it is perhaps time 
for someone younger, keener, and with more energy to fight that battle. 

Lars explained that they have also been talking about fetching wolves 
from Russia, but the Agricultural Board said that it is not possible because of
rabies and tapeworm, even though this does not apply if the wolves move 
over the border on their own accord. As soon as humans transport them,
these rules and restrictions come into force, ‘Rabies is not an issue with nat-
ural crossings’, for some reason, Lars notes.161 It is ironic to note that essen-
tially Scandinavian wolf inbreeding is a result of human land use, yet when 
attempts are made to move wolves across the border, human intervention is 
regarded as undesirable, as if it will somehow interfere with ‘nature’, even 
though diseases are able to travel across the border ‘naturally’. I asked if 
there was a plan to form a corridor through the reindeer area, which Lars 
described as ‘a virtual corridor, not a physical one’, for people to keep track 
of them and let them go through. This has been discussed with the ‘reindeer 
people’, but nothing as yet agreed, Lars added.  

Reflecting upon the section above, we can note that there are a number of 
barriers to wolves, not only physical ones such as fences or rifles. Human 
ideals and aesthetics also play a role. For example, why is the Scandinavian 
wolf as a sub-population162 protected from ‘polluting’ dog genes by destroy-
ing wolf-dog hybrids, as discussed earlier with Erik, when potentially dogs 
may harbour ‘effective’ genes. As we saw in Chapter 1, dogs and wolves 
have been interbreeding for millennia, and perhaps for good reason. Genetics 
and genealogy become the point of (human) differentiation between dogs 
and wolves, and between inbred locals and genetically effective immigrants, 
in order to control breeding and prevent inbreeding and hybridisation. Breed-
ing and genealogy is where difference lies, otherwise people would simply 

                                                     
161 I heard several rumours from reliable sources during fieldwork that wolves were being 
shot at the northern border with Finland, though I am not sure which side of the border this 
was occurring.
162Rather than ‘subspecies’, Lars refers to Scandinavian wolves as a ‘sub-population’ in rela-
tion to a larger meta-population in the east, largely in Russia. 
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be talking about wolves full stop, rather than locals and immigrants, or 
Scandinavian and Finno-Russian, or captive and wild. This is something that 
I discuss briefly in the next section with Jesi, a biologist who works with 
wolf monitoring.

Scandinavians versus immigrants

During an audio-recorded interview in Jesi’s office at the research station, 
we discussed a number of different issues about her work with wolves. She 
works with all the Swedish Scandinavian wolves, including the ‘trans-
boundary’ wolves (Swedish-Norwegian) that reside on the border between
Sweden and Norway, but not including the Norwegian wolves that do not 
cross the border. As we discussed various topics, the issue of how wolves are 
classified and differentiated from one another arose, touching upon themes 
of breeding and genealogy.

Andrew – I just want to go back to the Russian wolves, and then I’ll come 
back to some of this again, if that is alright...We have wolves in Sweden, 
they are classed as the Scandinavian wolf, is that correct, officially, on these 
reports, do you call it the, the Swedish wolf, Scandinavian…?

Jesi – No, we call it the Scandinavian wolf and immigrants, and well yeah 
we have immigrants, the Scandinavian wolves, and we also have what we 
call these F1s, first generation hybrids. 

Andrew – Between those…?

Jesi – Scandinavian, Finnish-Russian. [Scandinavian incorporates Norwe-
gian and Swedish (and potentially Denmark though presently this is not the 
case), and immigrant includes Finnish and Russian.]

Andrew – And you are worried about inbreeding, the Scandinavian wolf is 
inbred?

Jesi – It is inbred, they have been on a level where they are just as related as 
siblings. 

Andrew – I am a bit confused. If you need to get new ‘blood’ in, are you not 
then kind of ‘diluting’ the Scandinavian wolf as an individual subspecies, or 
does it not matter really?
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Jesi – No, we just call them Scandinavian because of the genome they have,
because they have been basically isolated from the Finnish-Russian popula-
tion. No one is considering them as a subspecies to keep, it’s the opposite, 
they need to -

Andrew – So really the wolf itself is not endangered…in Sweden?

Jesi – No, as a species. In Sweden?

Andrew – Yeah. 

Jesi – Yeah, well I would say people do not agree on this point whether it is 
endangered or not.

Andrew – Okay. 

Jesi – Some people say we need a thousand, some people say we need two 
hundred, so I have no opinion on this. No. 

Andrew – But what I mean is, if you have got Russian wolves, there are 
thousands of Russian wolves, why worry about the Scandinavian wolf as a…

Jesi – I think that this relates to all these habitat directives that all the coun-
ties are signing up to – that you all have a responsibility towards your origi-
nal species that you had in your country…[She continues to explain that it is 
nothing to do with subspecies, but rather biodiversity as required by the 
habitat directive].

Andrew – But officially is it classed as an endangered species? The Scandi-
navian wolf?

Jesi – It is on the list.163

Andrew – But you yourself, you just see yourself working with the Swedish 
wolf, even though you call it the Scandinavian wolf, you’re not working 
with the wolves in Norway, are you?

Jesi – No, no more than cooperating about the trans-boundary territories. 

Andrew – So it really is a Swedish animal that you are working with?

                                                     
163 The Red List as referenced in the Introduction.
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Jesi  – Well, I don’t really think about it like that, I just think about the wolf 
as a species, and just from my own personal point of view. I know that you 
are not asking me about this but I am just expressing…

Andrew – Of course…

Jesi – From a personal point of view I am interested in preserving these spe-
cies, to keep them in the Swedish fauna but on a level that is okay with eve-
ryone. I would be sad if they disappeared. 

For all the talk and debates that surround wolves in Sweden, referring to 
them as Scandinavian, immigrant, Finnish, Russian and F1 hybrids, inbred 
and not inbred, at the end of the day for Jesi it is all about the fact that there 
should be wolves in the Swedish countryside. However, on closer inspection,
things are not so straightforward, depending upon how one perceives wolves 
or considers what wolves should be. Though presently there are wolves in 
the countryside on a genetic level, on a kinship level things are not so sound. 
Inbred wolves do not live up to or within the parameters to which scientific 
research and management practices aspire. Inbreeding taboos are being bro-
ken, resulting in some malformations being observed, but the wolves are still 
breeding, surviving and multiplying. Is this ‘inbreeding’ problem a result of 
looking too closely at something, of trying to fix something that is not bro-
ken, or rather trying to perfect something that does not adhere to the human 
cultural aesthetics that one expects in Sweden? Indeed, perhaps aesthetics is 
part of the problem, otherwise why are the contribution of dog genes a prob-
lem – referred to as ‘dog introgression into wolf populations’ (Nowak 2003)
– when wolves and dogs can and do produce viable offspring. There is no 
‘introgression’ from a hybrid point of view, no more so than from a ‘pure’ 
wolf point of view, just one canid to another. As discussed in Chapter 1, 
wolves and dogs do mate, and have done for millennia, and in theory such 
‘events’ could provide those highly desired alleles to stop the wolf from 
collapsing into an inbreeding vortex. Why are dog genes considered inade-
quate or problematic or in fact even more threatening for the Scandinavian 
wolf population than inbreeding? I shall consider these questions and more 
in the next sections of the chapter. 

Species specific primers: wolf or dog?

Back in the laboratory, Mila explains how species identification occurs when 
she is working with the saliva samples taken from the wound of a dead 
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sheep. The following extract is taken from the same an audio-recorded inter-
view previously cited. 

Mila – We have chosen thirty microsatellites164 that we will copy from the 
wolf genome…

Andrew – Why?

Mila – Because you want to have a bunch, we will need that many to distin-
guish the individuals from each other. We use the microsatellite data to de-
termine relatedness, and try to decide what individual it is, and you need 
quite a few to distinguish them from each other, because even if they are 
highly variable we don’t have that much variation in the population in Swe-
den. [When you have less variation in the population, you need more mi-
crosatellites compared to a population with more variation]…In order to 
copy these microsatellites you need to use primers that are designed to align 
with the end sequence of the microsatellites that is specific in the genome 
and [the primer] attaches kind of handles and then copies from it.

Andrew – Do you always use the same primers?

Mila – Yes, because you always want to use the same thirty microsatellites 
because you want to go back and compare it…With these guys [saliva from 
the wounds of dead sheep] it’s kind of different from the other things with 
the microsatellites because in here is a very small amount of [predator] 
DNA-

Andrew – Just remind me, this is the saliva?

Mila – Saliva. Of course it will be mostly sheep DNA in here, ah -

She stops briefly to read something – protocol (instructions and procedures).
The more common protocols she knows mostly by heart, she explains. She is 
less familiar with sheep protocol as she only gets around one sample per 
month. 

Mila – Here we work with mitochondrial DNA because there are more cop-
ies of that and copies of sequences just to distinguish between the species 
and we can decide which individual it is and decide if it is a wolf, or dog, or 
fox that killed it.

Andrew – Is it easy separating the sheep DNA from the canids?
                                                     
164 Microsatellites are repeated sections of DNA. 
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Mila – Yeah, and I won’t copy the sheep DNA because I use primers that 
attach dog or wolf, fox and lynx…There are 3 different primers, so the pri-
mers for wolf and dog are of course the same, and you have to look at the 
data file to distinguish between wolf and dog, and then I have primers for 
lynx…and fox [Note that the similarity between dogs and wolves means that 
the same primers are used. In this regard they are the same species. The 
primers are ‘species specific’. They are ‘separated’ when looking at the data 
file, which goes upstairs to Erik who interprets the results on his comput-
er].165

We should note here that recognising and attributing difference is an essen-
tial part of laboratory practice, as genetic material moves from one proce-
dure to another (see Figure 13 and Figure 14). Some separations, some dif-
ferences cannot be realised solely in the laboratory and additional practices 
are required, such as looking at and discriminating aspects of the ‘data file’,
which requires human judgement, rather than primers, to separate or estab-
lish the difference between dogs and wolves. We can note here that specia-
tion is a skill, as it takes time and effort to separate things. This practice is 
explained in more detail in the next section. 

Figure 13: Processing wolf DNA in the laboratory. Photograph by author. 

                                                     
165 After a recent conversation with a wolf geneticist, it emerged that new primers have now 
been developed that are individually wolf and dog specific. However, the fact that it has taken 
more time and effort to develop such primers attests to the fact that it is not a straightforward 
task to separate dogs from wolves in the laboratory or in subsequent data analysis.
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The following extract is taken from the same audio-recorded interview cited 
earlier. Back in Erik’s office I ask:

Andrew – When I was in the lab with Mila, she was looking at samples from 
a sheep that was killed, and was trying to determine whether it was a dog or 
a wolf that had killed the sheep... Does it happen often that dogs kill live-
stock or sheep, and also do you get asked to check these things? 

Figure 14: Separating dog DNA from wolf DNA. Photograph by author. 

Erik – Whether it happens often is difficult to say... We have detected [DNA 
from] both dogs and wolves from sheep, so we know dogs are taking sheep. 

I ask Erik how they can identify whether it is a dog or wolf that has ‘taken’ 
the sheep. 

Erik – Mila uses species-specific markers. For this we use a set of primers to 
amplify DNA from wolf, dog, lynx, bear, wolverine and fox. When she uses 
these primers in a so-called PCR [Polymerase Chain Reaction] she may get a 
product indicating that a certain species is present in the sample. DNA from 
the wolf and dog is amplified with the same primer pair, so I consider them 
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the same species in that situation [my emphasis] meaning that if she gets a
product with the wolf/dog marker, we know it is either a wolf or a dog, but 
we don’t know which one it is. So what we need to do then is to recreate the 
sequence of that PCR product, so then we conduct Sanger sequencing, and 
this is basically done in Uppsala...the sequence I get...I then compare with 
sequences from known wolves and dogs. [He shows me on his screen] So, 
my question is, is this a dog or a wolf?...We highlight this one and set this as 
a reference sequence, and then I choose a setting so it highlights only disa-
greements, so I look for the sequence that has the least disagreements...This 
is the one that has the least disagreements [he points at the screen] and that 
is a wolf, ‘varg’.

He continues.... 

Erik – The most difficult part of when I get this data is that I can get both 
dogs and wolves, and that is very difficult to analyse actually, what we then 
get is a mixture of the sequences within the sequence, I don’t get two clear 
sequences, I see double peaks here, a red (or an adenine) and a blue (or a 
cytosine) entwined, I see a red and a blue above each other, and then of 
course I don’t know which one has what...so you can’t actually disentangle 
the sequence in the haplotype,166 you can then clone the sequences individu-
ally, insert the sequences into bacteria and let them reproduce and then you 
extract them again and do a new PCR and you can disentangle them that 
way. Though this is not something that we do, in fact we never clone any 
PCR products, since it is very resource demanding. 

Andrew – How has that entanglement happened? 

Erik – I don’t really know, there could have been several visits to the car-
cass, it could be that somebody in this case has a dog that has contaminated 
the sample, it could be that we have we have DNA from wolves contaminat-
ing the lab and it has wound up in the sample. 

As Erik notes, it is difficult to distinguish between dogs and wolves when 
their DNA appears in the same sample, ‘what we then get is a mixture of the 
sequences within the sequence, I don’t get two clear sequences, I see double 
peaks here, a red (or an adenine) and a blue (or a cytosine) entwined, I see a 
red and a blue above each other, and then of course I don’t know which one 
has what’, as already quoted earlier. In fact, in relation to the primers used,
he regards them as the same species. Consequently, Erik has to disentangle 
the samples further when analysing the data, and then it becomes a wolf, 

                                                     
166 A haplotype is a group of variant genes (or alleles) inherited from one parent only. 
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‘varg’, as he says. Bruno Latour and Steve Woolgar (1986 [1979]: 59) 
would describe this process as an extension of the ‘purification’ process.

‘Purification’ plays a strange role in the wolf saga, and does not play out 
logically in any way. As we have seen, there is an attempt to protect the 
population from dog genes, even though in theory a small amount of dog 
DNA may destabilise the inbreeding depression. ‘Immigrant’ DNA is 
deemed more valuable than that of local wolves, and if a breeding event 
occurs, the offspring from that event are referred to as F1 (first generation 
hybrids). Ironically, immigrants are seen as different enough to be ‘valued’ 
as ‘unrelated’ and as not inbred in comparison to the Scandinavian wolf,
even though the Scandinavian population is considered an immigrant wolf 
population in the first instance, as explained to me by one researcher, who 
asserted ‘there are no Scandinavian wolves, they are all extinct’. ‘The extant 
population is Finno-Russian from the beginning’, he explained, though as
time has passed and as they have lived in isolation they may now have local 
adaptations to the environment that other Finno-Russian wolves lack (Laikre 
et al. (2012: 3) refer to this as ‘adaptive potential’). Hence, this researcher 
noted, that you would lose all local adaptations if you were to shoot all the 
Scandinavian wolves and replace them with Finno-Russian ones. In some 
ways local inbred wolves could then be said to be valuable, in that they carry 
beneficial genes adapted to the local environment – adaptations that immi-
grant wolves lack. 

It is important to note here that boundaries, borders and classifications are 
in a constant state of flux, as in fact is the wolf’s genome. The hybrid trope, 
as we will discover in the next section, is effective when exploring the in-
congruences that occur when authorities try to freeze phenomena in order to 
impose order and stasis, not only as a by-product of trying to understand the 
dynamics of complicated phenomena, but also as a way of facilitating and 
invoking management practices and policy that would otherwise not tran-
spire. Though many researchers are aware of this factor, the way that prac-
tices are conducted and the way that wolves are essentially managed seem 
not to reflect such thinking. 

Hybrids and ‘genetic integrity’

As already noted, ‘[h]ybridization is a natural process that can lead to specia-
tion. It is also an undesirable issue threatening the genetic integrity of en-
dangered species’ (Vilà et al. 2003b: 17). In this paper, evolutionary biolo-
gists Carles Vilà et al. note that understanding hybridisation with regard to 
‘species potentially in genetic peril’ (ibid.), which includes the Scandinavian 
wolf, is a significant and necessary issue for evolutionary research, conser-
vation and management. Yet we cannot help but notice racial undertones 
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when we consider species ‘potentially in genetic peril’. ‘Peril’ here is really 
a matter of perspective. We can regard such thoughts and actions as the re-
sult of a speciesist ontology as such hybridisation events occur ‘naturally’ 
between dogs and wolves, and it is human intervention that seeks genetic 
‘purity’, a wolf untainted by dog genes. As Haraway asserts, ‘species reeks 
of race and sex’ (2008: 18). 

We have seen that observing the difference between dogs and wolves in 
the laboratory, as well as when analysing data, is not straightforward. In fact, 
we have also noted in earlier chapters that this is by no means an easy task in 
the field either. The difference between wolf and dog tracks in the snow is 
established largely on the basis of whether there are human tracks nearby to 
accompany them, as in the case of dogs, or by observing the way that the 
entire trail of tracks occurs, the trajectory they take, whether they are 
straight, directional, like that of a wolf, or more meandering or ‘distracted’, 
as is considered to be the case with dogs. With regard to scats, the quantity 
of hair in a sample is also a determining factor: ‘you are what you eat’. 
Wolves eating game in the forests would consequently have more bone and 
hair in their faeces in comparison to the soft meals of most pet dogs. These 
differences between dogs and wolves are essentially reflective of the wild 
and domestic spheres, a dualism that does not easily account for hybrids. 
Consequently, the negative perception of hybrids has been assimilated into 
anti-wolf narratives that argue the Scandinavian wolf is in fact a wolf-dog 
hybrid population, as discussed in Chapter 4 where the local man referred to 
wolves as hybrider.

During the audio-recorded interview cited earlier, I also discussed the dif-
ference between northern countries and Mediterranean countries when it 
came to wolf conservation, monitoring and management. I asked the re-
searcher whether there were similar issues with hybrids in southern Europe, 
like Spain: 

Andrew – Are there cases in Spain of dogs breeding with wolves? 

Researcher – Yes, there are cases of wolf-dog hybridisation. Actually, we 
are working with this topic. 

Andrew – And do they live, these hybrids, do they live with the pack, with 
‘normal’ wolves?

Researcher – Well… 

Andrew – Or I suppose it depends if it is a female dog –
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Researcher – For example, we have been monitoring one pack composed of 
different canids. After genetic analysis, we found that some members of the 
pack were pure wolves, and other members of the pack were hybrids.

Andrew – And that stays, that goes into the gene pool? I mean they are not 
shot, these hybrids? 

Researcher – Well, the management recommendation is that if you have 
hybrids in your population, you should remove them. The authorities in this 
area have tried to remove hybrids and, to date, they have removed four of 
these individuals, yes. 

Andrew – Are they killed? 

Researcher – Not all the hybrids in the pack, yet. You can remove some hy-
brids but you are not removing all of the individuals. We made a genetic 
analysis after the removals carried out by the authorities, and we still found 
more hybrids in the area. 

Andrew – And what is the purpose of removing the hybrid. Why? Is it to 
protect or to manage the population?

Researcher – The management decision is based on the idea of trying to 
protect the genetic pool of the wolf population. But we still have little infor-
mation on the prevalence of hybridisation in the wolf population, and what 
are the important and non-important consequences of this phenomenon. So, 
this is an important topic to work with nowadays from a conservation point 
of view. Hybridisation and domestication as you should know is very im-
portant.

Andrew – This is something that I am very interested in actually. I mean I 
am just thinking, probably, I don’t know, but dogs and wolves have been 
mixing for millennia. 

Researcher – Sure, but what is interesting, although they have been co-
existing for millennia – is the fact that wolves and dogs can be separated 
genetically in two pools and this is a very important point…for example, we 
have taken multiple samples from Iberian wolves, and from the dogs living 
in the same area, and they are genetically different, we are able to identify 
two genetic clusters.

Andrew – So would you class them as two separate species? Dogs and 
wolves?
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Researcher – Me?

Andrew – Yeah, you. Your professional opinion, or your personal, I don’t 
mind [I chuckle]. 

Researcher – Can I use personal? [Laughs]

Andrew – Yeah, use personal. 

Researcher – No. It’s Canis lupus familiaris, so what do you think? They 
came from wolves.

It is interesting to consider that this is the general perception of people that I 
met during fieldwork, that dogs ‘came from wolves’. It differs from narra-
tives of our own evolution, as we do not have a living ancestor and hence did 
not come from chimpanzees, but rather share an ancestor with them. Howev-
er, if species can breed and still produce viable offspring, this defies the def-
inition of the species concept and it seems, as already discussed in Chapter 1, 
that most wild canids – coyotes, jackals, and dingoes – can and do breed 
with wolves or other canids. Which begs the question, rather than separate 
species, are we rather looking at subspecies of one large species family, 
though varied phenotypically and behaviourally, not too distinct from the 
variety of domestic dog breeds, or dare I say it, human ‘races’? Haraway 
ponders on her own position in relation to her Australian Shepherd in the 
following reflections:

One of us has a written record of her ancestors for twenty gener-
ations; one of us does not know her great grandparent’s names. 
One of us, product of a vast genetic mixture, is called “pure-
bred.” One of us, equally product of a vast mixture, is called 
“white.” Each of these names designates a racial discourse, and 
we both inherit their consequences in our flesh. 

(Haraway 2003b: 2).

With such thoughts in mind, I return to the same audio-recorded interview 
with Erik. I ask him about wolf-dog hybrids. 

Andrew – You have never come across any hybrids or anything like that, I 
mean, how would you expect to see a hybrid? 

Erik – We have only had one known hybridisation event in Scandinavia [in 
Norway] and we didn’t analyse that here. That was analysed at Uppsala Uni-
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versity...and during that time they detected a hybridisation in this pair here 
[he points to the screen].167

Andrew – That was in 1999? 

Erik – This female wolf bred with a dog in 1999...they looked morphologi-
cally different, also genetically there were clear indications of a hybridisa-
tion event. Most were killed as arranged by the authorities at rendezvous 
sites168 and some died in other ways, so none of the hybrid offspring man-
aged to recruit into the breeding population, we know this for sure and we 
would see it directly.

I ask Erik how he would ‘see’ a hybrid in relation to other canids, wolves or 
dogs.

Erik – The first thing that would strike me, if I had a sample and there was a 
hybrid there, just by looking at it [its DNA that is, in the form of a numerical 
sequence, not the actual animal], is that it would probably be like an irregu-
lar wolf. We have very good knowledge about the allelic variation in Finland 
and Russia, so it would likely carry alleles that do not exist among wolves in
Finland and Russia. So the first thing that I would think is that maybe it is an 
immigrant from even further afield or a wolf-dog hybrid. Then I would look 
at it statistically. There are powerful statistical methods to test for hybridisa-
tion.

Conclusions

We have seen that from one perspective the Scandinavian wolf is just anoth-
er aspect of a ‘domestic’ landscape. We have also observed how that ‘purity’ 
or ‘distinctiveness’ is not only occurring inadvertently as a consequence of 
reindeer herding or forestry, but also deliberately as ‘breeding’ decisions are 

                                                     
167 This is before the recent group of hybrid puppies were discovered in Sweden, southwest of 
Stockholm (also see note at the end of Chapter 1). Talking with a number of interlocutors, I 
have learnt that a female wolf mated with a male dog, producing six known puppies. All six 
puppies were killed as a result of an implemented protective hunt last winter (2017/18). The 
mother and her male wolf partner at the time were also shot. Upon subsequent analysis, it was 
noted that there were potentially seven puppies, as revealed by scarring (traces) in the moth-
er’s uterus, but it is highly unlikely that there is still a hybrid in the region, and most likely it 
died from other causes. 
168 Rendezvous sites are locations were wolf family groups regularly meet.
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being made, or at least attempted with the selection of ‘genetically effective 
wolves’ – essentially immigrants – over the local inbred wolves. Such selec-
tion occurs via ‘selective hunting’ or ‘protective hunting’, as well as ‘trans-
location’ (deciding which wolves are moved and where). It is for this reason 
that I consider that such ‘selection’ can be regarded as on par with Darwini-
an ‘artificial selection’ (human-induced domestication).

It is therefore essential to recognise that the comprehension of effects, and 
to what events they are attributed is necessary in order to understand how the 
Scandinavian wolf, as a recognised ‘red list’ species, came to exist or rather 
became reinvented in the first instance, and subsequently maintained and 
protected. Such effects are in essence the ontological grounding of entangled 
scientific and management practices via which the wolf manifests. These 
effects cannot be attributed to a single bounded species, but are rather a con-
sequence of human-wolf relations in the Scandinavian peninsula. Haraway 
notes a similar point in reference to dogs, though this applies just as much to 
the ‘domesticated’ or ‘semi-domesticated’ Scandinavian wolf: 

…dog genetics is a social network as much as a biotechnical 
one. Neither microsatellite markers nor thirty-generation pedi-
grees fall from the sky: they are the fruit of historically located, 
naturalcultural work. Breed standards, dog genomes, and ca-
nine populations are material-semiotic objects that shape lives 
across species in historically specific ways.

(Haraway 2003a: 127).

We can clearly observe this when, for example, as one researcher pointed 
out to me, there are also ‘non-harmful inbreeding depressions’. As he ex-
plains, ‘not all malformation is detrimental’. Malformations, then, are just a 
way of looking at phenomena that could be regarded simply as ‘formations’, 
without the negative prefix, as here we are essentially looking at evolution in 
action,169 perhaps the most ‘natural’ process in the world. In fact, it tends to 
be considered the mechanism of ‘nature’ but, as already noted in earlier 
chapters, it is impossible to separate nature from culture, and, subsequently 
in this regard, evolution as a phenomenon becomes problematic, even for the 
most dedicated Darwinians and ecologists. It seems that in this context, 
when humans attempt to impose their own temporality upon continuous 
phenomena, such as evolution and the lives of other species, change and flux 
tend to be considered as threatening. Even with the best intentions, human 

                                                     
169 Speciation often occurs after long periods of population bottlenecks, as can hybridisation, 
as already cited in reference to Vilà et al. 2003b.
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‘interventions’ into the ‘breeding’ of other species still have to grapple with 
connectivity and biology. Consequently, such actions must be considered as 
participatory. As one researcher noted with reference to the ‘translocation of 
wolves’ from Finno-Russia, there is no guarantee that the offspring will sur-
vive and reproduce. In one case, he explained, there was a translocation from 
northern Sweden with ‘fresh genes’, but not all the puppies survived – some 
were shot and one was hit by a car. 

Science, as a more general set of principles, still has to grapple with re-
flexivity in a broader sense of its general practice, because the implications
when comprehending complex phenomena that are in a constant state of flux 
are huge. The outcome in this case is the domestication of the ‘wild’. As 
Paul Rabinow succinctly points out, ‘[i]n biosociality, nature will be remod-
elled on culture understood as practice. Nature will be known and remade 
through technique and will finally become artificial just as culture becomes 
natural’ (Rabinow 1992: 241-42, cited in Franklin 2003:103). 
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Chapter 6 | Wolf matters: materiality and the 
wolf

In earlier chapters, I have shown how material traces have been tracked and 
recorded in order to comprehend, monitor and manage wolves. Now we shall 
examine the wolf ‘body’, the ‘material’ wolf itself and its parts, rather than 
the traces it leaves, and how it comes to tell stories, evoke emotions, and 
ultimately answer and reinforce what a wolf is and what a wolf does. In or-
der to inquire deeper into the material processes that the Scandinavian wolf 
endures once it has stopped breathing – because this is when the wolf body 
is predominantly examined170 – I conducted fieldwork at two key locations, 
the Swedish National Veterinary Institution (SVA) and the Natural History 
Museum. By law, all Scandinavian ‘wild’ wolves living within Sweden’s 
borders are part of the Statens vilt, ‘state’s wildlife’, which essentially means 
they belong to the state, though this legal status only seems to apply when 
they are dead. Living wolves have no legal ownership status; for all intents 
and purposes, they are ‘free’, though once life has ebbed away, any body or 
body part of a wolf that is found or obtained, including individual bones or 
teeth for example, must be handed over to the state,171 via the SVA. Once 
examined and passed through the correct channels, this material is then 
passed on to the Swedish Museum of Natural History, which Räikkönen et 
al. refer to as the national wolf ‘repository’ (2013: 2). These practices are 
conducted on a scale that is unprecedented in comparison to other species, a 
process that one interlocutor referred to as treating the Scandinavian wolf ‘as 
if it is almost sacred’. 

                                                     
170 Though there are living ‘windows’ when collaring that allow access to living wolves, these 
are brief encounters. The wolves are weighed and measured after having been immobilised, 
and perhaps collared if they have not been so already (see Chapter 3 for more on collaring). In 
the spring, dens are also examined in order to count the number of puppies in a given litter.
171 This no longer applies to the entire pelt if the wolf has been shot during a ‘legal’ hunt, as 
the hunter is now allowed to keep it. Now a sample of fur is taken during the inspection con-
ducted by local county board inspectors during the hunt and this is sent on to the SVA and the 
Natural History Museum.
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Regarding fieldwork up to this point, I have followed the wolf from the 
ground up, so to speak, by initially tracking wolves in the snow or by col-
lecting material, which is then analysed in the laboratory, in order to provide 
a genetic profile of the individual. As already noted, these practices exam-
ined indices, wolf parts, traces, exuviae or impressions that are recognised as 
emanating from wolves as they go about their daily lives. In this next sec-
tion, however, though parts and traces are still part of the story, I shall work 
the other way around from whole to parts, because the ‘whole’ wolves ac-
quired by the SVA and the Natural History Museum are gradually atomised 
as they move through the systemic practices that are in place at both of these 
establishments, practices that contribute to how wolves manifest and become 
known.

The Swedish National Veterinary Institution (SVA)

During a preliminary visit in the early spring of 2014, I had managed to or-
ganise access to the SVA, where all dead wolves and in fact any physical 
‘part’ of a ‘wild’ wolf that is found or killed in Sweden must be sent for 
analysis and subsequently reported upon. The SVA is adjacent to the SLU, 
the agricultural university in Uppsala, a short drive north of Stockholm. Af-
ter I had signed in at the front desk and received a nametag – observed keen-
ly by a stuffed lynx that stood over the stairwell staring down at the entrance 
hall – I was met by Emil, a middle-aged, stocky man, with dark, short hair 
and sharp, bright blue eyes. I got to know Emil very well over the next few 
months, meeting him on several occasions, both at the SVA and the Natural 
History Museum, as well as at a number of different conferences and meet-
ings, and he subsequently became a key figure in my research. 

After negotiating a disorientating number of corridors, stairs and door-
ways, I followed Emil into his office, which is situated in the pathology and 
wildlife disease section of the building. On one shelf there was a photograph 
of a smiling man kneeling next to a huge North American wolf, which 
seemed a little stiff and uncomfortable at having its photograph taken; a soft 
cuddly wolf toy was on another shelf, and on the opposite side of the room, 
on a shelf near his desk, were a number of jars containing a selection of very 
long and wide spaghetti-like intestinal parasites, eerily suspended in a dark 
yellow liquid. Emil informed me that they had all been removed from Swe-
dish brown bears. The screensaver on his computer displayed an image of 
planet Earth with sharp, carnivorous teeth, its mouth wide open, attempting 
to bite the moon, which had a mouse-like tail; a fitting image as Emil’s 
world at work is dominated by carnivores. In front of the screen, sitting on 
his desk, was a lynx skull wrapped in a plastic bag, and there were a number 
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of boxes on the floor which he explained contained the teeth of various car-
nivores. He sends them to Montana (USA), where they have a way of slicing 
thin samples, which are then mounted on glass slides for reference. Though 
they have a machine that does the slicing here, at SVA he explained, they 
lack the knowledge and expertise of the entire process, which can take up to 
five years to acquire. 

Emil explained that he had extensive experience working with wildlife in 
Sweden, originally stemming from his interest in nature as a young boy, 
shooting his first winter squirrel with his grandfather’s .22 calibre rifle when 
he was around five or six years old.172 This is not an unfamiliar story. Many 
people I met in Sweden that worked with wildlife also have a keen interest in 
hunting. As Emil explained, this is traditionally how knowledge was passed 
down from generation to generation, ‘it was learnt in the woods, these days a 
lot of new hunters are from the city and they lack this knowledge’, he la-
mented. After training as a wildlife biologist in Uppsala, he worked for some 
time as a professional hunter, raising game birds for release in both Denmark 
and Sweden. He has also worked for a prominent hunting association, as part 
of their research team working on The Brown Bear Project, which conducts 
research on Swedish brown bears, and has also worked with the Natural 
History Museum. This puts him in the unique position of having worked in 
many different areas of large carnivore management and research. Despite 
this impressive record, Emil is extremely humble and down to earth. 

Upon leaving his office, Emil gave me a quick tour. There were offices 
and a library on this floor, and then on the ground floor there were laborato-
ries, some of which are the SVA’s and some of which are the SLU’s. 
Though there is some crossover with staff and resources, there are quite 
strict working spaces that are utilised separately. ‘As soon as a large carni-
vore is dead [referring to the 4 large Swedish carnivores – bear, wolf, lynx, 
and wolverine. Golden eagles are sent directly to the Natural History Muse-
um], it becomes our responsibility’, Emil explained as he swiped his key 
card at a number of different doorways. ‘This is not necessarily the entire 
animal, it is also animal parts that are reported and brought in’, he continued. 
In the case of lynx and wolves, however, hunters are now allowed to keep
the pelt, but the rest of the animal has to be sent in. As we continued and 
walked along a number of different corridors towards the necropsy area (also 
referred to as the autopsy area) on the ground floor, Emil explained some of 
the systemic processes that are conducted once a wolf arrives at the institute. 
Wolves and wolverine are X-rayed first, as are special cases of lynx and 
brown bear. The main purpose is to locate any lead shot. For example, ten 
percent of the wolves they get in, Emil explained, have old shot wounds, the 
majority of which are from shotguns. When hunting wolves ‘legally’, you 
                                                     
172 In Sweden, you are allowed to start hunting at the age of 16 if you are supervised by an 
adult and at 18 you are entitled to apply for your own license.
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are only allowed to use rifles, hence, the presence of lead shot implies that 
these wounds are the result of either planned illegal hunting or, most likely –
because a shotgun was used, not the weapon of choice when hunting wolves 
– that it is opportunistic when, for example, someone is out hunting birds 
and they encounter a wolf. I asked Emil if shotguns are effective when at-
tempting to kill a wolf. He said that the ‘problem wolves’ are shot with shot-
guns from a range of 10 to 15 metres away from a helicopter, ‘this is the 
most efficient method’, he said, as it is hard to be accurate with a rifle from a 
moving helicopter. This distance is also the same when ‘immobilisations’173

are conducted. The helicopter has to maintain the same speed as the animal. 
Even though it sounds relatively close, Emil knows from personal experi-
ence how hard this can be, having immobilised many brown bears when 
working for The Brown Bear Project. 

During the necropsy, everything is measured and registered, and the bod-
ies are examined thoroughly in order to look for anything unusual. Four 
times a year they send wolf DNA samples to Erik, the geneticist at the field 
station for analysis, and they also send samples to the Natural History Muse-
um, where they are examined for any environmental toxins. At the museum, 
they have a database that stretches back to 1967, the oldest in Sweden and 
perhaps one of the oldest in the world. The teeth are sent to Montana for 
slicing and mounting on glass slides, which he says costs 11.50 euros per 
tooth, and the bodies are stored here during ongoing police investigations. 
Eventually, when investigations have terminated, most of the ‘meat’174 is 
removed and burnt in a furnace here at the SVA. This reduces the weight 
before the bones and skins (if they have the pelts and the hunter does not) go 
to the Natural History Museum, where finally the remains are boiled to re-
move any remaining flesh. 

When we neared the necropsy area, Emil pointed to a door labelled
‘Guest’. ‘See you on the other side’, he said, laughing. ‘Sounds a little 
strange, I know’, he continued, ‘when you say ‘other side’ ’. Beyond the 
changing rooms, death was on the ‘other side’. Before entering the adjacent 
door labelled ‘Staff’, Emil explained that I should put on the plastic blue 
shoe covers and a white laboratory coat, before emerging on the ‘other side’. 

The room I entered had strict instructions to avoid contamination, marked 
out on several different posters on the walls. There were a number of sinks 
kitted out with disinfectant bottles, two large buckets containing the shower-
cap-like plastic shoe covers, and a little wooden step, which you had to step 
over to get to the peg rack where a number of white laboratory coats hung, 
and a few white wooden clogs lay on the floor in pairs waiting for feet to fill 

                                                     
173 Immobilisation refers to the process of sedating a wolf. Usually a powerful sedative dart is 
fired from a helicopter. 
174 Flesh is always referred to as ‘meat’, a direct translation of kött.
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them.175 The wooden step separated the clean area, the ‘outside’, from the 
‘inside’, in essence the other side of that wooden step was part of the necrop-
sy area, where potential pathogens lurked and consequently the area must be 
isolated as much as possible. The floor in the necropsy area is considered a 
contamination threat; nothing can leave if it has touched the floor unless it 
has some kind of protection or has been disinfected. 

Through the door, ‘on the other side’, as Emil referred to it, was another 
corridor, at the end of which sat a large pile of pristine white skulls, ele-
phant, chimpanzee, giraffe, all shapes and sizes. Here, I had to sign in again 
and provide my mobile phone number on another computer before entering 
the necropsy room, in case there is a disease outbreak and staff must inform 
and recall whoever was present in the necropsy room during the time of ex-
posure. 

Moving on down the corridor, there was a faint smell of stale blood in the 
air as I approached a large set of automatic doors, adjacent to which stood an 
orderly line of green wellington boots, obvious essentials, I presumed, for 
the really messy jobs, when wooden clogs would just not do. Suddenly, as 
the automatic doors were flung open revealing row upon row of stainless 
steel tables, a potent acrid smell hit me forcefully. Brightly lit by, large win-
dows and fluorescent tubes overhead, the room was laid out like mirror op-
posites, the stainless steel tables lined symmetrically either side of it, with a 
number of different carcasses splayed out upon them. As we walked down 
the central aisle that separated one set of tables from the other, Emil ex-
plained that the necropsy room was divided in two, wild and domestic, with 
wild animals on the left and domestic animals on the right.

When I asked Emil about this division in more detail, he explained that 
the necropsy space is used by the SVA in general, not just the team that 
deals with wildlife. The domestic team, which was referred to by one em-
ployee as ‘the domestic people’, work with domestic animals that have died, 
whether to determine cause of death for insurance companies, or to see if 
there is something unusual or potentially harmful to humans. In essence, this 
division stems from the fact that the wild and domestic sides of the SVA 
have different sources of funding, and different budgets. However, why this 
division should be reflected in the layout of the necropsy room was not so 
clear when I questioned different people. The veterinary staff are segregated 
to either wild or domestic, but the technicians are not. Emil explained that 
the physical division in the room did make it easier for the technicians, help-

                                                     
175 Both here at the SVA and at the Natural History Museum, people often wore white wood-
en clogs. They were practical in that they are easy to slip on and off without contaminating 
your hands, easy to clean and they do not absorb water like most other shoes, which can be 
problematic if you are working with a lot of blood and you have to hose the floor frequently. I 
know, from personal experience, that the plastic shoe covers do not do a good job of keeping 
water out as they are perforated. 
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ing them to remember where they have put things, and what belongs to 
which side. Another employee, who I subsequently questioned about the 
matter, said that it was not for the prevention of contamination, or anything 
like that but was rather to do with the overall funding of the SVA, and that it 
aided the division of labour. Domestic animals are paid for privately, not by 
the state or from funds obtained via hunting licences, as is the case for the 
wild side, even though there are crossovers with technical staff and on occa-
sion other members of staff. 

On the wild side tables, I noticed a badger, what looked like a raccoon 
dog,176 an osprey, two cat owls, one of which had been opened up and the 
contents of its stomach – a dead, partially decomposed mouse – lay beside it. 
On the domestic side, I noticed the remains of a cow calf and perhaps the fur 
of a husky or similar dog breed. Emil said that I would not be allowed to 
film the domestic side, as they cannot give me permission. The domestic 
animals have owners who must be considered, he insisted – it would not be 
nice to see the collar of a dead animal that belonged to you on TV. I assured 
him that this would not be a problem. I would film only the wild side.

Moving on through another set of automatic doors, passing people kitted 
out in green scrubs (all staff wore green scrubs and all visitors wore white 
laboratory coats), we entered another large open area with a very high ceil-
ing that housed a gantry and a block and tackle. There was a picture on one 
wall of the block and tackle being used to move the carcass of an elephant, 
with subsequent images of it being chopped up into smaller pieces. Off to 
one side there was a smaller, isolated room, which had exceptionally tight 
security. This area is used to work on particularly infectious diseases, where 
special suits have to be worn for protection. At one time they had worked 
here with birds that had avian flu. Emil said that such work could obviously 
be dangerous, which is why such precautions must be taken. The people at 
most risk of infection, he explained, are the technicians, as they tend to han-
dle all the animals in all areas. 

This back part of the necropsy area had outside access, where animal ma-
terial could be brought in and out, and it also enabled access to another adja-
cent building which housed three furnaces where, Emil explained, they burnt 
the ‘meat’ that was removed from the skeletons before they are sent on to the 
Natural History Museum, where they are subsequently ‘boiled’ (not quite) to 
around 80 degrees centigrade, in order to remove the remainder of the flesh. 
This back area is also where technicians would prepare cadavers, and flay 
them, before they went out to the necropsy room to await examination by a 
veterinarian. 

This back area is also where all the animal cadavers were stored. There 
was a room that was kept at two degrees, which I noticed had some caper-
                                                     
176 The raccoon dog, Nyctereutes procyonoides, is canid even though it looks a little like a
raccoon. In Sweden it is considered an invasive species originating from Asia.  
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caillie grouse in it, and three other freezers that were set at below -20 de-
grees centigrade. Inside one of these freezers, Emil opened a large plastic 
drawer which was full of wolf samples, and in one of the other freezers he 
showed me a drawer full of miscellaneous bear samples, and yet another had 
samples and bodies from police cases that had not been resolved. The cases 
can go on for years, Emil asserted. Though there was also another freezer in 
the basement for additional storage, it was clearly apparent that space was a 
scarce commodity. 

The three little bears

My first few days at the SVA turned out to be very eventful. As it is the 
SVA’s policy that all guests should be accompanied by a member of staff, 
Kerstin, a small woman casually dressed, came to meet me at reception. She 
led me through the maze of glass doors, corridors and steps, explaining on 
the way that they had a very busy day ahead of them, as five bears, two lynx 
and a wolf had come in.

After donning an oversized white laboratory coat, I signed in on the com-
puter register by the entrance of the necropsy room, and then Kerstin took 
me through to see Emil. She led me past the two rows of autopsy tables all 
sparkling clean, prepared and covered with large clear plastic sheets, waiting 
for the day to begin. In the back part of the necropsy area, Emil, dressed in 
green scrubs, stood at a sink washing his hands. Behind him, a large brown 
bear swung gently from the end of a chain that hung from the gantry. Her 
three small cubs lay adjacent to one another upon a stainless steel trolley, 
and a wolf and a lynx lay on another table at the back of the room. After 
Emil introduced me to some of the technicians, he showed me the other lynx 
that had to be worked on in one of the cold rooms. It was uncanny to see it 
outstretched and flayed, with its rounded head and long limbs, it appeared 
almost like an elongated human, like a mutilated abomination from H. G. 
Wells’ The Island of Doctor Moreau (2005 [1896]). 

As Kerstin started photographing the bear cubs with identification num-
bers from a number of different angles, Emil explained that this bear was the 
same female that I had heard about, a day or so earlier, in the press. It had 
attacked an 80-year-old man, who had lost his ear during the attack, and 
consequently local police had made the decision to shoot her and her cubs 
(in such cases a specialist local hunter is hired to dispatch the animals). Ap-
parently the man had surprised her while she was eating a moose carcass 
with her offspring. In this case, it looks as if she was defending both her cubs 
as well as her food. The killing is a little controversial. Emil noted, in the 
USA it is likely that they would not have shot her. They would consider 
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whether it was the animal’s or the human’s fault. Because she was defending 
her offspring, there was some disagreement in the local police force as to 
whether she should have been killed at all. Unfortunately, because the cubs 
have no chance of survival without their mother, they were also shot. I was a 
little surprised that three healthy young bears had to be killed, but this was 
far from an isolated case. In fact, the very next day another female bear ar-
rived with her three cubs, all having been legally shot by a local specialist 
hunter as instructed by the county governor. On this occasion, Emil ex-
plained, the bears had been in the reindeer herding region, and even though 
they had not yet killed anything, they would not be tolerated there, as it was 
calving season. Unfortunately for them, Emil continued, ‘they were in the 
wrong place at the wrong time for a bear’. 

I decided to document the examination of the three cubs. Emil recom-
mended that I join Sofia, a young Danish veterinarian, who was going to 
conduct the post-mortem examination. Sofia is from a small country town in 
Denmark and came here to the SVA after completing her training in Copen-
hagen, but she planned to return in a few weeks to start a PhD. ‘I started with 
wildlife while in Denmark’, she explains, ‘I enjoy wildlife, but I am a pa-
thology person. There are two kinds of people that work on wildlife: there 
are the pathology people and there are the wildlife people. I like wildlife but 
I am in it for the pathology.’ As we will come to see, what Sofia means by 
this is that she is intrigued by the mystery of disease and illness, and enjoys 
the challenge of finding the source or cause, whereas the ‘wildlife’ people, 
she describes, are more interested in the ‘species’ for their own sake, and 
perhaps their ecological relations with other species, and the environment in 
general. This is why Emil, for example, would be considered a ‘wildlife’ 
person. He is interested in wildlife, the life histories of animals and their 
ecological relations. Most people I worked with, whether hunter, county-
board fieldworker or scientist, in this regard tended to be ‘wildlife’ people in 
some capacity. 

I set up the camera looking over the three flayed little bears lined up on one 
of the examination tables. Their flesh was pale, light pink, the colour of raw 
pork. Beside them lay their soft brown pelts. Sofia started work. The follow-
ing dialogue was recorded on video. 

Sofia  – These ones were euthanized from very close range, so you often get 
very big wounds like these. Poor little thing. And this one is teething [han-
dling its jaw]. Its feet are so cute [handling the pads of its feet within the 
pelt]. 

Andrew – Do you ever find it hard working with young animals?

Sofia – No-
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Andrew – No? It doesn’t make any difference?

Sofia – I think it is – I might not agree with the decision to euthanize them, 
but I think you get used to it. Yeah. Well at least I get used to it, may be not 
everybody….Because these ones are Statens vilt177 I am not allowed to dam-
age the skeleton. So I will try and take everything out without cutting up the 
thorax [It is important not to damage the skeleton, as this will be sent to the 
Natural History Museum].

Andrew – Is it easy to damage the skeleton?

Sofia – If it was not Statens vilt I would just open the ribcage and do like 
that, [she motions flipping it on to the table], now I will just loosen up here 
[around the throat] and pull out the lungs from – like the domestic animals 
they always cut up here [same as the state’s wildlife, to prevent damage to 
the skeleton]. You see these ones are quite pale so they probably bled out 
when they were euthanized….it’s always a bit tricky to get at the 
tongue….[She continues] So now it’s looking through the organs to see if 
they look normal, the size, the shape, the consistency, the colouring, some-
times the smell, but never taste though [she laughs]. Then we take the sam-
ples, I take one kidney for the bank [organ samples are stored here in a 
freezer at -20], and I leave one for the museum, they will collect the other 
one, and of course when it is small individuals like these ones that are sup-
posedly healthy, you look through to see if you can find any congenital 
things on them. And as you can see this one is teething…we just note stuff 
like that...the museum are usually the ones that are interested in that kind of 
information [for research purposes]...Sometimes it can be a bit difficult to 
distinguish between slime and worms [looking carefully at the material] –
slime. The last thing I do is look through the intestines. It is my least favour-
ite part of the necropsy because it takes so long. And with these ones that 
only eat milk, it is not such a big problem. But if you have an otter or a fox 
that eats fish or rotten stuff it smells quite bad, so it is a good idea to do it at 
the end so that you don’t have to smell it. We have seven pieces of organ 
that we take; I will not be sampling the brain because we don’t destroy the 
skull unless it’s already opened. 

Andrew – You have some wolves in Denmark now?

Sofia – Apparently, yeah. That’s my former colleagues from the Danish 
Veterinary Institute, they called me, ‘How do we find out if it’s a wolf or a 
                                                     
177 As noted earlier in reference to wolves, bears also do not belong to anyone when they are 
alive within Swedish borders, but once dead they are Statens vilt (state’s wildlife).
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just a dog?’ Yeah, not that I could tell them, but I knew the people that could 
help. Yeah that’s a new situation. Maybe I’ll make a new career after my 
PhD, wolf necropsy and identification in Denmark. They actually just fin-
ished their handlingsplan [action plan], what to do now that the wolf is in 
Denmark, and how we should take care of the livestock. I think that it is 
more or less the same as it is here in Sweden. 

Andrew – I saw a film of them trying to see if it was a wolf or a dog. So that 
was the Danish Veterinary Institute?178

Sofia – Yeah, yeah, it was. They did the necropsy at least on the one that 
died by itself [of an unknown cause but not hunted], but I think that they 
suspect that a lot of them have already been shot. 

Andrew – But they couldn’t figure it out, from what I remember-

Sofia – No, no, but it is the first wolf in 150 years and the expertise has kind 
of faded out, I think [laughing]. But I think that they did a DNA test. I think 
that they use the same lab that Emil sometimes uses. At least I gave them his 
information so that they could do the testing, and when they had the attacks 
they had some sheep that they suspect that were attacked by wolf, we gave 
them the contact information for people in Länsstyrelsen [local county 
board], people in Skåne, Halland, that know how to distinguish between 
wolf and dog attacks, where and how they bite, the pattern in the lesions in 
the prey animal. It will be interesting to see what happens and how the pub-
lic is going to greet the wolf back. So far it is only males. That will keep the 
level of wolves down for some time [she laughs]. Okay this one’s done. 

Contamination and parasites

As Sofia starts to work on one of the other cubs, I ask about the procedures 
that are in place to avoid contamination, when getting changed in the chang-
ing rooms, for example, and the fact that some things cannot be removed 
from the necropsy area at all, like cameras, clipboards or other equipment 
that is used frequently. Furthermore, the necropsy area has its own washing 
machine for scrubs and laboratory coats, so they never have to cross the line 
back into the other part of the building. Is this to prevent containments from 
getting out or from getting in? The following is an extract taken from the 
same video footage. 
                                                     
178 The film referenced in the Introduction.
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Sofia – No, the other way around, its mostly the other way around…It’s not 
from taking something from the outside in, it’s more from moving stuff 
around in here, like taking one bacteria from this carcass to that and culture 
on that one and falsely interpreting that as a finding in the igelkott [hedge-
hog: she points to another table where a flayed hedgehog lies spread-
eagled] while it was moved from this to there. So it’s more from within here 
than from outside and then not having stuff coming from here to the outside.

Andrew – So each sort of ‘table’, what do you call this, table, workbench?

Sofia – Yeah, table. 

Andrew – It’s like a unit, so you don’t take one thing from –

Sofia – Well at least you ask. There is nothing worse than people putting 
fingers in your case without asking… [note the use of the word ‘case’ rather 
than animal]

Sofia – [Looking at the second bear cub, which has been shot in the head at 
close range. Little of its face remains] Okay I think we can establish what 
happened to this one. Oh [she coos], their noses are always so nice.  

Andrew – Do you often see this kind of facial injury or trauma?

Sofia – Yeah, this one has been shot directly in the head, and today we will 
sample the brain because it is there. So, gunshot to the head [noting cause of 
death]. 

Andrew – Is it from behind, or you can’t tell?

Sofia – You can’t tell. When it hits bone like this it just goes like, pow! [She 
motions an explosion pulling her hands apart]… you can sometimes tell if it 
is not such close range, but these ones were probably hiding out [meaning 
the shooter had to get close, which is why there is so much damage], doing it 
like this is at least an efficient way to do it, you are sure it is going to die 
quickly. This one is a male, tiny, tiny, testicles [She says tenderly]. I’ll try 
not to ruin them.   

Stepping back from the table, taking a momentary break, ‘Lunch?’ Sofia 
asks smiling, presenting the three flayed bears laid out in front of her with 
the open palms of her hands. I later ask her if working with animals like this 
puts her off steak. ‘Never’, she affirms, but it has put her off surströmming,
fermented herring, which she insists smells almost exactly like the contents 
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of an otter’s stomach. Leaving the bears in place, Sofia moves to another 
table and begins work upon a flayed hedgehog from Gotland. I comment 
upon its appearance.

Andrew – It doesn’t look like a hedgehog when it doesn’t have its spikes on. 
It looks like a rat or something. 

Sofia – I think that is common for all the animals that we necropsy here. 
Like when they get in here, it doesn’t really matter if it is a bear, or a lynx or 
a dog, they all look the same, more or less, or a squirrel.179

I touch upon this observation that she makes once again when she returns to 
work with the bear cubs.

Andrew – It is funny, like you say how they all look alike. Especially the 
bear and the wolf, apart from the size-

Sofia – Yeah. The lynx is a bit more elongated. But these ones are very 
much the same. People say, ‘Oh how interesting, you have bears and 
wolves’, yeah, well, they are all the same when they come here. 

Andrew – Once you take the fur coat off-

Sofia – Yeah, and you have to do mostly the same stuff, and when you are 
like me, a pathology person, more interested in pathology than wildlife in 
general, I prefer an animal that has been euthanized because it has been be-
having strangely, and to consider why it is? It’s more interesting than some-
thing like this; this is mostly sampling.

Andrew – This is just standard procedure. What would you say is the most 
interesting thing that you have come across for yourself? Or what intrigues 
you the most?

Sofia – We’ve had some tumours for example, that’s always interesting 
when you find that and you have to look at it in the microscope and try and 
figure out what it is. I like parasites. 

Andrew – Any particular parasites, do you have a favourite (laughing)?

Sofia – Well it is a bit of a sport to find them. Or to look at an organ and go 
like, yeah, I bet there’s lungworm in them and cut them and go, yeah, here 
they are. So it is a bit of a sport. Right now we are looking at a lot of moose. 
                                                     
179 Ingold (1986: 257-8) notes the anatomical similarities to humans and bears once flayed.
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There is a parasite that lives in the spinal canal [of some moose] and it is 
quite difficult to find because it looks just like blood vessels. So that’s just 
detective work, it’s a bit of fun, and also finding the parasites that cause the 
disease and the symptoms that the moose may have, like feeling dizzy. It’s
not like finding lungworm on that one. They all have that. 

Andrew – You actually find that you can tell just by looking at organs or 
tissue that it’s there?

Sofia – Some of them. Yeah. You touch them or you know-

Andrew – You can actually feel it?

Sofia – Yeah. Yeah, they get like, some get rubbery like the lungs…when 
you have looked at so many individuals that are normal you notice when 
there is something wrong…

Sofia examines the animals with a mixture of alternating tenderness, intellec-
tual curiosity and everyday pragmatism, an entangled engagement that, one 
could argue, represents a different ontological status for each perspective. 
Candea (2010) describes a process where scientists ‘flip’ from one ontologi-
cal ‘mode’180 to another, as already noted in Chapter 2. Though similar to 
what Candea conveys, in this case with Sofia, perhaps ‘flip’ is not a particu-
larly accurate description of what is occurring, because these different per-
spectives seem to blend or merge, rather than ‘flip’. Consequently the 
boundaries between these different perspectives are not easily discernable. 
With such thoughts in mind, it could be argued that the ontological ‘modes’ 
to which some scholars adhere are rather a product of analysis, as is totem-
ism, for example, as critiqued by Lévi-Strauss (1962), emerging only when 
scholars attempt to classify phenomena. Furthermore, certain practices high-
light that classificatory boundaries are permeable, whether between ontolog-
ical ‘modes’ or between human and animal, or wild and domestic. Pathology 
has this ability to collapse ontologies and consequently boundaries of separa-
tion become redundant. 

For example, Sofia described an occasion when a colleague in Denmark 
was infected by a bone from a hare that she was working on. It punctured her 
glove and her skin. Here, even when dead, an animal body can cross bounda-
ries and affect humans. We are susceptible to some of the same diseases as 
some animals, and, as noted here, the infected bone was able to cross the 
boundary that separates animal from human, by puncturing the thin latex 
membrane that is put in place to maintain that separation, though this mem-
                                                     
180 Here I am alluding to Descola’s (2010) four distinct ontological ‘modes’, animism, totem-
ism, naturalism and analogism, also referred to in Chapter 2. 
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brane is not as impermeable as we would like to think. Our skin is also a
membrane that separates us from the animal world, not only in the literal 
sense of separation as being between us and them, which in this case was 
compromised, but also because we lack the fur coats that most mammals 
have. Uncannily, when pelts are removed, there is an odd human quality that 
some animals convey, as noted earlier, with regard to the flayed lynx that 
resembled one of Doctor Moreau’s animal/human experiments. Emil also 
noted this familiarity with regard to bears when they are flayed and hung up 
during the autumn hunts, commenting that they look like a naked ‘fat man’.

Parasites, bacteria and viruses are able to flatten our distinctions easily, 
and it is for this reason that Simon, the head of the wildlife unit, described 
the SVA as ‘a pathology, or disease orientated organisation’. During one 
lunch break, I discussed parasites a little with Simon, as well as funding and 
the role of the SVA. He explained that the wildlife section receives half of its
funding from the SEPA, and the other half from the licenses that hunters 
have to buy. However, it is disease and pathology that forms the basis for 
this funding, as it is their primary focus, unless some other additional re-
searchers are working on something else and they get separate grant funding 
for this. Money also arrives via some PhD students. With regard to patholo-
gy and disease, they conduct ‘passive surveillance and active surveillance’. 
The passive, he explained, is just observing what comes in from the general
public and monitoring the other animals that they have access to, including 
bears, wolves, lynx and all the carnivores. The active, on the other hand, is 
when they receive additional funding to gather field data, which usually in-
volves someone going out to do fieldwork. Such ‘surveillance’, an interest-
ing word in itself, serves hunter’s interests in that valuable knowledge and 
the health of the wildlife they hunt is monitored and any diseases or illness, 
for example, can be managed and damage prevented or reduced in some 
regard. The government’s interest is in fact twofold, as Nils – another veteri-
narian – notes in the next section, in that they are keen to protect the health 
of wildlife, as well as to observe any potential health hazards to both humans 
and domestic animals, which the government has a duty to protect.

Simon and I also discussed the fox parasite, Echinococcus multilocularis,
that has been worrying many Swedes, because it affects the national pastime 
of berry picking, as well as other diseases and parasites arriving in Sweden 
with the wildlife via Finland and Russia. For example, there is tapeworm in 
Switzerland that has travelled further north into Europe at a potential rate of 
around 4 kilometres per year via infected foxes.181 Once established, he con-
tinues, it is very difficult to get rid of parasites and disease in wild animal 
populations, so the aim is to prevent them from arriving in the first instance, 
hence the strict quarantine regulations when it comes to moving both domes-
tic and wild animals across national borders, something that has caused 
                                                     
181 A rough figure derived from radio-collared foxes in Sweden. 
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problems when attempting to move wolves from Finland to Sweden, as not-
ed in Chapter 5. 

This practice and vested interest in wildlife ‘surveillance’ can be consid-
ered in parallel to wolf monitoring and management, something which be-
comes more apparent when talking to foreigners rather than to Swedes, who 
do not seem to notice the level of ‘micro-managing’ of wildlife (as noted by 
Marty in Chapter 5), which seems most intense in the case of the Scandina-
vian wolf. I shall discuss this more in the next section with further examples. 

‘No wildlife in Sweden’: the wild and domestic 
divide

When Sofia had finished the necropsy, she said some interesting things. She 
said that there was ‘no wildlife in Sweden’ as everything is so regulated, 
counted and managed, that the Swedes need to know where every single 
animal is, ‘it is just like society here’. She also said how she cannot believe 
what a fuss they are making over 300 wolves, the hunters associations ‘go on 
about it’ all the time. I added that both sides are consumed by what is re-
ferred to as the ‘debate’. She then said that you have to put it in perspective, 
that ‘they are just animals’, she would be more upset if it was human infants 
that were killed, which I found a little odd (as if this needed to be said), but 
then she explained, ‘because some people care more about animals than hu-
mans’.

I also met Diane, a Canadian woman working at the SVA, who expressed 
similar points with regard to the intensity of wildlife management in Sweden 
and how this was in fact a reflection of how society in general works here. I 
asked her some questions about the differences between Sweden and Canada 
with regard to wolves. We had a quick chat across the necropsy room while
she took same samples from the remains of a couple of ‘rotten’ toads, one an 
endangered green speckled toad and the other a common toad. We talked as 
she sampled for Chytridiomycosis, a fungal infection that kills frogs, toads 
and amphibians around the world. The following dialogue has been taken 
from video footage.  

Andrew – Have you noticed any difference between attitudes towards 
wolves in Sweden compared to Canada?

Diane – In Canada I think our attitude towards wildlife, especially carni-
vores, is quite different. I think in Sweden, let me think about this, I think in 
general in Sweden [she pauses]. Swedes really like things just so, and that 
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extends to large carnivores, they know exactly how many there are, they 
know exactly where they are, whereas in Canada there is still a lot of con-
flict, of course, between farmers and eh, especially farmers and large carni-
vores, but our forests are [inaudible, perhaps ‘different’ or ‘natural’] com-
pared to Sweden, where everything is highly managed. And so I think we 
live with them in some ways better. You don’t think there is a choice, that 
you can manage them, you just accept it. Here they are very heavily man-
aged and controlled [my emphasis]. 

Andrew – I suppose Canada is a lot bigger than Sweden?

Diane – And a lot of uninhabited areas where a lot of these animals get 
pushed into, there isn’t room for them around human settlements. In that 
regard there is conflict. 

Andrew – But you don’t have this kind of hunter attitude towards the wolf?

Diane – No, I think that is something that really surprised me with Sweden, 
how strong the hunter mentality is here…well, I am thinking that in North 
America, there are a lot of firearms in the States, and they are not necessarily 
hunters, and they certainly have a huge lobby and a huge voice, but I would 
say that the hunters in Canada do not have such a huge lobby or huge voice 
as they do here in Sweden. But it is very sort of diametrically opposed 
fronts, you’ve got the very anti-hunters and you’ve got the very pro-hunters.  

It was interesting to hear the opinions of non-Swedes with regard to how 
animals and wolves in particular are perceived, and how aspects of wolf 
management and monitoring could be considered analogous to how Swedish
society is also managed and controlled. Diane’s use of the word ‘control’ 
here is interesting, because it is a word I also use to describe wolf manage-
ment and monitoring practices in Sweden. It seems obvious, yet it is a word 
seldom used in the field. I mentioned this to some researchers who were
intrigued by my use of the word. Somehow ‘control’ does not seem to be 
part of what management and monitoring people believe they are doing, and 
did not even occur to some researchers. Perhaps ‘monitoring’ is considered 
more akin to observation, and ‘management’ to aiding or steering an animal 
population, rather than controlling it outright. We could consider this as two 
distinct ontological positions: that control and power are perceived different-
ly in comparison to monitoring and management in the Swedish context or,
perhaps more accurately, they reside on different sides of an ontological 
spectrum which interlocutors navigate when conducting different practices. 

Ontologies manifest materially when we consider, for example, the divi-
sion of the necropsy room as an echo of the fact that this is how animals are 
segregated not only in Sweden, but in Euro-America in general. When ques-
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tioned about this segregation, funding was cited as the main reason, but this 
is a result of socio-cultural practices more generally, tied to economic prac-
tices. In other words, the division in the necropsy room is the result of the 
division between the wild and domestic in general, as in line with a dualistic 
ontology. There is no real ‘functional’ reason for the division, because the 
tables are separate and they could be labelled or numbered to indicate any 
differences between species, but because the division between the wild and 
domestic is taken for granted, the entire room is segregated and no one 
thinks anything of it.

On one occasion I met an English veterinarian working in the necropsy 
room who was dissecting a Chihuahua and I asked him about this division. 
This also intrigued him when he first arrived in Sweden four years ago, par-
ticularly as the wild non-native species are classed as domestic and are han-
dled by the ‘domestic people’ like him, yet wild native animals from zoos 
are classed as wild and subsequently handled by the ‘wild people’. Just to 
clarify, the ‘domestic people’ would handle a tiger, whereas the ‘wild peo-
ple’ would deal with a wolf or a brown bear from a zoo. I asked Nils, one of 
the veterinarians, about the wild and domestic divide while he examined a 
rotting fox carcass, infested with maggots, which he says smells so bad that 
the technicians did not want to prepare it for him. The following extract is 
taken from video footage. 

I film Nils as he works and he says something to a female colleague off cam-
era about working with wildlife.

Nils – Olivia used to work wildlife cases, but now she prefers domestic.
They are a bit more fresh [not rotting] and interesting. 

Andrew – Nothing too nasty in the domestic animals then?

Nils – Oh it can be nasty as well [Olivia pops her head into shot, waves her 
hand while looking at and smelling the fox and says, ‘Oh shit’, in Swedish, 
then she disappears].

Andrew – What is the main purpose of the division between the domestic 
and the wild here?

Nils – Well, the main purpose is to have a lab that can do necropsies and that 
can primarily diagnose infectious diseases. It’s partly to know what is out 
there in the wildlife, for the sake of the wildlife, and partly we want to know 
what diseases are out there that infect domestic animals or humans [note 
here that domestic animals and humans are in the same sphere, opposed to 
‘wildlife’]. And the domestic service is too – I mean as a country we have to 
report the presence or absence of certain diseases, domestic and in wildlife. 
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And this is a service to the owners of the animals. Like a commercial lab, 
they want to know how their cow has died, or there may be an insurance 
company that wants to investigate the cause of death to see if they should 
compensate the owner or not. 

Andrew – You have, like you said, different staff working with different 
animals, domestic versus wild –

Nils – Yes, and that is mainly because we are financed differently. Because 
most of the examinations of the domestic animals are paid for by the owner 
or by the, em, there’s an organisation of farmers that deals in livestock help 
and many farmers are members of that and have access to that and an insur-
ance company, so they pay for most of the investigations that have to be 
done. But if it is a dog then it is the owners that pay. Or in some cases it 
could be an insurance company or it could be a drug company. Yesterday, or 
the day before, there was a dog where the owners claimed that it fell ill after 
being treated with an anti-parasite kind of necklace [collar] that they put on 
to get rid of fleas or ticks, so they claimed that that could be the reason the 
dog fell ill and died. And the medical company that sold the product prom-
ised that they would pay for certain investigations as it was considered as a 
likely cause of death. And sometimes the government pays if there is a sus-
picion of rabies; for instance, the government pays for the rabies investiga-
tions and analysis. [He removes the spleen from the fox and lays it in front of 
the camera] The spleen is big but as you see it is almost jelly so it is not 
really possible to decide if that is a true finding or just an artefact and it is 
not possible to do any meaningful microscopic investigations. 

Andrew – What would it be an artefact of?

Nils – Putrification  –

Andrew – Rather than an artefact of infection?

Nils – Yeah, I can’t really say, often this happens as accumulation of 
gas…this kidney is liquefied…do you think you could open the petri dish?

Andrew – Sure…[I open the dish].

Nils – You have to compete with the maggots for the muscle [he says as he 
places a sample in the open dish]. 

Here we not only notice the division between the wild and domestic that 
exists from an economic and funding perspective, as well as an expertise
perspective. There is also a daily practical difference of dealing with either 
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wild or domestic animals with regard to their condition when they arrive at 
the SVA, as highlighted by the brief exchange between Olivia and Nils. I 
shall now address this further in the following section. 

Pain and suffering

During a conversation I had with Emil, we briefly discussed the varying 
levels of trauma between wild and domestic animals. Intriguingly, he re-
vealed that frequently domestic animals have been suffering the most, not 
the wild animals. Some of the domestic animals arrive in an awful state. This 
is an interesting point to consider, and something that Serpell (1995: 248) 
discusses in reference to the domestic dog. Though the dog is often referred 
to as ‘man’s best friend’, in fact, the opposite could be said with regard to 
the level of abuse and suffering that many dogs suffer on a global scale. Here 
we also learn that the proximity to humans holds no assurance that animals 
will suffer less in comparison to their wild cousins. 

As Emil works on a flayed lynx we discuss how it is to work on animals 
that have suffered, or experienced great pain. The following is an extract 
taken from video footage. 

Andrew – Do you often get a lot of domestic animals in from the labs 
here?182

Emil – Not so often [in Swedish, he asks Kerstin, who is working with him,
and she replies, then he repeats…]. Not internal labs, mostly external. 

Kerstin says off camera that they sometimes get animals in from breeders 
and universities to make sure that the animals are healthy.

Kerstin – It is one of their biggest fears that the animals will get some dis-
ease, they have to check at least two times a year.

Andrew – Do you ever feel anything, sorry, for the animals that you get in 
here? I know that you do this all the time, but do you ever sort of, I don’t 
know? 

Emil – Sometimes I can react, especially for example during the licence hunt 
for wolves, 2010, 2011, one female wolf was shot with one bullet, it was 
                                                     
182 There are also research laboratories at the SVA where resident animals are used for re-
search purposes.
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right from behind, just to the side of the opening here [he points to the geni-
tal area of the dead lynx that is in front of him on the table] and the bullet 
just expanded [exploded], so that the only vital thing that was hit was…
there were some fragments of lead in the liver, so it took a while for her to 
die. No more shots. But, yeah, you react but, working with this, working as a 
hunter, yeah [he shrugs a little, implying what can you do, it is expected]. 
But if it is done in a good way then I don’t react, but yeah, it’s strange...you 
try and cut out the feelings…but if you feel [his emphasis] for the animals 
then you can’t work in a place like this [he says as he tries to prise open the 
jaws of the lynx skull, stiff with rigor mortis, with both of his hands]. That 
would take too much of your energy. There are always dead animals here. 
And we have different types of investigations, both under the domestic and 
the wildlife, and some of the domestic animals that come in are in really bad 
shape, they have really suffered before they come here. 

Andrew –I have heard this a lot – that it is important for it to be a nice clean 
kill, for the animals not to have suffered. 

Emil – Yeah, for example, the majority of animals are shot in a good way. A 
quick kill, but yes, there are always exceptions. 

Andrew – Would you say that most hunters are trying to kill the animal 
quickly? I suppose it is not really in their interest not to, if they want to get 
the animal.

Emil – Yeah, they are. There are some hunters that take bigger chances, it is 
just individual, some hunters want to be 100% sure, okay when I pull the 
trigger then they will be dead. And some, even if you have an animal run-
ning, full speed, okay, you think you can hit it. You can’t be 100% sure, but 
you take a chance. It’s the level of chance that is taken. Some are shot not so 
well, but the majority are shot well. Even if the first shot is lethal, if the ani-
mal is still moving, kicking or moving away then they shoot again, even if 
they know that this one will die in a minute and a half, they shoot it again, 
just to hurry it up, it can be conscious.  

When Emil recounts acts of cruelty that he has come up against during his 
working life, he is visibly disturbed by them. This may seem odd for some-
one who started out as a professional hunter and gamekeeper, but it is not at 
odds with the general picture that emerged when I was conducting field-
work; most people that I worked with respected and had compassion for 
animals, even those who were regular hunters. However, such people would 
still refer to the category ‘hunters’, referring to a group that did not include
themselves, almost as if their professions separated them from this group, 
from the more vocal outspoken hunters that were members of unions and 
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some who voiced ‘anti-wolf’ opinions. However, by and large, most of the 
people I worked with were not large carnivore hunters. Many of them shoot 
birds, deer, moose and even beavers, but I cannot recall meeting anyone who 
worked with wolf monitoring and management that was a keen large carni-
vore hunter, revealing a grading of sorts between what is acceptable to hunt 
and what is not.

Wolf necropsy: ‘feeling for the animals’

On another occasion when I filmed another veterinarian, Ester, whilst she 
conducted a necropsy on a wolf and a bear, similar themes as those touched 
upon in the earlier section with Emil – empathy, compassion and emotional 
distancing – became apparent. Ester has worked with domestic animal much 
of her time, which mainly includes disease work, she explained. The wild 
hunted animals tend to have more trauma. She returned to studying and has 
not conducted a necropsy for two years, so she is a little rusty. Now her time 
is divided equally between necropsy and research, most of which constitutes 
working with diseases found in the hare population. Her interests are some-
what similar to Sofia’s, in that she thinks disease is ‘fun’ and ‘interesting’ 
and she likes ‘to get deep into something’. This interest in pathology and 
disease is fuelled by a desire to see ‘how they work…to see the connections 
between lesions...how the different kinds of lesions express themselves in 
different organs’, she explained.

As I film her, Ester removes the innards of the wolf and its throat and 
tongue in the same manner as Sofia did when working with the bears, in 
order to prevent damage to the skeleton, which will later be sent to the Natu-
ral History Museum. The organs, she explained, are stored at -20 degrees 
centigrade for future reference. Such sampling, she notes, started in the 
1990s, probably not long after the return of the wolf. She empties the stom-
ach contents on the table. ‘Looks like deer anyway…it’s that kind of hair, 
but difficult to say if it is reindeer’. I notice some teeth, which she takes out, 
and some bird feathers. There is a huge quantity of hair in the stomach. 
Moving on to the bear, she mentions how the smell affects her differently, 
more on some days than on others, noting that you can be more sensitive on 
some days depending upon how you feel that particular day. 

Andrew – Do you ever get upset with the animals at all, do you ever find it
difficult when you work with the animals, do you ever get emotional about 
it?
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Ester – Yeah, of course, if you have a crime for example and someone has 
done something evil to an animal. I mean sometimes we see it in wildlife but 
also in [domestic]... If someone has done something evil like driven over183

or hunted a wolf then you feel it and of course when you see they have been 
living with a disease you feel it. Yes, you think about it, and yes we get ex-
cited over lesions but in that situation you don’t think about it as ‘oh poor 
animal’, because you couldn’t work then, but you always have that in mind 
anyway. So we can be very, ‘oh this is very nice to see all these lesions’ you 
know, and it could seem a bit not respectful, but it is respectful because then 
we are just looking at that part, but in another area of yourself you are also 
thinking ‘poor animal’. And I think that it is important to keep that so that 
you don’t lose the connection to that, that it is a living individual. But you 
can’t have it up here all the time [Here Ester is referring to the fact that they 
always treat the animals with respect, but that you have to be able to sepa-
rate the facts/work from your feelings a bit, otherwise you would not be able 
to perform your work].

Andrew – It is interesting how you separate it a bit.

Ester – Yes, isn’t it-

Andrew – So that you are focusing on something and not thinking about the 
whole animal as an animal.

Ester – Yes, it is quite interesting that you can do that. It’s extraordinary. I 
remember when I started [training] and we had this dog. I had a Bernese 
mountain dog and we had anatomy the first term and you are not used to 
seeing dead animals and we were going to have that [a Bernese mountain 
dog] for anatomy class. And I remember, that was terrible, because you are 
not used to it and it was the same size and the same breed as the dog I 
owned. It is easier if it is another breed, it is much easier, it’s funny. And I 
remember; how am I going to do this? And of course you learn to tackle it. It 
still is a bit difficult if it is the same kind of animal that you have. If you are 
a clinician and you have to euthanize animals, even if they are diseased, and 
you are helping them, you have to keep some kind of distance in combina-
tion with the other one [empathy]…So, I have to get my samples, I don’t 
think they want any lung. I forgot the kidneys. 

From all the above excerpts and from this most recent example, we can see 
how it is possible to maintain two different outlooks by focusing on animal
parts or pathology and the whole animal. This enables one to be both distant 
                                                     
183 Such things do happen. There was a famous case where two men were charged with killing 
a wolf by running over it repeatedly with a snowmobile.
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and to think of the animal as ‘a living individual’. The latter Ester finds hard 
to describe in English and refers to as ‘the other one’, which she later con-
firms as empathy. She said that you always look at every animal as a whole 
animal, but during the examinations you single out the lesions (pathology) 
and in that process become more distant. But you don’t always feel so dis-
tant and she thinks that it is a good thing not to get too distant, otherwise you 
will lose something.

This ability to flip from one ontological ‘mode’ to another is intriguing, 
but can we even regard such brief momentary standpoints as ‘ontological’ 
rather than ‘epistemological’? It is perhaps more accurate to consider what 
Barad refers to as ‘ontoepistemology’ (2007: 44) to tackle this dilemma, as 
ontology and epistemology cannot be separated. To go from whole to parts 
and from simply animal to ‘living individual’ is seemingly complex when 
we attempt to categorise phenomena and it does not fit easily with our theo-
retical pigeonholes. However, it is not a new issue. If we are to ascertain 
anything from the wealth of knowledge that anthropology has managed to 
gain over the years it is that human behaviour is complex, and often the pro-
cess of analysis unwittingly simplifies things, or imposes a momentary stasis 
in order that phenomena can be discussed and debated with more ease. That 
said, however, I will attempt to do just that, though I will not gloss over 
these complexities, but rather incorporate them within theoretical parame-
ters, which I shall touch upon in the next section and outline more fully in 
the final chapter. 

De-subjectification, species boundaries and the 
nature of sentience

Working with the wolf in the way I have discussed in the above sections and 
in what follows shortly reduces the wolf to a number of different material 
and virtual forms, stored and processed in a variety of different ways, rang-
ing from statistics, X-ray images, DNA samples, and, of course, fur and 
skeletal remains. In what follows, I shall briefly address some of these pro-
cesses in finer detail and in the order that they are conducted.

Emil had arranged for me to shadow the technicians while they prepared a 
wolf before it went into the necropsy room for routine investigations. On this 
occasion, a car in Värmland had hit the wolf. The wolf was in pretty bad 
shape, so much so that Emil said that it was probably just liquid inside. Be-
fore the wolf was handed over to the technicians to be X-rayed and flayed, 
Emil measured and photographed it. We were working in the large rear area 
where the animals are brought in. Emil was wearing green scrubs and 
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donned a white plastic disposable apron over them, with white wooden clogs 
on his feet. He put on a pair of white plastic gloves before lifting the wolf up 
by its legs, off the stainless steel table upon which it lay, and then gently 
placed it on the floor, in front of a small stall. Then, taking off his gloves, he 
picked up a camera, stood on the stool overlooking the wolf in profile, and 
photographed it from both sides at a few different angles. Every time Emil 
handled the wolf he had his gloves on and every time he handled the camera 
or his clipboard he took them off. 

Once complete, Emil placed the wolf on a stainless steel table in front of 
him and began to take measurements with a tape measure. He measured the 
length from head to tail, the paws, testicles, chest, legs, neck, ears, the head –
between the ears, the distance between the bottom canines and from the nose 
to base of skull – working from the back to the front of the animal, calling 
out numbers to a female assistant who diligently made notes, clipboard in 
hand. During this process he occasionally answered his phone, tapping his 
Bluetooth earpiece with the back of his wrist or removing a bloodied glove 
to do so. He would often patiently answer questions from members of the 
public or peers whilst working, and then carry on.

He turned the wolf over, measured the paws and the penis from the other 
side. He mentioned that the penis was ‘wavy’, meandering a little, something 
that he had not seen before. He pondered this curiosity for a moment, and 
then moved on, wiping away blood from under the wolf’s top lip to see if
there was a tattoo.184 He could not see one. He also checked for a microchip 
with a handheld scanner wrapped in a clear plastic bag, from the head down 
along the wolf’s back. It detected nothing; the wolf is not ‘tagged’. When the 
measuring was completed, Emil put the wolf on a stainless steel trolley cov-
ered in clear plastic and a technician wheeled it away to the X-ray room. All 
the technicians that prepared the animals for the veterinarians were male and 
had worked in slaughterhouses. Having worked in an assembly line for 
years, they were very fast and skilled at both euthanizing and dismembering 
animals. All the veterinarians noted this skill with admiration, mocking their 
own abilities in comparison. 

The X-ray room was back on the other side of the necropsy area, through 
the large double doors near the changing rooms. The X-ray machine sat in a 
small narrow room off this corridor. Seeming a little dated, it would not have 
looked out of place in a 1970s science fiction film. The technician moved the 
wolf from the trolley to the X-ray table, with the X-ray camera hovering 
above it. 

Sections of the wolf were photographed one at a time, and the technician 
was able to slide the table along beneath the static camera to photograph the 
next section of the wolf as it lay on its side. The tray beneath the table, 
                                                     
184 Before GPS tagging, tattooing the inside lip was one method of identification for both 
wolves and bears, so Emil always checks to see if there is one present. 
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which held the X-ray slide, had to be removed after each capture and then 
uploaded via a scanner in the hallway onto a computer, where we observed 
the images. Once the technician reframed the wolf below the camera, care-
fully controlling the table (which could be positioned with fine incremental 
adjustments), he would also load and remove the slides from the X-ray ma-
chine, while another scanned and uploaded them onto the computer, outside 
in the corridor. Every time the technician repositioned the wolf, he would 
leave the room, shutting the heavy door behind him, and the image was cap-
tured from outside of the room in order to prevent exposure to harmful radia-
tion. Once this side of the wolf was complete, the wolf was laid out flat on 
its tummy and X-rayed again from head to toe. The purpose of capturing 
these two positions, one of the technicians explained, reduced the possibility 
of missing a bullet or a piece of shrapnel during the scanning process. 

Back in the large open area, one of the technicians prepared to remove the 
pelt from the wolf. He sharpened the knife on a metal rod, as one would 
before carving a turkey at Christmas. He wore a white plastic apron over his 
green scrubs, and blue latex gloves. He gently slid the tip of the knife from 
the base of the rib cage to the chest and under the jaw as the wolf lay on its 
back on a ‘V’ shaped trolley designed to prevent it from moving around. He 
then moved to the other side of the trolley, working away from his original 
incision, down, over the stomach. He then started from one paw and ran the 
knife down one leg and gently pulled the skin away from the flesh as the 
knife separated them. He worked quickly around the paw, cutting the ten-
dons, and with a sharp snap, the paw was cut off and remained with the rest 
of the pelt as it was pulled away from the leg. As one side neared comple-
tion, the skin was pulled back away from the side of the face, as if lifting a 
mask, before he moved on to the other limbs.

These processes could all be regarded as a form of de-subjectification, 
particularly when the fur coat is removed, as noted by Sofia when she said 
that all the animals look the same when they arrive in the necropsy room 
after being prepared by the technicians. However, though we could see this 
as a process of de-subjectification, by going from whole animal to parts, 
essences, or representations, by the same token, the parts that are removed or 
‘purified’,185 isolated and fetishized, can also, oddly enough, become subjec-
tified, they have a status and a story of their own, and not necessarily con-
nected to the original individual source, a wolf. As one data analyst I spoke 
to noted, the wolves she worked with were simply data, numbers on screens 
that contributed to future scenarios, generated by computer models. In this 
instance, wolves were no longer fur, flesh and blood, they were not even 
DNA or alleles as they were for Erik in Chapter 5. In other cases, perhaps it 
is the pathology that is of key interest in a sample, not the wolf itself. Parent-
age or genealogy may outweigh the individual, revealing whether a wolf is 
                                                     
185 As cited earlier in reference to Latour and Woolgar (1986 [1979] in Chapter 5).  
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inbred or not, and therefore affecting its status regardless of the health of the 
individual animal. Here we can see how the parts themselves can take over, 
dominate protocol, and the practices that maintain them; the parts themselves 
are foregrounded and as the wolf as an individual subject fades into the 
background. 

Species bias and sentience

Emil and I often went for lunch together with some of the veterinarians, 
though none of the technicians ever accompanied us. On these occasions, I 
noted some general observations with regard to how they saw themselves in 
comparison to other staff at the SVA, as well as some general attitudes to-
wards animals, sentience and species difference. On one occasion, for exam-
ple, they were complaining that one of the freezers that stored the cadavers 
was completely full. Simon said that ‘some of the domestic people have a lot 
of things in there’, even though there is a notice stating that they should be 
thrown away once they are no longer required, and Sofia jokingly grumbled 
‘domestic people’ under her breath. We all laughed a little. They regard 
themselves as the ‘wild people’ and the other veterinarians are the ‘domes-
tic’ people. Though I have touched on this already, it is important to note 
that this divide is not simply practical, or because of a funding criteria, it is a 
reflection of the wild and domestic divide that is prevalent in Euro-America, 
a divide that has material and social effects. Not only is space segregated on 
the necropsy floor, people also had a tendency to remain within their ‘wild’ 
or ‘domestic’ social circles. Though on some occasions we were joined by 
one of the ‘domestic’ veterinarians at lunch, most of the time the people 
Emil and I sat with in the canteen were ‘wild’ people. 

On another occasion when we were joined by Dalir, one of the ‘domestic’ 
people I had met occasionally at lunch, an interesting discussion arose 
around the sentience of animals. Dalir told me that the director of the award-
winning documentary Searching for Sugarman (2012) had just died. He then 
proceeded to tell us a story of how the director came to the story of the film. 
He had been working in a reserve with elephants and somehow he went to 
South Africa because there was an elephant expert there. Unfortunately the 
handler died, and the very next day the elephants under his care circled the 
handler’s house and never returned to the reserve. Dalir said that he wanted 
to believe the story about the elephants, that somehow they could understand 
that the man had died, that some kind of communication between species 
was possible. Nils did not look so convinced. Dalir said that he wanted to 
believe even though it was perhaps unlikely to be true. I said that I do not 
find it so surprising – dogs pine after their dead owners, dog packs and wolf 
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packs display similar distress when a pack member has died, as do orcas
(according to the documentary Blackfish 2013). Yet, both Nils and Emil 
were very sceptical indeed.

On another occasion over lunch I talked to Simon about his two dogs, a 
Labrador he used for hunting birds and a small toy dog that belonged to his 
daughter. He said that unfortunately the Labrador is aggressive with other 
dogs. I was surprised as I thought that they were generally quite docile dogs, 
but Simon said it was because the dog was ‘insecure’. If an animal can be 
insecure, then it is without doubt sentient. No one seemed to contest the idea 
of a sentient and insecure dog, though when we discussed a pining elephant, 
it was regarded as pure fantasy. Are dogs sentient and elephants not? It is not 
only the practices and purification processes that shape ontologies. As we 
can see in this example, species bias is often present and varies from person 
to person. It can also vary upon an individual basis. On different occasions, 
just as Ester noted earlier when she had to work on a Bernese mountain dog, 
the breed, never mind the species, made a difference. 

How to boil a wolf: starting at the Natural History 
Museum

Every year Emil goes with some of his team to the Natural History Museum 
to ‘process’ the lynx skulls from the annual legal lynx hunts. Hunters are 
allowed to keep the skulls of lynx that are killed legally, as long as they send 
the animals to the SVA. Once at the Natural History Museum, the skulls 
must be boiled and cleaned before they can be returned to the hunters. Coin-
cidentally, I started at the Natural History Museum on the same day as Emil 
and his team, so I was able to observe the ‘processing’ of the lynx skulls as 
well as a wolf skeleton. 

The Natural History Museum is located in grounds adjacent to Stockholm 
University and opposite the Botanical Gardens, in an area known as 
Djurgården (directly translated as ‘animal garden’). Djurgården is still un-
der the auspices of the royal family, having once formed part of their large 
hunting grounds. In 1829, a juvenile male wolf was shot just outside the 
museum, and it presently resides in the mounted (stuffed) collections. The 
large grand building, a design worthy of a palace, fills one with awe upon 
entering, though on this occasion I entered through the less awe-inspiring 
rear of the building, directly into the basement, where all the practical ‘pro-
cessing’ of animals occurs. 

Magnus, tall and thin, in his sixties, with short white hair, is intelligent 
and focused, though still a light-hearted chap, whose talent for attention to 
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detail forms a key part of his job. He and Emil have been very good friends 
for many years, and the constant banter between them throughout the work-
ing day created a relaxed atmosphere. 

The basement area where the animals are processed is composed of a 
number of areas. The largest of these is where the dead animals are handled 
first. It contains freezers, the ‘cooker’, sinks, large stainless steel tables, 
shelves laden with pots and pans, even a large metal kettle that would not 
look out of place in a celebrity chef’s kitchen. Green scrubs and white clogs 
(as seen at the SVA) are often worn in this area when working with animal 
material, which can be very messy. The changing room, which sits between 
the ‘processing’ room and the rest of the museum building, also has a wood-
en step separating clean from dirty areas as at the SVA, and there is also a 
sizeable wellington boot rack on one wall, accommodating a number of large 
green rubber boots that I never actually saw anyone use. Clogs were always 
the preferred choice of footwear. 

Adjacent to the processing area are a number of offices and workshops,
where cleaner work is conducted. There are a number of animals on display 
here: large golden eagles that have been stuffed and look more alive than 
ones that I have seen in captivity, a large bell jar – home to a number of 
small birds – as well as a large quantity of other stuffed and preserved crea-
tures that inhabit the walls and desks. Magnus’ office is separated from the 
workshop area by a large glass wall and is adorned with various parapherna-
lia depicting his interests, ranging from photographs of his hunting trips to 
painted Native American images, and a dream catcher hangs from the ceil-
ing. 

Magnus moves swiftly from one area to another, and as he explains what 
he is doing, I follow closely on his heels, often dismantling the camera and 
tripod almost as soon as I have finished setting it up. Initially, Magnus ex-
plains, we are going to ‘register the animal’ and then ‘process the animal’ 
(he often refers to the wolf as ‘the animal’). He takes a specimen out from 
the SVA delivery items that preceded my arrival, which on this occasion 
contained a female wolf shot during a ‘protective’ hunt. She was killed with 
a shotgun, ‘the most effective way’, Magnus informs me, probably from a 
helicopter. Now, sitting in front of a computer in the workshop area, he says 
that they get a weekly update from the SVA via email as new material ar-
rives, and he checks that the data is correct to ensure its accuracy for future 
generations. He gives it a museum specimen number, which exists alongside 
a different Rovbase number. ‘This wolf was shot on 31st January this year, 
and I can see from the data that it is a protective hunt’, he explains, looking 
through the data on the screen. He also notes that there is a separate envi-
ronmental database at the museum, and he will introduce me to the team that 
obtains and stores that data later on. 
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Back in the processing area, Magnus starts to prepare for the wolf with 
what he describes as ‘a piece of string and some metal markers’, as well as a 
net bag. The following extract has been taken from video footage. 

Magnus – We are separating the legs, the main spine and the cranium, and 
we also take a DNA sample…why we are separating the different parts? 
Because it is easier for scientists when they are in the collection working 
with the material that they don’t have to sort all the bones again, so I am 
going to make – how do you say? A disarticulated skeleton. 

The metal marker number is in itself of no relevance, it is just to ensure he 
does not mix them up with another specimen. He lifts a blue plastic bag that 
contains the remains of a wolf, which still has droplets of water on it, rem-
nants from the freezing process. The bag seems unnaturally light, as most of 
the flesh has already been removed and burnt in the furnace at the SVA. 
Magnus checks that the number on the bag matches the paperwork. He slices 
the bag open with a sharp knife, then writes on a small plastic vial, takes a 
clean scalpel blade to remove some muscle from the remains of the flesh that 
clings to the bones – a DNA sample, he explains, which will be stored at -70 
degrees centigrade. He puts it in the vial with pure alcohol and cuts it into 
some smaller pieces. This is just a ‘sub sample’, he explains, for the envi-
ronmental samples they keep 100g of muscle tissue so that they can cut lots 
of samples from it.186 He explains that scientists and museums all over the 
world have a ‘gentlemen’s agreement’ to share samples or access to the data,
so there should be enough to go round. 

He then starts to remove the bones from the blue bag, which have a little 
red muscle left on them, into a large metal drawer-like container. He pulls a 
string through the spinal cavity to keep the vertebrae in place. This is all to 
help future generations of scientists. Magnus explains that they are now able 
to access DNA and environmental data from the remains in collections that 
go back over one hundred years, thanks to the efforts of earlier scientists, 
even though at the time they were obviously not aware that such technolo-
gies were possible. ‘You never know what history is doing’, he insists, as he 
takes another box for the wolf’s cranium. The following extract has been 
taken from video footage. 

Magnus – Now we are going to lower it into our boiler, but actually we don’t 
boil the material [Magnus has referred to the meat and bones as ‘animal’, 
and as ‘wolf’ once when he was looking at the paperwork, and now as ‘ma-
terial’]. We heat the material up for the first 24 hours, for a 5 hour period at

                                                     
186 The environmental samples are stored for future reference, a process Magnus demonstrates 
later in this chapter. The samples can be tested for pollutants and are considered a record of 
environmental data at the time of the animal’s death. 
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80 degrees centigrade, and we have about two kilos of sea salt in and we 
have some soap, two types that are good on animal fat, to dissolve the ani-
mal fat, and then we heat it up to 80 degrees and then it will stand there and 
cool off for around 24 hours. And then we lower the temperature and then 
we wash away the water and put new water in, 2 kilos of salt and then we 
have some soap in and a protein enzyme that actually dissolves the muscle, 
for 3 days at 51 degrees. We then take it out and flush the meat away, and 
drill holes in the bones and continue cleaning it one or two times more in 80 
degrees. We never exceed 80 degrees because if you exceed 80 degrees the 
bones start to become brittle and decalcify.

Andrew – How long does it take normally to do a single wolf from start to 
finish?

Magnus – If I fill the boiler here with seven wolves, that is the maximum I 
can get in, it takes about a day to organise the boiler and boil them, it takes 
about a day to clean them, and then it takes prewashing, half a day or a day 
more. So after ten days, they are actually ready to look at and they are fairly 
dry. So it is quite quick. 

It is hard to discern all of Magnus’ words as he continues to explain how he 
processes the wolf, as Emil, in the other part of the processing area, is using 
an extremely loud high-pressure air line (a combination of air and water, 
controlled via a handheld ‘gun’ at the end of it) that blasts the remains of the 
brains from the lynx skulls he has brought from the SVA. He briefly stops as 
I look over, ‘it is easier to remove the brain now before it is boiled’, he ex-
plains, boiling makes the brains go hard, this way it takes seconds to remove 
any stubborn material. Emil explains that with wolves at the SVA, ‘we blow 
the brain out with high-pressure air when it is fresh, before we put it in the 
freezer.’ Air and water is the best way of cleaning the bits of brain and flesh 
off the bone, rather than brushing, he adds. Emil explained that it can be 
difficult to get some of the blood out of the nose of the skulls – if the animal 
has been bleeding a lot in the lungs, then the blood gets pushed up into the 
nose. ‘And if the skull is to be saved and sent back to a hunter then this 
makes the cranium a darker colour, not so white, a bit bloody.’ I asked if 
people do this at home, he said yes, if it is a deer or moose with antlers. 
When he was younger, people would do it at home but now it is easier to get 
someone else do it – a taxidermist or conservator, I presume.   

I noticed that all the bits of flesh and brain that are cleaned away are put 
into a bucket and placed to one side. I ask Magnus what happens to this ma-
terial, and he shows me a large black container in the freezer. This goes back 
to Uppsala, not to the SVA, but to a power plant, he explains (it is important 
to note that all material from animals has to be accounted for. Either it is 
cleaned, preserved and stored, or completely destroyed). Magnus explains 
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that the power plant burns material at such a high temperature that they are 
allowed to burn this animal waste, therefore avoiding any risk of contamina-
tion. It was interesting to ponder the thought that the partial remains of 
wolves and lynxes would actually contribute to providing power to Swedish 
homes and businesses, even if only briefly illuminating a light bulb for a 
nanosecond. Magnus continued to explain that sending it to the plant is 
cheaper than sending it back to the furnace at the SVA. The SVA charges 11
krona per kilo and the power plant charges four krona per kilo, less than half. 
However, Emil, who was listening in the background added, ‘but we are 
rather nice with the large carnivores, as you saw with the wolf, we cut it off, 
it didn’t have any muscle left. We cut it off and then we burn it before we 
send it here’, therefore reducing the subsequent costs for the museum. 

It is forbidden to dispose of such animal waste as you would with normal 
rubbish. I dwelled on the thought a little and mentioned to Emil that if you 
are cooking you are allowed to throw away raw meat with no restrictions, 
perhaps it was different with the flesh of wild animals, but he added that 
there were no restrictions for hunters in this regard when disposing of such 
remains in the forest or at home.187 A point to note here is that context and 
practice define the same material. Though the form remains the same as it 
moves through the system, how it is perceived alters depending upon where 
it is and what is done to it.

As the boiler was quite large and Magnus and Emil planned to boil both 
the entire wolf and all the lynx skulls together at the same time, Magnus 
decided to take me to the environmental unit because Emil had not finished 
preparing all the craniums. I followed him along a number of long corridors, 
through many large doors and past a few empty offices that were being ren-
ovated. As we entered one of the many doors along one corridor, Magnus 
introduced me to a young man, dressed casually, who worked in the envi-
ronment offices and laboratory, which overlooked a number of large trees 
through a series of large grand old windows. Magnus explained that the en-
vironmental material arrives with all the other material from the SVA, which 
is usually once a month. Occasionally the samples arrive before the animals, 
Magnus added, which allows a little more time for them to be registered. I 
knew that the SVA also kept some environmental samples, but Magnus ex-
plained that this does not apply to the large animals, and was not on the same 
scale as the Environment Specimen Bank, which has been here since the 
early 1960s. ‘It is the largest specimen bank in the world. Well, may be not 
the largest but definitely the oldest’, he asserted. 

                                                     
187 During discussions with others on this subject, it appears that such restrictions apply to 
farm animals as well as ‘wild’ animal material that has passed through an institution. They do 
not apply to wild animal material that has not passed through an institution, hence hunters can 
dispose of wild animal waste in the forest. 
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These specimens retain their original SVA number and are also given a 
new museum number, two numbers per individual animal. They then wrap 
the samples in aluminium foil, which prevents moisture from evaporating,
allowing the tissue to last longer and also protects against freeze-drying. 
Once this is complete, they vacuum pack them. This is a relatively quick 
process. First the specimens are placed in plastic bags, which are then emp-
tied of air and sealed in the vacuum machine, which looks a little like a large 
waffle-making machine particularly when the young man closes the lid 
down onto the samples. However, Magnus adds, if the samples are not fro-
zen when they are vacuum packed, blood is also squeezed out along with all 
the air, which can get very messy.  

When we are back in the boiling room, we start the boiling process, 
though as Magnus noted earlier, the water is never actually brought to the 
boil. For the first twenty-four hours the temperature is kept at 80 degrees 
centigrade, and sea salt is added together with two different types of soap, 
both of which are good at breaking down animal fat. Magnus starts adding 
water to the large stainless steel vat, ‘no bay leaves or added spice’, he jokes,
as he starts lowering in the lynx skulls – with the large block and tackle sus-
pended from a track that runs along the ceiling – and places it on top of the
wolf that is already sitting in its metal perforated boxes. Once all the lynx 
craniums are in and the cooker is turned on, both Magnus and Emil start to 
clean the floors with hoses and brooms and wash down all the worktops. 

As Magnus has been here since the first wolves were killed by poachers, 
early protective hunts and the later annual legal hunts, he has been able to 
perfect the process. The enzymes do a great job of cleaning the bones, he 
insists. ‘Since 2001, we have used this equipment here, and the result is bet-
ter. First we started only with hot water and then we went over to the en-
zyme process because it provides a better result, you don’t have to heat the 
material so much, it gets so clean that the problem most museums have in 
the collection is that there is nothing left for the beetles to eat’, he jokes, 
referring to an alternative museum practice of flesh removal utilising beetles. 
He describes the perfection of this process as now being ‘down to a fine art’.

Andrew – Do the enzymes take a long time to work?

Magnus – No, three days, in 50 degrees. I am using a recipe that they use in 
industry for scrap meat recovery, they use the enzyme to extract the last part 
of protein from bones, and then you can probably use that protein that you 
dissolve, I don’t know where it ends up (he laughs, implying that it ends up 
somewhere in the human food chain). But, I am disposing of the protein and 
keeping the bones instead.

The next day Magnus and Emil empty out the boiler and rinse off all the 
boxes. Magnus takes out some of the lead shot that is left in the wolf tray so 
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that it gets disposed of ‘in a good way’, he explains. He continues to sort 
through the small debris, looking for small teeth or anything else important 
and then drills a couple of holes in the leg bones and pokes the high pressure 
water gun into the cavity, flushing out any remaining marrow. With the 
string of vertebrae hanging between his hands he looks like a medicine man 
from a cheap Tarzan production, and then motions, jokingly, as if to put 
them on like a necklace. I ask him if the process is more difficult with differ-
ent species. 

Magnus – No. Brown bears have thicker bones and more fat. Lynx are really 
easy, like all cat animals are really easy, because the bones are not so dense. 
Young animals are more delicate because they are falling to pieces, then this 
method is not so good, beetles are better in young animals because the end of 
the bones are actually attached [to the bone and beetles do not destroy this 
element].

Andrew – Have you had any young wolves in; any pups?

Magnus – Yes, but that is really seldom because people don’t find them. 
Yearlings [1-year-olds, which are almost as large as a fully grown adult] we 
get, but really young pups it is seldom, because no one finds them and they 
just ‘disappear’.188

I ask Magnus if he has ever seen a wild wolf.

Magnus – No, but I have seen tracks. It was in the middle of Sweden, in 
Jämtland in the eighties. The first time was in the winter, no it was in the 
summer, we saw tracks, and of course there was a wolf in that area. I saw 
tracks in the winter in the same place as the summer, when we were observ-
ing river otters. And of course I have seen tracks back home. Where I am 
from we don’t have a wolf pack in the area but there are wolf packs around 
and in the winter you can see tracks. But my mother and father sometimes 
have tracks around the house. Sometimes they drive around looking for 
tracks, one time they saw some wolf pups playing on the ice. 

Andrew – Do they have any problems with wolves?

Magnus – No. 

He continues to add that in the areas around where they live, they do have to 
consider how they cull the moose, bearing in mind that wolves also kill 
                                                     
188 It is interesting to note that I hear this word ‘disappear’ relatively often in reference to wolf 
puppies, which tends to imply they have been removed and killed, without leaving a trace.
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some, so as not to lower the moose population too much, but not in the im-
mediate area where his family lives. If the moose population is too low then 
they have to consider which animals to take away. They also don’t use dogs 
in the area very much; they alternatively use people to flush out the moose, 
which may contribute to the fact that there are not so many problems, as 
there are not so many wolf and dog confrontations.  

Magnus counts the ribs. He said that there are 13 on each side. There have 
been occasions when there are 14 or 12, a relatively uncommon defect. 

Magnus – Don’t save the cartilage if it is not calcified [He notes as he con-
tinues to sift through the material].

Andrew – I noticed you still found some lead.

Magnus – Yes, this is a protective hunt with shotguns; there is lead in it. 
Actually the only thing in the skeleton that is affected by the killing is the 
skull. 

Andrew – Is that the usual way, with a protective hunt, to shoot the head?

Figure 15: This image is a photograph of a wolf cranium that I took from a scan of 
an X-ray as seen on a computer monitor whilst at the SVA. The lead shot, seen here 
as white dots, is the result of a ‘protective hunt’ during which a shotgun was used. 
Some of the lead shot has flattened upon impact as can be discerned from the broad 
uneven shapes it forms. Photograph by author. 
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Magnus – If they go by helicopter they use shotguns. They use hail [shot]
that should be between four millimetres and five and a half millimetres in 
diameter and then they go up behind the animal quite close, and then they 
shoot one shot in the head, neck, skull region and then it just stops dead in 
the track (see Figure 15). 

Andrew – It must be difficult to shoot from a helicopter, a moving target, 
when you are moving as well?

Magnus – During tranquilising it is the exact same technique…I think you 
should have to practise some.

I ask about using lead, as I know it is problematic with regard to the food 
chain. Unfortunately, he said, it is the most ‘effective’ material. 

Magnus – If you are shooting ducks in Sweden, then you have to use steel 
hail189 [shot] though it is not made from steel, but iron and other metals, not 
lead, but those hail can ricochet, lead doesn’t ricochet, and if you have a 
flying machine and you are at close range and if you miss and you hit a stone 
or something then the hails can ricochet. If you are lower than 15 metres to 
the target and you shoot with steel, it could ricochet and hit the helicopter 
and it will crash. And if a lead hail hits something hard then it will flatten 
out, like this. [He shows me some of the lead from the skull that has been 
squashed during impact].

Andrew – Because it is so soft? 

Magnus – Yes, because it is soft. 

We move over to another part of the room where Magnus has put the skele-
ton in a number of red buckets for ‘finer cleaning’, and he adds some wash-
ing up liquid to the buckets. He says that it is important to use the sieve 
when cleaning so you don’t lose any of the bits from the skeleton: ‘You 
don’t want to open the pipes to look for things’. Sometimes when they are 
cleaning the floor they find bits of bone, so they have a bag for all those odd 
bits that are found. 

                                                     
189 Though this does not apply if you are shooting over the open sea. Lead is hugely problem-
atic if it gets in the food chain, particularly affecting birds of prey. Lead shot is not the only 
problem, however – lead fishing net weights also affect wildlife. 
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Drying the wolf

I return a few days later to observe Magnus preparing the wolf bones for the 
drying process. The drying room is a small, narrow room with high wire 
shelves along one wall, only a few metres from the processing room. Mag-
nus explains that there is a single wolf on each shelf, presently three, includ-
ing the one he is now laying out along one level to dry. The following ex-
tract is taken from video footage. 

Magnus – So I put the bones here to dry for approximately one month, and 
then they are ready for the collection. We have a lot of wolves lying here, so 
I have to check the number, it is really important that we don’t mismatch 
them.

He notes that the bones of the feet are initially left with the skin and later 
added to the skeleton. This is something that I have observed with both 
wolves and bears when hunters, taxidermists or technicians at the SVA cut 
off the feet in order to aid the removal of the pelt. 

Magnus writes numbers on all the bones with a fine-tipped permanent 
marker, so that they do not accidentally get mixed up with other specimens 
in the future. Though they do not mark all the bones, in each separate plastic 
bag they number as many as they can. The bones from one individual are 
placed in several plastic bags, and then one larger bag after they have been in 
the drying room for one month. The temperature in the drying room is kept 
at average room temperature, but it is important that the humidity does not 
exceed 60% as this is too damp and can degrade the material, and it must not 
go below 30% relative air humidity as the bones can become too dry and
crack. Though the room has climate control, presently it is too dry, reading 
below 30% relative humidity, so Magnus places a bucket of water in the 
room.

Magnus – We take one tooth away for age determination. And then we will 
glue all the remaining teeth back in. 

It is a canine that is removed for aging. Thin slices are taken and observed 
under the microscope. ‘Counting age rings like a tree’ Magnus explains, 
‘each year it is growing’. He then shows me how you can determine if it is a 
juvenile wolf – part of the bone comes off when you are cleaning it. With 
older wolves this is fused. ‘The first year, year and half you can see it on the 
skeleton,’ he explains. He also shows me the pelvis, which has a crack in the 
centre, which also indicates that it is younger, and this becomes totally fused 
when older. 
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Figure 16: Wolf remains drying on the racks. On each rack is an individual wolf. 
They reside here briefly before being stored permanently in the ‘collections’, the 
final resting place for all bones obtained from Scandinavian wolves. Photograph by 
author.

Once Magnus has laid out all the material to dry (see Figure 16), he shows 
me three bags of wolf bones that are now ready for us to take up to the col-
lections. The ‘bone room’ is a large elongated room with ceilings as high as 
a palace. Large windows along one flank illuminate hundreds of skeletons 
on display, ranging from elephants to smaller mammals. There are metres of 
rolling racks with drawers that Magnus explains are completely full, and he 
shows me a pile of large cardboard boxes in one corner, towering over us, 
housing many of the more recent wolf specimens. 

Magnus explains that they are moving some of the whale material to make 
more room for the wolves. He labels the new box, and counts the rest. ‘There 
are 85 wolf skeletons here that we have processed since 2011. There are 
none from 2014 here yet.’ We go to another section and find that there are 
more boxes, so he starts to count again, ‘Actually it is 98 skeletons because 
here are the 2014s.’

Andrew – So nearly 100?

Magnus – And there are 3, no 4 downstairs, so it is over 100 [102, to be pre-
cise, since 2011].
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Conclusions

Though this project may resemble a material culture approach to theory and 
practice when examining objects or things, one of the problems that I have 
come up against continually during the study is that such an approach has 
been complicated somewhat by the fact that wolves are classed as animals. 
Ethics, perception, emotion and sentience all creep in. Such conundrums can
be avoided, on the most part, when dealing with more regular ‘objects’, 
though that said, there are plenty of studies that see material things as agents
(classically Malinowski 2005 �1922�, Gell 1998). However, rather than 
avoiding this problem it is in fact a key point that lies at the heart of this 
thesis. Throughout the thesis I have comprehended wolves as all of these –
as animals, persons/individuals or things – and it is for this reason that a 
praxiographic approach is most suited for negotiating this field. By examin-
ing many of the practices that surround wolves, we come to see that these 
practices constitute – at different times or in fact, paradoxically, simultane-
ously – wolves as animals, persons/individuals or things. When, for exam-
ple, Emil talks about animals at work, at times he talks about them as if they 
are just objects or animals, less than human, but when he described the fe-
male wolf that experienced prolonged suffering after being shot illegally in 
the groin, he referred to the wolf as she, bringing home an element of per-
sonhood through a process of empathy, and the shared experience of pain. 
This contributes to explaining why pain, or the lack of it, and reducing ani-
mal suffering in general, is something that many interlocutors in all walks of 
life mention as a key objective, either when hunting, culling, or putting ani-
mals out of their misery. So though it may seem that in this study I am objec-
tifying wolves in order to approach them from a material culture and praxio-
graphic perspective (which in fact I am to a degree), it is in response to how 
my informants come to see or experience wolves, via the traces wolves 
leave, as animals, persons/individuals and things, and hence consequently, 
why such an approach is required. 

As I have explored the materiality of wolves, we have come to see how 
traces can invoke all of these ontological modes: animal, person/individual, 
or thing. ‘[T]raceable…the idea that sensible, perceptible objects, give off 
parts of themselves – rinds or skins or vapours – which diffuse out into am-
bience and are incorporated by the onlooker in the process of perception’ 
(Gell 1998: 223). Such ‘incorporation’, which I regard as akin to embodi-
ment, is not only part of tracking practices, of thinking and being like a wolf, 
dog or cat; embodiment is part of the process of perception in general, which 
is why Ester cannot help ‘feeling for the animals’ as she put it. Moreover, 
this process of perception is active, co-productive of the phenomena experi-
enced as different practices are conducted, it is the different actions that fa-
cilitate different ontological modes, or windows, when working with differ-
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ent material, as we saw with Magnus, referring to the wolf being worked on 
as either ‘animal’, when referring to the meat and bones before ‘processing’, 
as ‘wolf’ when he was looking at the paperwork and data that it arrived with, 
and as ‘material’, as he lowered it into the boiler. Such subjectification and 
de-subjectification obviously occur unconsciously, but these moments are 
very telling with regard to how material can enter a number of different on-
tologies when different practices are conducted. We shall explore such 
‘traceability’ and its relation to embodiment and various ontological ‘modes’ 
or ‘windows’ more in the next chapter when we ponder what wolves think 
they hear when they hear humans howling and moving through the forest. 
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Chapter 7 | Wolf harvest: the material-
spectacle190 of death

In preparation for the first ‘legal’191 wolf hunt since the winter of 2010/11, I 
decided to conduct fieldwork further west, in a region I had not yet covered 
during previous excursions. Over the preceding few years, there had been a 
large increase in the number of wolf ‘family groups’ living in the region, and 
consequently the local county board192 had conceded that around thirty 
wolves would be ‘harvested’193 during the winter of 2014/15. However, there 
had been a number of false starts and conflicting messages preceding this 
‘legal’ hunt, and the majority of people that I spoke to thought that the hunt 
would not actually occur. As in past years, many thought permission for the 
hunt would be withdrawn at the very last minute. However, ‘officially’ the 
hunt was going ahead and the counties had made all necessary preparations. 
In this chapter, I will combine my description of the hunt invento-
ries/inspections194 with some insights into visual methods as well as methods 

                                                     
190 I have conjoined material and spectacle here to convey the materiality of the spectacle in 
post-kill contexts, which is described in this chapter. Similarly, in Chapter 2, I discuss the 
merger between visuality and materiality, as part of an embodied corporeal experience when 
trackers are on the trail.
191 The inverted commas are to note that interlocutors refer to wolf hunts as either legal or 
illegal, but it is also to draw attention to the previously noted fact that the hunt’s legality is 
called into question both within Sweden, with regard to the local and supreme courts, local 
and national government, as well as further afield in the eyes of the European Habitats Di-
rective. 
192 The Swedish EPA allowed the local county boards to take control of the hunting process 
and decide on harvest numbers as a way of moving power to local government and away from
national government, hoping this might aid more favourable public opinion towards wolf 
management in general.
193 ‘Harvest’ is the word used by some at conferences when illustrating data, specifically in a 
‘scientific’ context, and is frequently used in the U.S.A.. See Räikkönen et al. (2013: 2), or 
Kojola et al. (2009: 309) for an example of how the term is used. It is more neutral than ‘hunt’ 
or ‘kill’, and also has connotations of farming and managing the landscape.
194 The inspections were also referred to as inventories, and inspectors as fieldworkers. Both 
terms are used interchangeably with no particular preference of one over the other.
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in general, particularly with regard to the use of the camera, and how this 
affected fieldwork. 

Howling on the ice

At a number of conferences and meetings over the past couple of years, I had 
met Jakob, a county board fieldworker who worked in this region. He was a 
keen dog handler and had invited me to join him tracking on many occa-
sions. Whilst the decision over the wolf hunt was being discussed, I joined 
him and his dog, Betty, tracking a wolf ‘family group’ that Jakob had been 
observing for some years now in the surrounding mountains. Spending time 
with Jakob in his local forests allowed me to familiarise myself with the 
area, whilst also being in the right place at the right time if the wolf hunt 
were to proceed, and, if not, I would at least be able to gather fresh tracking 
data, as well as observe how Jakob worked with his dog. 

‘Now we are in wolf country’, Jakob said as the truck climbed the wood-
ed hill, steadily ploughing through layers of thick soft snow. In the past, with 
fresh snow like this on the road dampening the noise of the loud engine, he 
had seen wolves, ‘So keep a look out’, Jakob encouraged me. ‘Some people 
think wolves are hungry and bloodthirsty or kill kids, but they are individu-
als as are people’, Jakob insisted. As we continued up the mountain, he not-
ed that some of the forest roads had already been cleared in preparation for 
the wolf hunt, though the decision was still being contested, and far from 
final. 

We were heading into a wolf territory that Jakob knew well. None of the 
wolves are collared, he says, with an air of pride. It seemed that for Jakob, 
these wolves in this remote location, less disturbed by humans, were a little 
more special somehow. He has left camera traps out, with some success, but 
he explained that a light on the camera can scare the wolves, and they often 
look at the camera, and then run off once a picture is taken. ‘It is a wilder-
ness up there by the lake’, he exclaimed, lifting his head in the direction of 
the hill tops where we were going to track the wolves, as he parked the 
pickup in a clearing just off the road. ‘No roads, no people, nothing to dis-
turb them, and year after year, litter after litter they are still there. The alphas 
seem to hang on’, he notes admiringly. I ask him if the wolves will be affect-
ed if the hunt it goes ahead. ‘My wolves’, as he described them, are not in 
the territories due to be ‘removed’, he said dismissively, not wanting to pay 
it any more thought.

On the way, Mattis, one of Jakob’s colleagues, joined us. He was also a 
fieldworker that helped part-time during the winter months when there was 
more tracking to do. Leaving Mattis’ jeep parked off the road, we all headed 
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up the mountain together, Mattis and Jakob in the front, Betty and me in the 
back. The peaks and dips of the road were as steep as a roller coaster, and at 
times I had to push my hands against the roof of the pickup to prevent my-
self from falling too far forward, only to land firmly back in the seat shortly 
after with a bump. Betty seemed to enjoy it, looking eagerly out of the win-
dows. 

Betty led the way on the trail as she tugged a little on her lead, ploughing 
keenly through the knee-deep snow. After a good hour or so trekking we 
came to a frozen lake where we found wolf tracks, urine and scats. Jakob 
explained that it was hard to discern how many individuals there were as the 
tracks overlapped one another. A little critically, he said that some ‘experts’ 
may say there are this many or that many, ‘but you have to be more humble 
than that’, he insists. Though we saw no wolves when we were out on the 
frozen lake, I had a distinct feeling that we were being watched. Jakob 
howled into the wind, cupping his mouth with both hands, on the edge of the 
ice. They must have been in the trees looking at us he said, but there is no 
way you can see them, but without a doubt they had seen us, he insisted. 
And, in fact, this turned out to be the case. When we found some tracks by 
the edge of a sparsely wooded island in the middle of the lake, the wolf 
prints we found were facing towards the opposite shoreline, where Jakob had 
been howling an hour or so earlier. 

As we drove back, I reflected a little on how, out on the frozen lake, 
Jakob, Mattis, and I, and perhaps even Betty as she followed the scent trail, 
were in essence trying to communicate, or at least in some way ‘connect’ 
with another species.195 I had been following Jakob’s narrative of his wolf 
family. Their story unfolded out on the ice as we put ourselves in their 
‘shoes’ – or rather stood adjacent to their paw prints, an attempt to see what 
they had been seeing – was one way of getting close to these ‘wild’ ‘others’. 
Brian Morris refers to this as a form of ‘theriomorphic thinking’196 (Morris in 
Harvey 2005: 117, something Willerslev 2007 also alludes to), empathy 
across species boundaries, becoming animal.197 Although these wolves were 
‘safe’ for the moment, this shift in perspective engendered a concern that a 
similar ‘family’ would not be so lucky in the coming few days, and I consid-
ered the disruption and chaos that those less fortunate wolves would experi-
ence before finally being shot.

We pulled over momentarily so Jakob could pick up his mail from his 
post box some 4 kilometres from his house. When I asked him about the 
‘removal’ of entire ‘family groups’, he said that it would be better to hunt the 

                                                     
195 See Don Kulick (2017) for a review of human-animal communication, which alludes to the 
analogous problematic of translation that haunts anthropology. 
196 A process of empathy, enabling one to think from the animal’s perspective.
197 See Dirke (2017: 171) for an interesting account of humans embracing animal perspectives 
in Swedish literature, natural history and ecology in the nineteenth century. 
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wolves at the same time as the moose. It would be easier to hunt across the 
whole county, and ‘take’ the puppies so that the alphas are not ‘disturbed’. 
Some hunting is needed, he insists, ‘you can hunt everything else so why not 
the wolf?’ I had heard this point being iterated more and more frequently as 
wolf numbers increased. ‘But ‘take’ the pups in October’, he asserted, ‘two 
or three, this will still allow the pack to be stable, as long as the alphas are 
not killed’. 

The harvest begins

Jakob and I had been out tracking through deep snow in the mountains most 
of the day. As we sat recuperating at his kitchen table, sipping strong black 
coffee, we listened eagerly to the radio for any news of the wolf hunt. This 
was not the first time that we had waited to hear such an announcement, but 
the hunt was due to begin first thing the following morning. A week or so 
earlier, the local courts had challenged the county board’s decision to pro-
ceed with the wolf hunt, and had managed to put a stop to it. This was liter-
ally just a few hours before the hunt was due to start, which, in turn, 
spawned a protest outside the local courthouse by a few hundred frustrated 
hunters, some with their families as well as their dogs. Now, Jakob and I 
waited again, though on this occasion it was for the decision of the Swedish 
Supreme Court. 

Jakob paused, mid-pour, as he topped up the remains of my cooling cof-
fee. There it was; the hunt was on. The tinny-voiced announcer said that a 
final decision had been made, and that the hunt was to proceed the following 
morning as originally planned. Jakob was visibly shocked. We knew that it 
was more likely to happen this year, more so than any other, but because 
there had been so many false starts, and decisions were never really ‘final’ 
because more often than not they were contested, it was hard to believe that 
this verdict actually was final. Even the hunters that I later spoke to could 
not believe it, particularly as the last decision had been overruled at such 
short notice. 

The following morning an air of disbelief seemed to prevail amongst the 
fieldworkers during the early hours of the hunt, which was intensified by the 
fact that the local hunters were able to work quickly. Initially, it was hard for 
the county fieldworkers to keep up as they were impeded by poor mobile
phone coverage when communicating with hunters, which made kill sites 
harder to locate. Ironically, however, the digital communications that had 
been set up to prevent the kill quota from being exceeded seemed to aid the
hunt protesters that appeared at some of the kill sites on the second day of 
the hunt, and in some cases they even arrived at the kill site before the in-
spectors. The Rovebase text messaging system had been set up so that as 
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soon as a wolf was killed, the hunter could upload the data to the system in 
order that the quota in any given county not be exceeded. This system then 
sends a text message out to anyone who had registered their mobile phone on 
the website. I registered myself so that I also received updates, but the pre-
cise location was not available. Information was restricted to the number of 
wolves shot to date in relation to the quota in that particular county. The 
SVA also had updates on their website. Though I am not sure how specific 
these updates were, initially it seemed that these two systems together pro-
vided the anti-hunt protesters with a head start over the county fieldworkers, 
even though the inspectors had received the precise coordinates (though in 
some cases belatedly) directly from the shooter over the phone. This digital 
lead had not been anticipated by either the county board inspectors or the 
hunting teams, and some argued that this information alone could not have 
been sufficient for the protesters to have had such a head start, and alterna-
tively argued that perhaps hunters or fieldworkers had been followed by 
activists, something which I had personally experienced, and will discuss 
later in this chapter. 

Either way, the presence of the anti-hunt activists on the second day of the 
wolf hunt caught the hunters, county fieldworkers and me all off guard, and 
consequently altered the usual dynamics of post-hunt activities that I had 
observed on the first day of the wolf hunt and experienced elsewhere during 
the bear hunts the previous year. As these dynamics unfurled, the subjectivi-
ty of the carcass (as an individual, as a once living being) was brought to the 
fore, rather than being supressed or masked as I had experienced during oth-
er post-hunt situations. I explore aspects of such subjectivity in more detail
in what follows. 

Wolf hunt, day one: hanging around and getting lost

The first day of the wolf hunt had been a relatively chaotic affair from my 
perspective, in that I did not manage to get to the ‘kill’ location early 
enough, and ended up driving around most of the morning and afternoon 
trying to locate Jakob. I had spent weeks in preparation for the beginning of 
the wolf hunt, contacting people and ensuring that I would be in the right 
place at the right time, but on the day there was no way of predicting how 
events would unfold. To make matters worse, there was no mobile phone 
signal in the area where the first wolf was killed, so I could not get through 
to Jakob once he was at the site, and Google maps, which I had been using 
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lazily to navigate around the county, was unable to locate my position.198

Luckily Jakob had given me a very detailed map of the local area, which I 
used to try and get as close as possible to the kill site. 

Initially I called Jakob at 9.30 a.m. He was just outside a small town,
waiting for news on the wolf hunt. I decided to head in that direction so that 
I would at least be with him if a call came in. When I was about halfway 
there, he called me. ‘Andrew, I have a wolf kill’, he said, but he could not 
wait for me and had to leave straightaway. He suggested that I drive further 
north and call him when I got to a small hamlet closer to the kill site. I called 
him when I got there and Jakob said that they were coming down the moun-
tain with the wolf as it was so cold and he would work inside instead. This 
time he said to drive some 15 kilometres further north, and he would call me 
again. I drove the additional 15 kilometres and when I reached a high posi-
tion with a mobile phone signal, I pulled over adjacent to a road sign so that 
I could explain to him exactly where I was when he called again. I waited 
there for two hours. When he finally called again, he told me to drive back in 
the direction from which I had just come, and yet again wait for him there. 
Backwards and forwards, backwards and forwards, I waited and waited, and 
then the phone rang. ‘Sit tight’, he said, someone was coming to meet me.

Eventually, a young hunter drove up in a jeep full of other hunters wear-
ing baseball caps and mixed snow and autumn camouflaged clothing. ‘You 
are looking for Jakob?’ he shouted out his window. ‘Yes’, I said, and intro-
duced myself. He was Oscar, and I later learned that he was the hunt team 
leader of this group. They were just going to pick up a friend and when they 
return I should follow them. By the time they returned and I followed them 
up into the hills, it was nearly 2.30 p.m. I was now feeling a little impatient,
as I had been up since 5 a.m. and had received news of the first kill from 
Jakob at 10.27 a.m. Jakob, of course, had other priorities, but this was the 
finale to my fieldwork, something that I felt I must document and yet I was 
frustratingly close but still so far. Moreover, focusing on getting there, to 
wherever there might be, meant that at this stage I paid little heed to the fact 
that a wolf had lost its life, or to the ramifications of that fact, though this 
would change later in the day.

When Oscar and his friends returned, I followed him past many quirky lit-
tle dwellings. Some were extremely run-down and appeared to have been 
vacant for many years. After a few twists and turns, we pulled into a gård-
like courtyard full of 4x4s. Jakob came out of one of the outhouses and 
popped his head through the car window. ‘We are now going to the conser-
vator’, he said, ‘to do the rest of the work there’. ‘Okay’, I thought to myself, 
‘you’ve got to be kidding me?’ I had spent half the day getting here, and 

                                                     
198 Hunters and fieldworkers use GPS devices, which can operate without the aid of mobile
phone towers, to locate co-ordinates.
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we’re already leaving? To add to this, the conservator was back in the town 
where Jakob was when I first spoke to him, so we were now going back to 
where I had started first thing that morning. This was, of course, not Jakob’s 
fault, but just the nature of the job at hand. 

Even though we were leaving, I parked the car and quickly grabbed the 
camera, shook the hand of a toothless old man, who laughed when I said I 
was from England. ‘That’s a long way’, he said. Behind him, I saw one dead 
wolf in the back of a county board pickup and a young man and another 
older man swinging a second wolf onto the back of the same truck. I asked 
Jakob if I could take a few quick shots, but he said to ask Oscar, the hunt 
team leader who I had just followed up the mountain. Oscar said it was fine, 
‘But no close ups, no faces’, he insisted. Just as I was starting to roll the 
camera, Jakob got in his truck and began to drive off. Without shooting a 
single shot, I threw the camera on the passenger seat, and got back in my car. 
I had to follow Jakob to the conservator’s; I could not lose him now!

Tracing death

After a poor start, the rest of the day proved to be more successful. The con-
servator was located on the outskirts of a small town, around which I had 
been circumnavigating on and off for some time whilst tracking in the sur-
rounding hills. The workshop was set up in a small wooden building adja-
cent to a residential house that I assumed also belonged to the conservator. 
There was nothing unusual about the workshop, it looked like any other I 
had seen during fieldwork, with a multitude of tools strewn around on the 
workbenches and some prized antlers on the walls. I introduced myself to the 
conservator, Jon, a tall slim man in his early thirties, and he was happy for 
me to film. The young man and the middle-aged man that I had seen loading 
the wolves onto the pickup truck at the gård now brought both wolves into 
the workshop. They were the shooters and the youngest was only teenager.
After congratulating them both, I introduced myself and asked a few ques-
tions about the hunt. It was a tricky situation as the hunting unions were 
concerned about receiving bad press. Previously I had contacted Roger, one 
of the hunt association representatives I had gotten to know over the past 
year, to see if I could join them on a hunt. He was initially reluctant, because
his association had decided that there should be ‘no press’ out with any of 
the hunting groups because they had received a lot of negative press during 
the last legal hunt. I reassured him that I was not press and that my work was
for research purposes only. He trusted me and said that I might be able to 
join them later in the week if weather conditions improved.
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Though Oscar had said ‘no close ups’ at the gård, here it was more re-
laxed. I still did not want to ‘spook’ anyone so I carefully documented 
events as they unfolded, using the camera sparingly initially then more and 
more as time went on. I kept questions to a minimum and avoided pointing 
the camera at any one individual. I was also aided by the fact that I was Brit-
ish. Had I been a Swedish academic coming from Stockholm, I would have 
most likely been received more negatively. Many people I met and most 
fieldworkers that I had spent time with, believed this to be the case and said 
that this would work to my advantage. People were always fascinated that I 
was here all the way from the UK, filming them. A bumbling Englishman 
with a video camera was less of a ‘threat’ I imagine, and less likely to have 
been influenced by the ‘infected’ debate. Nor did I fit into the class differ-
ences that people often fall back on when initially prejudging one’s charac-
ter. 

At one point in the workshop it became apparent that I was not regarded 
as intimidating when I overheard and filmed conversations about the media 
trying unsuccessfully to get access to the hunt, both via the hunters and the 
county fieldworkers. The fact that I was able to film them while they talked 
about this openly indicated that my interlocutors did not see me as related to 
the ‘media’ or indeed as a threat (though this was not always the case). I was
very happy to hold this present position, as I had been concerned about how 
I would be viewed when the camera came out.199 Later, Jakob also reinforced 
this perception when he told me that a national media company had contact-
ed him and asked for my phone number so that they could obtain some of 
my footage, as they were unable to join the inspectors or the hunters. When I 
told him that my footage is for research purposes only, he replied ‘That’s 
exactly what I told them’.

As the inspectors prepared the paperwork and began to fill out the form, 
Registrering av fälld varg (‘Registering fallen/killed wolf’, see Figure 17), I 
chatted a little to the two shooters, who were also happy for me to film. The 
eldest of the two said I could use any of the footage because he thought that 
this kind of research was a positive thing and he had nothing against wolves, 

                                                     
199 My use of the camera here stands in contrast to the eminent visual anthropologist David 
McDougal (2006), who uses the camera as an extension of his body from the first day of 
filming, so that his interlocutors get used to the presence of the camera and see him in no 
other light than ‘man-camera’ hybrid. Though I admire his methodology, I do not believe that 
this technique would have been successful for this project. In fact, I do not think that I would 
have even ‘gotten through the front door’. It was hard enough gaining trust and getting access 
without the camera in my hands, so I am content with the way that I balanced more traditional 
fieldwork methods together with filming. It also allowed me to gain a range of material. When 
the camera was off, people spoke or behaved differently, I was able to take notes and pay 
attention to my senses more rather than being distracted by focus, framing or exposure. How-
ever, the fact that I did not always have the camera out meant that when it did come out, it 
could take a while for people to get used to its presence. 
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he said. He thought that they were beautiful animals, but he also felt that 
they should have the right to hunt them, like any other animal – a point that 
many people make. I then asked the younger hunter, ‘Was it just one bullet 
you used, one shot?’ ‘Five’, he answered. ‘Where?’ I asked, a little sur-
prised, and he pointed out all the shots on the wolf’s body. After being hit by 
the first three shots, he explained, the wolf sat down and started yelping and 
howling – he briefly mimicked the howl, pursing his lips and raising his chin 
– then he fired the shot to the head. Amazingly, he said, this fourth, which 

Figure 17: Registrering av fälld varg (Registering fallen/killed wolf). This is the first page 
of a two-page form that must be completed by a local county board fieldworker when in-
specting wolf cadavers during ‘legal’ wolf hunts. The image on the form illustrates the 
measurements that must be taken by the inspector (Source www.lansstyrelsen.se). 
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hit the wolf just below the ear, was not the final shot that killed it. When he 
and another hunter approached the wolf and were only a few metres away, it 
growled at them. He pulled the wolf’s top lip up, revealing the canines as if 
to mimic a snarl, and he growled under his breath, before pointing to the 
throat, where he took the final and fatal shot. Later, when he was retelling 
events to the others in the workshop, he said he was surprised that the wolf
growled and came towards him, it had him scared to death because he feared 
the wolf might kill him, so he kept firing.

Once the wolves had been documented, weighed and measured, and the 
yellow tags for each had been given to the conservator to clip to the hides,200

the hunters and the county board fieldworkers left but I decided to hang on a 
little longer to observe Jon, the conservator, at work. Various members of his 
family came in at different times, his aunt and uncle, his cousin and her dog. 
People were generally curious to see the dead wolves. All the dead wolves 
that I documented during the hunt attracted similar levels of curiosity;201 it 
was a spectacle that attracted family members and locals. Some took pictures 
on their phones, or touched the fur, paws or teeth. The little terrier that ar-
rived with Jon’s cousin shivered a little between sharp, piercing barks as it 
sniffed at the wolf that remained on the workshop floor. Everyone laughed. 
Even when dead and covered in blood the wolf seemed to unnerve the little 
dog. 

As Jon worked on the other wolf lying on his workbench, he peeled the 
hide away from the flesh. His aunt joked that the digits on the wolf’s paw –
now bare – resembled his uncle’s crooked fingers, three of which were miss-
ing from one of his hands. The injury, his uncle explained, was the result of 
an accident at work. It is always interesting to observe that even in different 
contexts when animal hides are removed, comparisons to human anatomy 
are often highlighted (I discuss this in Chapter 6 at the SVA, where staff
noted that different species once flayed look more similar to one another as 
well as to humans). From an evolutionary perspective, this is not particularly 
surprising, as mammals anatomically share many features. Such observa-
tions flatten the usual hierarchical perspectives via which people separate
themselves from animals in Euro-America to a level that is more often noted 
in animist contexts,202 where humans and animals are not so readily distin-
guished as they share their social world (as described in reference to Hill 
2011 in Chapter 2).
                                                     
200 Plastic yellow tags are clipped to the hide with an ID number on them to illustrate that it is 
a legal hide obtained during a legal wolf hunt.
201 I also observed this curiosity during the bear hunts, though not to this level of interest. 
Bear hunts are annual and have been for some time, unlike the wolf hunt at this time.  
202 Here I am referring to social groups particularly in Amazonia, Northern Eurasia and North 
America that many scholars argue are animist. See Chapter 2 sections ‘Empathy and Embod-
ied Vision’ and ‘Towards a Transspecific Sociatlity’. 
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At a kill site the following day, one of the hunters patted a dead wolf on 
the head, as if it were a Golden Retriever. This was something I had seen a 
few times during the wolf hunt – sign of affection of sorts, or at least a form 
of admiration. Death here, and as noted above, appears to facilitate a space 
for contemplation and reflection that cannot be experienced with a ‘wild’ 
living animal that tends to keep away from humans. Death brings forth the 
mysterious wolf, the otherwise unknown and allows it to be viewed, touched 
and experienced. Of course, the cadaver is not the same as a living wolf, but 
it is nonetheless part of how wolves are experienced. Yet, is this the wolf, is 
it more real, does this differ from the traces that I have been discussing, or is 
this simply another trace of a creature that always seems to be just out of 
reach? The encounter that I described, where both the young hunter and the 
wolf feared for their lives, is probably as ‘real’ as it gets (with the exception 
of immobilisation, though this is not something the general public can par-
take in). The hunter was not only surprised by the number of shots that it 
took to down her, but was also surprised by her reaction, that she growled 
and moved towards him. Perhaps it was a moment of realisation, rather than 
surprise, that in fact there was little difference between the two of them, both 
experiencing fear and wanting, no matter what the odds, to survive.

Once life has left the wolf body, the body changes, as the cadaver, like 
any other trace, will soon disintegrate, degenerate like a print in the snow if 
left to ‘natural’ forces, or in the case the Scandinavian wolf, become frag-
mented and dispersed. Post-death, the Scandinavian wolf is shared between 
genetics laboratories (its genetic material), hunters (the hide), the SVA (the 
flayed body), and the Natural History Museum (the bones). In this regard the 
materiality of death203 cannot be separated from the other indices I have ana-
lysed, together they form the holistic phenomena we call wolf. 

There are elements to the conservator’s practice that are similar to those 
that I observed at the SVA. Most of this is a process of de-subjectification, 
of breaking the wolf body into parts. The ‘material’ wolf is different to its 
traces. It can be patted like a dog, stroked like a lost love (as we will see in 
the nest section), have its teeth admired for size and whiteness; it is some-
how oddly ‘vibrant’204 in death, present yet absent. This is how the material-
spectacle of death seems to function in this context. A brief encounter, but 
one that facilities admiration and in some cases, as we will see in what fol-
lows, emotion.

                                                     
203 Here I echo Laura Rival’s inspiring paper, ‘The Materiality of Life’ (2012). 
204 Here I allude to Jane Bennett’s Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things (2010).
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Mourning in the snow 

It had rained a little overnight and the temperature was now hovering around 
0 degrees centigrade. It was the second day of the wolf hunt, and, as with the 
previous day, it was impossible to know where the first kill site would be. As 
I had had difficulty maintaining contact with the fieldworkers the day before 
– mainly due to poor mobile phone coverage – I had decided to meet with 
either Jakob, Annette or Felicia (both of whom I had met before during a 
training session at the SVA) before they actually left for a particular kill site. 
However, it was impossible to know who would get the first call. For this 
reason I tried to position myself in a relatively central location in the part of 
the county where my interlocutors were working. So I drove to a little town a
few kilometres north of where I had been staying, and not far from where I 
had been tracking with Jakob. Here, the snow was a little deeper, though in 
places the stubble from the last harvest poked through the remaining slush 
that covered the open fields, forming small bristly islands. These were not 
ideal tracking conditions and I was expecting some hunting teams to call off 
the hunt. However, I later discovered that even though the snow was getting 
wetter with the warmer temperatures in the lowlands, in the mountains fur-
ther north it was still very deep, and the sheer number of hunters that were 
out on each hunting team ensured that the hunts would be successful. More 
eyes, more guns, and more positions made up for poor conditions.

I found a little bakery in the centre of town, poured a coffee and sat down 
and waited for my phone to ring. After an hour or so, there had been no calls 
so I sat in the car and turned the radio on, listening for any news on the hunt. 
Still nothing. Then it began to rain. Surely no one could track in this weath-
er, I thought to myself as I prepared the camera, wrapping it up in a rain 
cover. Then I got a text from RovSMS: ‘Hej, Sjätte vargen har fälts i jakt-
område 2. Det återstår nu 18 vargar på tilldelningen i [redacted] Iän. Mvh
Länsstyrelsen [redacted].’ Which translates roughly as ‘Hello, the sixth wolf 
has been killed in hunting area 2. There are now 18 wolves remaining [to be 
killed] in [redacted] county. County administrative board’. This was the first 
wolf of the day, and within about two minutes Felicia called and told me to 
head for a hamlet closer to the kill site, about thirty minutes’ drive away. 
When I suggested that we should meet at the local petrol station, she 
laughed, ‘There is no petrol station there’, she exclaimed. The hamlet was 
deep in the forest. She gave me directions and said to meet her by a cross-
roads that had an information point display with a large map of the area.  

Felicia arrived a few minutes after me. I loaded all my camera gear into 
her county pickup and we headed off further up the mountain. The roads 
were icy and wet, but there was still a lot of snow in the forest off the road, 
enough, it seemed, for the hunters to track efficiently. We worked our way 
down a long snowy track, cutting through a number of scattered dwellings. 
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Over another crossroads we came across a few 4x4s pulled over to one side. 
‘They must have shot it on the road’, Felicia said, as what looked like a large 
alpha male lying by the road’s edge came into view. 

Annette immediately came up to my door as I opened it and said that she 
had already asked the hunt leader if I could film. He said that it was fine, but 
not to film any of the hunters, especially their faces, as there were activists 
present. Initially, I was not really sure what she meant by ‘activists’, but then 
within a moment of getting out of the car I walked into an unexpectedly 
tense scene. A small group of hunters, clad in a combination of snow camou-
flage and autumn-coloured clothing, stood on the road looking at the dead 
wolf, which lay outstretched on the snowy verge. I introduced myself to the 
hunt team leader, a tall, broad man with a bushy grey moustache, but he was 
distracted by the presence of the activists. He repeated what Annette had 
already mentioned: he was happy for me to film but not to film their faces. I 
put his mind at rest when I told him that I knew two of the top hunt union 
representatives205 who live in the area and who were also out hunting in dif-
ferent parts of the county, and who had said that they were happy for me to 
document events. ‘Well that’s okay then, but no faces’, he said, flatly, and 
walked away.

I framed the wolf on the camera’s LCD display, looking down the road 
away from the hunters. One of the activists was particularly vocal towards 
the hunters; the others were oddly silent, some sitting in cars further down 
the road with engines running, while another took photographs as the scene 
unfolded. One woman in particular was not dressed like the other activists.
In contrast to the hunters’ white camouflage, the activists wore darker out-
door gear with heavy boots. The woman wore a long coat with a high collar,
dressed as if she were meeting friends for coffee. Initially, I thought she was 
either press or a local bystander observing events, and I later learnt that Feli-
cia was equally bemused by her presence. It was tricky filming without get-
ting any of the hunters in the frame, and I was not sure whether the activists 
would object to being filmed either. I was told to ask for the hunter’s permis-
sion to film, not for the activists’ or anyone else who should wander in. 
Somehow this was the hunt leader’s scene; he was the captain of this ship.

As I tried to reframe the wolf, avoiding the hunters, the female activist 
popped in and out of shot as she paced up and down beside the cadaver, her 
long coat sweeping and swaying with every turn. Her nerves were now raw 
with adrenalin and, to calm them, she took shallow shivering puffs of her 

                                                     
205 As already noted, one of these hunting union representatives had expressed concern that 
some teams may see me as some kind of journalist. I had met this particular prominent repre-
sentative on many occasions over the last couple of years, and I asked him to spread the word 
amongst the various teams that I would be out in the county filming during the wolf hunt, and 
that I am not a journalist. He said he would but he could not promise that all the local hunting 
leaders would let me film. 
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cigarette, her hands shaking as she exhaled. I had seen this before with some 
hunters after a kill. When the adrenalin kicks in, the voice breaks, hands 
shake and the face becomes pale. However, in this case the reaction was far 
greater than anything that I had seen to date. This was not adrenaline alone, 
it was anger tinged with deep sadness. As I continued filming, she started 
talking to me, and to the camera, in English. ‘Probably an alpha, it wouldn’t 
surprise me because they aim for the alphas, that way the puppies will also 
die, that’s how it works here’. Then she raised her phone to take a photo of 
the wolf. ‘You can see that they’re having fun about this [She motions to-
wards the hunters stood on the road]. It’s a pure pleasure kill. It’s tragic’. 
Then she says something to the hunters in Swedish that translates roughly as:
‘There cannot be a bigger hunt than this against the EU habitat’s directive. 
It’s a red list animal lying here, that’s the only answer you’ll have from me. 
And when you pay damages to the EU, don’t come complaining that you 
don’t get any money for the ambulances here then.’206 Then she continues to 
me in English. ‘That is a direct violation of the EU’s species and habitats
directive, right there [as she points at the wolf]. One of numerous in two
days that were slaughtered beyond belief. That is an endangered animal that 
they just killed.’ She then kneels by the wolf, and lays her hand on its broad 
head, stroking him gently. Pausing for a moment, she closes her eyes, as if 
saying goodbye to a loved one.

I was a little taken aback by this whole scene that unfolded so quickly be-
fore me. Previously when I had met hunters I would congratulate them, talk 
to them about the hunt and start a dialogue, but the presence of the activist 
shouting at the hunters threw me off guard. I was not sure who I should ap-
proach first, and in this instance the hunters themselves also seemed on edge. 
I found myself caught between the county fieldworkers, the hunters and the 
activists, and tried to talk to all three groups within the space of a few 
minutes, trying not to upset either group by conversing with another. 

In addition to this unexpected tripartite standoff, the presence of the cam-
era changes the dynamics of the relations at play when conducting field-
work. I had experienced this many times before throughout the project, but 
during the wolf hunt such dynamics had intensified. Tensions were running 
high for all: the hunters, county fieldworkers and for the activists that were 
present. In this regard the presence of the camera seemed to turn up the heat. 

When I spoke briefly to the hunters, they explained that the wolf was shot 
on the edge of the woods, not the side of the road. According to strict proto-

                                                     
206 The reference to ambulances here highlights the anger some isolated communities feel 
towards the central government in that money goes to wolf management and research and not 
ambulances, which are being cut back from some rural areas. Here, however, the activist is 
arguing that because Sweden is breaking EU law the government could be heavily fined, so 
hunting wolves is consequently wasting taxpayers money that could go towards funding 
ambulances. 
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col, the county fieldworkers are supposed to inspect the site before the ca-
daver is moved, however, in this case it may have been moved to be more 
easily accessible. When the wolf had been loaded on to the back of An-
nette’s truck and the hunters dispersed, I managed to exchange a few words 
with the female activist, who was now sitting in an estate car with her col-
league in the driving seat. She was still very upset and angry. I introduced 
myself properly. Her name was Ida, she was from a Swedish animal activist 
group. ‘They will have to execute me before they can keep me quiet’, she 
exclaimed, adding that they will probably kill her for what she is doing now, 
but she did not care. She then said that the hunters had moved the wolf to the 
side of the road, and that this was illegal and that they are supposed to wait 
for the county inspectors to examine the kill site first. This is indeed proto-
col, but having been out on several inspections previously, particularly dur-
ing the bear hunts, I know that this is not always the case. On some occa-
sions, the inspector may consent to the cadaver being moved if they are de-
layed with other inspections and time is short, particularly as they can obtain 
the GPS position of the kill from the hunter, rather than take the GPS coor-
dinates themselves. Reaching kill sites can be very difficult and time con-
suming, and in the heat of the sun (as noted earlier during the annual bear 
hunts), rigor mortis can set in quickly and impede work upon the cadaver. In 
this case, I am not sure why the hunters decided to move the wolf, but at the 
time it did not seem to be of much concern to the inspectors. As one inspec-
tor explained to me during the bear hunts that I attended, if there is a prob-
lem they can always examine the actual kill site in more detail later. 

Who is tracking whom?

On this occasion, we visited another conservator on the other side of the 
small town. There were a lot of people already there when we arrived. A 
number of stuffed animals inhabited the workshop, which included a large 
brown bear standing on its hind legs that towered over all who entered, a 
large moose and a number of other smaller mammals and birds dotted 
around the place. Before I managed to introduce myself to everyone, a slim, 
serious middle-aged man wearing glasses and a baseball cap came up to me. 
He would not have looked out of place working in a bank or as an estate 
agent. He was the shooter and was here overseeing the preparation of the 
wolf hide, and asserted that he did not want to be in any of the film. I at-
tempted to reassure him that I was not a journalist, and explained that I was 
an anthropologist researching people working with wolves, and that he had 
nothing to worry about. ‘Yes’, he said ‘but even academics have hidden 
agendas’. I could not help feeling that there was an echo here of the ‘nega-
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tive press’ that the hunt union representative had mentioned. The suspicion 
towards academics and researchers is a familiar point of view discussed 
amongst hunters that actively endorse wolf hunting, academics, in these in-
stances, are often believed to be siding with the pro-wolf perspective (see
Skogen, Krange and Figari 2017: 19-20). This can also work both ways.
Researchers are also criticised by the conservationists, particularly with re-
gard to ‘invasive’ methods such as tagging, which some consider to be a
traumatic experience for the wolves (see Chapter 4 in reference to the use of 
helicopters over foot traps, for example). 

Felicia went out to try and lose the activists (I had counted four, three 
women and a man), who were now trying to follow the inspectors to all the 
kill locations. As the sun was going down, the third wolf of the day had been 
‘called in’ so I joined Annette, who was due to conduct the inspection. On 
our way, we passed by her house to pick up her kit box with all the post-hunt 
paraphernalia: yellow tags, and sample bags that she required to document 
and label the wolf. As she drove, we chatted a little about the hunt and the 
number of wolves in the area. ‘My personal opinion’, she said, ‘is that there 
has to be some hunting now, people have had their dogs taken from their 
gardens, they let the dog out to pee and it does not come back, even cats.’ In 
fact, her husband was on one of the local wolf hunting teams today. This 
year she thought that the hunt was necessary. Annette is a very calm, 
grounded, pragmatic woman and her opinion is increasingly shared by many 
now as wolf numbers increase. 

She is originally from the area, and explains as we approach a group of 
buildings that she and her husband bought this farm a few years ago. They 
have lots of work to do on the house, but there is no rush, she says positive-
ly. As we pull up outside, three dogs jump up at the window next to which a 
frozen fox hangs, adjacent to a marten carcass. Annette explains that her 
husband has been shooting the foxes on their land as they have been taking 
their pheasants; they also have bulls, hens and bees. 

After returning with the kit box, we headed back out passing by one of the 
outhouses where her son was putting chains on a quad bike. Annette stopped 
momentarily, opened the window and reminded him to let the dogs out later. 
As we drove off, she explained that it was getting increasingly difficult for 
him to find work. He was able to get a job as soon as he left college (he 
trained in forestry) and worked in the forests with cutting machines, but the 
company made cutbacks and he has found it difficult to get work ever since. 
Driving around over the last few weeks, I had seen a couple of large saw 
mills, but no other industries. Aside from forestry, there is little else one can 
do in this area. Her father, Annette continued, who also worked for forestry 
companies, never had any trouble finding work, but it has just gotten harder 
and harder, she explained. Now, she was concerned for her son. This was not 
good for his wellbeing or for his morale.
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I had been back and forth to the conservators a few times throughout the 
day, visiting various kill sites with the inspectors. When returning with An-
nette after dark, Annette had gone in ahead of me, as I unloaded the camera 
equipment from her truck. I made out a few figures standing outside a pizze-
ria a few metres down the road. One silhouette seemed to be holding a cam-
era, and another began to walk towards me. As a young woman approached, 
followed closely behind by the rest of the group, I recognised the woman 
holding the camera and realised that it was the activists I had seen earlier in 
the day, though I had never seen the young woman who approached me be-
fore. She, like the others, was dressed in dark outdoor gear, and without in-
troducing herself or saying anything else asked me directly in English how 
many wolves had been killed today. I said I did not know; there had been 
others killed in other parts of the county. Dissatisfied with that answer, she 
then asked, ‘How many do you have in the truck?’ She clearly saw me as 
one of ‘them’. I said that she would have to ask one of the county board 
fieldworkers. ‘Can’t you just nod your head, if I say one or two?’ – she con-
tinued. The woman with the camera came forward, I said hello again, and 
explained, ‘You have to understand that you are trusting me with your in-
formation and they are trusting me with theirs’. The woman with the camera 
said she understood. Then out of the darkness came Ida, the woman wearing 
the long coat with the high collar, ‘I bet you can’t even shake my hand be-
cause you are being watched?’, she stated. To be honest, I replied, I had not 
really thought about it, but yes, it is awkward and perhaps we are being 
watched. She said that she couldn’t ‘take it any more’, and that the whole 
thing was so ‘undemocratic’. ‘This is the last stand’, she continued, and ex-
plained that she is from the southern part of Sweden. Some of the others with 
her are locals, she clarified, with the exception of one Norwegian man. I had 
not noticed any other men with the group, which I now noted totalled five in 
number. 

Leaving them, I returned inside to the conservator’s workshop, and eve-
ryone asked me if they were still out there. When I said they were, Felicia 
said that they had followed her and a young hunter from another kill location 
when they went to pick up his car to return to the hunt meeting place. At that
point, Roger, the hunt association leader, who was also there, blamed Felicia 
for allowing the activists to follow her. Felicia said, that there were activists 
there before she arrived in the first instance. Somehow the activists were 
getting the locations of the kills very quickly and arriving before the county 
fieldworkers, and it was still not clear exactly how this occurred. 

When I was outside, Ida told me that she had also met Roger at the same 
kill site. He said that she could not be there. ‘You are not the police’ she 
apparently retorted, ‘you can’t tell me what to do’. Though the majority of 
hunts take place on private land, the Swedish allemansrätten allows the gen-
eral public to roam freely in the countryside which meant that Ida had every 
right to be there. Yet it is interesting to note that in all cases when I was pre-
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sent, the hunt leader’s permission was sought for me to be there and film. It 
seems that when the hunt is on the local hunt team leader is in charge,
though I am not sure if this power extends beyond just general courtesy. 

Lonely wolf: the one that got away

The following morning, I met Felicia to inspect a location where a wolf was 
shot at but not actually hit. Oscar, the young hunt team leader whom I had 
met the previous night, had found the bullet that had been fired embedded in 
a nearby tree, which confirmed the wolf had not been injured, and subse-
quently it did not have to be tracked and killed. However, Felicia now had to 
inspect the site to confirm officially that this was the case. Protocol for any 
hunt in Sweden is that a wounded animal must not be left to suffer, and 
should be tracked until it is found and dispatched. The reason behind this, 
apart from preventing animals from suffering unduly, is also to encourage 
responsible hunting, so that hunters, in theory, only fire a shot that they think 
will be fatal (see Chapter 3 when the hunt leader at the research station ad-
vises the hunting team on taking the most effective shot). 

Felicia and I waited for Oscar in her pickup in a picnic area at the foot of 
the mountain where I had been filming the night before with Annette. The 
dark tops of the surrounding mountains – broken by patches of snow – were 
heavily wooded, but as the slopes levelled and the snow petered out, the land 
became more open and marshy. Oscar had explained to Felicia over the 
phone that there had been nearly one hundred hunters up the mountain. ‘In 
that little wood?’ she exclaimed, motioning up the slope to a dark-green 
patch of trees. ‘That’s not hunting’ I said, surprised at such a large number, 
which, in comparison to the visibly vast landscape before me seemed such a 
small area. ‘It’s extermination’, she added, ‘the wolf has nowhere to go. It is 
surrounded’. During these hunts, Felicia explained, the wolves will not eat as 
they are so stressed and have to keep on the move. Moreover, she continued, 
they will be exhausted and confused as pack members are killed, and the 
remainder try to locate one another by howling, as was witnessed by the 
young hunter who shot the female puppy. Though the wolf growled and 
snarled at him as he shot her, she also yelped and howled.

The wolf that had been shot at, but not hit, had been seen heading back to 
the area where the other two puppies were killed, possibly looking for them 
or other members of the pack and to re-orientate itself. This circumstance 
reminded me of the female bear that had been illegally shot as she was still 
nursing cubs (see Chapter 3). Felicia spoke of the wolves in terms of their 
relations to one another, and referred to the gender, ‘female pup’, something 
that had been lacking when I was filming the dead wolves in the snow sur-
rounded by proud hunters, or when they were being flayed at the conserva-
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tors. Like Jakob, Felicia spoke about the wolves as subjects with their own 
stories, histories and family dynamics. It was sad, I said, to think of a lonely 
wolf out there in the forest, running in circles looking for the rest of its fami-
ly. When I asked if she felt that this hunt should have gone ahead, she did 
not really give me an answer. Rather, she said that she did not like to think 
about it, and that it is hard for them to keep a distance and attempt to under-
stand everyone’s point of view. For example, she mentioned that during the 
last legal wolf hunt in 2010/11, one wolf had been shot fourteen times. ‘Of
course it must had suffered’, she exclaimed. Then she added that the female 
puppy from the first day of the hunt, shot by the teenage hunter, also suf-
fered as she was hit in the stomach before she turned around and bit at the 
air, attempting to defend herself. Only then was the hunter able to shoot her 
in the head. According to the hunter, this shot did not kill her either – the 
final fatal shot hit her in the throat. On the day of the hunt at the kill site, she 
had followed the wolf’s tracks, backtracking, and she saw that the wolf had 
defecated as she fled, ‘That is stress,’ she added. I then asked her about al-
ternative ways of culling wolves to control numbers, perhaps by using pro-
fessional county fieldworkers to keep suffering to a minimum. In principle 
this would be a good solution, she said. ‘But there is a lot of jealousy,’ she 
explained, adding that local hunting teams prefer the privilege of shooting a 
wolf and do not want to give that privilege to a county board fieldworker. 
They also feel it is their responsibility and right to ‘manage’ the land (as
discussed in the Introduction and in Chapter 4).

Oscar arrived in his black pickup and we followed him up the mountain 
into the forest. The light was fading as twilight approached and it got pro-
gressively darker as we drove up the hill. About halfway up, we pulled over. 
The shooter, an older man, was already there, waiting for us at the side of the 
road. I set up the camera using an ‘on-board’ LED light to aid exposure. Just 
off the road, Oscar showed us where the bullet had hit a tree and Felicia took 
some photographs and a GPS position with her receiver. Oscar explained 
that the wolf had crossed the road, stopped, looked at the hunter, who then 
took the shot and missed, and then the wolf ran off into the woods towards
where the other two puppies were killed. When the older hunter left, we 
returned to Felicia’s pickup, where Oscar completed all the relevant paper-
work and answered Felicia’s questions.

Joining the wolf hunt inventory further north

In another county further north, final approval for the wolf hunt had also 
been delayed. When the green light was eventually given, I travelled to the 
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region the day before the hunt was due to begin. I returned to the campsite 
where I had been the previous year, whilst accompanying Fredrik as he con-
ducted the annual bear hunt inventories (see Chapter 3). I had been to the 
area many times before observing Fredrik while he worked, and we had 
grown quite familiar with one another. When I joined him in his jeep, he told 
me that one wolf had already been shot, even though the snow had been 
falling all morning and the tracking conditions were poor, and another had 
possibly been wounded. He said that someone had called the county board 
office earlier to say that they had seen wolf tracks laced with blood. Howev-
er, it later emerged when we met the hunting team that dogs had been used 
during the hunt and one had wounded its foot, leaving a trail of blood.207

We drove through a number of hamlets, separated intermittently by large 
open areas; white fields thick with snow, stretching as far as the eye could 
see. Pointing to the occasional pockets of woodlands scattered here and there 
in the hills, Fredrik said that it would be very cold in the forest today, partic-
ularly as the hunters would have to be very still. He was an experienced 
hunter and had worked with captive wolves for many years. When waiting 
for wolves, Fredrik explained, ‘you have to be very still. If you move, that is 
it’. When hunting moose, he continued, you can light a fire to keep warm, 
you must be quiet, but that is all; this was not the case with wolves. I asked 
him about the decision to ‘remove’ this particular pack. He was not sure why 
the county had reached that conclusion, especially because, as far as he 
knew, this northern pack had not caused any ‘problems’, unlike a pack fur-
ther south that had been ‘taking’ domestic animals. I asked if the locals were 
happy now that the hunt was going ahead. In the areas where hunting had 
been approved, people were happy, but in the non-hunting areas they were 
still frustrated, he replied.

On the way we met Staffan, another county fieldworker whom I had met 
before in Uppsala during a bear inventory training class at the SVA. He 
normally worked in another part of the county but no wolf hunts had been 
approved in his area, so he had been sent here to help Fredrik. He was wait-
ing for us in his county-marked 4x4 pickup and followed behind Fredrik’s 
jeep. 

We approached a small village with an eclectic mix of old and new build-
ings, turned off behind the main road and parked in front of a large concrete 
outhouse next to a snowmobile. A young fair-haired women and a stocky 
                                                     
207 This was the first time that Fredrik or I had heard of dogs being used during wolf hunts. It 
was always said to be too dangerous for the dogs, and since hunters complained that dogs are 
wounded or killed by wolves whilst hunting other game, made it seem a little contradictory. 
That said, I am not exactly sure to what capacity the dogs were used or whether they were 
loose or tethered. Previously when I had been tracking with Theresa, she said that she had 
heard that dogs were being trained to track wolves in preparation for the hunt. It is also not 
unusual for a dog’s feet to bleed when walking in deep snow, particularly when the snow 
becomes hard.  
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middle-aged man dressed in white camouflage clothing stood outside the 
large metal doors. The shooter – the stocky man – led us into the large out-
house. It had tiled walls and floors and was designed specifically for pro-
cessing game. Off the main large room, where the wolf lay on a stainless 
steel trolley, were a few smaller rooms and a little kitchen. A large moose 
carcass that had been sawn in two hung in one of these rooms, and on the 
ledge of one window were a number of compressed spent bullets, the rem-
nants of previous kills. The outhouse was obviously well equipped and well 
used, complete with motorised block and tackle for hauling heavy carcasses. 
The shooter was happy for me to film, and the young woman asked a little 
about my project as I started filming. She had not been on the hunt herself, 
she explained, but the shooter was her friend. I asked him if it had been a 
difficult shot, he shook his head and said no, the wolf was running from left 
to right and he fired; that was that. 

The hunter’s friend was not the only curious visitor. As Fredrik and Staf-
fan measured and weighed the wolf, removed a hair sample and took meas-
urements, a few other people passed by to take a look. One man in his late 
seventies – of his own accord, in a very casual manner – held the wolf’s 
head up for me to get a better shot. The large, brilliant-white teeth particular-
ly fascinated people, who peered and felt them eagerly with the tips of their 
fingers, and literally took a good look down the wolf’s throat. A jogger, also 
having seen all the commotion, popped in on his way down the hill, telling 
me in an air of complete fascination that it was, ‘Very interesting to see!’

When Fredrik started writing up the paperwork in the kitchen, the shooter 
left to join the wolf hunt once again. Then another call came in; a second 
wolf had been shot. We quickly packed up and headed to the next wolf, 
which was much further northwest. After a long drive, seeing nothing but 
trees for some kilometres, I was shocked when we suddenly came across 40 
or more 4x4 jeeps, pickups and cars. There was a large hunting butchery in 
an opening amongst the trees. It looked brand new and was in immaculate 
condition. It seemed oddly out of place here in the middle of the forest, par-
ticularly as it resembled a storage facility that you might find on the outskirts 
of a city rather than an outhouse or butchery. There was obviously a lot of 
money in hunting in this area. 

There must have been over one hundred hunters present. As we pulled up, 
Fredrik cautioned me, ‘Be careful with the camera’, and he motioned with 
his hand as if to keep the camera low, out of sight. Over the previous few 
years, I had filmed with Fredrik many times in a number of different situa-
tions, and this was the first time that he ever asked me to be careful with the 
camera. The sheer number of hunters was overwhelming, and the fact that 
the hunting unions had been unhappy with the media, and that there had 
been activists out armed with cameras when the hunt first began did not help 
matters. There was therefore no telling what kind of reaction we would get. I
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told him that I would leave the camera in the car until we had spoken to the 
hunt team leader. 

As we squeezed our way through the crowd, I said to Staffan that I had 
never seen so many hunters before – neither had he, he replied. We found 
the wolf just outside the butchery entrance, lying on a bed of conifer branch-
es that had been placed on the snow. Fredrik introduced me to the hunt lead-
er, a tall middle-aged man. He stood next to the shooter, a much younger 
man in his early twenties. Both were clad in the usual snow camouflage. 
When I asked the hunt leader if I could film, he did not object, but neither 
did he seem overtly pleased either. When I retrieved the camera from the 
jeep, I received many strong stares and an older man asked me where I was 
from. When I told him I was from England, he asked, ‘But who do you work 
for?’ – probably thinking I was from the media. I explained that I am an 
anthropologist, and that I was following the county fieldworkers while they 
conducted the wolf inventories and that I had also been filming the bear hunt
inventories the previous year. He seemed relatively satisfied and disappeared 
into the crowed. Needless to say I was very careful with the camera, and 
only filmed inside the butchery while Fredrik and Staffan worked with the 
wolf, together with the shooter and hunt leader. I did not film the large 
crowd outside. Having to describe my project to over one hundred suspi-
cious hunters was not something I felt comfortable with.

As with the other dead wolves that I had filmed, a number of inquisitive 
people stood around looking at the teeth and paws, feeling the fur, as well as 
taking pictures. At one point, whilst I was filming inside the butchery, a 
young family came in with their toddler. The mother was particularly curi-
ous, prodding the wolf’s nose, and she ran her finger along its incisors while 
the father held their daughter, who pointed at the wolf on the stainless steel 
trolley. ‘Hund’ (dog), she said, to which the parents replied, ‘Ja, hund’ (Yes, 
dog). 

Both the wolves we had seen that day were young females; the first not 
yet a year old, the second was just over two years old, according to Staffan. 
It was also not certain if they were from the same family group, which would 
contradict the idea that ‘taking’ entire family groups would be less disruptive 
to both the wolf and local human population. The reason behind such a phi-
losophy is that shooting individuals rather than entire family groups would
disrupt pack dynamics and hierarchy, which could essentially displace indi-
viduals as a result of internal pack conflicts. Ultimately, this could result in 
more ‘lone wolves’ wandering around, hunting alone and hence taking easy 
prey, like domestic animals. Though in theory this may seem logical, in 
practice, if a wolf from another territory or from another family group that is 
not a member of the group that is supposed to be ‘removed’ should wander
into the designating hunting area, it is fair game and can be killed. This ne-
gates the argument that removing entire family groups is less disruptive be-
cause such an action could potentially disturb the neighbouring pack, inad-
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vertently causing the formation of ‘lone’ wolves that may be more likely to 
prey on livestock or approach human settlements.

Conclusions

There are many reasons why people take up hunting, such as being in ‘na-
ture’, or to work with dogs, to obtain food or trophies, or simply because it is 
a longstanding tradition that brings the local community together. But as we 
have seen in this chapter, there is something of the ‘spectacle’ that occurs 
post-hunt that allows people to engage visually and physically with the phys-
icality of a successful hunt. Though hunting may facilitate this material 
meeting, this is not generally the reason given when people say why they 
hunt. Although wolf sightings are becoming increasingly more frequent, the 
majority of people experience wolves via the traces they leave behind, such 
as tracks in the snow, wild or domestic kills, howling, urine-stained snow, 
scats or blood. The ‘kill’ makes tangible the mysterious, the unknown, and 
allows what has otherwise been imagined to manifest materially, to be prod-
ded and experienced at first hand. The teeth, paws and claws probably attract 
the most attention from the curious. I too found them intriguing when film-
ing, and in this sense I am also contributing to and taking part in this com-
munal material-spectacle (see Marvin 1988 in regard to animal death as 
‘public spectacle’ in relation to Spanish bull fighting).

However, the cadaver is not limited to its physical presence alone. It is 
not inert or passive, the cadaver also has agency in that the wolf’s dead body 
can still affect emotions or may rouse an urge to pet it. The body also plays a
role in the retelling of the animal’s untimely death, as described by the 
young hunter who lifted the upper lip of the dead wolf that he had shot to 
mimic a snarl. Even when dead, the wolf still has a story to tell. Moreover,
as illustrated when Ida caressed the dead alpha male lying at the side of the 
road, the cadaver has an ability to evoke powerful emotions during such 
material meetings. Consequently, such encounters are not solely a curiosity-
driven ‘spectacle’. Furthermore, the cadaver is momentarily reinvigorated 
and subjectivity is brought to the fore when it is patted firmly on the head by 
a hunter, or a passer-by: a familiar gesture, as if rewarding or reassuring a 
pet dog. In such moments there is a kind of waxing and waning of a post-
death subjectivity, what Jane Desmond refers to as moments of intimacy to 
merely ‘grotesque spectacles of death’ (Desmond 2013: 48-49), in reference 
to her work on road kill (see Chapter 2 for more on the animal ‘subject’).

I have already mentioned that I too was part of the material-spectacle that 
I was observing, but it is also as important to note that the camera played a 
role. For example, did the camera in some way prompt Ida’s reaction? Did 
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she speak to me or the camera, or both? The camera is as much part of the 
‘scene’, as was I, Ida, the wolf, the hunters and the county fieldworkers. 
However, as Jakob noted, the camera has the ability to affect what is ob-
served even without a human companion, such as when the small light on his 
camera traps disturbed the wolves when the shutter was triggered. As I have 
discussed, methods influence our observation to a very large extent, and the 
wolf hunt proved to be a powerful instance of both the problems that meth-
ods impose and how upon reflection they should affect theoretical analysis.
Which is why I argue for a move toward an agential-realist holism, which 
incorporates the researcher and her methods as part of the entire phenome-
non that is being investigated. It is for this reason that I felt it necessary to 
re-address methods at the end of the thesis, to remind the reader that, as ana-
lysts, we are part of our narratives and the phenomena we examine, and we 
are by no means separate from them. 
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Conclusion | Post-wolf: on the trail of what it 
means to be human

In Tracing Wolves I have sought to address two fundamental research ques-
tions, ‘What is a Scandinavian wolf and how do wolves manifest?’ As the 
chapters have progressed, we have seen that human practices are entangled 
with wolves and that humans and wolves affect each other. For example, in 
the Introduction I discussed how the present isolation of the Scandinavian 
wolf population is a result of human land use and management practices. 
These practices, namely reindeer herding (though forestry, farming, mining 
and hunting are also part of the equation), create a barrier through which 
wolves cannot travel freely, and wolves are shot as a result of ‘protective 
hunting’ in order to shield herder’s livestock. I refer to this phenomenon of 
isolation as ‘Wolf Island’, as in effect Scandinavian wolves are a human-
induced island population, which (as discussed in Chapter 5) affects the ge-
netic diversity of wolves in Sweden and has resulted in them being deemed 
‘inbred’. In this regard, human land use and management practices can be 
‘read’ from the genetic make-up of ‘inbred’ Scandinavian wolves and from 
‘malformations’ in their skeletons. In light of this, Scandinavian wolves are 
essentially ‘a wolf in the garden’, as ‘nature’ in this context is continually 
affected and manipulated by human hands as a result of industrial forestry, 
farming, reindeer herding and hunting.

Not only do humans affect wolves in this ‘garden’, wolves also affect 
humans. As discussed in the Introduction, ‘nature’ or the ‘outdoors’ is em-
braced emphatically in Sweden, and there is a sense of the right to access 
land and ‘nature’ freely (allemansrätten), a right that the presence of the 
Scandinavian wolf disrupts. In this sense, the presence of the Scandinavian 
wolf reveals other land use and management practices that may otherwise 
have remained out of sight. For example, reindeer herding inadvertently 
pushes wolves further south, where they remain isolated from other Eurasian 
wolf populations. The impact of reindeer herding on land, ‘nature’, and hu-
man populations is consequently experienced in a different part of the coun-
try, forming ‘Wolf Island’. 
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In Chapter 1 I referred to how human-wolf narratives in Euro-American 
thought have persisted for centuries and are still relevant today. When con-
sidering these narratives, there are a number of themes that reoccur, namely 
the ability of wolves to cross boundaries between dualisms – animal and 
human, nature and culture, wild and domestic, dark and light, field and for-
est. However, it is not only wolves that have this ability to cross such bound-
aries: some humans, depending upon the historical context, may also be con-
sidered ‘animal’ (such as outlaws or thieves) and treated accordingly. Cross-
ing boundaries works both ways and is contextually specific. 

Scientific classifications also formulate narratives that incorporate hu-
mans, wolves and dogs. At presently it is believed that dogs are the earliest 
domesticates, according to archaeological data. This early relationship illus-
trates the similarities between humans and dogs and for this reason it is ar-
gued that humans and dogs are able to share a sociality that is not possible 
between humans and wolves. We have also seen how dogs facilitate the 
transfer of information across species boundaries, from wolves to humans, 
when in Chapter 3 I explored wolf tracking technologies together with tradi-
tional tracking methods. Here, animal behaviour is comprehended via animal 
traces that emerge in a number of forms. For example, we observed how 
wolves are located and their behaviour is interpreted via the dog’s sense of 
smell, and how dog trainers perfect the dog’s abilities by using wolf GPS 
data as a guide to keep dogs on the wolf trail. In Chapter 3, we can also ob-
serve how animal familial relations – those between a mother bear and her 
cubs – are interpreted initially via the presence of milk appearing from the 
dead bear’s teats and then subsequently by GPS data received via the hunt-
ing dog’s GPS collars. In these instances we are able to note how the inter-
pretation of traces operate across species boundaries, for example, from the 
dog’s olfactory abilities to the human handler, or from the wolf GPS data, as 
interpreted by the handler back to the dog. Traces flow between subject and 
object positions as behaviour and locality are interpreted. We can also ob-
serve similar familial relations that are interpreted from animal traces in 
Chapter 2, when trackers describe wolf puppies playing in the snow and lynx 
mothers with their young. In this respect, the snow, as a medium, enables the 
accumulation of knowledge with regard to the presence of animals in the 
landscape. 

Snow also facilitates land management practices and the control of animal 
populations, and as Chapter 4 illustrates, wildlife management and ecologi-
cal research have emerged from or in tandem with a hunting tradition. Tradi-
tionally, hunters have managed animal populations and their effects on the 
landscape. Consequently, controlling animal numbers and local ecology are 
entangled, an extension of land management practices both in the past and in 
the present, though now new technologies such as GPS are accentuating this 
ability. The impact of such human-wolf practices can be regarded as a form 
of artificial selection. As explained in Chapter 5, genetics and breeding dom-
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inate wolf research and monitoring, management decisions are made on the 
basis of ‘genetic value’ or whether certain individuals are considered ‘genet-
ically effective’ or not. Such technologies and practices contribute towards 
how Scandinavian wolves are ‘purified’ and recognised as distinct in com-
parison to conspecifics or other canids. Furthermore, such ‘purification’ is 
facilitated by controlling breeding (by protecting ‘genetically effective 
wolves’ and not ‘inbred’ wolves) and by culling wolf-dog hybrids in order to 
prevent them from entering the breeding population. 

In the earlier chapters, my analysis predominantly worked from parts to 
wholes, by considering how wolf traces, or parts of wolves are comprehend-
ed as wolves holistically. With the ‘material’ wolf, with the wolf body in 
Chapter 6, my focus shifts a little from the ‘whole’ to parts, as the wolf body 
moves through the systemic practices that are conducted at the SVA and the 
Swedish Museum of Natural History. During these practices, processes of 
subjectification and de-subjectification occur as the wolf body becomes con-
sistently atomised. Here, as my interlocutors shift between subjectifying and 
de-subjectifying material during the practices they conduct, emotions are on 
occasion aroused. During such instances empathy facilitates an emotional 
response, as species boundaries become more fluid. At other times emotions 
are suppressed and species boundaries are kept in check. Here we have ob-
served how processes of attachment and detachment facilitate both empa-
thetic and emotional responses with regard to wolf subjectivity. Such subjec-
tivity also arises in Chapter 7, as I describe the wolf hunt inventories that I 
attended. Here wolf bodies enable a meeting between wolves and humans
that seldom occurs, a material-spectacle. In this regard, through death, the 
‘kill’ of the hunt foregrounds the mysterious and the unknown as traces are 
replaced by a tangible spectacle. The wolf body is touched, poked, prodded, 
and inquisitively examined. Yet it is also patted like a dog or gently caressed 
as it is mourned in the snow, highlighting a waxing and waning of post-death 
subjectivity. 

As I have already noted methodologically I have worked from the ground 
up, tracing wolves with my interlocutors and during that process I have ob-
served a movement from object to subject and vice versa. Tracks become 
wolves and wolves become tracks, or genes become wolves and wolves be-
come genes. In order to comprehend this entire phenomenon, it is necessary 
to consider the wolf more holistically, and the ‘material-discursive’ practices 
that my interlocutors conduct are part of the entire phenomenon called the 
Scandinavian wolf. Without these practices, wolf traces (as recognised by 
humans) would not emerge – both humans and wolves bring forth the trace. 
Essentially, all elements (including the analyst) are ‘effects’ within a net-
work of relations that ‘define and shape one another’ (Law 2009: 7). It is 
important to reemphasise this point because it is both methodological and 
theoretical in that not only do I orientate my approach by engaging in prac-
tices during fieldwork, but my research design, by its very nature, is partially 
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formative of what is ‘observed’ through praxis – the wolf both as distributed 
and as singular. It is for this reason that I believe the trace offers a unique 
position from which to observe human-wolf relations at play as ‘species 
meet’ (Haraway 2008). I suggest that by paying heed more broadly to these 
‘effects’, these traces, we can move methodologically and theoretically to-
ward a more ‘agential-realist holism’, that recognises the materiality of hu-
man practices and the differences that emerge as they are conducted. In the 
context of my study, I refer to such a method as post-wolf, as opposed to 
post-human, in that I consider the wolf beyond its usual boundaries, beyond 
what would normally be considered wolf. 

Throughout the thesis I have discussed various aspects of recent ontologi-
cal and epistemological endeavours, which in some regard can be considered 
‘post-human’, or at least lean in that direction. ‘Turns’, whether they are 
‘ontological’208 or ‘animal’,209 make us question our own categories as re-
searchers and force us to re-evaluate our comfort zones, which at the very 
least provides positive food for thought. With such thoughts in mind, how-
ever, it is important to reaffirm, as Kohn notes, ‘[o]ntological anthropology 
is for the most part posthumanist but that does not mean it sidesteps humans 
and human concerns altogether’ (Kohn 2015: 313). Furthermore, Mitchell,
for example, describes ‘the trope of the animal…as the figure that is not 
merely below or beside “the human” but actively constitutive of the human’ 
(Mitchell 2003: xiv). However, with regard to the human-wolf relations that 
I have explored, the dialectic works both ways – the wolf partakes in the 
human and the human also partakes in the wolf. Crucially, however, the 
‘animal’ or the ‘wolf’ in which the human partakes and which partakes in the 
human is a human-animal, a human-wolf, and it is these relations that I have 
explored. Despite the fact that I have methodologically attempted to decentre 
the human by tracing wolves, the aim is to learn what it means to be human 
together with wolves and their traces, not what it means to be wolf.

This method may at times shed light upon wolf subjectivity from a human 
perspective, but I have not pursued an analysis that favours the wolf’s per-
spective over that of the human’s. As previously noted, I have not run with 
the pack. It is worth considering at this point whether a ‘species’ perspective 
is even possible, whether wolf or human, a perspective that engulfs a number 
of subjectivities apart from one’s own, when sociality operates both at a 
subjective and inter-subjective level. The ‘point of view’ that we as anthro-
pologists attempt to trace is a social one, whether it is ‘native’, ‘animal’ or 
‘other’. It is inter-subjective and not limited to the individual; it is part of a 
broader shared subjective field. Hence, to consider sociality in a transspecif-
ic context, is not as ‘far out’ as it may at first seem, especially when we con-
sider the material culture school of thought and the social lives of objects 
                                                     
208 For a good overview of the ontological turn, see Kelly (2014) and Holbraad (2011). 
209 See Cederholm et al. (2014). 
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(see Henare, Holbraad and Sari Wastell 2007; Appadurai 1986). In this re-
gard, perhaps we ought to aspire to recognise that we, more often than not, 
work within transspecific social fields or sites (though many seldom attend 
to them in this regard), and consequently it is possible for theorists to lean 
toward transspecific perspectives, rather than solely ‘human’, ‘wolf’ or ‘oth-
er’. This is of course easier said than done. Understanding ‘the native’s point 
of view’ (Malinowski 2005 �1922�: 25) is fraught with difficulty – as is well 
documented in our field, with a number of different hurdles including lan-
guage, gender or class.

Incorporating other species into our ethnographic accounts is simply an-
other hurdle that must be addressed methodologically and theoretically. For 
example, I do, occasionally, attempt to cross the ‘boundary’ between wolves, 
humans or dogs, as do my interlocutors. When they talk about wolves as 
subjects with emotions and feelings, or as part of families that feel for one 
another. It must be emphasised that this is a human perspective on wolf sub-
jectivities and social relations, it is impossible to escape the anthropo-
morphic optics that tend to dominate Euro-American perspectives on ani-
mals. In this regard, I fall somewhere between the wolf and the human, and 
attempt ‘to inhabit the space in-between’, as Lewis Daly (2017) put it during 
a presentation in reference to what Anna Tsing analogously describes as a 
‘zone of awkward engagement’ (Tsing 2005: xi). This domain, I suggest, we 
refer to as a transspecific social field, or what Kohn refers to as a ‘transspe-
cies habitus’ (Kohn 2007: 7), a recognition of a multi-species sociality that 
may lean more towards the human (from my perspective, not Kohn’s), but 
attempts to incorporate other beings into the equation. 

Throughout the thesis, I have endeavoured to reach beyond the normally 
recognised boundaries by which wolves are perceived. However, that is not 
to say that the concept of the human is not also contested. It is also part of 
this project. By methodologically seeking to understand ‘What is a wolf?’, I
am also exploring what it means to be human by scrutinising how my inter-
locutors position themselves in relation to other phenomena/species. As I am 
not an ethologist, the aim of my project was not to gain a deeper understand-
ing of wolves per se, but rather to achieve a deeper understanding of how 
humans, together in the Scandinavian wolf context, come to understand phe-
nomena with which they are entangled and comprehend as ‘wolf’. 

With such thoughts in mind with regard to future research, I suggest a 
similar methodology to the one I have used here to examine how wolf traces 
emerge and are impacted by human land use, such as farming, reindeer herd-
ing, forestry, mining and hunting, to comprehend via ‘thick’ ethnographic 
descriptions how land use is entangled with the Scandinavian wolf. These 
different fields could be approached as independent studies in their own 
right, or perhaps more effectively as a larger, broader holistic project from a 
multi-disciplinary perspective that incorporates a number of researchers with 
expertise in these areas.
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In Tracing Wolves I have explored the materiality, effect and differences 
that arise together with my interlocutors and the practices they conduct, and 
as a result have revealed how empathy, embodiment, and emotion facilitate a
transspecific sociality that we are finally becoming more aware of in the 
social sciences. Though attending to such a sociality may be easier said than 
done, methodology and research design may aid us in this endeavour if we 
attempt to decentre our analysis by tracing our subjects/objects, as traces 
offer a middle ground from which to participate and observe materiality, 
effect and difference at play. By tracing what our interlocutors recognise and 
differentiate as the effects of phenomena, we can attempt to comprehend 
how subjects/objects emerge materially in various contexts. This is not to 
say that this is how the world really is but rather that this is one way of com-
prehending how, as life unfurls, humans come to recognise the phenomena 
of which they too are part. 
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Sammanfattning på svenska

Att spåra vargar
Materialitet, effekt och skillnad

I min studie, Att spåra vargar, utgår jag från två huvudsakliga forsknings-
frågor: vad är en skandinavisk varg, och hur framträder den? För att besvara 
de frågorna krävdes en analys av ett stort empiriskt material. Materialet sam-
lades in under ett omfattande fältarbete i den skandinaviska vargens utbred-
ningsområden i Sverige mellan sommaren 2013 och vintern 2014/15. Det 
inbegriper videofilmer, stillbilder, inspelade (ljud)intervjuer och fältanteck-
ningar nerskrivna under och efter deltagande observation, när jag följde med 
mina informanter som spårade, jagade, använde GPS, genomförde genetiska 
analyser, tränade med spårhundar, observerade kvarlevorna efter döda vargar 
och vid obduktioner. Dessa handlingar möjliggör, i huvudsak, en förståelse 
för vargens effekt och verkan, dess spår och indikationer, och det är därtill 
de handlingarna, snarare än genom direkt visuell observation, som den skan-
dinaviska vargen – så som människor känner till den – framträder.

I introduktionen ger jag en översikt av mitt fält och min metod (något som 
jag redan har antytt i texten ovan). Jag diskuterar också den, för närvarande, 
skandinaviska vargpopulationens isolering till följd av människans använd-
ning och förvaltning av skogsmark, som till exempel renskötsel (men skogs-
bruk, jordbruk och jakt bör också nämnas). Detta skapar hinder för vargen 
som innebär att den inte kan röra sig fritt. När jag diskuterar isolering an-
vänder jag begreppet ”Wolf Island” eftersom den skandinaviska vargen, i 
stor utsträckning, är en av människan skapad ”ö-population”, vilket påverkar 
vargens genetiska mångfald (detta tas upp i kapitel 5). Sedan följer en dis-
kussion om begreppet ”natur” i Sverige och jag resonerar kring hur ”natu-
ren” egentligen bör ses som en ”trädgård” eftersom den ständigt påverkas 
och manipuleras av människans hand – ett resultat av industriellt skogsbruk, 
jordbruk, renskötsel och jakt. Likväl hyllas ”naturen”, eller ”att vara ute i det 
fria”. I Sverige finns det en känsla av att ”ha rätt” att vistas i skog och mark 
(i ”naturen”); en rättighet som den skandinaviska vargens närvaro stör. Män-
niskor kan känna alltför stark oro eller rädsla för att till exempel plocka bär 
eller jogga i områden med varg, jägare kan vara rädda att vargen skadar eller 
till och med dödar deras hundar och avstår därmed från att jaga.
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I kapitel 1 diskuterar jag vargen i europeisk-amerikansk tradition, historia, 
litteratur och vetenskap. Vargens egenskaper har gett den en unik plats, jäm-
fört med andra djur, i att den har dominerat det europeiska tänkande som 
återspeglar det vilda och det domesticerade. Här finns det ett antal teman 
som återkommer, nämligen vargens förmåga att korsa gränser: mellan djur 
och människa, natur och kultur, vild och tämjd, mörk och ljus, fält och skog. 
Det är emellertid inte bara vargen som besitter förmågan att korsa gränser. 
Vissa människor, i ett visst sammanhang, kan också betraktas som ”djur” 
(till exempel personer utanför lagens skydd eller tjuvar) och behandlas i 
enlighet därmed. Att korsa gränser fungerar åt båda hållen och är kontextu-
ellt specifika. I den här diskussionen tar jag också upp genus och hur vargen 
har kommit att betraktas som ”the ultimate other” då det förhandlas om det 
mänskliga och det djuriska. Jag diskuterar sedan vargen utifrån evolution, 
klassificering och domesticering och hur arkeologiska fynd visar att hunden 
var det djur som först domesticerades. Detta tidiga förhållande illustrerar 
likheterna mellan människa och hund. Vid en jämförelse med våra tidiga 
förfäder kan relativt nya vetenskapliga studier visa att domesticering, som 
fenomen, har påverkat människor fenotypiskt; i likhet med fenotypiska skill-
naderna mellan varg och hund. Därför hävdas det att människan och hunden 
har förmågan att dela en socialitet som inte är möjlig på samma sätt mellan 
människan och vargen. Kapitlet handlar därefter om hur inavel hos den 
skandinaviska vargen anses vara problematisk. Detta trots att inavel ingår i 
hunduppfödning vilket leder till att genetiska defekter accepteras hos hundar, 
men då defekter anses vara resultatet av inavel hos den skandinaviska vargen 
är de oönskade. Följaktligen åtnjuter inte ”inavlade” vargar samma skydds-
nivå som ”genetiskt felfria” vargar.

I kapitel 2 diskuterar jag avhandlingens teoretiska grund genom att an-
vända begreppet ”spår” (”trace”) som ett teoretiskt och metodiskt verktyg. 
Det är när vargen framträder ur spåren som mina informanter observerar och 
upplever den. Det är samtidigt då som det är nödvändigt att ta hänsyn till 
vargen bortom dess vanliga gränser (bortom dess päls) eftersom det är spå-
ren som den lämnar efter sig som sedermera kommer att förstås som ”varg”. 
Metodiskt har jag arbetat mig upp från grunden, spårat varg tillsammans 
med mina informanter – kommunanställda och anställda vid länsstyrelserna, 
forskare inom ekologi, veterinärer, taxidermologer, jägare och naturvårdare. 
Under den processen har jag observerat en rörelse från objekt till subjekt och 
vice versa; spår blir till varg och varg blir till spår, eller gener blir varg och 
varg blir gener. För att förstå detta fenomen i sin helhet är det nödvändigt att 
betrakta vargen i ett vidare perspektiv genom att utforska de handlingar som 
mina informanter utför, som till exempel spårning, GPS-användning, DNA-
analyser eller obduktioner. Utan dessa skulle inte heller spår av varg uppstå. 
Både människan och vargen producerar spåret. Det är därför som spåret ut-
gör en position där arter möts och från vilken människa-vargrelationer kan 
utforskas. Jag föreslår att vi genom att noggrant uppmärksamma dessa ”ef-
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fekter”, dessa spår, kan vi närma oss en mer ”agential-realist holism”, som 
erkänner de mänskliga handlingarnas materialitet och skillnaderna som upp-
står när de utförs. I min avhandling kallar jag denna metod för post-wolf (i 
motsats till post-human), eftersom jag ser på vargen bortom vad som normalt 
sätt skulle betraktas som varg just genom att spåra vargen då den framträder. 
Att på detta vis spåra subjektet framkallar empati och i förloppet väcks käns-
lor då mina informanter till fullo förstår och blir medvetna om spåren. Det är 
av den anledningen som jag försöker närma mig erkännandet av en transspe-
cific socialitet, som verkar över artgränser, genom att ta hänsyn till andra 
antropologiska kontexter som refererar till animism i detta avseende. Jag 
understryker emellertid att ontologier (”monistic” och ”dualistic”) är tämli-
gen flytande (i stället för skarpt avgränsade). Detta eftersom då hängivenhet 
och likgiltighet utvecklas sker det som en del inom ett holistiskt spektrum 
när fältet visar sig och klassificerande ”nedskärningar” görs, och subjekt och 
objekt framträder som urskiljbara.

Kapitlen 3-7 är i mångt och mycket empiriska kapitel. I kapitel 3 diskute-
rar jag spårningsteknik och traditionella spårningsmetoder och tar upp hur 
djurs beteende förstås via djurspår som på olika sätt framträder. Vi kan till 
exempel observera hur vargens positioner och beteenden tolkas via hundens 
luktsinne och hur hundutbildare tränar hundens förmåga genom att med 
GPS-data om vargen som guide låta hunden följa vargspår. Vi ser också hur 
djurs familjerelationer, mellan en björnmamma och hennes ungar, uttolkas –
initialt är spåren mjölk i den döda björnens spenar och därefter GPS-data 
som mottas via jakthundens GPS-halsband. Vad vi ser är att då spår tolkas 
sker det över artgränser; till exempel från hundens luktförmåga till den 
mänskliga hundföraren eller från vargens GPS-data, som den tolkas av hund-
föraren, och tillbaka till hunden.

I kapitel 4 beskriver jag hur vargförvaltning och forskning har utvecklats 
utifrån eller i kombination med en jakttradition. Jägare har traditionellt styrt 
djurpopulationer och deras påverkan på landskapet. Kontroll av population-
ernas storlek och lokala ekologi är därför hopflätade, och en förlängning av 
dåtidens och dagens markvård. Jag diskuterar också hur snö – som medium –
möjliggör för kunskap att ackumuleras när det gäller förekomst av djur i 
skog och mark, vars spår underlättar jakt, förvaltning och övervakning och 
hur ny teknik, som till exempel GPS, accentuerar denna förmåga.

I kapitel 5 tar jag upp hur en del människa-varghandlingar kan betraktas 
som en form av artificiellt urval. Vargforskningen domineras av genetik och 
avel och beslut rörande övervakning och förvaltning fattas på grundval av 
”genetiskt värde” eller om vissa individer anses vara ”genetiskt effektiva” 
eller bära på genetiska risker. Det här bidrar till att den skandinaviska vargen 
”renas” och får ett särskilt erkännande jämfört med djur av samma art eller 
andra hunddjur. En sådan ”rening” underlättas av en kontrollerad avel (ge-
nom att skydda ”genetiskt effektiva vargar” och inte ”inavlade” vargar) och 
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genom att tillämpa licensjakt på varghundar i syfte att förhindra dem från att 
ta sig in i avelspopulationen.

I kapitel 6 möter vi den ”materiella” vargen, vargen i kött och päls. Jag 
beskriver hur vargens kropp rör sig genom systemet – från Statens veteri-
närmedicinska anstalt, SVA, till Naturhistoriska riksmuseet. I förflyttningen 
förekommer processer av subjektivering och avsubjektivering då vargen 
successivt reduceras till atomer. Fram tills nu har jag arbetat från delar till 
helheter genom att undersöka hur vargspår eller delar av vargen uppfattas 
som varg holistiskt. Med den ”materiella” vargen, vargkroppen, arbetar jag 
från en ”helhet” till delar. När mina informanter växlar mellan att subjekti-
vera och avsubjektivera material (genom de handlingar de utför), väcks 
ibland känslor men det finns också tillfällen då informanterna distanserar sig 
själva. Detta exemplifierar att till och med döden kan få empati att korsa 
artgränser. Vi ser hur processer av hängivenhet och likgiltighet kan leda till 
både empatiska och känslomässiga reaktioner i fråga om vargsubjektivitet.

I kapitel 7 beskriver jag inventeringar av de vargjakter som jag deltog i. 
Här möjliggör vargens kropp en materiell uppvisning, ett möte mellan varg 
och människa som sällan äger rum. I det avseendet, genom döden, ger jakten 
det mystiska, det okända, en särskild betydelse då spår ger plats åt ett offent-
ligt spektakel: vargens kropp petas på och undersöks nyfiket, men likt en 
hund klappas den också eller smeks försiktigt där den, sörjd, ligger i snön. 
Detta framhäver post-death subjektivitetens tilltagande och avtagande i 
styrka, något som varierar från person till person och i olika kontexter efter 
att jakten har ägt rum.

I avhandlingens konklusion hävdar jag att jag, genom att spåra vargen, 
har undersökt de materialiteter, effekter och skillnader som uppstår då mina 
informanter utför människa-varghandlingar. Till följd av detta avslöjas hur 
empati, förkroppsligande och känslor möjliggör en transspecific socialitet 
(en socialitet som korsar artgränser) som vi, inom samhällsvetenskapen, till 
slut har kommit att bli alltmer medvetna om. Vad gäller framtida forskning, 
om vi ger diskussionen om skarpt avgränsade ontologier mindre utrymme, 
och istället överväger en ”agential-realist holism”, som tar hänsyn till ett 
mer flytande ontologiskt spektrum (något som vi allt oftare stöter på i fält), 
skulle vi, som analytiker, kunna vara friare att delta i processer av både hän-
givenhet och likgiltighet, då skillnader uppstår och subjekt och objekt träder 
fram.
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